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1. Introduction

To stay competitive in the global marketplace, the textile-apparel industrial complex must
evaluate and deploy state-of-the-art manufacturing and information technologies. The vitality
of this complex is especially critical to the US Department of Defense (DoD) which relies on
this industrial base to clothe its personnel and maintain a state of readiness. To enable the
apparel industry to become competitive by adopting advanced techniques and tools, the US
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) sponsored the development of a generic architecture for
apparel

manufacturin~

at Georgia Tech. Such a comprehensive architecture encompassing the

function, information and dynamics facets of an enterprise is a prerequisite for the
implementation of advanced technologies including computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM)
in the apparel enterprise.

2. Research Objectives
The primary objective of this research effort has been to design and develop a generic
architecture for an apparel enterprise in cooperation with apparel companies. Yet another
objective has been to develop an architecture (model) for the uniform issuance process at
recruit induction centers (RICs). The third major objective has been to work with appropriate
industry groups to promote the use of the architecture and related concepts.

3. Research Accomplishments
The major research accomplishments are summarized in this section. Separate volumes are
dedicated to each of the accomplishments.

Apparel Manufacturing Architecture (AMA): The apparel manufacturing architecture
(AMA) is a comprehensive set of specifications for a computer-integrated apparel enterprise
(CIAE). AMA consists of a set of models the core of which is the information model which
defines the schema of the shared information base for an apparel enterprise. The function
model component of the architecture specifies how the activities carried out in an apparel
manufacturing enterprise interact with each other through the shared information base. The
third component of AMA, the dynamics model, describes how the interactions among the
enterprise activities take place over time. The USAF's IDEF Methodology was used in the
development of AMA. It was developed in cooperation with major apparel manufacturers and
a few member companies of the American Apparel Manufacturers Association (AAMA).
AMA can thus play a significant role in the development and implementation of information
exchange standards in the apparel industry.

Recruit Induction Center Architecture: The recruit induction center architecture (RICA)
consists of the function and information models of the uniform distribution process at RICs.
RICA has been developed based on visits to major RICs by members of the DoD Joint
Working Group and Georgia Tech. This architecture, in conjunction with AMA, will facilitate
the implementation of customer-driven uniform manufacturing (CDUM) for clothing the
recruits.

,
t
r
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Interaction with Industry Groups: Several major initiatives were conducted in collaboration
with industry groups to promote AMA and related concepts. These include:
I.

participation in the Agility Forum's Enterprise Integration Focus Group that led to the
creation and publication of the document Key Need Areas for Integrating the Agile
Virtual Enterprise, AR94-04 in October 1994;

2.

conducting workshops with Small and Medium Size Enterprises (SMEs);

3.

participation in the NATO Advanced Study Institute on Mechatronics in Textile
Engineering in Side, Turkey;

4.

extensive interaction with the apparel industry through the American Apparel
Manufacturers Association's Apparel Research Committee, CIM Committee, and
Management Systems Committee;

5.

dissemination of information on AMA through presentations at industry meetings and
conferences including the Bobbin Show, trade and refereed publications and
distribution of copies of AMA.

Additional Key Accomplishments: In addition to realizing the original objectives of the
project, this research has led to the following major accomplishments:
1.

development of a new modeling methodology IFEM (Integrated Framework for

3

Enterprise Modeling) that overcame the major drawbacks of the IDEF methodologies;

2.

development of the Enterprise Modeling Framework (EMF) that provides an
environment for seamlessly moving between the function, information and dynamics
facets of an enterprise;

3.

an AMA-based information system for an apparel enterprise implemented in Paradox,
a relational database tool;

4.

a Toolbook-based multimedia system for showcasing the connectivity between the
various DLA-AAMTD Projects in the context of AMA;

5.

AMA has more recently been serving as the integrating framework for the newly
initiated Apparel Research Network (ARN) Program at DLA.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, the research effort has realized the vision of creating a generic architecture for
apparel manufacturing and has made pioneering contributions to advance the field of
enterprise modeling while conclusively demonstrating the importance of an enterprise
architecture for process reengineering and the effective implementation of information systems
and technologies in the manufacturing enterprise.

***
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PREFACE
The Apparel Manufacturing Architecture (AMA) is a comprehensive set of specifications for a Computer-Integrated Apparel Enterprise. The research on the development of AMA began at Georgia Tech in July 1988; it is being funded by the US
Defense Logistics Agency. Oxford Slacks in Monroe, Georgia, was the first industry partner actively collaborating in the initial development activities. Subsequently, several member companies of the American Apparel Manufacturers
Association (AAMA) participated in reviewing and enhancing the draft version of
AMA. In October 1992, Version 1.0 of AMA was released in two volumes; the
first contained the Function and Dynamics Models while the second contained the
Information Model.
To test and validate AMA in the real-world, two plant implementations were successfully carried out with the active collaboration of Dowling Textiles of McDonough, Georgia, and Terry Manufacturing of Roanoke, Alabama. Just as continued
maintenance, updating and support are essential for any acquired technology to
have a long and meaningful impact, AMA has been reviewed regularly and opportunities for enhancing it identified. To formalize this enhancement process, a twoday Workshop was convened in April 1994 in which experts from industry, academia, research laboratories and government agencies participated. At this Workshop, AMA was reviewed in-depth and areas for enhancing it were actively
discussed. The results from the Workshop have been used to create this version of
AMA, Version 1.5.
AMA [Version 1.5] is being released in three volumes: Volume I: AMA Primer;
Volume II: The Function Model; and Volume III: The Information Model.
Volume I introduces the modeling techniques used in developing AMA and provides an overview of AMA. It is intended to serve as a guide to understand the
Function and Information Models in Volumes II and lli, respectively. Volume ll
contains the Function model along with a glossary of terms used in the model.
Likewise, Volume III contains the Information model along with the respective
entity definitions in AMA. In addition, it contains a table of all the entities and
their attributes. For each attribute, its SQL "attribute type", e.g., Character,
Numeric or Date, is defined.
As with any such major research effort, the active participation of several individuals and organizations led to this architecture and their contributions are thankfully
acknowledged (please see Acknowledgments for complete listing). Any comments
on AMA including suggestions for enhancements are welcome.
Sundaresan Jayaraman
Atlanta, Georgia
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this research is to develop an architecture for an apparel manufacturing
enterprise that will serve as a blueprint for implementing computer-integrated manufacturing
(CIM) in the apparel industry. Although computer-based tools have been developed and used in

the apparel industry to enhance the productivity of individual functional components of the apparel
enterprise, these efforts have not been part of an overall scheme of integration. As a result, most
enterprises operate with incompatible subsystems which c~ot share information with each other.
The current work is a maiden attempt at creating a systematic integration architecture for the apparel manufacturing enterprise.
The functions and structure of an existing representative apparel enterprise have been
studied and represented using descriptive modeling techniques. The resulting AS IS model has
been analy~ to understand the integration needs of an .apparel manufacturing enterprise. The results of the analysis of the AS IS model have been used in conjunction with advancements in infonnation technology to create the TO BE architecture for an integrated apparel enterprise, ie, the
Apparel Manufacturing Architecture (AMA).
The apparel manufacturing architecture (AMA) is a comprehensive set of specifications
for a computer-integrated apparel en~rprise. AMA consists of a set of models, the core of which
is the information model which can be used as the basis for an.enterprise-wide information system.
The function model component of the architecture specifies how the activities carried out in an apparel manufacturing enterprise interact with each other through the shared infonnation model. The
third component of AMA, the dynamics model, describes how the interactions among the enterprise activities take pl~e over time and is critical for simulating the operations of the enterprise.
AMA encompasses activities spanning product development to distribution of fmished goods.

1

1.1 An Overview of Apparel Manufacturin&
Apparel manufacturing enterprises differ in size and complexity from small contract sewing shops to large corporations with their own design studios and product lines. The typical enterprise modeled here carries out activities ranging from design to distribution of garments according
to customers'• specifications. At the top level, the functions of such an enterprise may be classified

as follows:
1. Marketing, Product Development and Sales·
2. Planning and Preparation for Production
3. Manufacturing
4. Customer Service
5. Distribution
6. Engineering and Quality Control Services
The marketing, product development and sales functions cover all the activities performed before production orders are finalized. The enterprise works with the customer to develop
garment styles according to customer's specifications. For private label products, the sales staff negotiates the contract with the customer for orders on garments that have been developed. This contract provides general terms of agreement between the enterprise and the customer; however, it
does not contain all the details such as color/size distribution of garments which are specified closer to delivery dates so that the customer can utilize the latest point of sale (PQS) data to order those
garments that are being sold
The central coordination point for all the activities after a sales contract has been signed
is the customer service function. It interacts with the customer on a regular basis and issues the production orders to the enterprise for meeting the customer's order requirements and schedule. It is
the responsibility of customer service to ensure that the distribution system has the appropriate finished goods to ship to the customer when the customer sends the shipping orders.
The manufacturing function services the distribution function by supplying the finished
goods. The planning and preparation for production function, in tum, services the manufacturing
function by scheduling production and making raw materials available. The engineering and q.ual-

ity control services functions are auxiliary functions providing services to other functions. The en• Customer is defined as a retailer or an individual end user (consumer).
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terprise, as a whole, can be viewed as a provider of goods and services to its customers. The
customers include chain stores, outlet retailers and mail order houses.
An important characteristic of a majority of the apparel manufacturing enterprises is that
they do not produce to meet projected sales. The enterprise should be prepared to produce goods
at very short notice if it has to produce to finn orders. The customers desire the flexibility of making
their buying decisions as late in the season as possible. Even when sales contracts have been signed
for the whole season, the enterprise does not know the specifics such as size and color distribution
well into the season. The raw material (fabric, trim and accessories) suppliers play a critical role in
the enterprise's ability to manufacture goods at short notice.
The operations of a typical apparel enterprise are spread over a vast geographical area.
The styling studios and marketing operations are located close to fashion centers, such as New
York City, Dallas and Los Angeles. Manufacturing facilities are generally located in areas where
inexpensive labor is available. Product development, pattern and marker making, and cutting are
carried out in centralized locations which support numerous sewing and finishing plants, some of
which are located overseas. Distribution of finished goods is carried out from a central location.

1.2 Need for Al}parel Manufacturin~ Architecture
Process mechanization and infonnation systemization are the two main facets of CIM. In a
discrete part manufacturing enterprise, a considerable part of the effort that goes into
manufacturing is expended outside the boundaries of individual processes -- in information
processing tasks involved in coordinating these processes. In such an enterprise, the benefits from
process mechanization are limited if process mechanization is not accompanied by an appropriate
level of information systemization~ Until recently, the efforts of the apparel industry in advancing
the state-of-the-art in apparel manufacturing have primarily been directed towards process
mechanization, with very little attention having been paid to the information systemization aspect
Before integration can be attempted, there is a need to understand and document how an apparel
enterprise operates so that the information sharing needs of the enterprise can be understood and
defined. The objective of this research effort is to understand the operations of an apparel enterprise
and develop an architecture for a CW system for apparel manufacturing.
Moreover, the US apparel industry's approach to competition has shifted from a cost-

based approach to one based on time, quality, and value. Thus, apparel companies are beginning
to seek reengineering solutions and an effective harnessing of information to meet customer
requirements quickly and economically. An apparel manufacturer can utilize AMA as tool for
improved organization awareness, a more efficient, effective vehicle for communication, and
finally, as a basis for cost/benefit analysis of capital investments.

1.3 Research Metbodolo&,Y
An understanding of how a complex system functions can be obtained through models.
Models can also be used to communicate the conceptual design of a desired system to those responsible for implementing and maintaining the system. A model, which is a meaningful abstraction of
a real-world system, captures only those aspects of a system's functioning that are relevant to the
purpose that the model serves. Models that are developed to represent the relevant aspects of a system, together or individually, are referred to as the architecture of the system.
A set of models consisting of function, information and dynamics models has been identified as a comprehensive representation of the enterprise for implementing CIM. These three models of an apparel enterprise have been developed to serve as an architecture for a CIM system for
apparel manufacturing (AMA). The function model provides a representation of the functional
components that constitute the enterprise, and the interconnections between these components.
The information model defines the structure of the information that the enterprise maintains to support its functions. It provides a schema based on which the information system needed to support
CIM can be designed. The dynamics model captures the time varying behavior of the functions and
information in the enterprise and provides the means for analysis of the enterprise CIM system
through simulation. In the CIM system development cycle shown in Figure 1.1, AMA provides the
specifications based on which detailed design and implementation of the system can be carried out

1.4 Research Procedure
The development of AMA was carried out in three phases. In the first phase, the scope of
the architecture was defined. Next, the AS IS model of an existing enterprise within the defined
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scope was developed. In the third phase, the AS IS model was used as the basis fQr developing the
AMA which represents a completely integrated apparel enterprise [Jayaraman90 & Malhotra90].

1.4. 1 Scqpe of the Model
The scope of the architecture is stated in terms of the objectives of the modeling activity

(purpose), the boundaries of the domain under consideration (context) and the perspective from
which the domain is seen for modeling purposes (viewpoint). The scope needs to be stated clearly
to avoid cluttering the model with superfluous information that obscures its relevant contents. General information about the apparel manufacturing domain was gathered through literature, plant
visits and interviews with people involved in apparel manufacturing. Based on the gathered information and the research objectives, the scope of the architecture was defmed.
Pumose: The purpose of the architecture of an apparel manufacturing enterprise is to provide an understanding of the range of activities involved in the day-to-day operations of an enterprise and serve as a blueprint for implementing CIM in the enterprise. The AS IS model serves as
the means for understanding how an existing enterprise functions whereas the AMA models make
up the architecture for a CIM system for apparel manufacturing.
Context: A primary consideration in the development of the architecture is that the architecture be representative of the general operational characteristics of the apparel industry. For this
purpose, the approach adopted for AS IS modeling was to thoroughly study and model one representative enterprise (Oxford Slacks, Monroe, Georgia), have the model reviewed by a broad crosssection of the industry and refme it for correctness and completeness. Trouser manufacturing was
chosen as the initial target domain because trouser manufacturing represents generic apparel manufacturing domain well and real-world data for this domain was made accessible by the industry
partner. Subsequently, this trouser model was extended and AMA is a generic architecture that is
applicable for all gannents. Activities ranging from marketing and product development to fmished goods distribution are included in the context
Yiew.point: Based on a preliminary analysis of the apparel industry, the activities performed by an apparel manufacturing enterprise were divided into three main categories:

1. Strategic decision-making related to the long-term strategy of the enterprise. This function
is performed by corporate management. Investment and expansion decisions are examples
of long-term decision-making.
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2. Tactical decision-making related to the day-to-day workings of the enterprise. These decisions are made by the middle level management (e.g., departmental and plant managers).
Examples of these decisions are production planning, inventory management, manufacturing, quality control, etc.
3. Operational activities whereby the tactical decisions are implemented. For example, the
activities involved in assembling a garment fall into this category.
The model takes the viewpoint of middle level managers responsible for day-to-day decisions in
the enterprise. Strategic decision-making activities were excluded from the model since the outcome of these decisions are policies that usually do not change on a day-to-day basis. Thus the
viewpoint of the model was restricted to tactical decision-making and operational functions of the
enterprise.

7

CHAPTERll

AMA: THE FUNCTION MODEL

The AMA Function model, developed using the IDEF0 methodology, provides the functional structure for a CIM system for apparel manufacturing. The model represents the functi~ns
of an apparel manufacturing enterprise as distributed components of a CIM system. The data interfaces between the functions were modeled using the da~ defmition from the AMA Information
model.

2.1 Model Syntax and Conventions
The model consists of a set of indexed diagrams and an accompanying glossary of terms.
The diagrams model the enterprise in terms of the functions that the enterprise petforms and their
inter-connections. Functions are represented as boxes on the diagrams and described by short verb
phrases [ICAM81a]. Each diagram contains from 3 to 6 boxes thus maintaining clarity and readability. All the intetfaces to a function are represented by labeled arrows which connect to the rectangular function boxes from all four sides (Figure 2.1). The arrows from the left (inputs) represent
inputs to a function and the arrows coming out from the right (outputs) represent the outputs that
the function produces by transforming its inputs. The entities that constrain or control this transformation of inputs to outputs are represented as arrows coming in from the top (controls). The arrows coming in from the bottom (mechanisms) represent the mechanisms, i.e., the means used to
perform the function. The intetface arrows are also referred to as ICOMs and are described in detail
in the AMA Function model glossary. Outputs from one function can be inputs or controls for other
functions. Arrows connecting function boxes represent interfaces between functions.
Where more detail on a particular function (represented as a box on a diagram) is desired,
that box is decomposed on another diagram to depict its sub-functions, interfaces and inter-connections. Thus the diagrams are tied in a hierarchy in which the higher level diagrams contain more
abstract functions and the lower level ones go into greater details of each activity. Each diagram is
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Figure 2.1. The A-0 Context Diagram of the AMA Function Model

bound by the context of its parent function box, i.e., all the arrows on the parent box connect to the
arrows in the corresponding child diagram. The model hierarchy converges to a diagram at the top
called the model context diagram which contains a single box and its interfaces. The interfaces represented in this diagram serve as the context for the whole model.
A node numbering scheme is used to number the diagrams and boxes. The context diagram is numbered A-0 (A minus zero) and is decomposed into the AO diagram depicting the major
functions of the enterprise. Within a diagram, the boxes are numbered starting with number 1. The
node number of a diagram is derived by appending the number of the box that the diagram details
to the node number of the diagram in which this box belongs.

2.2 The function Mo<fel
In the AMA Function model, the enterprise functions are represented as functional components of an enterprise-wide information system that create, modify and reference data. Functions
that transform physical entities, e.g., Cut Fabric, are abstracted as information processing functions that modify the data representing the state of the physical entities. Thus, the ICOM interfaces,
in addition to representing inter-connections between the functions, also represent the interface of
the functions to the enterprise-wide CIM information system. The model complements the AMA
Information model in defining an architecture for a distributed CIM information system in that it
identifies the enterprise functions th·at require access to each data entity defined in the AMA Information model.
In the A-0 diagram shown in Figure 2.1, the inputs to the enterprise are denoted by the
arrows to the left of the box. The enterprise receives inqu.iries from the customer on new products,
designs and styles, and it in turn responds to the requests. It receives sales contracts and shipping
orders from the customer while materials (e.g., fabric and trim) are received from suppliers (materials may be returned if they do not meet quality standards). The operation of the enterprise is constrained or governed by market trends, industry standards and practices and the requirements of the
customer. The resources or mechanisms responsible for the operation are humans and machines.
The outputs from the enterprise are sales presentations, samples and shipment of finished goods to
the customer, and communications with suppliers and vendors regarding materials and processes.
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2.2. 1 The AO Diamm
The AO diagram clearly identifies the six major functions perfonned in the day-to-day operations of the enterprise. Since it provides a complete description of the model (including the interactions between the various functions), the AO diagram is commonly referred to as the top level
diagram. All the inputs, outputs, constraints and mechanisms on the A-0 diagram connect to their
corresponding boundary arrows on the AO diagram (Figure 2.2).
The first function (Develop and Market Product Line) is to develop the garment for manufacturing and it is based on customer needs and market trends. Materials are procured from suppliers to produce samples. The other results (outputs) of this activity are garment designs and sales
presentations to customers.
The activities in product design and other functions in the enterprise require some support
(identifying material suppliers, creating quality assurance standards, etc.) and this is captured in
the second function, Provide Enterprise Support Services. Once the customer places an order, the
next function is to plan and prepare for manufacture and this is represented by the third box (Plan

and Prepare for Manufacture) in the AO diagram. This activity can be performed only if sales contracts have been finalized and the availability of materials ensured. Hence, prior to developing a
sales plan, it would be necessary to develop vendors. This activity is carried out by the Provide

Enterprise Support Services function. The plan and prepare for manufacturing activity is constrained by the customer's delivery requirements. The ·outputs of this activity include the cutting
schedule for the orders, communications with vendors regarding materials, and markers and materials from warehouse.
The fourth box (Monitor and Control Production Activities) represents the monitoring
function, which is concerned with monitoring and control of production activities. It generates the
production schedule for manufacture of the garment. The fifth box (Manufacture Garments) represents the manufacturing function which encompasses cutting, sewing, finishing and garment inspection. It requires markers, materials, and warehouse tickets and cartons as inputs and is
constrained by the cutting schedule and the size/color distribution. The main output of this activity
is the manufactured garment.
Another major function performed in an apparel enterprise is the distribution of the finished goods and this is represented by the sixth box (Distribute Garments) in the AO diagram.
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Information about the various functions is vital for the efficient operation of the enterprise. Consequently, every function generates information on its performance (e.g., production data, quality problems, operation reports) as one of its outputs. This information is monitored and

utilized for setting standards and providing data for the operation of the enterprise. This function
is represented by the second box in the AO diagram. It is constrained by industry standards and
practices in wages, engineering and quality (benchmarking data).
The mechanisms are shown only at the lowest level in the function hierarchy where they
are relevant.
2.2.2 The Function Hierarchy
In the AO diagram in Figure 2.2, the six functions -- A 1 through A6 -- correspond to the

six functional areas into which the AMA Information model is divided Each of these functions
creates and modifies data entities modeled in the function views in its respective functional area.
From the viewpoint of a function, there are two types of data entities: shared and local. Only those
data entities that are of use to other functions are shared by a function; the rest are viewed as local
data entities that are unavailable to the outside functions. For example, the function Develop and

Market Product Line (Al) is viewed as a function that creates and modifies a garment style based
on customer's requirements (Figure 2.3). An outcome of this activity is a garment style which is
shared with other functions. A style has components, such as construction·detail, pattern, fit and
process plan, which are created and modified by the sub-functions of Al. Data on all these components are maintained locally within Aland are not available outside it. Only those patterns, construction details, fit and process plans that have been assigned to the styles represented by the output of Al are shared with the outside functions. The output interface Garment Style of functionAl
is defined in the model as a style that has been validated This constraint in the defmition of garment style applies to the shared information as well. Therefore only the validated styles are available outside Al.
The distinction between local and shared data is made for functions at all levels in ·ihe
model hierarchy. For example, consider the sub-functions of Al. The data on style concepts generated by the stylist are local to the function Create and Market Styles (All). Only those style concepts that have been selected by the customer for development into styles are shared by this function with Develop Garment Style (Al2). Similarly, data on sample production schedules that are
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of relevance only to the sample production functions, are local to the function Provide Garment

Samples (Al4).
The output arrows represent the data entities created or updated by a function while the
input and control interface arrows represent the data entities referenced by the function. The imported data entities are either referenced or used to generate the outputs of a function. The data accessible to a function are constrained by the definition of the input and control interfaces. For example, consider the function Develop and Confirm Sales Plan (A31) which has Style- Validated
as one of its control interfaces (Figure 2.4). The function requires access to the details of the styles
that are to be assigned to the new sales plans. As per the definition of the ICOM Style - Validated,
function A31 has access to all the data on styles that have been validated. The accessible data entities recursively include the components of the entity style, e.g., data on style would include all
the data on the fit of the style and all the data that describe the grade table feature of this fit.
Thus, using the ICOMs, the interface of the functio~al components of a CIM information
system for an apparel manufacturing enterprise is specified in the AMA Function model.

2.3 Text Syntax and Conventions
The text consists of a brief description of all functions and sub-functions at all levels in
the model hierarchy. The structure defmitions ofiCOMs modeled in the AMA Function model are
contained in the respective glossary entries. In addition, the ICOMs related to a particular activity
are defined in the text for those activities which are at the lowest level of the function hierarchy.
The structure defmition corresponding to a particular concept (input, control, output or mechanism) is also included for these activities as shown in the example Schedule Production (Figure
2.5).
In Figure 2.5, the inputs, controls, outputs and mechanisms to carry out the activity

Schedule Production are listed. Furthermore, the information entity (IDEF1x entity defined in the
AMA Information Model) corresponding to a particular concept (input, outpu~ mechanism, or
control) is indicated. In Figure 2.5, E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER} is the IDEF1x entity corresponding to the constraint Production Order - Scaled. Looking at entity E48 in the AMA Information model, it can be deduced that Production Order - Scaled has the same structure and attributes
as PRODUCTION_ORDER as it is a production order with spreading information and marker at-
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03

Scbe4ule ProductiOD
Qescription:
.
Schedule production orders for each manufac t uring plant and
release the plant schedules at the beginning of each manufacturing period .
Also send a request for release of materials for each order scheduled .
Interface:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
Production Order - Scaled;
Cl:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
Manufacturing Report;
C2 :
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
Request for Material Release;
01 :
[E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE})
Production Schedule;
02:
[E94
{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Staff - Production Control;
Ml:

~PRODUCTION_ORDER

Production Order is an order issued to manufacturing plants to produce garments. Exact number, ta6ric type and size distribution are specified. Various other pieces of information required to detennine what exactly is to be
produced are also provided.

PrOReadyDate: Production Order Ready Date is
the date oy which the goods should be ready
for delivery.
PrO Scale: Production Order Salle is the multiplying factor for converting size scale ratios to
actuaf quantities to be produced in each size.

Primary Key Attributes
PrOSpelnstr: Production Order Special Instructions are the instructions accompan~g each
order. For example, the order may mstruct the
cutting department to cut only the s~fied
quanti~, or to cut according to the available
fabric length.

ProdOrdNo: Production Order Number is theserial number assigned to the production order.
Non-key Attributes
PlanSeqNo: FK SALES_PLAN (45).

PrOrdStat Production Order Status specifies the
status of processing of the order. The status is
updated after the completion of each processing phase. Cutting, sewing, finishing, ~eiv
ing 1n the warehouse and stocking are examples of processing phases through which the
order goes.

QualRepNo: FK QUAUTY_REPORT (83).
MarkerNo: FK MARKER(St).
PrOCutDate: Production Order Cut date is the
date by which the fabric for the production order should be cut

Figure 2.5. Schedule Production: Description and Interface.
Entry for entity E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER)
in the AMA Information Model.
tached. Thus the lOOM interfaces, in addition to representing inter-connections between the functions, also act as a link between the function and information models of the AMA.
2.3.1 IXPe Classification of ICOMs: In the AMA Function model, there may be ICOMs that represent direct exchange of transient information between functions. For example, lOOMs may rep-
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resent start, stop and acknowledge signals that are sent from one process to another as part of a
hand-shaking protocol. Data on such transient entities need not be maintained

~

the enterprise

information system as it ceases to be of interest once it has been used by the receiving function.
Consequently, transient entities are not included in the information model. In AMA, ICOMs are
classified as transient or persistent, based on the type of entities they represent. In the AMA Function model glossary, transient ICOMs are identified by letter 'T' and persistent ones by letter 'P'
under the heading Type in the glossary entries for the ICOMs (Figure 2.6). Another classification
of the ICOMs results from the fact that ICOMs may represent abstract ideas or knowledge that
cannot be defined as structured data in the information model. For example, the knowledge about
fashion trends constrains the garment design function, but is difficult to .represent this knowledge
as structured data. ICOMs representing unstructured entities are classified as free-fonn ICOMs
and are not assigned any data structures in AMA. The type code for free-fonn ICOMs is 'F' and
for structured ICOMs is'S' as shown in Figure 2.6.

Restart Signal
Type:
Structure:
(Workstation);
Description:
Signal sent to a spreader to restart operation after the defect condition that caused the stoppage has
been rectified.

srr

Market Trends
Type: F/P
Structure:
None;
Description:
Fashion trends for the season.
Production Schedule
Type: SIP
Structure:
E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE};
Description:
Schedule for production (assembly and finishing) plants for a particular production period.

Figure 2.6. Glossary Entries for Restart Signal, Market Trends & Production Schedule
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CHAPTERID

AMA: THE INFORMATION MODEL

The AMA Information model was developed to s~rve as the database schema for the apparel CIM system. The model provides a coherent defmition of the data maintained by the enterprise, based on the semantics of this data. The information model, developed using the IDEF1x
methodology [ICAM81b], consists of a set of entity-relationship diagrams and a data dictionary.
Entities about which data are maintained, their attributes and the relationships between these entities were identified from the glossary of the AS IS architecture and represented graphically on the
diagrams. Definitions of the entities and their attributes are provided in the data dictionary.

3.1 Model Syntax and Diagramming Conventions
The AMA Information model consists of a set of diagrams and an accompanying glossa-

ry. The diagrams depict the information structure in a graphical form as a map of data entities and
their relationships, and the glossary provides a textual description of the data entities. The various
model elements are represented graphically using the following diagramming conventions:
3. 1.1 Entity
Entities are represented by rectangular boxes in the Information model. Each entity is given a unique name and number that appears at the top of the box. For example, the box representing
the entity pattern is labeled E14/PATTERN (Figure 3.1).
3.1 .2 Relationship
The relationships between entities are represented by directed lines joining the related entities. For example, the relationship "A pattern consists of many parts" is expressed as a line directed from E14/PATTERN to E15/PATTERN_PART (Figure 3.1). The dot at the end of the line is
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used to indicate the direction and letter n next to it represents the cardinality of the relationship,
which is one-to-many in this case (i.e., a pattern consists of many parts whereas each part belongs
to only one pattern). A parent-child relationship is said to exist between pattern and pattern part in
which pattern is the parent and pattern part is the child.
3.1.3 Attributes
· The characteristics that describe the.entities are represented as attribute names and are
listed inside the entity boxes. The attributes listed above the horizontal line dividing the entity boxes make up the primary key of the entity. The primary key uniquely identifies an instance of an
entity. For example, each pattern is uniquely identified by its primary key consisting of attributes

BasPatNo andRunNo. Attributes listed below the line are called non-key attributes. When a relationship exists between two entities, the primary key of the parent is inherited by the child as a foreign key. A foreign key is denoted by FK in parentheses after the inherited attribute name. For example in Figure 3.1, the attribute, BasPatNo, which is a part of the primary key of the entity, pat-

tern, is inherited from its parent entity, E 13/BASE_PATI"ERN.
3.1.4 Dependent Entities
For an instance of an entity to exist, it must have values for all its primary key attributes.
For example, a base pattern's record cannot be maintained in the enterprise without assigning a value for its .BasPatNo. Therefore, a base pattern does not exist on the records if it does not have a
BasPatNo. If the primary key of an entity is inherited, as in the case of E14/PATI"ERN (Figure
3.1), then the existence of such an entity depends on the existence of its parent(s). For example, a
pattern that belongs to a base pattern type identified by BasPatNo 231 cannot exist in the database

if there is no record for a base pattern with BasPatNo 231. A dependent entity is represented as a
box with rounded comers and a dependence relationship is represented by a solid line.

3. 1.5 Cate~ories
Some information entities are related by their similarity to each other. For example, construction materials, such as trim, labels, thread, etc. are identified by a material code and a color
code, but each has certain characteristics that are unique to it. For example, count may be an im-
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ponant characteristic of thread but it has no meaning for labels. The relationship among such entities is called a categorization relationship and is illustrated for entity E3~/MAT_VARIANT.
3.1.6 Functional Yiews
While modeling a complex system such as an apparel manufacturing enterprise, it is difficult to map all the relationships on a single wagram. For ease of modeling, the model is broken
up into functional views, each of which represents a particular aspect of the enterprise operation.
These views remain parts of the same model because they share common entity definitions. Each
.

.

functional view can be spread over multiple diagrams that are connected through pageconnectors.
The node number and the title of the functional view are printed at the bottom of each diagram.
The information model is normalized to the third normal relational form [Codd70]. In this
form, all the many-to-many relationships (e.g., many materials may be ordered on a purchase order
and a material may be ordered through many purchase orders) .are transformed into one-to-many
relationships by creating intermediate child entities between entities that have many-to-many relationships, and the non-key attributes of each entity are dependent only on the key attributes of that
entity and nothing else. All the entities and theit attributes are defmed in the dictionary that accompanies the model.

3.2 The AMA Infonnation Model
The AMA Information ~odel defines the structure of the entities generated and processed
by the functions of the apparel manufacturing enterprise and the relationships that exist between
these entities. It represents the following functional views:
1. Marketing and Product Development
2. Enterprise Support Services
3. Planning and Preparation for Production
4. Production Control

S. Manufacturing
6. Distribution.
The AMA Information model spans all the enterprise functions that fall within the defined scope
of the architecture.
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3.2.1 Marketing and Pro<luct Pevelqpment
The Marketing and Product Development function involves marketing of product ideas
to customer and development of garment style. The result is an unambiguous description of what
the gannent looks like and how it is to be made. A style is developed for a customer from the style
concept (a sketch, garment sample, etc.) which describes the customer's style requirements. The
function view Product Development and Description depicts the structure of the entity style and
its relationships to its constituent entities, i.e., construction detail, pattern, fit and process plan. The
view also depicts the relationship between a style and a style concept.
The structures of construction detail, pattern, fit and process plan are defmed in separate
functional views. For example, the structure of construction detail is defined in the function view

Construction Detail. Construction detail provides the description of gannent features, such as front
pockets, waistband, base, etc. The construction detail also specifies the types of materials to be
used for constructing the garment features and instructions regarding their placement. It serves as
a bill of materials for the garment. It is a list of feature items selected from a library of features.
Materials for each feature item are specified while describing the item. Only the type of material
is specified during style development stage since the color of the materials is different depending
on the fabric used to make the garment. Colors .for each material are specified at a later stage for
each fabric to be used when the fabric colors are known. The manufacturing cost of the garment is
determined by summing up the cost of materials used and the cost of operations associated with
each garment feature.
3.2.2 Entemrise Sunport Services
The following support service functions fall within the purview of this model: Vendor development, technology evaluation, human resources management, industrial engineering and quality control. The information generated and maintained by these services is used by other functions,
such as product development, procurement and manufacturing. This information pertains to raw
materials and their sources, manufacturing operations and resources, and quality standards and
procedures. Data maintained on materials, which includes the description of the materials, their
standard costs, the colors in which the materials are available and the sources for the materials, ·are
modeled in the function view Material Description.
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The resources of the enterprise and their capabilities are also modeled. For example, the
data on equipment is modeled in the function view Manufacturing Resowces - Human. The data
on operatOrs includes the operator's.identification number, name, plant and department, skill level
and capabilities. The entity job defines the skill level of operators. The operations that an operator
has been trained to perfonn are modeled as the entity operator skill. Information maintained about
each operation includes its description, standard $De required to perfonn the operation, standard
cost attributed to the operation and the.skill level required to perfonn the .operation.
3.2.3 Plannin~ and Preparation for Production
Production planning activities include master planning for production and procurement
of materials. Sales orders received from customers are cenn:ai to the planning activity and are modeled as the entity sales plan in the function view Sales PJan Description. A sales plan is instituted
for the production of gannents belonging to a particular style. In a sales plan, the number of garments to be produced using each fabric is specified by the customer or is based on POS data for
brandname products. The customer or merchandising department also provides the delivery schedule for the plan. For example, a sales plan may be ~stituted for the production of 10,000 trousers .
of a particular style - 2,000 of them in navy blue twill and the remaining 8,000 in khaki canvas.
The customer may specify that 40% of the order be ready for delivery by November 1st and the
remaining a month later. The sales plan may not specify the size distribution of the order. The size
distribution is notrequired for the master planning stage. Planning and preparation for production
involves allocation of available production capacity to the product line, assignment of colors for
materials and ordering of materials for the plan. On the master schedule, a part of the available production capacity is reserved for a plan. The production plant is selected based on the available capacity and capability to produce a particular style. Production periods are selected to match the delivery schedule provided by the customer.
3.2.4 Production Control
Production control involves planning and release of production orders to manufacturing
plants; the data maintained to support this activity are modeled in the function view Cut Order

PIanning. A production order is issued by production control to manufacturing for producing the
specified quantity of gannents in a given color an4 size distribution towards the completion of a ·
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sales plan. Production for a sales plan is completed through one or more production orders. A
marker, consisting of an arrangement of sections, each of which is packed with graded pattern parts
for one or more sizes, is assigned to a production order. As part of cut order planning, the spread
layout is also created. The spread layout specifies the number of layers of each fabric type/color
that should be spread under each marker section to yield the desired number of gannents in each
size and color, and is modeled as the entity spread section.
Production orders are prepared and released after taking into account the fmished goods
inventory, inputs from customer regarding size and color distribution, and availability of raw materials and production resources. Each manufacturing plant has a schedule on which the orders released for production at that plant are posted. Such a schedule may be prepared and released on a
weekly or biweekly basis. Each manufacturing plant receives its production schedule whereas a
centralized cutting facility receives the schedules for all the plants it serves.
3.2.5 Manufacturin~
Manufacturing of gannents involves cutting, sewing and finishing. Cutting for production orders is scheduled in such a way that the production schedule prepared by the production control function can be followed. The cutting facility collects all the fabric parts and other materials
required to produce garments for a production order and ships this package to the appropriate plant
for further processing. The fabric parts are labeled after cutting so that the parts belonging to any
one garment can be easily identified.

In the manufacturing plants, each scheduled production order is assigned groups of
equipment on which the garments are assembled and finished. A group may be a line or a module.
Each group is assigned a set of operations and operators. For example, four modules may be assigned for a production order, one each for trouser front assembly, back assembly, final assembly
and finishing. The operations assigned to each equipment group are specified in tenns of process
steps on the process plan for the style.
3.2.6 Distribution
Distribution of finished gannents to customers involves stocking of goods received from
the plants, retrieval of appropriate garments for shipping, and packing of these goods. The entities
supporting stocking of finished goods are modeled in the function view Finished Goods Warehous-
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ing. Regular quality fmished garments are stored in small containers each of which contains one

or two dozen garments of the same color and size. Irregular gannents are collected together in large
bags and are not stored with regular garments in the warehouse, but are moved to a special area in
the distribution center for disposal. Containers with regular quality gannents are divided into
groups for storage since a single storage location may not be large enough to hold all the containers
for an order. Each location may hold groups from many production orders.
Gannents produced for a sales plan are shipped to the customer only when shipping orders are received from the customer. A shipping order specifies the mix of colors and sizes of the
ordered style. Typically, a customer sends a shipping order for each retail outlet. Gannents for each
shipping order are packed individually in shipping cartons and shipped either directly to the retail
outlets or to distribution points specified by the customer. To facilitate packing and shipping, all
the shipping orders for a sales plan that have to be shipped around the same time are consolidated
into a single packing order and garments required for these orders are retrieved together.
Thus, the AMA Infonnation model provides a single integrated definition for the apparel
enterprise data. This defmition is the conceptual schema for an enterprise-wide infonnation system
that can support infonnation sharing.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

An architecture consisting of a set of models that provides the specifications of a CIM
system for an apparel manufacturing enterprise has been developed. A methodology suited to the
specific needs of CIM system modeling has been presented and used to develop the architecture
for an integrated apparel enterprise.
Centr81 to CIM is an enterprise-wide information system, that supports interactions between enterprise functions through information sharing. The AMA Information model provides a
comprehensive definition of the enterprise data suitable for information sharing and serves as the
conceptual schema for a CIM information system for an apparel manufacturing enterprise.
The AMA Function model, provides the function structure of an apparel enterprise in
which the functions interact with each other through the enterprise-wide CIM information system .
as defined by the AMA Information model. In this model, the inputs, controls, outputs and mechanisms for each function have been defined as interfaces to the CIM information system. The functions are viewed as nodes of the distributed information system. The functions maintain the data
that they work with locally; the data that a function makes accessible to other functions for sharing
is explicitly represented in the model through its output interfaces.
Of the two aspects of CIM, i.e., information systemization and process mechanization,
the AMA architecture focuses mainly on the systemization aspect because systemization needs
must be clearly identified at the enterprise level before mechanization for CIM at the function level
can be designed and implemented. The mechanization aspect is addressed in the architecture by
developing the specifications for the control and process modules. How these tasks are mechanized
and at what level mechanization is implemented are left to the individual enterprise utilizing AMA.
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Operate an ApParel Manufacturing Enterprise

Description:
Design, manufacture and distribute garments. Also, carry out
activities, that support garment production, viz., material procurement,
engineering services, planning, production control, performance
evaluation, hiring and training personnel.
Viewpoint:
Managers responsible for day-to-day operations of an apparel
enterprise.
Purpose:
Develop an architecture for the implementation of computerintegrated manufacturing in the apparel industry.
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Develop and Market Product Line

Description :
Market new-style ideas to customers and develop garment styles
based on customers' inputs.
Note: CUstomer can be a retailer or an individual end- user .
Consumer is an individual end-user only .
Provide Enterprise Support Services

Description:
Provide support services to the enterprise . The services include
engineering, setting of quality standards, development of vendors,
maintenance of manufacturing resource information, evaluation of new
technology, evaluation of enterprise performance and hiring and training
of personnel.
Plan and Prepare for Manufacture

Description:
Develop a sales plan and schedule production for this plan on the
master production schedule . Identify the material reqUirements and other
details of the plan .
Monitor and Control Production Activities

Description:
Monitor the production, distribution and material availability
and release production orders to the manufacturing plants at the
appropriate time to meet delivery schedules. This function also maintains
constant contact with the customers and uses the latest information from
them for controlling production and managing garment inventories.
Manufacture Garments

Description:
Convert fabric and other materials into finished garments.
Manufacturing of garments involves cutting, sewing, finishing and postmanufacturing processing, such as attaching accessories. Quality control
tests on garments are also carried out .
Distribute Garments

Description:
Hold garments in the warehouse and ship them to distribution
centers or retail outlets based on shipping orders . In a true JIT
scenari o , the warehouse might be a truck.
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Create and Market Styles

Description:
Market style ideas generated by the designers to the customers.
Work with customers to identify ideas that would be further developed into
garments for the customers. Note that customers could either be retailers
or consumers.
Develop Garment Style

Description :
Develop a formal description of a garment style.
Finalize Product Line

Description:
Work out details of the style under development with the
customer. For Private Label products, provide quotations, get samples made
for the customer and request changes to the style based on customer's
requirements . For Brand Name products, work with a focus group to finalize
the product line .
Provide Garment Samples

Description:
Produce sample garments for the style under development .
Prepare Process Plans

Description:
Prepare the process plan for producing garments of this style .
The process plan is described in terms of a sequence of operations to be
performed; it does not refer to particular machines that would be used to
carry out these operations.
Interface:
[El{STYLE}]
Style - Validated;
Cl:
[El{STYLE}]
Style's Process Plan ;
01:
Staff - Engineering;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Ml:
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Create Style Portfolio•

Description:
Create new garment style concepts based
the forthcoming season.
Interface:
Market Trends;
Cl:
Style Concept - Portfolio;
01:
Ml:
Stylist;

on the fashion trends for
[NONE]
[El09{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]

Contact Potential CUatomera

Description:
Contact potential customers and present the seasonal styles from
the portfolios prepared by the stylists. This implies retailers for
Private Label products and focus groups for Brand Name products.
Interface:
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Style Concepts - Portfolio;
Cl:
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
Presentation to CUstomer;
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Sales Executive;
Ml:
Market Style Concepta

Description:
If customer's requirements are not met by one of the style
concepts contained in the style portfolio, get customer's requirements
translated into a new concept.
Interface:
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
Initial Sales Inquiry;
Il:
Style Concept - Portfolio;
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Cl:
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Style Concept - CUstomer;
C2:
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
01:
Sales Presentation;
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Style Concept - Approved;
02:
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Style Ideas from CUstomer;
03:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
Sales Executive;
Develop Specific Style Concepta

Description:
Develop a garment style concept based on customer's requirements.
The developed concept may be a modification of an existing style from the
portfolio.
Interface:
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Style Idea from CUstomer;
Cl:
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Style Concept - CUstomer;
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Ml:
Stylist;
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Control Style Development

Description:
Initiate a new style and get its construction detail, fit and
pattern developed as necessary. When the style under development is
approved by the customer, finalize it.
Interface:
Style - Initiated;
(E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Il:
(E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Request for Style Alteration;
I2:
Cl:
Style's Shape;
(El {STYLE}]
Style's Construction Detail;
(El {STYLE}]
C2:
Style - Under Development;
01:
(E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Request for Garment Shape;
02:
(E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Request for Construction Detail; (El09{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
03:
Style - Validated;
04:
(E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Staff - Product Development;
(E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Ml:
Develop Construction Detail

Description:
Develop a formal description of the features of a garment . This
description is similar to the bill of materials.
Develop Garment' a Shape

Description:
Develop the fit, pattern and rules to grade the pattern to
different sizes for a garment style under development .
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Identify Garment Features

Description:
Identify the features that describe the construction of the
garment. If the construction cannot be described completely by the
available feature descriptions, specifications for new features are
created.
Interface:
Request for Construction Detail; [E109{STYLE_CONCEPT})
I1:
Standard Garment Specifications; [E4{CUSTOMER})
C1:
[E18{CONSTR_FEATURE})
Feature Description;
C2:
New Feature Specifications;
[E107{0PERATION})
01:
[E1{STYLE})
Style's Construction Features;
02:
Staff - Product Development;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
M1 :
Assign Construction Materials

Description:
Assign materials to be used for producing the desired features on
a garment. If suitable materials are not present in the material
description database, make new entries to this database and inform the
purchase department so that they can assign necessary information to
complete the description of a new material and select vendors for
supplying it.
Interface:
Style's Construction Features;
[E1{STYLE})
I1:
I2:
Request for Construction Detail; [E109{STYLE_CONCEPT})
Material Description;
[E34{MATERIAL_VARIANT})
C1:
[E1{STYLE})
Style's Construction Detail;
01:
New Material Specifications;
[E22{MATERIAL})
02:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Staff - Product Development;
M1:
Develop Construction Features

Description:
Create new feature descriptions if the existing ones are
insufficient for developing a new construction detail.
Interface:
New Feature Specifications;
[E107{0PERATION})
C1:
[E107{0PERATION})
New Operation Requirement;
01:
Feature Description;
[E18{CONSTR_FEATURE})
02:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Staff - Product Development;
M1:
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Develop Garment 1 s Fit

Description:
Create and verify the measurements for a
style.
Interface:
Request for Garment Shape;
Il:
Standard Garment Specifications;
Cl:
Style's Grade Table;
C2:
Style's
Pattern;
C3:
Style's Shape;
01:
Style's Fit;
02:
Pattern Maker;
M1:

garment of the new
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}1
[E4 {CUSTOMER} 1
[E2 {FIT} 1
[El{STYLE} 1
[E1 {STYLE} 1
[E2{FIT}1
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1

Develop Grade Rules

Description:
Develop
Grade rules are
them as garment
Interface:
C1:
C2:
01:
M1:

rules that will be used to grade the garment pattern.
created after obtaining the measurements and recording
fit.
Style's Fit;
Style's Pattern;
Style's Grade Table;
Marker Maker;

[E2 {FIT} 1
[E1 {STYLE} 1
[E2 {FIT} 1
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1

Develop Garment 1 s Pattern

Description:
Develop garment's pattern by modifying an existing matching
pattern. If a matching pattern does not exist, get a new pattern created
from scratch.
Interface:
[El09{STYLE_CONCEPT}1
Request for Garment Shape;
Il:
[E2{FIT}1
Style's Fit;
C1:
Pattern Descriptions;
[E14 {PATTERN} 1
C2:
[El {STYLE} 1
Style's Pattern;
01:
[E14
{PATTERN} 1
New
Pattern
Specifications;
02:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
M1:
Pattern Maker;
Create New Pattern

Description:
If an existing pattern cannot be modified to meet the
requirements of a new style, create a new pattern based on the
specifications provided.
Interface:
[E14 {PATTERN} 1
New Pattern Specifications;
C1:
[E14 {PATTERN} 1
Pattern Description;
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
M1:
Pattern Maker;
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Prepare Price Quota

Description:
Provide price quotes to the customer on request.
Interface:
Customer's Request for Quotations; [E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
Il;
Style - Under Development;
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
C1:
Quotations to Customer;
[NONE]
01 :
Sales Executive;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
Determine Sample Requirements

Description:
Get customer's requirements for samples and issue sample
requests. In the case of Brand Name products the request for samples is
issued by the focus group.
Interface:
Customer's Request for Samples ; [E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
Il:
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Style - Under Development;
C1:
[E8{SAMPLE_REQ}]
Sample Request;
01:
[E94 {SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Sales Executive;
M1:
Modify Style Concept

Description:
Modify the style concept to reflect the changes desired by the
customer, and request style alterations based on the modified concept.
Cost information for the new style is generated here.
Interface:
Modifications desired by the customer;
I1:
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Style - Under Development;
C1 :
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
Revised style to the Customer;
01:
[E109{STYLE_CONCEPT}]
Request for style alteration;
02:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Product development;
M1:
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Control Sample Production

Description:
Schedule and release sample orders for production.
Obtain Sample Garments

Description:
Produce garment samples and make alterations to them if the fit
is not satisfactory .
Test Sample Garments

Description:
Perform quality testing on sample garments. A 'Sample Test
Report' is generated which becomes part of the 'Enterprise Operation
Report'.
Interface:
[E8 {SAMPLE_REQ}]
Sample Garments Ready;
Il:
[E82{QC_PROCEDURE}]
Sample Quality Standards;
Cl:
[E8 (SAMPLE_REQ}]
Sample Garments;
01:
[E94(SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Staff - Quality Control;
Ml:
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Schedule Sample Production

Description:
Schedule the production of sample garments, assign sample makers
and issue instructions on how the samples are to be produced.
Interface:
[E8{SAMPLE_REQ} 1
Sample Order;
Cl:
[E9l{SAMP_DEPT_SCH}1
Sample Production Schedule;
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
Manager - Sample Making;
Ml:
Make Sample Marker

Description:
Make markers for sample production.
Interface:
Request for Sample Marker;
Cl:
Marker for Samples;
01:
Marker Maker;
Ml:
Workstation - Marker Making;
M2:

[E8 {SAMPLE_REQ} 1
[EB {SAMPLE_REQ} 1
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
[E62{WORKSTATION}1

Release Sample Orders for Production

Description:
Assign resources for scheduled sample orders and release them for
production when markers are ready.
Interface:
[EB {SAMPLE_REQ} 1
Marker for Samples;
Cl:
Sample Production Schedule;
[E9l{SAMP_DEPT_SCH}1
C2:
[E92{SAM_DEPT_SCH_ITEM}1
Production Status - Samples;
C3:
[E8{SAMPLE_REQ}1
Request for Sample Marker;
01:
[E92{SAM_DEPT_SCH_ITEM}1
Sample Making Assignments;
02:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
Manager - Sample Making;
Ml:
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Cut Fabric

Description:
Cut fabric for sample production using the marker as a template.
****For Exposition Only****

Sew Sample Garments

Description:
Assemble sample garments from cut parts.
****For Exposition Only****

Examine Sample Garment Fitting

Description:
Examine construction of the garments belonging to a sample order .
If any alterations are required, send the samples back to sample makers
and request changes to the style.
****For Exposition Only****

Rework Sample Garments

Description:
Rework garment samples. All the garments in the order are
together.

reworked

****For Exposition Only****
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Establish Quality Control Practices

Description:
Establish quality control practices for the enterprise. Set the
standards for the quality of garments and materials, and develop test and
inspection procedures to maintain these standards.
Develop Suppliers

Description:
Evaluate and select vendors for supplying materials, samples and
finished goods that the enterprise needs for manufacturing garments.
Evaluation can be carried out using a BEST-like Index.
Maintain Manufacturing Resource Data

Description:
Maintain information about the manufacturing resources available
to the enterprise. This includes development of process details,
identification of equipment and operators to perform new operations, and
maintenance of plant capacities data.
Evaluate New Technology

Description:
Compile information from vendors on new technologies pertinent to
the functioning of the enterprise . Carry out preliminary evaluation and
obtain, test and evaluate prototypes, if necessary. New technologies
include processes, machinery, computer hardware and software and control
systems .
Evaluate Enterprise

Perfo~ce

Description :
Evaluate the performance of all the departments and functions in
the enterprise. Currently, only the evaluation of manufacturing,
distribution and material procurement departments is shown. Also generate
a BESTindex for the enterprise.
Interface:
Technology Evaluation Report;
[Ell4{0P_REPORT}]
Il:
Enterprise Operation Report;
[COMPOSITE]
I2:
Hiring and Training Report;
[E114{0P_REPORT})
I3:
Enterprise Policy on Quality;
[NONE]
Cl :
Benchmarking Data;
[NONE)
C2:
Performance Evaluation Report ;
[E114{0P_REPORT}]
01 :
Staff - Evaluation;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Ml:
Hire and Train Personnel

Description:
Determine the need for personnel throughout the enterprise; hire
and train them.
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Establish Garment Quality Standards

Description:
Establish quality standards for garments based on customer's
quality requirements.
Interface:
Customer's Quality Requirements;
[NONE]
Cl:
Enterprise Policy on Quality;
[NONE]
C2:
Quality Standards;
[E82{QC_PROCEDURE}]
01:
Staff - Quality Control;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Ml:
Establish Material Quality Standards

Description:
Establish quality standards for materials based on new material
specifications. This includes standards for garment labels and UPC/bar
code labels .
Interface:
Enterprise Policy on Quality;
[NONE]
Cl:
New Material Specifications;
C2:
[E22 {MATERIAL}]
Quality Standards;
[E82{QC_PROCEDURE}]
01:
Ml:
Staff - Quality Control;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Develop Test and Inspection Procedures

Description:
Develop sampling and testing/inspection procedures for
evaluating the quality of materials and garments against the established
standards.
Interface:
Quality Standards;
Cl:
[E82{QC_PROCEDURE}]
Quality Standards and Procedures; [E82{QC_PROCEDURE}]
01:
Staff - Quality Control;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Ml:

-
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Develop Suppliers for Raw Materials

Description:
Evaluate and select vendors for raw materials that the enterprise
needs for manufacturing garments.
Develop Sources for Sample Making

Description:
Evaluate and select external sources for sample making. The
breakdown of this function is similar to that for A223.
Interface:
Communications from Sample Makers; [E113 {SOURCE}]
Il:
Quality Standards and Procedures; [E82{QC_PROCEDURE}]
Cl:
New Process Specifications;
[E107{0PERATION}]
C2:
Communications to Sample Makers;
01:
[E113 {SOURCE}]
Sample Making Sources;
[E113 {SOURCE}]
02:
Staff - Outsourcing;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
Develop Sources for Cutting

Description:
Evaluate and select external sources for cutting.
Develop Sources for Sewing

Description:
Evaluate and select external sources for sewing. The breakdown of
this function is similar to that for A223.
Interface:
Communications from Sewing Sources [E113{SOURCE}]
Il:
New Process Specifications
[E107{0PERATION}]
C1:
C2:
Communications to Sewing Sources
01:
[E113 {SOURCE}]
Sewing Sources
[E113 {SOURCE}]
02:
Staff - Outsourcing
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
Develop Sources for Finishing

Description:
Evaluate and select external sources for performing finishing
operations (e.g., Stone-washing) on the garments manufactured by the
enterprise. The breakdown of this function is similar to that for A223.
Interface:
Communications from Finishing Sources
Il:
[E113 {SOURCE}]
Quality Standards and Procedures
[E82{QC_PROCEDURE}]
C1:
New Process Specifications
[E107{0PERATION}]
C2:
01:
Communications to Finishing Sources
[E113 {SOURCE}]
Finishing Sources
02:
Staff - Outsourcing
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
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Complete Material Description

Description:
Complete and record relevant information (ID codes, possible
variations of colors and sizes, standard costs, etc.) about a new material
and make it available to the users .
Interface:
[E22 {MATERIAL} 1
New Material Specifications;
Cl:
[E22 {MATERIAL} 1
01:
New Material Data;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
Staff - Purchase;
Ml :
Invite Bids for New Materials

Description:
Invite bids from vendors for supplying the new material. The
vendor is asked to submit samples, quotations and other supporting
information.
Interface:
[E22 {MATERIAL} 1
New Material Data;
Cl:
Bid Invitation - Materials;
[(Material;Deadline)1
01 :
[E~4{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
Ml:
Staff - Purchase;
Evaluate Bids

Description:
Evaluate the bids submitted by the prospective vendors. The bids
are evaluated on the basis of lead time, conformance to specifications of
quality, on-time delivery, delivery performance, technical capability,
Advance Shipment Notice (ASN) capability, vendor certification, product
innovation and manufacturing capabilities of the vendors. A BEST-like
Index is generated for each vendor .
Note : DSS is a decision-support system (similar to BEST) that can be
developed for evaluating suppliers.
Interface:
[(Ref;Vendor;Descr)1
Il:
Bids from Vendors;
Bid Invitation - Materials;
[(Material;Deadline)1
Cl:
[E82{QC_PROCEDURE}1
Material Quality Standards;
C2:
[El13 {SOURCE} 1
DSS Index;
01:
Staff - Purchase;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
Ml:
DSS;
[E62{WORKSTATION}1
M2:
Select Vendors

Description:
Select vendors based on their BEST-Indexes. In the case of
Private Label garments, the raw material suppliers may be specified by the
customer (the retailer) .
Interface :
DSS Index;
[El13 {SOURCE} 1
Il:
Material Quality Standards;
[E82{QC_PROCEDURE}1
Cl :
Material Sources;
[E92{MATERIAL_SOURCE}1
01:
Staff ~ Purchase;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
Ml:
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Invite

Bi~

Description:
Invite bids from potential cutting sources. The vendor is asked
to submit quotations and other supporting information required to generate
a BEST-like Index.
****For Exposition Only****

Evaluate Bids

Description:
Evaluate the bids submitted by prospective cutting sources. The
bids are evaluated on the basis of lead time, conformance to
specifications of quality, on-time delivery, delivery performance,
technical capability, Advance Shipment Notice (ASN), vendor certification
and product innovation . A BEST-like Index is generated for each source on
the basis of the supplied information.
****For Exposition Only****

Select Cutting Sources

Description:
Cutting sources are selected based on their BEST-like Indexes.
****For Exposition Only****
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Develop and Maintain Process SPecifications

Description:
Develop specifications for new manufacturing operations. The need
for new specifications arises when new styles require operations that are
currently not specified.
Interface:
New Operations Requirement;
[E107{0PERATION})
C1:
Enterprise Policies and Standards; [NONE)
C2:
Operation Description;
[E107{0PERATION})
01:
Staff - Engineering;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
M1:
Maintain Equipment Capability Data

Description:
Identify equipment that is capable of performing the newly
specified manufacturing operations and create relevant details such as
production rates, attainable precision, etc.
Interface:
Operations Description;
[E107{0PERATION})
C1:
Equipment Specifications;
[E62{WORKSTATION})
C2:
Equipment Capabilities;
[E63{WORKST_CAPABILITY})
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Staff
Engineering;
M1:
Maintain Plant Capacity Data

Description:
Based on equipment capabilities, determine plant capacities for
producing new features used in development of garment styles and update
plant capacity data.
Interface:
[E63{WORKST_CAPABILITY})
Equipment Capabilities;
C1:
New Feature Specifications;
[E18{CONSTR_FEATURE})
C2:
[E43{PLANT_CAPACITY})
Plant Capacities;
01:
Staff - Engineering;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
Maintain Operator Skills Data

Description:
Identify operators who are suited for performing new operations
and specify the training requirements for them based on their experience
and skills.
Interface:
Operation Description;
[E107{0PERATION}]
C1:
[E64 {OPERATOR}]
Operator Skills;
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
M1:
Staff - Manufacturing;
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Compile Information on New Technologies

Description:
Compile information on new technologies pertinent to the
functioning of the enterprise from vendors, trade shows, magazines and
technical literature.
Interface:
Communications from Suppliers; [NONE]
Il:
Policies and Standards;
[NONE]
Cl:
Product Information;
[NONE]
01:
Operator /User;
[E64 {OPERATOR}]
Ml:
Carry out Preliminary Evaluation

Description:
Compare new technologies with existing
prototype testing and evaluation, as necessary.
Interface:
Il:
Product Information;
Policies and Standards;
Cl:
Benchmarking Data;
C2:
Ml:
Technology Evaluation Officer;

ones and recommend
[NONE]
[NONE]
[NONE] .
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]

Obtain, Test and Evaluate Prototype

Description:
Obtain prototypes from vendors; test and evaluate the prototypes.
After the evaluation is complete, prepare an evaluation report which
includes recommendations for deployment of the technology.
Interface:
Evaluation - Recommended;
Il:
[(Item;Recommendation)]
Prototype;
[NONE]
I2:
Policies and Standards;
[NONE]
Cl:
Benchmarking Data;
C2:
[NONE]
01:
Technology Evaluation Report; [Ell4{0P_REPORT}]
Ml:
Technology Evaluation Officer; [E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Operator/User;
M2:
[E64 {OPERATOR}]
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Determine Need for Personnel
Description:
Determine the need for personnel throughout the enterprise . This ·
includes the number of individuals, skill levels and dates when they will
be needed.
Interface:
[E64 {OPERATOR}]
Il:
Operator Skills;
[NONE]
C1:
Job Specifications;
[NONE]
Hiring Needs;
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
Hiring - Personnel;
Interview and Hire Candidates
. Description:
Interview and hire candidates as and when required.
Interface:
I1:
Candidates;
[NONE]
[NONE]
C1:
Hiring Needs;
Hiring Standards;
[NONE]
C2:
[NONE]
01:
Candidates - Rejected;
Hiring Report;
[E114{0P_REPORT}]
02:
03:
Operator - Trainee;
[E64 {OPERATOR}]
M1:
Hiring Personnel;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Train Personnel
Description:
Train the hired candidates.
Interface:
Operator - Trainee;
Il:
Cl:
Job Skills;
Training Report;
01:
02:
Operator - Trained;

[E64 {OPERATOR}]
[NONE]
[E114{0P_REPORT}]
[E64 {OPERATOR}]
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Develop and Confirm Sales Plan

Description:
Initiate a new plan and confirm it after ensuring that delivery
schedule can be met. For a Private Label product, it is triggered by a
sales contract; for Brand Name products, the projected demand triggers the
activity.
Pre-Process Reorders

Description:
If a plan is a reorder, copy all the relevant information from
the referenced plan into the reorder plan.
Interface:
Cl:
Plan - Confirmed;
[E45{SALES_PLAN})
[E45{SALES_PLAN})
01:
Plan - Outline;
Staff - Plans;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Ml:
Complete and Release Sales Plan

Description:
_
Fill in details about the sales plan, such as· types of materials
that are different, depending on the fabric.
Procure Materials

Description:
Procure and distribute raw materials for garment production.
Procurement process involves determining material requirements, ordering
materials, auditing received materials for quality and stocking materials
till they are needed for production.
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Initiate and Confirm Sales Plan

Description:
Initiate and confirm a sales plan when a customer sends a
contract. For a Private Label product, it is triggered by a sales
contract; for Brand Name products, the projected demand triggers the
activity. A plan is confirmed when production can be scheduled to meet the
delivery schedule.
Interface:
Il:
Sales Contract;
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
C1:
Style - Validated;
[E1{STYLE}]
C2:
Plan's Delivery Schedule - Tentative;
[E44{MASTER_SCH_ITEM}]
01:
Sales Order Confirmation;
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
02:
Plan - Confirmed;
[E45{SALES_PLAN}]
03:
Plan - Tentative;
[E45{SALES_PLAN}]
Ml:
Sales Executive;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Fo~ecast Sales and Project Demand

Description:
Forecast sales and project demand for Brand Name products based
on Point of Sale (POS) information. The projected demand is used to
initiate and confirm the sales plan.
Interface:
Distribution Report;
[E114{0P_REPORT}]
C1:
Policies and Standards;
[NONE]
C2:
01:
Projected Demand;
[NONE]
Select Manufacturing Location

Description:
Select the manufacturing location for the plan based on the plant
capabilities and available capacities for producing the features of the
garment ordered. The BESTindex of outside sources for cutting, sewing,
etc., can be compared with the internal BESTindex and a decision can be
made about where the operations should be carried out.
Interface:
Il:
Plan - Tentative;
[E45{SALES_PLAN}]
C1:
Plant Capacity;
[E43{PLANT_CAPACITY}]
Master Production Schedule;
C2:
[E25{MASTER_SCHEDULE}]
01:
Plan's Manufacturing Location; [E42{PLANT}]
M1:
Master Production Planner;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Post .Plan on Master Production Schedule

Description:
Determine suitable production periods for the selected plant and
schedule the production for the plan during these periods.
Interface:
Il:
Plan - Tentative;
[E45{SALES_PLAN}]
Plan's Manufacturing Location; [E42{PLANT}]
C1:
01:
Plan's Delivery Schedule;
[E44{MASTER_SCH_ITEM}]
Master Production Schedule;
02:
[E25{MASTER_SCHEDULE}]
M1:
Master Production Planner;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
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Assign Fabrics

Description:
Assign fabrics for each garment item on the sales plan, based on
fabric swatches or some other form of fabric description sent along with
the sales plan.
Interface:
[E45{SALES_PLAN}1
Il:
Plan - Outline;
C1:
Material Description;
[E34{MATERIAL_VARIANT} 1
[E79 {PLAN_ITEM} 1
01:
Plan's Fabrics;
M1:
Staff - Plans;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
Assign Fabric-SPecific Construction Materials

Description:
For each item in the plan, assign colors for trim, closures,
accessories, etc., based on the fabric color.
Interface:
[E46 {PLAN_ITEM} 1
C1:
Plan's Fabrics;
Material Descriptions;
C2:
[E34{MATERIAL_VARIANT}1
Plan's Materials;
01:
[E79{PLAN_MATERIAL}11
M1:
Staff - Plans;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
Assign Style for Irregular Production

Description:
Assign a style for irregular production for a plan. If a suitable
one is not found, create specifications for a new one.
Interface:
I1:
Plan - Outline;
[E45{SALES_PLAN}1
Irregular Style Description;
[E95{IRREG_STYLE}1
C1:
01:
Plan's Irregular Style;
[E45{SALES_PLAN}1
New Irregular Style Specifications;
02:
[E95{IRREG_STYLE}1
M1 :
Staff - Plans;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
Create Style Description for Irregular Production

Description:
Create a new irregular style description based on given specs.
Interface:
New Irregular Style Specifications;
C1:
[E95{IRREG_STYLE}1
Irregular Style Description;
01:
[E95{IRREG_STYLE}1
Staff - Product Development;
M1:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
Release Plan

Description:
Collect the parts of the plan description, review the complete
plan and release it for manufacturing;
Interface:
Plan - Outline;
Il:
[E45{SALES_PLAN}1
Plan's Irregular Style;
[E45{SALES_PLAN}1
C1:
Plan's
Materials;
[E79{PLAN_MATERIAL}1
C2:
Plan - Released;
[E45{SALES_PLAN}1
01:
M1:
Staff - Plans;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}1
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Purcbaae Materials

Description:
Determine the material requirements of the enterprise for a
production period and issue purchase orders for the required materials.
Receive Materials

Description:
Set the status of each item on the purchase order as it is
received.
Interface:
Materials - For Regular Production;
Il:
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM})
[E32{MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER})
Purchase Order;
Cl:
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM})
Material - Received;
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Staff - Material Warehouse;
Ml :
Monitor and Control Material Quality

Description:
.
Audit the quality of received materials. When the material is
received from certified suppliers, testing will be optional.
Distribute Material•

Description:
Supply raw materials to the manufacturing plants as needed.
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Dete~ne

Plan's Material Requirements

Description:
Determine the quantities of each material required for producing
garments for a plan.
Interface:
[E45{SALES_PLAN}]
Plan - Released;
C1:
Plan's Material Requirements; [E46{PLAN_ITEM}]
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
Staff - Purchase;
Collate Material Requirements

Description:
Determine total material requirement for the entire production
scheduled on the master schedule for a time period. Issue purchase orders
for these materials to selected vendors .
Interface:
Plan's Material Requirements ; [E46 {PLAN_ITEM}]
C1:
[E25{MASTER_SCHEDULE}]
C2:
Master Production Schedule;
[E93{MATERIAL_SOURCE}]
Selected
Materials Vendor;
C3:
[E32{MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER}]
Purchase Order;
01:
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM}]
Materials to be purchased;
02:
[E94 {SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Purchase;
Ml:
Select Material Source

Description:
Select a vendor for each material to be ordered from the list of
pre-approved sources for each material. In the case of Private Label
garments, the material source may be determined by the customer.
Interface:
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM}]
Cl:
Materials to be Purchased ;
Material Sources;
[E93{MATERIAL_SOURCE}]
C2:
[E32{MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER}]
01:
Purchase Orders;
Staff - Purchase;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Ml:
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Test and Inspect Material Samples

Description:
Test and inspect received materials. When material is received
from certified suppliers, testing will be optional.
Interface:
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM}]
Il:
Material - Received;
[E82{QC_PROCEDURE}]
C1:
Material Quality Standards;
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM}]
01 :
Material - Tested;
[E83{QUALITY_REPORT}]
02:
Material Audit Results;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
QC Inspector;
Analyze Material Quality

Description:
Analyze the data collected during material testing and inspection
and make decisions about the quality and acceptability of a material.
Interface:
Material Audit Results;
[E83{QUALITY_REPORT}]
C1:
[E83{QUALITY_REPORT}]
Material Audit Report;
01:
M1:
Staff - Quality Control;
[E94{S~_EMPLOYEE}]
Release Material for Distribution

Description:
Release materials that pass audit for storage. Recommend
corrective action for the materials that failed.
Interface:
I1:
Material - Tested;
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM}]
Material Audit Report;
C1:
[E83{QUALITY_REPORT}]
01:
Material - Accepted;
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM}]
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM}]
Material - Rejected;
02:
Staff - Quality Control;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
Take Corrective Action on Rejected Materials

Description:
Communicate the results of the audit to the vendor and request
appropriate action to be taken.
Interface:
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM}]
Material - Rejected;
Il:
Material Audit Report;
C1:
[E83{QUALITY_REPORT}]
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM}]
01:
Material - Accepted;
Communications about Rejected Materials;
02:
Staff - Quality Control;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
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Assign Storage Locations

Description:
Assign storage locations to the materials accepted. In a JIT
scenario, the storage location might be a truck.
Interface:
[E33{MAT_PO_ITEM}]
Material - Accepted;
Il:
Material Storage - Available; [E36{MATERIAL_LOCATION}]
Cl:
[E35{STORED_ITEM}]
Material - For Storage;
01:
[E36{MATERIAL_LOCATION}]
Material Storage - Assigned;
02:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Material Warehouse;
Ml:
Store Materials in Warehouse

Description:
Move the material to the storage area after a location has been
assigned to it.
Interface:
Material - For Storage;
[E35{STORED_ITEM}]
Il:
Material Storage -Assigned;
[E36{MATERIAL_LOCATION}]
Cl:
Material - Stored;
[E35{STORED_ITEM}]
01:
Operator - Material Warehouse; [E64{0PERATOR}]
Ml:
Material Handling Equipment - Material Warehouse;
M2:
[E71{TRANSPORTER}]
Select Materials for Retrieval

Description:
Select materials for release to manufacturing when requested.
Interface:
[E35{STORED_ITEM}]
Material - Stored;
Il:
Request for Material Release; [E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Cl:
[E35{STORED_ITEM}]
Material - For Release;
01:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Material Release Summary;
02:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Material Warehouse;
Ml:
Retrieve and Dispatch Materials

Description:
Retrieve materials marked for release from the storage area and
dispatch them to manufacturing. Update inventory records after retrieving
the materials. Check for warehouse damage and discard damaged materials.
Interface:
[E35{STORED_ITEM}]
Material - For Release;
Il:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Material Release Summary;
Cl:
Material Storage - Available; [E36{MATERIAL_LOCATION}]
01:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Materials for Manufacturing;
02:
Material Handling Equipment - Material Warehouse;
Ml:
[E7l{TRANSPORTER}]
M2:
Operator - Material Warehouse; [E64{0PERATOR}]
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Issue Production Orders

Description:
Issue orders to the manufacturing plants to produce garments for
the sales plan. Production for a plan may be completed through one or more
production orders. The orders specify the exact color and size
distribution of the garments to be produced. The customer is notified
before a production order is actually issued. The feedback from the
customer is used to determine the color and size distribution of the
order.
Plan Cutting & Spreading

Description:
Create a marker and develop a spreading plan for the production
order. The spreading plan is used while spreading to determine the number
of layers of fabric to be spread under each section of the marker.
Schedule Production

Description:
Schedule production orders for each manufactu-r ing plant and
release the plant schedules at the beginning of each manufacturing period.
Also send a request for release of materials for each order scheduled.
Interface:
Production Order - Scaled;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Cl:
Manufacturing Report;
C2:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Request for Material Release;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
01:
02:
Production Schedule;
[E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE}]
Staff - Production Control;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Ml:
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Issue Production Notification to Cu•tamer
Description:
For a Private Label product, notify customer about the beginning
of actual production for a sales plan. Information necessary for
determining the size-scale can be furnished at this point.
Interface:
Master Production Schedule;
[E25{MASTER_SCHEDULE})
Cl:
Production Notification to the Customer;
01 :
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ})
[E44{MASTER_SCH_ITEM}]
Plan - Notified;
02:
Staff - Production Control;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1:
Determine Size-Scale
Description:
Size-Scale information for the production plan is determined
based on communications from customers and details of the sales plan. In
the case of Brand Name products, Point-of-Sale (POS) data is used to
determine the size-scale information .
Interface:
[NONE)
Il:
POS Data;
Sales Plan Details;
C1:
[COMPOSITE)
Size Scale Information;
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ})
01:
Ml:
Staff - Production Control;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Initiate Production Order•
Description:
Initiate a production order for a sales plan after the customer
acknowledges the production notification.
Interface:
Size Scale Information;
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ})
I1:
[E44{MASTER_SCH_ITEM})
C1:
Plan - Notified;
Distribution Report;
[E114{0P_REPORT}]
C2:
Manufacturing Report;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
C3:
Production Order - Initiated;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
01:
Staff - Production Control;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Ml:
Verify Material Availability
Description:
Ensure that materials required for executing the production order
will be available at the right time. The availability status of the
ordered materials is checked with the vendors .
Interface:
Purchase Order Status from Vendor;
Il:
[E32{MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER})
Cl:
Production Order- Initiated;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
C2:
Material Procurement Report;
[E32{MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER}]
Purchase Order Status Inquiry to Vendor;
01:
[E32{MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER})
Production Order - Verified;
02:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
Staff - Production Control;
M1:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
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Determine Marker Sections

Description:
Grade the pattern to various sizes and prepare marker sections by
packing graded patterns into the section boundary.
Interface:
Marker's Pattern, Grade Rules and Width;
Cl:
[ESl {MARKER})
[E52{SCALED_SECTION})
01:
Marker Sections;
Workstation
Marker
Making
;
[E62{WORKSTATION})
Ml:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Marker Maker;
M2:
Prepare Marker

Description:
Initiate a marker for a production order and specify what sizes
of garments will go in each section of a marker .
Interface:
Production Order - Verified;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
Cl:
Marker Section;
[E52{SCALED_SECTION})
C2:
01:
Marker's Pattern, Grade Rules and Width;
's Marker;
Ml:

Marker Maker;

[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})

Determine Spread Layout

Description:
Determine the number of layers of fabric that should be spread
under each marker section to obtain the desired quantity of garments and
their correct size distribution.
Interface:
Production Order's Marker;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
Cl:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
01:
Production Order - Scaled;
Marker Maker;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Ml:
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Cut Fabric and Collect Garment Parts

Description:
CUt fab~ic into garment parts. Collect fabric parts and all other
materials (trim, accessories, closures, tags, etc.) required to produce
garments for a production order together into a cut package. Ship this
package to the sewing and finishing plant. Cutting is done centrally for
more than one sewing and finishing plants.
Distribute Production Schedule to Plants

Description:
Release the production schedule to each manufacturing plant.
Interface:
C1:
01:

M1:

Production Schedule;
Production Schedule for Plants;
Staff - Production Control;

[E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE}]
[E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE}]
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]

Produce Garments

Description:
Convert materials and parts from the cut package into garments.

Perform Quality Audit

Description:
Inspect a sample of garments from the produced lot for fabric,
sewing and finishing defects and determine whether the lot is of
acceptable quality. If the lot fails the quality audit, take appropriate
action, such as removal of defective garments through 100% inspection or
downgrading of the quality of the lot to irregular .
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Schedule CUtting Production

Description:
After a production schedule has been issued, prepare a schedule
for cutting fabric for all the orders on the production schedule.
Interface:
C1:
01:

M1:

Production Schedule;
Cutting Schedule;
Staff - Cutting;

[E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE}]
[E67{CUT_RM_SCHEDULE}]
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]

Assign Resources and Release CUtting Jobs

Description:
At the beginning of each cutting period, assign equipment and
operators to each order scheduled during that period and release these
orders for cutting.
Interface:
Cutting Schedule;
[E67{CUT_RM_SCHEDULE}]
C1:
Enterprise's Manufacturing Resources;
C2:
[COMPOSITE]
Production Order - For Cutting; [E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
01:
Staff - Cutting;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
M1 :
Produce CUt Parts

Description:
Convert fabric into cut garment parts.

Audit and Ship CUt Package

Description:
Audit cutting production and ship cut packages, consisting of
fabric parts and other construction materials, to manufacturing plants.
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Spread Fabric

Description:
Spread fabric according to the spreading plan .

Cut Fabric

Description:
Cut the spread fabric into garment parts. Cut waste is not a
primary output of the enterprise, hence it is not shown at higher levels.
Interface:
Il:
Cl:
01:
02:

Ml:
M2:

Fabric - Spread Sections;
Cutting Assignments;
Cutting Status;
Fabric - Cut Parts;
Operator - Cutting;
cutting Machine;

[E98{SPREAD_SECTION})
[E67{CUT_RM_SCHEDULE})
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
[E98{SPREAD_SECTION})
[E64 {OPERATOR})
[E62{WORKSTATION})

Label Cut Parts

Description:
Label cut parts with their process codes and group parts by
collecting together
that
into a single garment. In the case
of un
ed instead of individual
parts.
Interface:
Il:
Cl:
01:
02:

Ml:

Fabric - Cut Parts;
Cutting Assignments;
Cutting Status;
Cut and Labeled Parts;
Operator - Cutting;

[E98{SPREAD_SECTION})
[E67{CUT_RM_SCHEDULE}]
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
[ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
[E64 {OPERATOR}]
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Lay Fabric

Description:
Lay Fabric in layers on the spreading table according to the
spreading plan.
**** For ExpOsition only ****

Stop and Process Defects

Description:
Take corrective action, such as removing defective portion of
fabric, correction of edge alignment, etc., when a defect is detected.
**** For Exposition Only****

Record Actual Spreading Data

Description:
After spreading, record the actual number of layers of fabric
spread in each section. The actual layers spread may differ from what is
given in the spreading plan due to the unavailability of exact quantity of
fabric.

****For Exposition Only****
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Inspect CUt Package

Description:
Inspect cut parts for cutting quality, correctness of labels,
etc.
Interface:
Cut and Labeled Parts;
[ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
Il:
Quality Standards and Procedures;
Cl:
[E82{QC_PROCEDURE}]
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
CUt Audit Report;
01:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Cut - Rejected;
02:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Cut · - Accepted;
03:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Quality Control;
M1:
Take Corrective Action

Description:
Take corrective action on a cut to eliminate the defects that
caused the cut to fail quality audit.
Interface:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Il:
Cut - Rejected;
1"1-

1"11t-t-inf'T ll.c:c:if'Tnm<>nt-c: •

fl<'h7 fi"TT'I' f/M

01:

CUt Package - Accepted;
Operator - Cutting;

[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
[E64 {OPERATOR}]

Ml:

C:l"l.ll<'nTTT,F.11

Deliver CUt Package

Description:
Deliver cut package to the assembly and finishing plant after it
has passed the quality audit.
Interface:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Cut - Accepted;
Il:
Construction Materials for a Production Order;
I2:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
[E67{CUT_RM_SCHEDULE}]
Cutting Assignments;
Cl:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Cut Package;
01 :
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Cutting Report;
02:
[E64 {OPERATOR}]
Operator - CUtting;
Ml:
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Assign Production Resources

Description:
Assign equipment and operators for sewing, finishing and
auxiliary processing of garments for production orders on the schedule.
Interface:
Production Schedule for Plant;
[E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE}]
Cl:
Enterprise Manufacturing Resources;
C2:
[COMPOSITE]
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Production Status;
C3:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Production Report;
01:
[E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE}]
Assignments - Plant Resources;
02:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Manufacturing ;
M1:
Sew and Finish Garments

Description:
Sew and finish garments for a production order .

Classify and Sort Garments

Description:
Classify garments according to their quality and sort them by
size and quality grade.
Attach Accessories

Description:
Attach belts, hangers, etc. to the garments; additional
accessories are attached in the case where the garments have to be made
floor-ready. Accessories are attached after the production order has been
audited.
Interface:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Garment Lot - Accepted;
Il :
[E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE}]
Assignments - Plant Resources;
Cl:
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Production Status;
01:
[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
Garment Lot - Ready;
02:
[E64 {OPERATOR}]
Operator - Manufacturing;
Ml:
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Control Sewing and Finishing Production

Description:
Control the real-time operation of sewing/finishing lines or
modules. Move each garment unit through the entire sequence of process
steps and track its status all along. Also ensure that the process steps
are performed in the correct sequence given on the process plan.
Interface:
Cl:
Assignments - Plant Resources;
[E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE}]
C2:
Sewing & Finishing Status;
[E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP}]
C3:
Work-In-Process Status;
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
01:
Production Status;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
02:
Sewing & Finishing Assignments; [E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP}]
03:
Sub-Assembly Release Order;
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
Hold Garment Sub-Assemblies

Description:
Hold the garment sub-assemblies in p_rocess between process steps.
Update the location of each garment sub-assembly received in the buffer.
Interface:
I1:
Cut Package;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER})
I2:
Sub-Assemblies - For Storage;
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
Cl:
Sub-Assembly Release Order;
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
01:
Work-In-Process Status;
[ElOO G
[E7
8 {GARMENT_UNIT})
03:
Transportation;
[ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY})
M1:
Storage Buffer;
[E30 {BUFFER}]
Transport Garment Sub-Assemblies

Description:
Move garment sub-assemblies between storage buffer and processing
units.
Interface:
I1:
Sub-Assemblies - For Transportation;
I2:

C1:
01:

02:

M1:

Sub-Assemblies - Processed;
Sewing & Finishing Assignments;
Sub-Assemblies - For Processing;
Sub-Assemblies - To Buffer;
Transporter;

[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
[E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP}]
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
[E71{TRANSPORTER}]

Process Garment Sub-Aasemblies

Description:
Perform a set of sewing or finishing operations on garment subassemblies in a manufacturing module. Ensure that the operations have been
performed correctly before releasing the assemblies for further
processing.
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Set up Sewing/Finishing Unit

Description:
Set up a sewing/finishing unit for production and instruct each
operator about the task assigned to the unit .
Interface:
sewing & Finishing Assignment;
C1:
Sewing & Finishing Status;
C2:
Operator Assignments;
01:
Manufacturing Module;
M1:

[E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP})
[E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP})
[E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP})
[E29{EQUIP_GROUP})

Perfo~ Sewing/Finishing Operations
Description:
Perform sewing/finishing operations assigned to this unit on a
garment sub-assembly.
Interface:
sub-Assemblies - For Processing;
I1:
Operator Assignments;
C1:
Sub-Assembly - For Inspection;
01:
Workstation - Manufacturing;
M1:
Operator - Manufacturing;
M2:

[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY})
[E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP}]
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY})
[E62{WORKSTATION})
[E64 {OPERATOR})

Inspect Ga~t SUb-Assembly

Description:
Inspect
completing a set
Interface:
I1 :
I2:
C1:
01 :
02:
03:

M1:

the garment sub-assembly for defects in processing after
of processing operations on it .
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY})
Sub-Assembly - For Inspection;
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY})
Sub-Assembly - Reworked;
[E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP}]
sewing & Finishing Assignments; [E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP})
Sewing & Finishing Status;
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY})
Sub-Assembly - Processed;
[ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY})
Sub-Assembly - For Rework;
[E64 {OPERATOR})
Operator - Manufacturing;

Re-Work Garment SUb-Assembly

Description:
sub-assemblies that are found to be defective
Re-work garment
during inspection.
[E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY}]
Interface:
Sub-Assembly - For Rework;
[E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP}]
I1:
Sewing & Finishing Assignments; [E100{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY})
C1 :
Sub-Assembly
Reworked;
[E64 {OPERATOR})
01:
Operator - Manufacturing;
[E62{WORKSTATION}]
Ml:
workstation
Manufacturing;
M2:
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Assess aarment QUalitY
in the production order and assign a qualitY
garment needs minor repairs, get the repairs
Description:
EXamine each garment

assessment rating to it. If a
done before assessment.
Garments - Finished;
Interface:
Il:
Garments - Repaired;
Assignments - Plant Resources;
I2:
Cl:
production status;
Ol:
Garments - Assessed;
02:
Garments - Repairable;
Operator - Manufacturing;
03:
Ml:
CarrY OUt Minor RepairS

(E7B{GARMENT_UNIT} 1
(E7 B{GARMENT_UNIT} 1
(E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE}1
(E4B{PRODUCTION_ORDER}1
(E7B{GARMENT_UNIT}1
(E7B{GARMENT_UNIT}1
(E64 {OPERATOR} 1

such as removing light soil marks,

carrY out minor repairs
~
------~~~~~~·n~g~m~~~·s~ss~ing Garments
buttons, etc.
- Repa>
Assignments - Plant
~
Il:
oarments - Repaired;
Cl:
Operator -Manufacturing;
Ol:
Workstation- Manufacturing;
Ml:

[E78\GARMENf-UNITll
Resourc~e~s7;--~~~~~~~~~U~L~E~}j1
__________
[E7B[GARMENf-UNITll
[E64[0PERAT0Rll
[E62[WORKSTATION}l

M2:

pack aarments in storage containers

sort garments belonging to a production order by sire and
~
quality
. pack the sorted garments in storage containers in which theY
would be shipped to the distribution center.

~
Il:
I2:

Cl:
01:
02:

Ml:

Garments - Graded;
Garment containers - Empty;
Assignments - Plant Resources;
production status;
Garment Lot - sorted;
Operator - Manufacturing;

(E7B {GARMENT_UNIT} 1
(E57 {FG_CARTON} 1
(E75{PLANT_SCHEDULE}1
(E4B{PRODUCTION_ORDER}1
(E57 {FG_CARTON} 1
(E64{0PERAT0R} 1
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Inspect Finished Garments

Description:
Inspect finished garments for quality according to auditing
standards.
Interface:
!1:
Garment Lot - Sorted;
[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
C1:
Garment Quality Standards;
[E82{QC_PROCEDURE}]
01:
Garment Lot - Audited;
[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
02:
Garment Audit Results;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
M1:
QC Inspector;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Analyze Finished Goods Audit Report

Description:
Analyze the results of quality inspection and determine whether
produced garments are of acceptable quality.
Interface:
C1:
Garment Audit Results;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
01:
Garment Audit Report;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
M1:
Staff - Quality Control;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Release Finished Garments

Description:
Release
Interface:
Il:
I2:
Cl:
01:
02:

Ml:

production orders after they have been audited .
Garment
Garment
Garment
Garment
Garment
Staff -

Lot - Audited;
Lot - Re-assessed;
Audit Report;
Lot - Accepted;
Lot - Rejected;
Quality Control;

[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]

Re-Assess Garments

Description:
If a production order fails audit, classify the defective
garments as irregular. The remaining first quality garments then meet the
audit standards. In the extreme case where all the garments are defective,
the whole production is marked irregular.
Interface:
!1:
Garment Lot - Rejected;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
C1:
Garment Audit Report;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
01:
Garment Lot - Re-assessed;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
Ml:
Operator - Manufacturing;
[E64 {OPERATOR}]
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Receive and Stock Garments

Description:
Receive garments in the warehouse. After all the garments
belonging to a production order have been received, send the regular
quality garments to storage and the irregular ones for disposal. In a JIT
scenario, the goods may go to 'Shipping' instead of 'Storage'.

Dispose Irregular Garments

Descri2tion:
Ship irregular garments to a contractor.
Interface:
I1:
C1:
01:
M1:

Garments - Irregular;
[E57{FG_CART0N}]
Irregular Disposal Policy;
[NONE]
Finished Goods Shipment - Irregular;
[E96{IRREG_FG_CARTON}]
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Distribution;

Prepare Shipping Order

on POS

For Brand Name products, p
data.
Interface:
C1:
01:
M1:

POS Data;
Shipping Orders;
Staff - Merchandising;

[NONE]
[E58{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]

Receive and Consolidate Shipping Orders

Description:
Receive shipping orders from the customer for Private Label
products and check if they can be shipped on time. Consolidate similar
shipping orders (same sales plan and close delivery dates) into packing
orders that can be scheduled for packing.
[E58{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
Interface:
Shipping Orders;
[E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
I1:
Manufacturing
Report;
[E58{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
C1:
Distribution Report;
[E101{CONS_SHIP_ORDER}]
C2:
Packing Orders;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
01:
Staff - Distribution;
M1:
Pack and Ship Garments

Description:
Pack garments stored in the warehouse and ship them to the
specified locations. This is done according to customer specifications in
the case of Private Label products and according to the Merchandising
Department specifications in the case of Brand Name Products. Shipping of
the packed garments is done on the basis of the enterprise's shipping
policy.
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Receive QarmentS in Warehouse

Description:
Receive the garment containers belonging to a production order in
the garment warehouse. Separate the irregular garments from the regular
production. Send the regular garments for stocking. Cutting report informs
warehouse-receiving what to expect (e.g., number, size, color, etc.)
Interface:
Il:

Cl:
01:

02:

Ml:

Garment Lot - Ready;
Cutting Report;
Garments - Irregular;
Garments - Regular;
Staff - Distribution;

[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
[E4B{PRODUCTION_ORDER}]
[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]

Assign Storage Locations

Description:
Assign suitable storage locations to the received garment
containers.
Interface:
Il:
Cl:
01:

02:

Ml:

Garments - Regular;
Garment Storage - Available;

[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
[ES6{FG_STORAGE_LOC}]
} ]

Garments - For Storage;
Staff - Distribution;

Move Garments to Storage

Description: garment containers to the storage racks assigned to them.
Move
[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
Interface:
Garments - For Storage;
[E56{FG_STORAGE_LOC}]
Il:
Garment
Storage
Assigned;
Cl:
[E57 {FG_CARTON} 1
Garments - Stored;
01:
Material Handling System - Distribution;
[E7l{TRANSPORTER}1
Ml:

Restock Leftovers from Packing

Description:
Update garment inventory records after packing. Return leftover
garments for storing. Free empty garment containers for reuse. This
function may be applicable for coordinated ensembles.
[E57 {FG_CARTON} 1
Interface:
Garment Containers - Returned;
[E56{FG_STORAGE_LOC}1
Il:
Garment
Storage
Assigned;
[E56{FG_STORAGE_LOC}]
Cl:
Garment Storage - Available;
01:
[E57 {FG_CARTON} 1
Garments - For Storage;
02:
[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
Garment Containers - Empty;
03:
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Schedule and Control Packing Operations

Description:
Schedule a packing order for packing; assign resources and select
garments for executing this order.
Collect Garments

Description:
Collect garments for each shipping order.
Interface:
[E57{FG_CARTON}]
Garment Inventory - Selected;
Il:
Advance Shipping Notice - Packing;
Cl:
[E112{SHIPPING_NOTICE}]
[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
Garments - For Packing;
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Distribution;
M1:
Pack and Seal Garments

Description:
Pack garments for each shipping order in shipping cartons, seal
1 ~-....~1
t-h<:>C!Q ,..;ort-nnc
;onn C!l"\rt- t-h.com bv carriF!r
.
AYP nnw ready
to be shipped to specified locations.
Interface:
Garments - For Packing;
[E57{FG_CARTON}]
Il:
Advance Shipping Notice - Packing;
C1:
[E112{SHIPPING_NOTICE}]
Packing Status;
[E103{PACK_SCH_ITEM})
01:
Garment Containers - Returned; [E57{FG_CARTON}]
02:
Finished Goods Shipment - Ready;
03:
[E101{CONS_SHIP_ORDER})
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE})
Staff - Distribution;
M1:

~-..:a

Process Shipments

Description:
Release ready goods for shipment to customers after determining
the shipping mode and billing the customer. Generate a distribution
report.
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Prepare Packing Schedule

Description:
Schedule shipping orders for packing after they have been
consolidated into packing orders.
Interface:
[E101{CONS_SHIP_ORDER}]
Packing Order;
C1:
[E102{PACK-SCHEDULE}]
Packing Schedule;
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff
Distribution;
M1:
Assign Resources

Description:
At the beginning of each packing period, assign workstations and
workers for execution of each packing order scheduled during that period
and initiate packing for these orders.
Interface:
[E102{PACK_SCHEDULE}]
Packing Schedule;
C1:
[E103{PACK_SCH_ITEM}]
Packing
Status;
C2:
[E102{PACK_SCHEDULE}]
Packing Assignments;
01:
[E94 .{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Distribution;
M1:
Select

Description:
Select garments from the stock and assign them to packing.
Interface:
C1:
C2:
01:
M1:

Packing
Garment
Garment
Staff -

Schedule;
Storage - Assigned;
Inventory - Selected;
Distribution;

[E102{PACK_SCHEDULE}]
[E56{FG_STORAGE_LOC}]
[E57 {FG_CARTON}]
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
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Ship Finished Goods

Determine Shipping Mode

Description:
Determine the mode of shipping Finished Goods based on customer
specifications, shipping costs as provided by the supplier, and the
enterprise's shipping policy.
Interface:
[E58{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
Shipping Rates;
Il :
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
Communications from Customers;
I2:
[NONE]
Enterprise Policy on Shipping;
Cl:
[E58{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
Shipping Mode;
01:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Distribution;
M1:
Release Regular Shipment

Description:
Release packed and billed cartons on request from the customer. Generate
an invoice and an Advance Shipping Notice (ASN) to customer
prior to shipping. Prepare distribution report .
Interface :
Communications from Customers;
Il:
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
l:!o"'n'.

Cl :
01:
02:
03:
M1:

[E101{CONS_SHIP_ORDER}]
Shipping Mode;
[E58{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
Advance Shipping Notice - Customer;
[E112{SHIPPING_NOTICE}]
Invoice - Release Shipment;
[(Customer;Shipping Order)]
Finished Goods Shipment - Regular;
[E97{REG_FG_CARTON}]
Staff - Distribution;
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]

Bill and Hold Shipment

Description:
Bill the customer and hold packed garments, if the customer so requests.
Generate an invoice in such a case.
Interface:
Communications from Customer; [E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
I1:
Finished Goods Shipment - Ready;
I2:
[El01{CONS_SHIP_ORDER}]
01:
Invoice - Hold Shipment;
[(Customer;Shipping Order)]
[ESB{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
Billed Goods - For Storage;
02:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Distribution;
Ml:
Store Finished Goods

Description:
Hold billed cartons in Finished Goods Storage Buffer, as per the
customer's request.
Interface:
[E58{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
Billed Goods - For Storage;
Il:
[E99{CUSTOMER_INQ}]
Communications from CUstomer;
I2:
[E58{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
Billed Goods - For Shipping;
01:
[E30 {BUFFER}]
Finished Goods Storage Buffer;
M1:

Description:
Release stored cartons; generate an invoice, and an Advance Shipping
Notice (ASN) to the customer. Prepare distribution report .
Interface:
Billed Goods -For Shipping;
[E58{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
Il:
Shipping Mode;
[E58 {SHIPPING_ORDER}]
C1:
Advance Shipping Notice - Customer;
01:
[E112{SHIPPING_NOTICE}]
Finished Goods Shipment - Regular;
02:
[E97{REG_FG_CARTON}]
[ES8{SHIPPING_ORDER}]
Distribution Report;
03:
[E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE}]
Staff - Distribution ;
M1:
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AMA GLOSSARY
Advance Shipping Notice- Customer
Type: SIP
Structure:
E112{SHIPPING_NOTICE};
Description:
Notification to the customer from the enterprise prior to releasing finished goods shipment.

Advance Shipping Notice - Packing
Type:S{f
Structure:
Ell2{SHIPPING_NOTICE};
Description:
Notification sent to initiate packing, as and when shipping orders are received from customers.

Assignments- Plant Resources
Type: SIP
Structure:
E75 {PLANT_SCHEDULE};
Description:
Plant resources reserved for assembly, finishing and post-processing of garments belonging to
a particular order. Equipment selection would vary according to the assembly system and plant
layout. In unit production, a whole line may be reserved while in modular production, one or
more modules consisting of multiple machines may be reserved.

Benchmarking Data
Type:FIP
Structure:
None
Description:
Information about the products and practices of the competition used to evaluate new
technologies and enterprise performance.

Bid Invitation - Cutting
Type: SIP
Structure:
(Production Order, Deadline);
Description:
Detailed information about the resources required by the enterprise to carry-out cutting
operations.The vendors submit their bids based on this information.

G-2

Bid Invitation • Materials
Type: SIP
Structure:
(Material; Deadline);
Description:
raw materials required by the enterprise. The vendors submit
Detailed information about
their bids based on this •f-n•~
1
·.,

Bids from Vendors
Type: SIP
Structure:
(Ref; Vendor; Oeser);
Description:
Samples, quotations and .·.•.u.v~•
about manufacturing capabilities from prospective
vendors. Vendors are eval
as potential sources for a new material based on their bids.
&Jt&I.I.I..I.V•&&

Billed Goods- For Shipping
Type: SIP
Structure:
E5.8 {SlllPPING_ORDER};
Description:
Finished goods for which the "'JA","v•••"'. . have already been billed. It is released by the Finished
Goods Storage Buffer after b

Billed Goods • For Storage
Type: SIP
Structure:
E58{SHIPPING_ORDER};
Description:
Finished goods sent to the
customer.

hed Goods Storage Buffer, for holding, on request from the

Candidates
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Candidates interviewed by

hiring and training center.

G-3

Candidates - Rejected
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Candidates who failed to pass the interview.

Communications about Rejected Materials
Type: SIP
Structure:
E33{MAT_PO_ITEM};
Description:
Communications to material vendor regarding rejected materials. The vendor may take the
rejected materials back or take other appropriate actions to deal with the rejects.

Communications from Customers
Type: SIP
Structure:
E99 {CUSTOMER_INQ};
Description:
Inquiries from customers regarding style development, sales orders, etc.

Communications from

Cutti~g

Sources

Type: SIP
Structure:
Ell3{SOURCE};
Description:
Communication received from external cutting sources in tenns of quotations and other support
infonnation that may be required to generate a BEST-like index•.

Communications from External Sources
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Communications received from customers and vendors.

•BEST is a knowledge-based decision support system developed and successfully field tested for evaluating
the capabilities of an apparel enterprise. [Narayanan94]

G-4

Communications from Finishing ources
Type: SIP
Structure:

E113 {SOURCE};
Description:
Communication received from ex emal sources willing to carry-out finishing operations for
garments manufactured by the e erprise.

Communications from Raw Mat rial Suppliers
Type: SIP
Structure:

E31 {MATERIAL_VENDOR};
Description:
Communication received from p ospective vendors in terms of quotations and other support
to generate a BEST-like index
information that may be requ ·

Communications from Sample

akers

Type: SIP
Structure:

E113 {SOURCE};
Description:
Communication received from respective sample makers willing to carry out sample making
operations for garments manuf ctured by the enterprise.

Communications from Supplie
Type: SIP
Structure:

E3l{MATERIAL_VENDOR ; .
Description:
Communications received fro

the vendors.

Communications to Custome
Type: SIP
Structure:

E99{CUSTO:MER_INQ};
Description:
Communications sent to cus mers regarding style development, sales orders, quotations, etc.

G-5

Communications to Cutting Sources
Type: SIP
Structure:
•
E113{SOURCE};
Description:
Information sent by the enterprise to cutting sources selected based on their bid quotations and
BEST-like indexes.
Communications to External Sources
Type: FIP
Structure:
Composite
Description:
Communications sent to customers, vendors and other sources.
Communications to Finishing Sources
Type: SIP
Structure:
E113 {SOURCE};
Description:
Information sent by the enterprise to finishing sources selected based on their bid quotations and
BEST-like indexes.
Communications to Raw Material Suppliers
Type: SIP
Structure:
E31 {MATERIAL_VENDOR};
Description:
Communications sent to vendors regarding materials to be purchased. Includes specifications
for new materials and purchase orders.
Communications to Sample Makers
Type: SIP
Structure:
E113{SOURCE};
Description:
Information sent by the enterprise to external sample making sources selected based on their bid
quotations and BEST-like indexes.

G-6

Communications to Sewing Sou
Type: SIP
Structure:
Ell3{SOURCE);•
Description:
Information sent by the enterprise
quotations and BEST-like indexe

external sewing sources selected based on their bid

Communications to Suppliers
Type: SIP
Structure:
Ell3{SOURCE);
Description:
Communications sent to vendors
other external sources regarding materials to be
purchased. Includes spe:clllcaUoltli for new materials and purchase orders.

uction 0 rder
Construction Materials for a P
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48(PRODUCTION_ORDER)·
Description:
used in the production of garments for an order.
Trim, labels, tags and acces
Construction Materials for Sa
Type: SIP
Structure:
E8 ( SAMPLE_REQ);
Description:
Materials other than fabric,
for construction of sample garments. Trim, lining, thread,
buttons, etc. are examples of I'IU'IIC'f'rlll'tion materials. Adequate quantities of commonly used
materials are stocked by the sam
making department Special materials are usually provided
by the customer.
Customer
Type: SIP
Structure:
E4(CUSTOMER);
Description:
Customer can be a retailer or an

vidual end-user.
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Customer's Quality Requirements

Type: F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Quality requirements of a customer. Most big buyers of garments have written standards for
their quality requirements.

Customer's Request for Quotation ·

Type: SIP
Structure:
E99(CUSTOMER_INQ};
Description:
Request from the customer for price quote. The customer usually provides an estimate of the
quantity and size distribution of the prospective order.

Customer's Request for Samples

Type: SIP
Structure:
E99 ( CUSTOMER_INQ};
Description:
Customer furnished details about the garment samples to be prepared. Customer would usually
provide the quantity and the sizes of the sample garments.

Customer's Requirements

Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
. Requirements of customers related to quality, garment construction, etc.

Customer's Sales Trends

Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Information derived from customer's point-of-sale data. This information provides vital clues
for determining the quantities, size and color distribution, and timing of production orders.
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Customer's Shipping Locations

Type: SIP
Structure:
E4{CUSTO:MER};
Description:
Information derived from cus•"'-'Aifo's point-of-sale ·data. This information provides vital clues
for determining the quantities,
and color distribution, and timing of production orders.

Cut - Accepted

Type: SIP
Structure:
E48 {PRODUCfiON_ORDER};
Description:
A collection of cut parts that pas

quality audit and is cleared for shipment to assembly plant.

Cut- Rejected

Type: SIP
Structure:
E48{PRODUCfiON_ORDER}·
Description:
A collection of cut parts found un~tccf~Ptable in audit.

Cut and Labeled Parts

Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY ;
Description:
Collection of cut fabric parts
which garments for an order are assembled.

Cut Audit Report

Type: SIP
Structure:
E48{PRODUCfiON_ORDER ;
Description:
Results of cut package audit.
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Cut Package
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER};
Description:
Shipment of cut fabric parts and construction materials from which garments for an order are
assembled. A cut package is audited prior to shipment to the plant where assembly and fmishing
are carried out.

Cut Package - Accessories
Type: SIP
Structure:
E4l{ACCESSORY};
Description:
Includes belts, hangers, and other accessories which are attached to the garments. After
attachment of these accessories, the garments are ready and can be sent to the warehouse for
packing and shipping.

Cut Package - Floor Ready Materials
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Additional accessories like tags, attached to garments to make them floor-ready.

Cut Waste
Type: F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
A collection of cut fabric parts that have been rejected as waste.

Cutting Assignments
Type: SIP
Structure:

E67 {CUT_RM_SCHEDULE};
Description:
Workstations and operators assigned to carry out cutting room tasks, such as spreading, cutting,
packaging and shipping.
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Cutting Machine
Type: SIP
Structure:
E62(WORKSTATION};
Description:
Machine used for cutting fabric.

Cutting Report
Type: SIP
Structure:
Ell4{0P_REPORT};
Description:
Report giving the actual spreadin and cutting information for a production order. Since the
number of garments cut may diffi r slightly from what is specified in the size scale, the exact'
quantity and size distribution of arments in a production order become known only after
cutting.

Cutting Schedule
Type: SIP
Structure:
E67 ( CUT_RM_SCHEDULE};
Description:
Production schedule of the cutti g department.

Cutting Sources
Type: SIP
Structure:
E113 (SOURCE};
Description:
External sources willing to c
enterprise.

out cutting operations for the garments manufactured by the

Cutting Status
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48(PRODUCTION_ORDE };
Description:
Status of production orders sc eduled for cutting.
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Damaged Materials
Type:F/P
Structure: .
None
Description:
Materials damaged during manufacture.

Distribution Report
Type: SIP
Structure:
E114{0P_REPORT};
Description:
Report on status of packing orders processed in the distribution center.

DSS
Type: SIP
Structure:
E62{WORKSTATION};
Description:
Decision-support system used to generate the DSS- Index.

DSS- Index
Type: SIP
Structure:
Ell3{SOURCE};
Description:
An index is generated using a decision-support system. This index is used to evaluate and select
suppliers and vendors.

Enterprise Operation Report
Type:F/P
Structure:
Composite
Description:
Report on the performance of the various departments and their activities in an enterprise.
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Enterprise Policy on Pricing
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
The policy of the enterprise on pric ng that is based on its marketing strategy, and other factors
such as, cost of raw materials, co etitor' s prices, etc.

Enterprise Policy on Quality
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
The policy of the enterprise on q ity that is based on its marketing strategy and other factors,
such as requirements of the proc sing equipment, etc.

Enterprise Policy on Shipping
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
· The policy of the enterprise on s ipping that is based on shipping mode, costs, and other factors
like customer requirements, etc.

Enterprise's Manufacturing Re ources
Type: SIP
Structure:
Composite
Description:
Detailed information on equip ent and human resources available to the enterprise.

Equipment
Type: SIP
Structure:
Composite
Description:
Equipment used by the enterp · se for gannent production (including equipment for planning,
design and other auxiliary ac vi ties).
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Equipment Capability
Type: SIP
Structure:
E63{WORKST_CAPABll...ITY};
Description:
Data on available equipment and its capabilities.
Equipment Specifications
Type: SIP
Structure:
E62{WORKSTATION};
Description:
Manufacturer supplied data on manufacturing equipment.
Evaluation - Recommended
Type: SIP
Structure:
(Item; Recommendation);
Description:
Recommendation of new technologies for prototype testing, after comparison and evaluation
with existing technologies.

'·'

Evaluation - Rejected
Type: SIP
Structure:
(Item; Rejection);
Description:
New technologies that have been rejected after technology evaluation.

Fabric - Cut Parts
Type: SIP
Structure:
E98 {SPREAD_SECTION};
Description:
Spread fabric that has been cut into garment parts.

j

ri
~··
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Fabric - Spread Sections

Type: SIP
Structure:
E98 {SPREAD_SECfiON};
Description:
Sections of fabric layers spn ad for cutting.

Fabric for a Production Ordc r

Type: SIP
Structure:
E50{PROD_ORDER_ITEN };
Description:
Fabric from which the garmc nt parts for the production order are cut.

Fabric for Samples

Type: SIP
Structure:
E8 {SAMPLE_REQ};
Description:
Fabric used for making garment samples. This fabric may be locally available or provided by
the customer through the sal< sperson.

Feature Description

Type: SIP
Structure:
El8{CONSTR_FEATURE}
Description:
Description of a part of a ganpent, e.g., front pocket, waist band, etc. A set of features describes
the construction of the comp ete garment.

Finished Goods Shipment - 11 regular

Type: F/P
Structure:
E96{IRREG_FG_CARTON~;

Description:
Shipments of iriegular good~ collected over a period of time to contractors.
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Finished Goods Shipment - Ready
Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOl {CONS_SHIP_ORDER};
Description:
Finished Goods ready to be picked up by shipment carriers.

Finished Goods Shipment - Regular
Type: SIP
Structure:
E97 {REG_FG_CARTON};
Description:
Regular finished goods release to shipment carrier.

Finished Goods Shipments
Type: SIP
Structure:
Composite
Description:
Shipments of finished goods sent to customers.

Finished Goods Storage Buffer
Type:F/P
Structure:
E30{BUFFER};
Description:
Holding place for finished goods, after they have been billed.

Finishing Sources
Type: SIP
Structure:
E113 {SOURCE};
Description:
External sources willing to undertake finishing operations for garments manufactured by the
enterprise.
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Floor-Ready Garments

Type: SIP
Structure:
E78 {GARMENT_UNIT};
Description:
Garments to which additional acce ories like hangers, tags, etc., are attached to make them
floor-ready.

Garment Audit Report

Type: SIP
Structure:
E48 {PRODUCfiON_ORDER};
Description:
Analysis of the quality audit per£ rmed on fmished garments.

Garment Audit Results

Type: SIP
Structure:
E48 {PRODUCfiON_ORDER};
Description:
Data gathered from audit inspec on of finished garments.

Garment Containers - Empty

Type: SIP
Structure:
E57 {FG_CARTON};
Description:
Containers emptied after all g
containers are sent back to the

ents have been removed from them for packing. These
ants for reuse.

Garment Containers - Returne

Type: SIP
Structure:
E57 {FG_CARTON};
Description:
Garment containers returned f m packing after garments have been removed from them for
packing. Completely empty c tainers are set aside for reuse while the ones with leftover
garments are returned to the w
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Garment Inventory - Selected
Type: SIP
Structure:
E57 {FG_CARTON};
Description:
Garment inventory assigned to packing. Complete containers are assigned. Containers that have
been received in the warehouse can be assigned irrespective of their current location.

Garment Lot - Accepted
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48 {PRODUCTION_ORDER};
Description:
Garments belonging to a production order that has passed audit.

Garment Lot - Audited
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER};
Description:
Garments that have been audited by the quality auditors.

Garment Lot - Re-assessed
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER};
Description:
Garments, after their quality assessment has been altered.

Garment Lot - Ready
Type: SIP
Structure:
E57 {FG_CARTON};
Description:
Ready garments received in the distribution center. The received garments are packed in storage
containers. Garments in a container belong to same garment type. Irregular garments are packed
together irrespective of their type.
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Garment Lot - Rejected
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER ;
Description:
Garments belonging to a prod

order that has failed audit.

Garment Lot - Sorted
Type: SIP
Structure:
E57 {FG_CARTON};
Description:
Boxes of graded and sorted

belonging to a production order.

Garment Quality Standards
Type: SIP
Structure:
E82{QC_PROCEDURE};
Description:
Details of a quality test or
tion procedure for finished garments. Includes sampling
procedure and acceptance stru1nruras.

Garment Storage - Assigned
Type: SIP
Structure:
E56{FG_STORAGE_LOC};
Description:
warehouse.
Location of fmished goods in

Garment Storage - Available
Type: SIP
Structure:
E56{FG_STORAGE_LOC}
Description:
Storage locations that becom available after finished goods containers are removed for
packing. Only the containers
are emptied are removed from the inventory records. The
records of the containers wi leftover garments are retained in the inventory with updated
information.
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Garment Style
Type: SIP
Structure:
El{STYLE};
Description:
A complete description of a garment including its construction detail, pattern, fit and process
plan.

Garments • Assessed
Type: SIP
Structure:
E78 {GARMENT_UNIT};
Description:
Garments with quality grade assigned.

Garments· Finished
Type: SIP
Structure:
E78 {GARMENT_UNIT};
Description:
Completely assembled and finished garments.

Garments • For Packing
Type: SIP
Structure:
E57 {FG_CARTON};
Description:
Garment containers moved from the storage area to the packing area.

Garments • For Picking
Type: SIP
Structure:
E78 {GARMENT_UNIT};
Description:
Garment units loaded into the picking slots.
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Garments - For Storage

Type: SIP
Structure:
E57 {FG_CARTON};
Description:
Gannent containers awai ·

storage on the racks.

Garments - Graded

Type: SIP
Structure:
E78 ( GARMENT_UNIT};
Description:
Gannents with quality grade

signed.

Garments- Irregular

Type: SIP
Structure:
E57 (FG_CARTON};
Description:
Irregular gannents belongin to the production order. The irregulars are collected and shipped
to a contractor for disposal.

Garments - Leftover

Type: SIP
Structure:
E78(GARMENT_UNIT};
Description:
Garments left in the slots
finished.

packing for all the shipping orders on a packing order has been

Garments - Picked

Type: SIP
Structure:
E58(SlllPPING_ORDER};
Description:
Boxes containing gannents
placed on each box.

on a shipping order. Appropriate shipping label is also
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Garments - Regular

Type: SIP
Structure:
E57 {FG_CARTON};
Description:
Garments accepted for stocking in the finished goods warehouse. Only regular garments are
accepted. The irregulars are collected and shipped to a contractor for disposal.

Garments - Repairable

Type: SIP
Structure:
E78{GARMENT_UNIT};
Description:
Garments with soil marks or other minor defects that can be readily removed.

Garments - Repaired

Type: SIP
Structure:
E78 {GAR:MENT_UNIT};
Description:
Garments on which minor repairs have been performed.

Garments - Stored

Type: SIP
Structure:
E57{FG_CARTON};
Description:
Garment containers stored on the racks in the warehouse.

Hiring and Training Report

Type: SIP
Structure:
Ell4{0P_REPORT};
Description:
Report on the candidates interviewed and those selected, interviewing techniques, and other
activities carried out the hiring center.
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Hiring Needs
Type: FIP
Structure:
None
Description:
Infonnation regarding the hiring req irements of the enterprise. Includes information about the
number of employees, skill levels d dates by when the candidates should be hired.

Hiring Personnel
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94 {SAL_EMPLOYEE);
Description:
Personnel whose function is to inte iew and hire candidates who meet the job requirements of
the enterprise.

Hiring Report
Type: SIP
Structure:
E114{0P_REPORT};
Description:
Report on the status of hiring can dates.

Hiring Standards
Type: FIP
Structure:
None
Description:
Standards based on enterprise's p licies and standards used in hiring personnel.

Hiringffraining Personnel
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Personnel who hire and train can ·dates.
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Initial Sales Inquiry

Type: SIP
Structure:
E99{ CUSTOMER_INQ};
Description:
Customer's requirements in terms of a sketch, verbal or written description, or reference to an
earlier style.

Invoice - Hold Shipment

Type: SIP
Structure:
(Customer; Shipping Order);
Description:
Invoice sent to the customer for finished goods that have been held at the customer's behest.

Invoice- Release Shipment

Type: SIP
Structure:
(Customer; Shipping Order);
Description:
Invoice sent out to the customer when finished goods, ready for dispatch, are at the point where
they can be shipped to the customer.

Irregular Disposal Policy

Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Contracts governing disposal of off-quality garments. The contract provides information on the
irregular styles to be shipped, shipment size and locations to which the shipments are to be sent

Irregular Style Descriptions

Type: SIP
Structure:
E95 {IRREG_STYLE};
Description:
Style to which unacceptable quality production belongs. A small number of irregular styles
exists to broadly classify garments. For example, all ladies dress trousers of unacceptable
quality belong to the same irregular style.
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Job Skills
Type: FIP
Structure:
None
Description:
Basic skills required to perfonn a specific task efficiently.

Job Specifications
Type: FIP
Structure:
None
Description:
Description of functions that are equired to carry out a specific task.

Manager - Distribution
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Manager of the distribution depc:~ent
Manager - Sample Making
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Manager of the sample making lepartment.

Manufacturing Module
Type: SIP
Structure:
E29{EQUIP_GROUP};
Description:
A collection of equipment for p ~rfonning sewing/finishing operations on garment subassemblies.
Manufacturing Report
Type: SIP
Structure:
E114{0P_REPORT};
Description:
Report on the status of each pr< duction order in the manufacturing system.
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Marker for Samples
Type: SIP;
Structure:
E8{SAMPLE_REQ};
Description:
Collection of graded pattern parts that serve as a template for cutting fabric for garments in a
sample order.

Marker Maker
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Person responsible for making markers for cutting fabric parts.

Marker Sections
Type: SIP
Structure:
E52{SCALED_SECTION};
Description:
A section of a marker on which graded pattern parts of gannent of one or more sizes are packed.

Marker's Pattern, Grade Rules and Width
Type: SIP
Structure:
E5l{MARKER};
Description:
Information needed for preparing marker sections for a production order. Includes pattern,
grade rules and fabric width.

Market Trends
Type: FIP
Structure:
None;
Description:
Fashion trends for the season.
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Master Production Planner
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94 ( SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Person responsible for master

planning.

Master Production Schedule
Type: SIP
Structure:
E25(MASTER_SCHEDULE ;
Description:
Master schedule for the
on which sales orders are scheduled for production at various
plant locations.

Material- Accepted
Type: SIP
Structure:
E33(MAT_PO_ITEM};
Description:
Materials that pass quality in

and are marked for stocking in the materials warehouse.

Material • For Storage
Type: SIP
Structure:
E35 (STORED_ITEM};
Description:
Materials waiting to be s

after storage locations have been assigned.

Material • Received
Type: SIP
Structure:
E33(MAT_PO_ITEM};
Description:
Materials received in the s
accepted and stocked.

s. These materials undergo testing and inspection before they are
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Material- Rejected

Type: SIP
Structure:
E33{MAT_PO_ITEM};
Description:
Materials that failed quality inspections and are marked for return to the vendor for appropriate
action.

Material - Stored

Type: SIP
Structure:
F35(STORED_ITEM};
Description:
Materials stored in the materials warehouse.

Material- Tested

Type: SIP
Structure:
E33(MAT_PO_ITEM};
Description:
Materials on which quality testing and inspection have been carried out.

Material Audit Report

Type: SIP
Structure:
E83 (QUALITY_REPORT};
Description:
Results of material testing and inspection, and recommendations for further action.

Material Audit Results

Type: SIP
Structure:
E83 (QUALITY_REPORT};
Description:
Data gathered from inspection and testing of materials.
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Material Description

Type: SIP
Structure:
E34{MATERIAL_VA
Description:
Description of materials
codes, available colors and

in garment production. The description includes identification
etc.

Material Handling Equ •.., ......... t • Material Warehouse

Type: SIP
Structure:
E7l{TRANSPORTER};
Description:
Equipment used to move malenLals to and from storage.

Material Handling System- istribution

Type: SIP
Structure:
E71 {TRANSPORTER};
Description:
Equipment used to move

hed goods to and from storage in the distribution warehouse.

Material Procurement Repo

Type: SIP
Structure:
E32{MAT_PURCHASE_
Description:
Report on availability and """'"' ""' •·"""'. . . "'"' status of the purchased materials.

Material Quality Standards

Type: SIP
Structure:
E82{ QC_PROCEDURE};
Description:
Details of a quality test or insoul:ulm procedure for materials; includes sampling procedure and
acceptance standards.
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Material Release Summary

Type: SIP
Structure:
E48 (PRODUCTION_ORDER);
Description:
Summary of materials to be released for a production order.

Material Sources

Type: SIP
Structure:
E93 (MATERIAL_SOURCE);
Description:
Vendors for various materials . .

Material Storage - Assigned

Type: SIP
Structure:
E36(MATERIAL_LOCATION};
Description:
Storage locations of materials in the materials warehouse.

Material Storage - Available

Type: SIP
Structure:
E36(MATERIAL_LOCATION);
Description:
Available storage capacity in the materials warehouse.

Materials

Type: SIP
Structure:
Composite;
Description:
Materials from supplier.
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Materials - For Regular Production
Type: SIP
Structure:
E33{MAT_PO_ITEM};
Description: .
Materials received from suppliers

full-scale production of garments.

Materials and Sources Data
Type:F/P
Structure:
(Material; Source);
Description:
Data on materials and sources ...,.,,...,.1'1 to carry out garment manufacturing activities of the
enterprise. The data includes B
-like indexes, standard costs, availability, vendors, etc.

Materials Data
Type: SIP
Structure:
E22 {MATERIAL};
Description:
Data on materials used in

n~ ....n'\""t"'•

production. The data include identification codes, standard
sl.JtJ1Dll1ers. etc.

Materials for Manufacturing
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48 {PRODUCTION_ORDER};
Description:
Materials released to manuta.ctunn.~. The warehouse only ships cartons and bolts of material.
Therefore the actual quantity
could be more than what is requested. If a storage unit
containing more than the req
quantity is released, the remaining material is still
is marked "RELOCATED" instead of"EXHAUSTED".
considered available. Such ani
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Materials for Release
Type: SIP
Structure:
E35(STORED_ITEM};
Description:
Materials marked for release to manufacturing. Since complete storage units are marked for
release, quantity released may exceed the quantity requested. The units from which only partial
quantity is assigned are marked 'RELOCATED' instead of 'EXHAUSTED'. The records for
'EXHAUSTED' units are deleted after the material has been removed from storage. For
example, bolts of fabric containing 1000 yards each are storage units. If a request for 1500 yards
comes, two bolts are marked for release. One is marked 'EXHAUSTED' whereas the other,
from which only 500 yards will be used, is marked 'RELOCATED' after updating the
remaining quantity.

Materials for Sample Production
Type: SIP
Structure:
E8 ( SAMPLE_REQ};
Description:
Materials used for making sample garments for prospective customers.

Materials to be Purchased
Type: SIP
Structure:
E33(MAT_PO_ITEM};
Description:
Cumulative quantities of materials to be ordered for a production period.

Merchandising Manager
Type:S/P
Structure:

.

Description:
Manager of merchandising.

Modifications Desired by the Customer .
Type: SIP
Structure:
E99 ( CUSTOl\1ER_INQ};
Description:
Modifications to the style desired by the customer either to bring the price down or on the basis
of sample analysis. The customer indicates approval of the style if no changes are necessary.
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New Feature Specifications
Type: SIP
Structure:
El8{CONSTR_FEATURE};
Description:
Information on the basis of which
features are developed if existing ones are not suitable
for describing the construction of a ..........
&&&"'&& ...

New Irregular Style Specifications
Type: SIP
Structure:
E95{IRREG_STYLE};
Description:
Specifications based on which a ne irregular style is created.

New Material Data
Type: SIP
Structure:
E22 {MATERIAL};
Description:
Data describing new material.

New Material Specifications
Type: SIP
Structure:
E22 {MATERIAL};
Description:
Specifications for a new material
developed.

codes, standard costs, color and size variants, etc.

on which a complete description of the new material is

New Operations Requirement
Type: SIP
Structure:
E107{0PERATION};
Description:
Requirements for a new unit nn,.~....~·,..'", based on which a complete description of the operation
is developed.
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New Pattern Specifications
Type: SIP
Structure:
El4{PATTERN};
Description:
Specifications based on which a new pattern is created; it is often a copy of a closely matching
existing pattern along with instructions about the desired changes.

Operation Description
Type: SIP
Structure:
E107{0PERATION);
Description:
Specifications of unit operations involved in the construction of garments.

Operator - Cutting
Type: SIP
Structure:
E64{0PERATOR);
Description:
Operator in the cutting department. Works on spreading, cutting or cut package preparation.
··;

Operator - Manufacturing
Type: SIP
Structure:
E64{0PERATOR);
Description:
Operator in the manufacturing plant.

Operator- Material Warehouse
Type: SIP
Structure:
E64{0PERATOR);
Description:
A worker in the material warehouse.
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Operator - Packing
Type: SIP
Structure:
E64{0PERATOR};
Description:
A worker in the distribution departr ..ent.

Operator - Spreading
Type: SIP
Structure:
E64{0PERATOR};
Description:
Operator in the spreading departme1 t whose function is to process defects and record actual
spreading data.

Operator - Trained
Type: SIP
Structure:
E64{0PERATOR};
Description:
Selected candidates who have been trained for a particular task.

Operator - Trainee
Type: SIP
Structure:
E64{0PERATOR};
Description:
Selected candidates who require tr~uning for specific tasks.

Operator Assignments
Type: SIP
Structure:
E77 {ASSIGNED_EQUIP};
Description:
Job assigned to each operator in t1 e production unit.
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Operator Skills
Type: SIP
Structure:
E64{0PERATOR};
Description:
Available operators and their skills. Operators are assigned jobs based on their skills and
availability.

Operator/User
Type: SIP
Structure:
E64{0PERATOR};
Description:
Operator or user of a particular equipment or machinery.

Packing Assignments
Type: SIP ·
Structure:
E102{PACK_SCHEDULE};
Description:
Workstation and operator assignments for a packing order on the schedule.

Packing Order
Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOl {CONS_SHIP_ORDER};
Description:
Consolidated shipping orders released for distribution.

Packing Schedule
Type: SIP
Structure:
E103{PACK_SCHEDULE};
Description:
Schedule for a packing order.
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Packing Status
Type: SIP
Structure:
E103{PACK_SCH_ITEM};
Description:
Completion status of the packing o der for which packing is in progress.

Pattern Description
Type: SIP
Structure:
E14(PATIERN};

Description:
eludes its base type, its version number, shape and
Complete description of a pattern.
identification codes for each part, d average area of the pattern.

Pattern Maker
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Person responsible for making g

ent patterns.

Performance Evaluation Report
Type: SIP
Structure:
E114{0P_REPORT};
Description:
f all departments and functions of the enterprise.
R~port on the actual performance

Personnel
Type: SIP
Structure:
Composite;
Description:
Managers, supervisors and ope

ors employed by the enterprise to carry out its functions.
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Plan - Complete

Type: SIP
Structure:
E45 {SALES_PLAN};
Description:
Completed sales plan used to forecast sales and project demand.

Plan - Confirmed

Type: SIP
Structure:
E45{SALES_PLAN};
Description:
Description of a new sales order listing various items ordered and their quantities.

Plan - Notified

Type: SIP
Structure:
E44{MASTER_SCH_ITEM};
Description:
Plan for which the customer has been notified about beginning of actual production.

Plan - Outline

Type: SIP
Structure:
E45{SALES_PLAN};
Description:
Style, fabrics and construction materials associated with a sales plan.

Plan - Released

Type: SIP
Structure:
E45{SALES_PLAN};
Description:
Completed and checked sales plan. Checking is done to remove any inconsistencies in the
construction detail of the plan's style.
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Plan- Tentative
Type: SIP
Structure:
E45{SALES_PLAN};
Description:
Plan that is yet to be confirmed. A Ian is confirmed after it has been suitably scheduled for
production on the master producti n schedule.

Plan Status
Type: SIP
Structure:
E45 {SALES_PLAN};
Description:
Status of sales plan drawn to me t forecasted demand and projected sales.

Plan's Delivery Schedule
Type: SIP
Structure:
E44 {MASTER_SCH_ITEM};
Description:
Delivery schedule for the plan If the desired schedule is not feasible, best possible alternative
is returned. If the schedule is asible, the plan is confrrmed.

Plan's Fabrics
Type: SIP
Structure:
E46{PLAN_MATERIAL};
Description:
Fabric types for each item o the sales plan.

Plan's Irregular Style
Type: SIP
Structure:
E45{SALES_PLAN};
Description:
Style to which unaccepta e quality production of this plan belongs. A small number of
irregular styles exist to br adly classify garments. For example, all ladies dress trousers of
unacceptable quality belo g to the same irregular style.
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Plan's Manufacturing Location
Type: SIP
Structure:
E42{PLANT};
Description:
Plant where the plan can be scheduled. This selection is based on the plant's capability to
produce the style associated with the plan and availability of production capacity.

Plan's Material Requirements
Type: SIP
Structure:
E46{PROG_ITEM};
Description:
Quantities of materials to be ordered for the sales plan.

Plan's Materials
Type: SIP
Structure:
E46{PROG_ITEM};
Description:
Fabric-specific materials assigned to a plan.

Plant Capacities
Type: SIP
Structure:
E43{PLANT_CAPACITY};
Description:
Capacities for producing various garment features at a plant

Policies and Standards
Type:FIP
Structure:
None;
Description:
Policies and standards governing various aspects of enterprise's operations. Includes policies
and standards from enterprise's management, standards provided by the customers and
standards applicable to the industry in general.
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POS Data
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Point of Sale data generated at ~e instance a sale has been made.

Price Quote
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Price per unit garment for the s yle under development quoted to the customer.

Product Information
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Information compiled on new products compiled from vendors, trade shows and other sources.

Production Notification to the Customer
Type:F/P
Structure:
E99{CUSTOMER_INQ};
Description:
Notification sent to the custom~~r regarding beginning of production for the plan. On receiving
this notification, the customer ~ ~nds information about size and color distribution.

Production Order· Closed
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48{PRODUCI10N_ORDER ;
Description:
A production order for which a 1 the garments have been received in the warehouse.
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Production Order- Initiated
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48 {PRODUCTION_ORDER};
Description:
Initiated production order on which size distribution of the garments has been specified as a
proportion of the total quantity. The total quantity is finalized after checking material
availability.

Production Order - Released
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER};
Description:
A production order that has been released for production.

Production Order- Scaled
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48 {PRODUCTION_ORDER};
Description:
Production order with spreading information and marker attached.

Production Order - Verified
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48{PRODUCTION_ORDER};
Description:
Production order for which material availability has been verified.

Production Order's Marker
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48 {PRODUCfiON_ORDER};
Description:
Marker for a production order. The cutting process is controlled by this data. It provides the
length of each section, relative arrangement of the sections and the cutter path.
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Production Or~er's Spreading Plan
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48(PRODUCTION_ORDER};
Description:
Plan of the fabric spread that pre )vides the lengths and relative positions of sections to be spread,
and the number of layers of each type of fabric in each section.

Production Report
Type: SIP
Structure:
E114(0P_REPORT};
Description:
Current status of production on ers in the manufacturing system. This report is used to track the
progress of orders through the ~ystem.

Production Schedule
Type: SIP
Structure:
E75 (PLANT_SCHEDULE};
Description:
Schedule for production (asset:tbly and finishing) plants for a particular production period.

Production Schedule for Plant
Type: SIP
Structure:
E75 (PLANT_SCHEDULE};
Description:
Production schedule released for each sewing and fmishing plant.

Production Status
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48(PRODUCTION_ORDEE };
Description:
Status of the production order. being processed in the sewing and finishing plant.
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Production Status - Samples
Type: SIP
Structure:
E92{ SAM_DEP_SCH_ITEM};
Description:
Status of the sample order scheduled for production.

Production Unit
Type: SIP
Structure:
E29{EQUIP_GROUP};
Description:
A production line or module.

Projected Demand
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Demand for a particular style predicted based in POS data used for initiation of production.

Prototype
Type: F/P
Structure:
None
· Description:
A prototype tested to evaluate a new technology.

Purchase Order
Type: SIP
Structure:
E32{MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER};
Description:
Purchase orders issued for procuring raw materials.

Purchase Order Status from Vendor
Type: SIP
Structure:
E32{MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER};
Description:
Replies to inquiries about material purchase orders.
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Purchase Order Status Inquiry to endor

Type: SIP
Structure:
E32{MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER ;
Description:
Inquiry made with the material ve dor to follow up on purchase orders.

QC Inspector

Type: SIP
Structure:
E64{0PERATOR};
Description:
Quality control inspector.

Quality Standards

Type: SIP
Structure:
E82{ QC_PROCEDURE};
Description:
Quality standards that materials and garments are required to meet.

Quality Standards and Procedures

Type: SIP
Structure:
E82 {QC_PROCEDURE};
Description:
Quality standards, including sampling, testing and inspection procedures, for materials and
garments.

Quotation to Customer

Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Price per unit garment for the style under development quoted to the customer.
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Request for Construction Detail
Type: SIP
Structure:
E109(STYLE_CONCEPT};
Description:
Request sent to product development for developing a construction detail for a style under
development. This request is sent if an existing construction detail cannot be assigned to a style.

Request for Garment Shape
Type: SIP
Structure:
E109(STYLE_CONCEPT};
Description:
Request for development of the shape for the garment style. Fit, pattern and grading rules are
developed in response to this request.

Request for Materials Release
Type: SIP
Structure:
E48(PRODUCI10N_ORDER};
Description:
Request sent to the materials warehouse to release materials to manufacturing.

Request for Sample Marker
Type: SIP
Structure:
E8(SAMPLE_REQ};
Description:
Request for marker to cut fabric for a sample order.

Request for Style Alteration
Type: SIP
Structure:
El09(STYLE_CONCEPT};
Description:
Request sent to product development to carry out style changes based on feedback from
customer and/or sample testing.
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Requirements for New Information
Type: F/P
Structure:
Composite
Description:
Requirements for new information, such as data on materials, construction operations, etc. A
new material or operation is added to the existing database based on these requirements.

Restart Signal ·
Type:Sff
Structure:
(Workstation);
Description:
Signal sent to a spreader to restart operation after the defect condition that caused the stoppage
has been rectified.

Revised Style to Customer
Type SIP
Structure:
E99{CUSTOMER_INQ};
Description:
Feedback on style modifications to the customer.

Sales Contract
Type: SIP
Structure:
E99 {CUSTOMER_INQ};
Description:
A document containing all the details, including the tenn, conditions, delivery schedule and
quantity of the sales order.

Sales Executive
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94 {SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Sales executives responsible for getting gannent orders from the customers.
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Sales Order Confirmation

Type: SIP
Structure:
E99 {CUSTO:tvrnR_INQ}
Description:
Notification sent to the customer confuming a sales order. It is usually a signed copy of the sales
contract.

Sales Plan Details

Type: SIP
Structure:
Composite
Description:
All information related to production plans that have been instituted in response to orders from
customers.

Sales Presentation

Type: SIP
Structure:
E99 {CUSTO:rvfER_INQ};
Description:
Presentations made to customers by the sales executives to solicit orders.

Sample Cutter

Type: SIP
Structure:
E94 {SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Person who cuts fabric for samples.

Sample Garment - Altered

Type: SIP
Structure:
E8(SAMPLE_REQ};
Description:
Altered sample garments.
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Sample Garment • Parts
Type: SIP;
Structure:
E9 {SAM_REQ_ITEM};
Description:
Cut fabric parts for making a sample garment.

Sample Garments
Type: SIP
Structure:
E8 {SAMPLE_REQ};
Description:
Sample garments ready for delivery to customers.

Sample Garments - For Alteration
Type: SIP
Structure:
E8 {SAMPLE_REQ}
Description:
Sample garments that require alteration after testing for fit.

Sample Garments • Sewn
Type: SIP
Structure:
E8{SAMPLE_REQ};
Description:
· Sewn sample garments.

Sample Maker
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Person who sews sample garments.
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Sample Making Assignments

Type: SIP
Structure:
E92{ SAM_DEP_SCH_ITEM};
Description:
Jobs assigned to sample makers.

Sample Making Sources

Type: SIP
Structure:
Ell3{SOURCE};
Description:
External sources willing to carry out sample making operations for the enterprise.

Sample Request

Type: SIP
Structure:
E8{SAMPLE_REQ};
Description:
Request for samples, accompanied by all the details provided by the customer, sent by the sales
personnel to the sample making department

Sample Request • Ready

Type: SIP
Structure:
E8{SAMPLE_REQ};
Description:
Sample garments belonging to a sample order.

Sample Production Schedule

Type: SIP
Structure:
E91 {SAMP_DEPT_SCH};
Description:
Production schedule for the sample department.
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Sample Quality Standards
Type: SIP
Structure:
E82{ QC_PROCEDURE};
Description:
A complete description of a test or inspection procedure for evaluating the quality of a sample
garment.

Sample Request
Type: SIP
Structure:
E8 {SAMPLE_REQ};
Description:
,
Request for samples, accompanied by all the details provided by the customer, sent by the sales
personnel to the sample making department.

Sample Supplier Information
Type: SIP
Structure:
Ell3{SOURCE};
Description:
Information on sample suppliers which includes their BEST-like indexes and other details.

Sample Test Report
Type: SIP
Structure:
Ell4{0P_REPORT};
Description:
Results of quality testing and inspection, and recommendations for further action.

Selected Material Vendors
Type: SIP
Structure:
E93{MATERIAL_SOURCE};
Description:
Selected vendors for each of the materials to be ordered.
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Sewing & Finishing Assignments
Type: SIP
Structure:
E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP);

Description:
Tasks assigned to specific sewing/finishing units. A unit may be an individual workstation, a
line or a module.
Sewing & Finishing Status
Type: SIP
Structure:
E77{ASSIGNED_EQUIP);

Description:
Status of sewing/fmishing tasks assigned to a production unit
Sewing Sources
Type: SIP
Structure:
E113{SOURCE);

Description:
External sources willing to carry out sewing operations for garments manufactured by the
enterprise.
Shipping Mode
Type: SIP
Structure:
E58 {SHIPPING_ORDER);

Description:
Mode of shipping finished goods to the customer. This is determined based on costs, customer
requirements, and enterprise policy on shipping.
Shipping Orders
Type: SIP
Structure:
E58{SHIPPING_ORDER);

Description:
Shipping orders sent by the customer. These are in customer's format and have to be structured
into enterprise's internal format.
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Shipping Rates
Type: SIP
Structure:
E58{SHIPPING_ORDER};
Description:
Rates for shipping finished goods to the customer. This is determined based on the shipping
mode.

Size Scale Information
Type: SIP
Structure:
E99 {CUSTO:MER_INQ};
Description:
Information from the customer regarding the distribution of garment size and color in the
orders. Some customers provide their point-of-sale data from which this information is deduced.

Spreading Defect
Type:S{f
Structure:
(Workstation; Defect);
Description:
A defect detected by the spreading machine in the spreading process.

Spreading Machine
Type: SIP
Structure:
E62{WORKSTATION};
Description:
Equipment used to spread·fabric for cutting.

Staff - Cutting
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Supervisory staff in the cutting department.
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Staff- Distribution

Type: SIP
Structure:
F94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Supervisory staff in the distribution center.

Staff- Engineering

Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Staff in the engineering departments.

Staff- Evaluation

Type: SIP
Structure:
E94 {SAL_EMPLOYEE-};
Description:
Supervisory staff in the evaluation department.

Staff- Manufacturing

Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Supervisory staff in the manufacturing plant.

Staff- Material Warehouse

Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Supervisory staff in the material warehouse.
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Staff- Merchandising
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Staff in the merchandising department.

Staff- Outsourcing
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Employees in the outsourcing department.

Staff- Plans
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Staff in the production planning department.

Staff- Product Development
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Employees of the product development department.

Staff- Production Control
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Employees in the production control department
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Staff- Purchase
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Employee responsible for purchasing raw materials.

Staff- Quality Control
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Staff in the quality control department.

Standard Garment Specifications
Type: SIP
Structure:
E4(CUSTO:MER};
Description:
Specifications on types of materials to be used for garment construction. Example: MIL
standard on utility trousers. Such specifications may be provided by customers to provide all the
details that are standard and are not explicitly provided during garment development.

Storage Buffer
Type: SIP
Structure:
E30(BUFFER};
Description:
Holding place for work-in-process.

Style- For Validation
Type: SIP
Structure:
El{STYLE};
Description:
A garment style that has been approved by the customer. The status of this style and its elements
have to be set to 'FINAL' so that the style may not be altered any further.
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Style - Initiated
Type: SIP
Structure:
E109{STYLE_CONCEPT};
Description:
A newly created style for a gannent Existing style information (construction detail, pattern or
fit) referred to in the description of the corresponding ~oncept is assigned to a new style.

Style - Under Development
Type: SIP
Structure:
E109{STYLE_CONCEPT};
Description:
Style of a gannent that is still under development. A style is developed from the informal
description of the garment present in the form of a style concept. Development of style involves
development of garment's construction and shape details.

Style- Validated
Type: SIP
Structure:
El{STYLE};
Description:
A style that has been finalized after being approved by the customer. An approved style does
not undergo any additional changes. Garment orders are placed for approved styles.

Style Concept - Customer
Type: SIP
Structure:
E109{STYLE_CONCEPT};
Description:
A style concept developed for the customer based on customer's requirements. It could be a
modification of an existing concept.

Style Concept - Portfolio
Type: SIP
Structure:
E109{STYLE_CONCEPT};
Description:
A sketch and a general description of a new garment prepared by garment designers.
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Style Concept - Selected
Type: SIP
Structure:
E109{STYLE_CONCEPT};
Description:
A style concept selected by the customer for further development into a garment style. The
selected concept is sent to the product development personnel for development into a formal
description (style) of the garment.

Style Ideas from Customer
Type: SIP
Structure:
E109{STYLE_CONCEPT};
Description:
Description of the desired style obtained from the customer. The stylist develops the style
concepts further based on this information.

Style's Construction Detail
Type: SIP
Structure:
El{STYLE};
Description:
Construction detail associated with a style.

Style's Construction Features
Type: SIP
Structure:
El{STYLE};
Description:
A set of features that describes the construction of a garment style.

Style's Grade Table

..,

·

Type: SIP
Structure:
E2{FIT};
Description:
Grade table associated with style's fit. A grade table provides the rules used to scale pattern parts
for different sizes.
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Style's Pattern
Type: SIP
Structure:
El(STYLE};
Description:
Pattern associated with a style.

Style's Process Plan
Type: SIP
Structure:
El(STYLE};
Description:
A sequence of processing steps involved in the production of a garment. Each processing step
requires that the steps preceding it be completed. Completion of a step is denoted by assigning
a process state to a garment sub-assembly affected by that step.

Style's Shape
Type: SIP
Structure:
El(STYLE};
Description:
All information related to garment shape. Includes data on patterns, fits and grading.

Stylist
Type: SIP
Structure:
E94( SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Garment designer responsible for creating new styles based on fashion trends and ideas from
customers.

Sub-Assemblies - For Processing
Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOO(GAR_SUBASSEMBLY};
Description:
Garment Sub-assemblies awaiting processing at a sewing or finishing unit.
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Sub-Assemblies - For Storage
Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY};
Description:
Gannent Sub-assemblies for temporary storage in the buffers.

Sub-Assemblies • For Transportation
Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY};
Description:
Gannent sub-assemblies awaiting transportation to the next processing station.

Sub-Assemblies - In Process
Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY};
Description:
Garment sub-assemblies on which processing is in progress.

Sub-Assemblies • Processed
Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY};
Description:
Garment sub-assemblies on which a set of sewing/finishing operations have been completed.

·Sub-Assembly • For Inspection
Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY};
Description:
Gannent sub-assembly awaiting inspection prior to its release from the processing unit.
Sub-Assembly • For Rework
Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY};
Description:
Gannent sub-assembly on which some rework is required.
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Sub-Assembly - Reworked
Type: SIP
Structure:

ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY};
Description:
Gannent sub-assembly on which repair has been performed.

Sub-Assembly Release Order
Type:S{f
Structure:

ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY};
Description:
Order from the controller to release sub-assemblies from work-in-process inventory for further
processing. The controller issues the release order when all the sub-assemblies required for
further processing are available in the buffer.

Support Information
Type: SIP
Structure:
Composite
Description:
Information on quality procedures, material specifications and sources, and available
manufacturing resources. This information is generated and maintained by the service
departments and used by design, planning, manufacturing and distribution functions.

Target Market Demographics
Type:F/P
Structure:
None
Description:
Demographic data used to identify consumer markets.

Technology Evaluation Officer
Type: SIP
Structure:

E94{ SAL_EMPLOYEE};
Description:
Individual concerned with evaluating and recommending new technologies.
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Technology Evaluation Report
Type: SIP
Structure:
E114{0P_REPORT};
Description:
Results of prototype testing and evaluation, and recommendations for further action.

Training Report
Type: SIP
Structure:
Ell4{0P_REPORT};
Description:
Report of training given to candidates hired by the enterprise, prior to undertaking officially
assigned tasks.

Transporter
Type: SIP
Structure:
E71 {TRANPORTER};
Description:
Equipment used to move goods from one location to another.

Vendor Evaluation

,

Type: S!f;P
Structure:
(Ref; Vendor; Oeser);
Description:
Results of the bid evaluation process based on which vendors are selected.

Work-In-Process Status
Type: SIP
Structure:
ElOO{GAR_SUBASSEMBLY};
Description:
Processing status of the garment sub-assemblies on which sewing and finishing operations are
in progress. All the processing units return the processed sub-assemblies to the storage buffer
from where the work-in-process status is reported to the manufacturing system controller.
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Workstation- Manufacturing
Type: SIP
Structure:
E62{WORKSTATION};
Description: ·
Sewing and finishing equipment in the manufacturing plants.

Workstation - Marker Making
Type: SIP
Structure:
E62{WORKSTATION};
Description:
Computer workstation used for marker making.

Workstation- Packing
Type: SIP
Structure:
E62{WORKSTATION};
Description:
Work area, including picking slots, packing tables, etc., used for packing.

Workstation --Sample Cutting
Type: SIP
Structure:
E62{WORKSTATION};
Description:
Equipment used for cutting fabric for sample garments.

Workstation - Sample Sewing
Type: SIP
Structure:
E62{WORKSTATION};
Description:
Sewing machines in the sample production department.
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PREFACE
The Apparel Manufacturing Architecture (AMA) is a comprehensive set of specifications for a Computer-Integrated Apparel Enterprise. The research on the development of AMA began at Georgia Tech in July 1988; it is being funded by the US
Defense Logistics Agency. Oxford Slacks in Monroe, Georgia, was the first industry partner actively collaborating in the initial development activities. Subsequently, several inember companies of the American Apparel Manufacturers
Association (AAMA) participated in reviewing and enhancing the draft version of
AMA. In October 1992, Version 1.0 of AMA was released in two volumes; the
first contained the Function and Dynamics Models while the second contained the
Information Model.
To test and validate AMAin the real-world, two plant implementations were successfully carried out with the active collaboration of Dowling Textiles of McDonough, Georgia, and Terry Manufacturing of Roanoke, Alabama. Just as continued
maintenance, updating and support are essential for any acquired technology to
have a long and meaningful impact, AMA has been reviewed regularly and opportunities for enhancing it identified. To fonnalize this enhancement process, a twoday Workshop was convened in April 1994 in which experts from industry, academia, research laboratories and government agencies participated. At this Workshop, AMA was reviewed in-depth and areas for enhancing it were actively
discussed. The results from the Workshop have been used to create this version of
AMA, Version 1.5.
AMA [Version 1.5] is being released in three volumes: Volume I: AMA Primer;
Volume II: The Function Model; and Volume III: The Information Model.
Volume I introduces the modeling techniques used in developing AMA and provides an overview of AMA. It is intended to serve as a guide to understand the
Function and Information Models in Volumes II and ill, respectively~ Volume IT
contains the Function model along with a glossary of terms used in the model.
Likewise, Volume III contains the Infonnation model along with the respective
entity definitions in AMA. In addition to these, it contains a table of all the entities
and their attributes. For each attribute, its SQL "attribute type", e.g., Character,
Numeric or Date, is defined.
As with any such major research effort, the active participation of several individuals and organizations led to this architecture and their contributions are thankfully
acknowledged (please see Acknowledgments for complete listing). Any comments
on AMA including suggestions for enhancements are welcome.
Sundaresan J ayaraman
Atlanta, Georgia
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of
v-· 1/
.,.1
a garment feature
t~ '
mentioned on
E17 /CONSTR_DET _ITEM
\
\

'CDCode(FK)
ConFeaCode(FK)
CDitDescr
CDitQty

ConFeaCode
ConFeaType
ConFeaVar
CFDescr

'~\
\

\

\

.------------!!•n ~ RMX7

,_ 1_.._~'------

j_

n
//
/:/

/ '

--·

'

cb. nsists of basic
construction operations
described in

1s on

E20/CONSTR_OPR
OprnCode(FK)

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
READER
DATE
r-~----------~--------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1.5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
r-~----------~--------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
r-~----------~--------------~
NOTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PUBLICATION

E21 /CONSTR_FT _MAT
O.O . RMX6

CDCode(FK)
ConFeaCode(FK)

'

E22/MATERIAL

~ipecifies the material
/v'type for

n
CFMotNo _ _ _ _ _ _ _•1---11
n MotCode(FK)
~:.....;..;..:...=...;.::.....;...::.

-

-

-

. "'-·. f'··,
~ MotQty
requ1res motenc Is
specified as

NODE:

apparei/F1 05-1

I TITLE:

Construction Detail

--

-

Mot Code
Mot Oeser
MatUnit
Mot Cost

I NUMBER:

RMX7

USED AT

.

DATE ·
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
READER
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
1----+-P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I_O_N-+---------1

CON
.
TEXT . ,
10

1

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
READER
DATE
~~-----------+--------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV.: 04/11/95
DRAFT
~~-----------+--------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
~~P-U_B_L-IC_A_T_I_O_N--+--------------~

E2/FIT

E11 /GRADE_ TABLE

Fit No
GraTabNo(FK)
Measlnstr
FitStatus

./'llsed to grade pattern associated with

.:
I"'

/;'

~

--

--

-- -- --

--

-

GraTabNo
GraTabStatus

E7 /SIZE
SizeCode
Waist
Inseam

. . . l._>;o ns ists of

FitNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)_
Seat
Rise
Knee
Bottom

\)\ r - -

\

identifies

~

r--

..

\

~ /
;V

4. (J
E1 0/MEASUREMENT

consist-s of

ic;ientifies
I
,k

II--

~-n

E12/GRADE_RULE

E111 /GRADE_POINT

'GraTabNo(FK)
Gra PointNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)
DispiX
n DispiY

GraPointNo

........

r:
I""

\.

i

i

is !graded according to

NODE: apparei/F115-0

I TITLE:

Fit and Grading Tables

I NUMBER:

RMX4

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
READER
DATE
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/11/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
~+-R-E_C_O_M_M_E_N_D_E_D~------------~
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
PUBLICATION

E16/GRAD_PAT_PART

E7 /SIZE
SizeCode
Waist
Inseam

n
~----------------~;\
\:\specifies the
~ize of

BasPatNo(FK)
RunNo(FK)
PatParNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK\

'

·I

n

.-------·

rs

graded to
//obtain
E15/PATTERN_PART
BasPatNo(FK)
RunNo(FK)
Pat PorNo
PatParName
PatParShape

'
'

E11 0/PAT _GRADE_ POINT

E111 /GRADE_POINT

GraPointNo
GraPointNo(FK)
BasPatNo(FK)
RunNo(FK)
....n
rP_a_t_P_a_rN_o~(F_K~:)_ _~~\
"' GPLocX
'+~pecifies the
II· GPLocY
grade point on

'

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
~~-----------+--------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/11/95
DRAFT
~~-----------+--------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
~~P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I_O_N---+-----------------1

E26/PROCESS_STATE

E23/PROCESS_PLAN

ProcStatCode

ProcPianNo

provides the
output state
~esulting from

,--

-- v·v··· · specifies the

t•

n
E27 /PROC_INPUT _STAT

E20/CONSTR_OPR
OprnCode(FK)

ProcPianNo(FK)
ProcStepNo(FK)
P rocStatCod e ( FK)

/ProcPianNo(FK)
ProcStepNo
/s the manufacturing OprnCode(FK)
,//~~eration specified n ProcStatCode(FK)
_/_

-

-

-

.

n

\

·~\requires as

its inputs

NODE:

appar~I/F125-0

I TITLE:

Process Planning

l

NUMBER:

RMXB

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
~~-----------+--------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/1 2/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
~~R-E_C_O_M_M
__
E_N_D_E_D+------------'-------1
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
PUBLICATION

E1 09/STYLE_CONCEPT

E4/CUSTOMER

StyConceptNo
CustomerCode(FK) n
StyleNo(FK)
II -\StyConFile
\provides the
StyConStat
!design requirement
as

I

CustomerCode
CustName
CustAddr
CustContact
:sCustStdSpec

provides the garment's

~-~·-·1 ..-~~~d esc rip t i o n for

,hn

E9/SAM_REQ_ITEM

E8/SAMPLE_REQ

\

SReqNo
StyConceptNo(FK)
SReqDate
SDeiDate
SActDeiDate
SSpelnstr
SReqStat
QuaiRepNo(FK)

..contains
./v

E7 /SIZE

~"SReqNo(FK)

SReqltemNo
SizeCode(FK)
SamQty
SReqltDescr

r- -

1

~ \},spec1)f.1es the
size of

'--- ' -~

SizeCode
Waist
Inseam

---

USED AT

READER
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
DATE
~~-----------r------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/1 1/95
DRAFT
r-+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
r-+-P-U_B_L-IC_A_T_I0-N--~-----------~

E8/SAMPLE_REQ
SReqNo
StyConceptNo(FK)
SReqDate
SDeiDate
SActDeiDate
SSpelnstr
SReqStat
QuaiRepNo(FK)

E5/SAM_PROO_ASSGNMT

Eg 4 /SAL_EMPLOYEE

SDProdPeriod(FK)
SDSchltNo(FK)

SEmpCode
r:
PlantCode(FK)
j...::S~E:.!..m!..:.Jp~C~o~d~e~(F~K~)L.,_____....,~-------1 Dept Code ( F K)

'-~erforms

}s scheduled for
_ /~-'~_duction as

•I

SEmpName
SEmpDesig

/

r: _r;ecords the results of
,_,..... . . .v ··quality testing of garments
produced for
1
E83/QUALITY _ REPORT
QuaiRepNo
QRResDescr
QRRecAction

./l. .i'S produced through

•n

E92/SAM_DEPT _SCH_ITEM
SDProdPeriod(FK) "·
SDSchltNo
SReqNo(FK)
SDitStDate
n
SDitFinDate
SDActFinDate
SDAssgnType

E91 /SAM_DEPT _SCH
SOP rod Period
SDProdCap

/contains
t.i

I

IY

-

NODE: apparei/F135-0

I TITLE:

Sample Production Scheduling

I NUMBER:

RMX3

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 4/30/90 X WORKING
READER
DATE
~~-----------+--------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/12/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
~~R-E_C_O_M_M--EN
__
D_E_D+-------------~
NOTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
PUBLICATION

MatCode
MatDescr
MotU nit
MatCost

E31 /MATERIAL_ VENDOR

E93/MATERIAL_SOURCE

E22/MATERIAL

'MatCode(FK)
n MatVenCode(FK)
t--.......~
...•~
.... --------t~&1 Ma tSo uP rice
'-ll·s supplied by
MatSouRat
MatSoulead
MatSoultCode

'

MatVenCode
MatVenName
MatVenAddr
•. . . ~,.··..:. I
MatVenCont
··.
Is a
MatVenRatg

-

E81 /COLOR

E34/MAT _VARIANT
"MatCode(FK)
_. ColorCode(FK)
Mat Type

'\

n

.A,

dlk.

\

-:\specifies the
color of

@~~MX13

-

'\.

\),

)

ColorCode
ColorBasic
ColorShade
Col orR
ColorG
Col orB

I

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
~+------------r------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/11/95
DRAFT
~+------------r------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1~
~+-P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I0-N---r-----------~

O CON
.
TEXT .
.
.
11

2

E41/ACCESSORY

E37 /TRIM
~RMX42

·J,.

~"MatCode(FK)

ColorCode(FK)
TrimSize

'MatCode(FK)
ColorCode(FK)
AccSize

[_.,.,~can be a

n

; -J
t-------------'~

MAT_ TYPE
n

t

-

1'------------------~

I

I~·o

.

t

n

~

E38/TK_ TAG_LABEL
'MatCode(FK)
ColorCode(FK)
TTLText

"

E39/CLOSURE
· ~"MatCode(FK)
ColorCode(FK)
CloSize

'

I
E6/FABRIC
0

n

0

MatCode(FK)
ColorCode(FK)
FabWidth

E40/THREAD

'

MatCode(FK)
ColorCode(FK)
ThrCount

'·

I

NODE:

apparei/F200-1

ITITLE:

Material Description

I NUMBER:

RMX13

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 10/06/89 X WORKING
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/1 2/95 .. DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
~+-P-U_B_L_IC-A-T-IO-N--~----------~

'

~·§)RMX43
E63/WRKST _CAPABILITY

E20/CONSTR_OPR

'

OprnCode(FK) :

'

E1 07 /OPERATION

/WrkstnNo(FK)
....·0_1p.._rn_C_o_d_e______ 1 _.
OprnCode(FK)
JobCode(FK)
n Wrkstn-~ pCap
OprnCatg
~---~------------:
OprnName
i
OprnDescr
specifies the
operation on
OprnStdHrs
OprnCost

u
;-

E 1 06/PACK_OPERATION

E1 08/CR_OPERATION
"OprnCode(FK)

'

-·1

'OprnCode(FK)

( ) OprnCatg

~ '-----1

'

'

rL

fi~'is ·
111;·t~~t.;1.~
'

.....~.' .

~

E62/WORKSTATION
WrkstnNo
EqGroupNo(FK)
WrkstnName
Wrkstnloc
WrkstnStat

:·

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE:03/22/95 X WORKING
~~-----------+--------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/13/95
DRAFT
~~-----------+--------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
~~P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I_O_N--+------------------i

'RMX40 .
E1 07 /OPERATION

0 rnCode
JobCode(FK)
OprnCatg
OprnName
OprnDescr
OprnStdHrs
OprnCost

E113/SOURCE

' · ·..J"-.
·has

TITLE:

- ··

/SourceCode
OprnCode(FK)
SourceName
Sourceloc
Source lead
__ • SourceRating

Manufacturing Equipment Capability

NUMBER:

RMX43

USED AT

DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/24/89 X WORKING
READER
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/11/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
·RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
1---+-P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I0-N---+----------------1

E42/PLANT

E30/BUFFER

PlantCode
PlantLQc
PlantType

E62/WORKSTATION

BufferNo
EqGroupNo(FK)
Bufferloc
BufferCap

WrkstnNo
EqGroupNo(FK)
WrkstnName
Wrkstnloc
WrkstnStat ·

-·
/l~is

Tn

organized into

I _contains
9

.~~_,con to ins

,../>"

t·/;.·

on
E61/DEPARTMENT

E71/TRANSPORTER

E29/EQUIP _GROUP

PlantCode(FK)
DeotCode
Dept Name

E_gGroupNo
PlantCode(FK)
DeptCode(FK)
n EqGroupFn

;

\has

-·

equipment

its
'grouped into

-

-

_j

-. --

' ·, _J'·' ·-c ontain s

-

TranspNo
EqGroupNo(FK)
n TranspName
e Transploc
TranspCap
TranspSpeed
TranspStat

I

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/25/89 X WORKING
READER
DATE
~~----------~--------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
~4-----------~--------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
1 2 3
4
5
6 7
8
9
10
~4-P-U_B_L_I_C_A-TI_O_N--+-----------i

E94/SAL_EMPLOYEE
SEmpCode
PlantCode(FK)
OeptCode(FK)
SEmpNome
SEmpDesig

~

~~·~,----------~OprnStdHrs

\con be
OprnCost
\performed by
the operator
specified on

r :~

~_specifies the
(·skill category of
E66/JOB

.~c;o n

employs

perform jobs
/'specified on

rv

E61/DEPARTMENT

1

E64/0PERATOR

Pia ntCode(FK)
DeptCode
DeptName

JobCode
JobDescr
JobGrade
JobWgRate
JobTrReq

O_Q_eratorNo
PlantCode(FK)
OeptCode(FK)
OpName
JobCode(FK)

S 1pecifies

["':

employs
,//

f--.1

apparei/F215-0

OprnCode
JobCode(FK)
OprnCatg
OprnName
OprnDescr

'

~"operatorNo(FK)
OprnCode(FK)
OpTrReqOays
OpTrComDays
OpEffGoal
OpEffAttnd

Tn

NODE:

E1 07 /OPERATION

E65/0PERATOR_SKILL

-

the

,~.5kill level of

/'

./

-

-

I TITLE:

Manufacturing Resources -

Human

I NUMBER:

RMX23

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 8/22/89 X WORKING
~4------------+--------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/12/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
~4-R-E_C_O_M_M--EN
__
D_E_D-+--------------~
NOTES
J' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PUBLICATION

E83/QUALITY _REPORT

E82/QC_PROCEDURE
QCProcCode
QCType
QCProcDescr
QCSampStd
QCAccCrit
QCSpelnstr

QuaiRepNo
QRResOescr
QRRecAction

I

I

/specifies the QC procedure
.A /for

~·-,

E84/QUALITY _REP _ITEM

I

I

-

QuaiRepNo(FK)
QuaiRepltNo
QCProcCode(FK)
r: QCRepDate
QCResult
QCComment

--·

"
n

.
...

"-.J'·'C ontain s

OJ
I

~RMX34

QUALITY _REPORT is a collection of
repo·rts for various tests and inspections
performed on an entity for which quality
is of significance.

(

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 8/22/89 X WORKING
READER
DATE
~+-----------,_------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1.5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
~+-R-E_C_O_M_M_E_N_D_E_D,_____________~
NOTES

:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

PUBLICATION

E85/FAB_INSP _REPORT

E87 /MAT _INSP _REPORT

'QuaiRepNo(FK)
QuaiRepltNo(FK)

O.O

/QuaiRepNo(FK)
QuaiRepltNo(FK)

RMX33

(

QCProcCode

-rt ~r

n

J

I

~------------------~

n

I

~-----------------·

\.

n

E86/FAB_TEST_REPORT
QuaiRepNo(FK)
QuaiRepltNo(FK)

NODE:

apparei/F220-1

E89 /FG_AUDIT _REPORT
/QuaiRepNo(FK)
QuaiRe_QitNo(FK)

I TITLE:

Quality Control

E90/FG_TEST_REPORT
QuaiRepNo(FK)
QuaiRepltNo(FK)

fn
E88/MAT _TEST _REPORT
'QuaiRepNo(FK)
QuaiRepltNo(FK)

I NUMBER:

RMX34

USED AT

______________

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 8/22/89 X WORKING
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
~4-----------~--------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
,1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
~-4-P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I_O_N-+----------l
~~----------_,

E1 07 /OPERATION

~

E114/0P _REPORT

OprnCode
JobCode(FK)
OprnCatg
OprnName
OprnDescr
OprnStdHrs
OprnCost

OpRepNo

E115/0P _REP _ITEM

I

L

-

-,-i
i

i

i

i

-

/V'
..

s·pec1f1es the
operation for

"OpRepNo(FK)
n t-O.;;;..~~
pR;...;;;e..,~;;;~P..:....lt;;..;..N..:....;o~--:----4 n
OprnCode(FK)
aklk-----.------~"""
I
OpRepDate
!
OpRepltComment
i

I

cbntains

[jJ
OP _REPORT is a collection of
reports for various activities
carried out by each department
in the enterprise.
(e.g., cutting, sewing, etc.)
~L~· ~~=~---~~~

~~---------~~-----------------~----------------------------------------•------------------~~

USED AT

READER
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/20/89 X WORKING
DATE
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/11/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
~+-P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I0-N--~------------~

E6/FABRIC

E1 /STYLE

E47/PLAN_DEL_SCHEDULE

'MatCode(FK)
ColorCode(FK)
FabWidth

Style No
CDCode(FK)
BasPatNo(FK)

~"PianSeqNo(FK)

DeiSchltNo
Plan Del Prop
Plan Del Date

describes the
garment type
ordered through
/1/
_
_

I

I

u

,specifies the fabric
t~o be used for

}
t'l

~as

l/l/

to meet

E46/PLAN_ITEM
PlanSeqNo(FK)
Pia nCuslotNo
ColorCode(FK)
MatCode(FK)
PlanltemQty
Planltlnstr

E95/IRREG_STYLE

E45/SALES_PLAN
n

consists of
•I
!

PlanSeqNo

specifies the
style for off:-·jquality production
· :~ of

apparei/F300-0

lrreqStNo
lrregStDescr

__,

-~-

NODE:

RunNo(FK)
FitNo(FK)
ProcPianNo(FK)
StyCreDate
StyleStatus

j TITLE:

Sales Plan Description

-

-

-

I NUMBER:

RMX14

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidombi/Nott
DATE: 7/20/89 X WORKING
READER
DATE
r-~-----------+--------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
r-~R-E_C_O_M_M
__
E_N_D_E_D-+-----------"---~
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PUBLICATION

E45/SALES_PLAN
PlonSeqNo
StyleNo(FK)
I rregStNo(FK)
Plan Date
Plan Type
PlanStatus

PlantCode
Plantloc
PlantType

E44/MASTER_SCH_ITEM

~'PiantCode(FK)
ProdPeriod(FK)
n
t-P___;;Ia_n_;,;;S;...;;e;_;q._N......;o~~(~F~K;..4..) _ ___..~
AssngdCap

~'PiantCode(FK)
n ConFeaCode(FK)

r----------------·
... ConFeaCap
\~,is capable of
~f producing

features
specified on

,.

i,s assigned production
/¥>chedule as

~• n

E43/PLANT _CAPACITY

E42/PLANT

.r''"' ....L,,.'"""

specifies manufacturing
location on
I

//
E25/MASTER_SCHEDULE
Prod Period

n

can be produced
at plants
specified on
E18/CONSTR_FEATURE
ConFeaCode
ConFeaType
ConFeaVar
CFDescr

USED AT

DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
READER
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_V1.5
REV. :04/13/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9
10
~+-P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I0-N--~---------~

E46/PLAN_ITEM
PlanSeqNo(FK)
PlanCuslotNo
ColorCode(FK)
MatCode(FK)
PlanltemQty
Planltlnstr

E28/GARMENT_TYPE
~pecifies the

;+fabric of

PlanSeqNo(FK)
PlanCuslotNo(FK)
n SizeCode(FK)

f-'-------------··

E7 /SIZE

/

.s pecifies the
/t/size of

SizeCode
Waist
Inseam

-

NODE:

-

apparei/F31 0-0

I TITLE:

Production Garment Description

I NUMBER:

RMX9

DATE
READER
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 8/21/89 X WORKING
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/12/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PUBLICATION

USED AT

E21/CONSTR_FT_MAT
E46/PLAN_ITEM
PlanSeqNo(FK)
PlanCuslotNo
ColorCode(FK)
MatCode(FK)
PlanltemQty
Planltlnstr

CDCode(FK)
ConFeaCode(FK)
CFMatNo

has · its associated
tonstruction materials
/specified as
/

~--

\.

l
E34/MAT _VARIANT
MatCode(FK)
ColorCode(FK)
Mat Type

I

un

~n

E79/PLAN_MATERIAL
"PianSeqNo(FK)
PI an Cus Lot No ( FK)
PlanMatNo
CDCode(FK)
n ConFeoCode(FK)
\
---tl CFMatNo(FK)
\,specifies
MatCode(FK)
the material ColorCode(FK)
on

·' i\\specifies the
't.Jsage of

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
r-~-----------r------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/1 2/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECH N 0 LOGY
r-~R-E_C_O_M_M_E_N_D_E_D-r------------~
NOTES

:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

PUBLICATION

E32/MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER

E31 /MATERIAL_ VENDOR
MatVenCode
MatVenName
MatVenAddr
MatVenCont
MatVenRatg

r-,- . .\t"··...

Mat PO No
n MatVenCode(FK)
a- MatPODate
MatDeiDate
MatAvaiiPer

-

•

rece1ves

pontains
I

NODE:

apparei/F320-0

E83/QUALITY _REPORT

E33/MAT _PO_ITEM

E34/MAT _VARIANT
"'MatCode(FK)
ColorCode(FK)
Mat Type

it.l

MatPONo(FK)
MatPOitemNo
· · MatCode(FK)
~
--8 ColorCode(FK)
\;''\
· fs ordered as
QuaiRepNo(FK)
MatOrdQty
MatRecdQty
MatAccStat

I TITLE:

Material Procurement

QuaiReoNo
QRResDescr
QRRecAction
contains the audit
n ,.1kes u Its of

~1--

-

-

-

·

-

-

l

I NUMBER:

RMX11

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/19/89 X WORKING
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_V1 .5
REV.: 04/13/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PUBLICATION

E36/MATERIAL_LOCATION
Matloclndex
MLRowNo
MLShelfNo
MLTotaiCop
MLType

~RMX11

IS

stored a.s

I

· · . .r-,.,

~n

E48/PRODUCTION_ORDER

E35/STORED_ITEM
StoltemNo
Matloclndex(FK)
l'
MatPONo(FK)
MatPOitemNo(FK)
n StoltOrigQty
..._______________ StoltRemQty
,gives the storage
)location of

-

StoltlocStat
Sto ltAssg Cop
ProdOrdNo(FK)

-

'

ProdOrdNo
ProgSeqNo(FK)
QuoiRepNo(FK)
MarkerNo(FK)
I,S supplied
low material from PrOCutDate
// .
PrO Reo dyDate
_
PrOScale
~·~/_
PrOSpelnstr
PrOrdStot

-

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/20/89 X WORKING
~~----------~------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/13/95
DRAFT
~~----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
~~P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I0-N--~------------~

E45/SALES_PLAN

E83/QUALITY _REPORT

PlanSeqNo
StyleNo(FK)
lrregStNo(FK)
Plan Date
Plan Type
Plan Status

QuaiRepNo
QRResDescr
QRRecAction
E48/PRODUCTION_ORDER
rs executed
;through
I
I
I

I-;

E51/MARKER

[

MarkerNo
Ma rkerWidth

\··

-

apparel/F400-0

n

1,\ -

-

\

\}\records the
~.uality audit
resu Its for a

<\~s

I

NODE:

ProdOrdNo
PlanSeqNo(FK)
n QuaiRepNo(FK)
--e MarkerNo(FK)
PrOCutDate
PrOReadyDate
PrOScale
,.., I PrOSpelnstr
---. PrOrdStat

~.;_;;_;~_;:.:..;....:....:;_:----:----t

I

a set of sea led
s·ections for a

ITITLE:

Cut Order Planning

I NUMBER:

RMX1 6

,,

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/21/89 X WORKING
~~----------~------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1.5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
~~R-E_C_O_M_M_E_N_D_E_D~------------~
NOTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
PUBLICATION

E46/PLAN_ITEM

_ _ RMX

~

PlanSeqNo(FK)
PlanCuslotNo
ColorCode(FK)
MatCode(FK)
PlanltemQty
Planltlnstr

16

11

2

MarkerNo(FK)
ScaSecNo(FK)

ProdOrdNo(FK)
'
r: ProdFabltNo
a..-,+-.- - - - - - ;. PlanSeqNo(FK)
'has
PlanCuslotNo(FK)
POitQty
n PO ltActQty
_
___.,. PFSpelnstr

\ _

CON
.
TEXT .

E53/MARKER_SECTION

ESO/PROD_ORDER_ITEM

I

~

O

~..~dentifies the
fabric on
\~has its size
'distribution
iSpecified as

ls spread for
/cutting as

1

!

8

SizeCode
Waist
Inseam
?pecifies the
-</size on

I

I~

~/-

-

-.
I"'

' :

/ProdOrdNo(FK)
ProdFabltNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)
SSProp
SSActProp

!

_.....:i_9....·a. template for

ncuttlng the

E98/SPREAD_SECTION

E49/SIZE_SCALE

E7 /SIZE

I

'

ProdOrdNo(FK)
y·
SpreadSecNo
1
~ ProdFabltNo(FK)
SpFablyrs
SpFabActlyrs
MarkerNo(FK)
ScaSecNo(FK)
'1111<

USED AT

DATE
READER
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/21/89 X WORKING
~~-----------+--------------~
PROJECT: AMA_V1.5
REV.: 04/13/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
~~R-E_C_O_M_M
__
E_N_D_E_D-+-----------------l
NOTES

:

1

2

3

4

5

E51 /MARKER

6

7

8

9

10

PUBLICATION

E54/SCALED_SEC_PART

E52/SCALED_SECTION

MarkerNo
MarkerWidth

Sea Sec No
ScaSecLen
ScaSecWid
ScaSecUtil
consist~
·~

of
''

...
....._

ScaSecNo(FK)
ScaGrpNo(FK)
ScaSecParNo
BasPatNo(FK)
RunNo(FK)
PatParNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)
SSPXCoord
SSPYCoord
SSPOrient
·I

!.

•n

E53/MARKER_SECTION

E7 3 /SCALED_ GROUP

/MarkerNo(FK)
ScaSecNo(FK)

/ScaSecNo(FK)
ScaGrQNo

J()s a
/"'

.(

~

'y•

L1,...has garment parts
n grouped in

. /l. .t's consists of

~

( · ·····forms a

E16/GRAD_PAT_PART
BasPatNo(FK)
RunNo(FK)
PatParNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)

,.
·~

'
NODE:

-·

apparei/F405-0

I TITLE:

Marker Making

I NUMBER:

RMX18

.I

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/26/89 X WORKING
READER
DATE
r-+------------r------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/11/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
1--+-P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I0-N-~--------~

E75/PLANT_SCHEDULE

E48/PRODUCTION_ORDER
ProdOrdNo
PlanSeqNo(FK)
QuaiRepNo(FK)
Ma rkerNo(FK)
PrOCutDate
PrOReadyDate
PrOScale
PrOSpelnstr
PrOrdStat

i·s scheduled for
/manufacturing onE76/PLANT _SCH_ITEM

!

n ~"PiantCode(FK)
t---'--------4:•-~ PIP rod Period ( FK)
ProdOrdNo(FK)
PSIStDate
PSIExFinDate
PSIAcFinDate
PSIAssgndCap

~'Pia ntCode(FK)
PI Prod Period
PPSModDate
PPSModPer
PPSCap

n
BBBI'*----..
, 1 manufactures

/v· according to

E42/PLANT
PlantCode
Plantloc
PlantType

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 10/04/89 X WORKING
READER
DATE
r-~----------~--------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
r-~R-E_C_O_M
__
M_E_N_D_E_D-+----------------1
NOTES

J'

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

PUBLICATION

E4/CUSTOMER
CustomerCode
CustName
CustAddr
CustContact
CustStdSpec

makes
.-':/
. /''

~

---,

E99/CUSTOMER_INQ
CustlngNo
Custom e rCod e (FK)
.., CustlnqDate
e· CustlnqDescr
CustlnqResp
CustlnqType
CustlnqStat
CustlnqRef
:••

w

Attributes CustlnqDescr and CustlnqResp contain free format
information (e.g., ascii text without any particular format).

NODE:

apparei/F415-0

I TITLE:

Customer Interaction

I NUMBER:

RMX36

USED AT

DATE
READER
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/25/89 X WORKING
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/12/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
~+-P-U_B_L-IC_A_T_I0-N--~------------~

E48/PRODUCTION_ORDER
,is scheduled
for
I
•
ProdOrdNo
,,/cutt1ng
on
It
/
PlanSeqNo(FK)
,__1QuaiRepNo(FK)
MarkerNo(FK)
PrOCutDate
PrOReadyDate
E68/CUT _RM_SCH_ITEM
PrOScale
PrOSpelnstr
CRProdPeriod(FK)
ProdOrdNo(FK)
PrOrdStat
CutStDate
n CutExFinDate
,.------•'!· CutAcFinDate
CutAssgndCap
E67/CUT_RM_SCHEDULE

~1

.

CRProdPeriod
CRSModDate
CRSModPer
CRCapacity

.

j

t::

.

1 1

RMX25

USED AT

DATE
READER
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/26/89 X WORKING
~~----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/12/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
~~R-E_C_O_M_M_E_N_D_E_D~--------~--~
NOTES

1

:

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

PUBLICATION

E94/SAL_EMPLOYEE

I•

E62/WORKSTATION

SEmoCode
Pia ntCode(FK)
DeptCode(FK)
SEmpName
SEmpDesig

0.1

RMX24
is executed

E1 08/CR_OPERATION
OprnCode(FK)

WrkstnNo
EqGroupNo(FK)
WrkstnName
Wrkstnloc
WrkstnStat

11ithrough

-

I

OperatorNo
PlantCode(FK)
DeptCode(FK)
OpName
JobCode(FK)

r -

~upervises

(/

I. .··";.··-'i's
.

I

E64/0PERATOR

• r:

I
41

As assigned to

/~'operation through

assigned to
. perform

•n

:l

E70/CR_OPER_ASSGNMT

E69/CR_ASSIGNMENT

OperatorNo(FK)
OpAsqnmtNo
CRProdPeriod(FK)
ProdOrdNo(FK)
OprnCode(FK)
CRWrkUnits
CRWageErnd

CRProdPeriod(FK) '
n ProdOrdNo(FK)
n
-e· OprnCode(FK)
\
,__.
WrkstnNo(FK)
~
\is assigned an
SEmpCode(FK)
iSpecifies
\
. the
~ 'operator-throug_r
operat1on on
CRAsgStTime
r: CDAsgStat
'-----------:---~;1111-1 CRAsg Fin Time

,-

J

'
NODE:

apparei/F500-1

I TITLE:

Cutting Room Scheduling and Control

I NUMBER:

RMX25

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/26/89 X WORKING
~4-----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_1.5
REV . .:04/11/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE 0 F TECH NO LOGY
~4-R-E_C_O_M_M_E_N_D_E_D~----------'----~
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PUBLICATION

E100/GAR_SUBASSEMBLY

E72/SCALED_GROUP
,...ScaSecNo(FK)
ScaGroNo

1-·

\

-

-

ProdOrdNo(FK)
GarUnitNo(FK)
ProcStatCode(FK)
ScaSecNo(FK)
n ScaGrpNo(FK)
.. . GarSubloc

E26/PROCESS_STATE
ProcStatCode

r:

IDe.

/

;>pecifies the ·
//processing state o

\:\bundles
t,pgether a
set of

'
E48/PRODUCTION_ORDER
ProdOrdNo
PlanSeqNo(FK)
QuaiRepNo(FK)
MarkerNo(FK)
PrOCutDate
PrO Ready Date
PrOScale
PrOSpelnstr
PrOrdStat

""prod 0 rd No ( F K)
GarUnitNo
results in the
FGCartonNo(FK)
//vp.roduction of n PlanSeqNo(FK)
~------•· PlanCuslotNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)
GarUnitGrade
n

1-----111:-@ RMX2~'"

~--------------~ ·

E28/GARMENT _TYPE

E78/GARMENT _UNIT

~--------------~

PlanSeqNo(FK)
PlanCuslotNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)
n

,specifies the type
/Vof

le-/---

-

USED AT

DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/26/89 X WORKING
READER
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/12/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PUBLICATION

/

produced from

N

rRMX26
• :1

E74/PROD_ORD_MAT

E34/MAT _VARIANT

ProdOrdNo(FK)
' n
t-P_r;. . ;o;. . .;d;. _M_a,; ;_t.;. . . __
N o;;;...._____---f~
MatCode(FK)
ColorCode(FK)
ProdMatQty
ProdMatDest

NODE:

apparei/F505-1

I TITLE:

•····....

~'--.-

-

-

-

-

" · ·, specifies const. material on

Cut Package Preparation

-

MatCode(FK)
ColorCode(FK)
Mat Type

I NUMBER:

RMX27

E94/SAL_EMPLOYEE
SEmpCode
PlantCode(FK)
DeptCode(FK)
SEmpName
SEmpDesig

(1n} RMX 3 0 E77 /ASSIGNED_EQUIP

?

n

PlantCode(FK)
PIProdPeriod(FK)
ProdOrdNo(FK)
- EqGrouoNo(FK)
n SEmpCo~e(FK)
e- EAssgStT1me
EAssgFinTime
EAssgStat
EAssgQty

'

'

E29/EQUIP _GROUP

EqGroupNo
n
PlantCode(FK)
·~~\. - - - - - - - - 1 DeptCode(FK)
\-i~.s reserved for
EqGroupFn
u'se as

.1.,:

/

i:s,..-operated by

.

./ ' ....-

•• n

E64/0PERATOR
0 eratorNo
PlantCode(FK)
DeptCode(FK)
OpName
JobCode(FK)

E76/PLANT _SCH_ITEM

E73/ASSIGNED_OPER
n ~''operatorNo(FK)
to
~----"-. . ~~~-.¥--~-------~~ PI ant Code ( FK)
equipment as
PIProdPeriod(FK)
ProdOrdNo(FK)
EqGroupNo(FK)
AssgOpStat

PlantCode(FK)
PIProdPeriod(FK)
ProdOrdNo(FK)
PSIStDate
1----~ PSIExFinDate
;;. ./
PSIAcFinDate
is/ produced on PSIAssgndCap

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/27/89 X WORKING
READER
DATE
~4------------+--------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ V1 .5
REV. :04/1 3/95
DRAFT
~4------------+--------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9
10
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E81 /WORK_ASSIGNMENT
~"wrkAssgNo
ProcPianNo(FK)

'

~RMX29

··-

...,.P___;_;ro;;_;c:;;_;;S;;_;t;...;;;e..J;;;~p~N..;..;;o;...lo(..;_F..;_K;..L._.
)~ n

PlantCode(FK)
PIProdPeriod(FK)
ProdOrdNo(FK)
EqGroupNo(FK)
WrkAssgUnits

\~\is used
- to performs
\

~,

r:

, is the operation
\~'accomplished
through
E24/PROCESS_STEP
ProcPianNo(FK)
ProcStepNo
OprnCode(FK)
ProcStatCode(FK)

NODE:

apparei/F51 0-1

I TITLE:

Manufacturing Resource Assignment

I NUMBER:

RMX30

USED AT

DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/21/89 X WORKING
READER
r-+-----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_ 1.5
REV.: 04/11/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
r-+-R-E_C_O_M_M_E_N_D_E_D~--------~
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
PUBLICATION

E48/PRODUCTION_ORDER
ProdOrdNo
PlanSeqNo(FK)
QuaiRepNo(FK)
MarkerNo(FK)
PrOCutDate
PrOReadyDate
PrOSe ale
PrOSpelnstr
PrOrdStat

is associated
wjth goods on
_,./ 1 _

_

E55/MANIFEST

E78/GARMENT _UNIT

ManifestNo
n ProdOrdNo(FK)
-e FGStolocNo(FK)

ProdOrdNo(FK)
GarUnitNo
FGCartonNo(FK)
PlanSeqNo(FK)
PlanCuslotNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)
GarUnitGrade

,is
i-/

a list of

I

ir-~1--eontains
.,

I~pecifies

storage
,location for goods

E56/FG_STORAGE_LOCI'~n

FGStolocNo
FGStoRowNo
FGStoRacNo
FGStoCap

E57 /FG_CARTON
n FGCartonNo

...._

L

I

r · n

@RMX20

-e- ManifestNo(FK)
FGCarQty
FGCarGrade
FGCa rlocStat
_ ConsShOrdNo(FK)

USED AT

AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/24/89 X WORKING
READER
DATE
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1 .5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
~+-P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I0-N--~-----------~

E96/IRREG_FG_CARTON
(0.

FGCartonNo(FK_}
I rregStNo(FK)

)

FGGrade

n

n

'

~~·..~~pecifies
the irregular
garment style for
/V

T~~pecifies the

(~'type of garments 1n

E95/IRREG_STYLE

E28/GARMENT_TYPE

lrreqStNo
lrregStDescr

apparei/F600-1

'FGCartonNo(FK)
PlanSeqNo(FK)
PlanCuslotNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)

1
l
~"\

NODE:

E97/REG_FG_CARTON

~ RMX19

PlanSeqNo(FK)
PlanCuslotNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)

I TITLE:

Finished Goods Warehousing

I NUMBER:

RMX20

.i

USED AT

.·

--.

.

-~

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 7/24/89 X WORKING
~+-----------~------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1.5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
NOTES
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
~+-P-U_B_L_IC_A_T_I0-N--~------------~

E4/CUSTOMER

E59/SHIPPING_LOC

CustomerCode
CustName
CustAddr
CustContact
CustStdSpec

n CustomerCode(FK)
.... ShiolocCode
ShiplocType
ShiplocAddr

E112/SHIPPING_NOTICE
'ShipNoticeNo
ShipOrdNo(FK)
ShipOrdltNo(FK)
ShipltQty
, .....·: , .,"'"'"
,,

,. ,

::

'

PlonSeqNo(FK)
PlanCuslotNo(FK)
SizeCode(FK)
..........o..=....;;;.....-..----.-............

;.....;...o..._ _

--t

_ '··,·.,J'·, .., _ -

-

ment1oned 1n

I

-

ShipOrdNo(FK)
ShpOrdltNo
PlanSeqNo(FK)
PlanCuslotNo(FK)
n SizeCode(FK)
e- ShOrdltQty

n
•

...

r;.\

" specifies the
j'~\destination for
the goods on

E58/SHIPPING_ORDER

E60/SHIP _ORDER_ ITEM

specifies the type of
garment mentioned on

1-

'------r-----'
I

V'

/ l ____speci!ies it~m

I
E28/GARMENT_TYPE

js executed through

has
!
/1

I

IV'-----~

ShipOrdNo
CustomerCode(FK) ·
ShiplocCode(FK)
ConsShOrdNo(FK)
ShipOrdDate
ShOrdDeiDate
ShOrdlnstr
ShOrdStat
Hold Period

..•..

......

USED AT

READER
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 10/06/89 X WORKING
DATE
r-~----------~------------~
PROJECT: AMA_V1.5
REV.: 04/13/95
DRAFT
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
r-~R-E_C_O_M_M_E_N_D_E_D~------------~
NOTES . .
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9
10
PUBLICATION

E1 02/CONS_SHIP _ORDER

E58/SHIPPING_ORDER
ShipOrdNo
CustomerCode(FK)
ShiplocCode(FK)
ConsShOrdNo(FK)
ShipOrdDate
ShOrdDeiDate
ShOrdlnstr
ShOrdStat
Hold Period

1-

__
.

r·:

-

I

-·
n

is packed us.Lng

I

garments fro rl'h.,',,,_
1

en
E57 /FG_CARTON

I
~
!

PkSPeriod
PkSModDate
PkSCapacity
PkSModPer

js p. cC?IIection
ls1mllar

I

ManifestNo
ProdOrdNo(FK)
FGStolocNo(FK)

ConsShOrdNo
ManifestNo(FK)
CShOrdStat

/ :~' of

r

E55/MANIFEST

-

E103/PACK_SCHEDULE

_I

~rovides the
!source for goods
~p be packed for · a

JS a sequence
i.s scheduled for
"':--of
,/packing through
on
/)
E1 04/PACK_SCH_ITEM
_

• ••· :

1

PkSPeriod(FK)
r; ConsShOrdNo(FK)
'1111'
PkSIStDate
PkSIExFnDate
PkSIAcFnDate
PkSIAssgnCap

FGCartonNo
ManifestNo(FK)
FGCarQty
FGCa.rGrade
FGCa rlocStat
ConsShOrdNo(FK)

~

-

.

1n
@RMX39

.

'

NODE: apparei/F61 0-0

I TITLE:

Packing & Shipping

~

I NUMBER:

RMX38

USED AT

READER
DATE
AUTHOR : Cidambi/Nott
DATE: 10/06/89 X WORKING
r-+-----------~------------~
PROJECT : AMA_ 1.5
REV. :04/11/95
DRAFT
~+-----------~------------~
COMPANY: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDED
~+-----------~------------~
NOTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PUBLICATION

rn-o>RMX38
~ _.Ls executed
en.~~ through

E62/WORKSTATION
WrkstnNo
EqGroupNo(FK)
WrkstnName
Wrkstnloc
WrkstnStat

E1 04/PACK_ASSIGNMENT
is assigned to
p~rform

·/

/'
~--

'PkSPeriod(FK)
'
ts assigned an
n ConsShOrdNo(FK)
1/operator throug-~
e OprnCode(FK)
'r---1,.
_
-eWrkstnNo(FK)
SEmpCode(FK)
PkOprnStTime

E1 05/PACK_OP _ASSGNMT
~"OperatorNo(FK)

PkOpAssqNo
PkSPeriod(FK)
ConsShOrdNo(FK)
OprnCode(FK)
PkWrkUnits
PkWageErnd

.

n PkOprnFnTime
8 PkOprnStat

...

t~ ..,
· j

,

: :
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Section II
Definition of terms used in the Information Model

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN THE INFORMATION MODEL
lSTYLE

2FIT

3 CONSTR_DETAIL

Style describes the style of the garments for
manufacturing. Each garment style is developed for a particular customer.

Fit is a collection of vital measurements associ-

Construction Detail describes the construction

ated with various sizes of garments to be produced.

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

features for the garment style (e.g. style and position of front pocket) and the materials required for each of these features (e.g., type of
pocket trim).

StyleNo: Style Number is the identification
number for the style.

FitNo: Fit Number is the identification number
of the fit.

Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

CDCode: Model Number is the identification
number for the construction detail.

CDCode: FK CONSTR_DETAIL (3).

GraTabNo: FK GRADE_TABLE (11).

Non-key Attributes

BasPatNo: FK BASE_PATTERN (13).

Measlnstr: Measuring Instructions are the instructions provided with the fit regarding measurements. The pattern maker uses these instructions to measure the pattern.

CDCreator: Construction Detail Creator is the
person who creates the detail.

RunNo: FK PATTERN (14).
FitNo: FK FIT (2).
ProcPlanNo: FK PROCESS_PLAN (23).
StyCreDate: Style Creation Date is the date on
which the style is created.
....

StyleStatus: Style Statils is the status used to
track the development of a style.

FitStatus: Fit Status is a status attribute that is
used to track the development of a fit.

Primary Key Attributes

CDCreDate: Construction Detail Creation Date is
the date on which the detail is created.
CD Status: Construction Detail Status is the status attribute that is used to track the development of a CD.

DEF-2

4CUSTOMER

SS~_PROD~SSG~

6FABRIC

Customer is the party for whom the gannents
are manufactured.

Sample Production Assignment is the work assigned to an employee in the sample production department to produce gannents for a
sample request.

Fabric identifies each distinct type of fabric

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

SDProdPeriod: FK SAM_DEPT_SOI (91).

MatCode: FK MATERIAL (22).

SDSchltNo: FK SAM_DEPT_SOI_ITEM (92).

ColorCode: FK COLOR (81).

SEmpCode: FK SAL_EMPLOYEE (94).

Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

FabWidth: Fabric Width is the width of the fabric.

Primary Key Attributes
CustomerCode: Customer Code is the identification code for the customer.

used in garment manufacturing. Fabrics are
distinguished from each other by their weave,
material, weight and color.

Non-key Attributes
CustName: Customer Name is the name of the
customer.
CustAddr: Customer Address is the contact address of the customer.

None
CusContact Customer Contact Person is the per-·
son designated by the customer to deal with
the enterprise.
CustStdSpec: Customer's Standard Specifications
are the specifications on garments that apply to
all the garments supplied to that customer.
MIL standards are an example of such specifications.

DEF-3
7SIZE

8 SAMPLE_REQ

9 SAM_REQ_ITEM .

Size specifies the size of a garment The size of Sample Request is a request sent by the customer Sample Request Item is a line item on SAMtrousers is specified by the waist and inseam for sample garments. Each request can be used to PLE_REQ (8) specifying the GARMENT_1YPE
measurement (e.g. 32/32, 32M, etc.)
obtain samples of various types.
(5) and the quantity of the sample garments requested. There is one sample request item for
Primaty Key Attributes
Primary Key Attributes
each type of garment requested.
SizeCode: Size Code is a code assigned to each SReqNo: Sample Request Number is a serial numsize of the garment. For trousers, there is a ber assigned to each request for samples received
unique size code for each waist and inseam from the customers.
combination.
Non-key Attributes
Non-key Attributes
StyleConceptNo: FK SIYLE_CONCEPT (109).
Waist Waist is the measurement of a trouser at
the waist
QualRepNo: FK QUAUTY_REPORT (83).

Primary Key Attributes

SReqNo: FK SAMPLE_REQ (8).
SReqltemNo: Sample Request Item Number is
the serial number for each item requested on a
sample request.
Non-key Attributes

Inseam: Inseam is the inseam length of a trou- SReqDate: Sample Request Date is the date on SizeCode: FK SIZE (7).
ser.
which the sample request is received.
SamQty: Sample Quantity is the quantity of
SDelDate: Sample Delivery Date is the date on sample item requested.
which the samples need to be delivered.
SReqltDescr: Sample Item Description is the deSActDelDate: Sample Actual Delivery Date is the scription of the item giving information, such
date on which the samples are actually delivered. as the type of fabric to be used.
SSpelnstr: Sample Special Instructions are the special instructions sent by the customer for preparing samples. For example, the customer may
specify how the samples have to be packed,
shipped, etc.
SReqStat Sample Request Status is the completion
status of a sample request.

DEF-4

10 MEASUREMENT

11 GRADE_TABLE

Measurement is a collection of vital measure-

Grade Table is a collection of rules for grading a Grade Rule is the rule for grading a pattern to

ments associated with each size in a fit. For example, seat, bottom, knee and outer seam measurements for size 32/32 in a particular fit.

pattern of one size of garment to obtain the pat- obtain a pattern for a particular size.
terns for different-sized garments.
Primary Key Attributes
Primary Key Attributes
GraTabNo: FI< GRADE_TABLE (11).
GraTabNo: Grade Table Number is the number
assigned to each grade table in use for pattern GraPointNo: Grade Point Number is the point
grading.
marked on the pattern to which the rule applies.
Non-key Attributes
SizeCode: FK SIZE (7).
GraTabStat Grade Table Status is the status attribute that is used to track the development of a Non-key Attributes
grade table.
DispiX: Displacement along X Axis is the displacement of the grade point along X axis.

Primary Key Attributes
FitNo: FI< FIT (2).
SizeCode: FI< SIZE (7).
Non-key Attributes
Seat Seat Measurement is the measurement of a
trouser of a particular size and fit at its seat.
Rise; Rise Measurement is the measurement of a
trouser's seat seam.
Knee: Knee Measurement is the measurement of
a trouser leg's width at the knee.
Bottom: Bottom Measurement is the measurement of a trouser leg's bottom opening.

12 GRADE_RULE

DisplY: Displacement along Y Axis is the displacement of the grade point along Y axis.

DEF-5
13 BASE_PAITERN

14PAITERN

Base Pattern is the basic template for generating
a pattern for a garment style. A base pattern
roughly conforming to the shape of the garment style is selected and modified to obtain
the pattern for that style.

Pattern is a collection of shapes for the parts of a Pattern Part is the shape associated with each
garment style. Pattern is usually standardized part of the garment style. For example, shape of
for a particular size. Exact shapes for each size in the front left leg panel of a trouser.
the style are obtained by grading the pattern.
Primary Key Attributes
Primary Key Attributes
BasPatNo: PI< BASE_PATIERN (13).
BasPatNo: PI< BASE_PATIERN (13).
RunNo: PI< PATIERN (14).
RunNo: Run Number is the identification number assigned to each modification of the base PatParNo: Pattern Part Number is the identifipattern. Base patterns are modified to obtain cation number assigned to each part in a patpatterns for particular fit and style.
tern.

Primary Key Attributes
BasPatNo: Base Pattern Number is the identification number assigned. to each basic garment
pattern used for making patterns.
Non-key Attributes
BasPatDescr: Base Pattern Description is a brief
description of the garment type for which the
pattern may be used. For example, men's baggy trousers.
BasPatStatus: Base Pattern Status is a status attribute that is used to track the development of
a new base pattern.

Non-key Attributes

15 PAITERN_PART

Non-key Attributes

PatAvYard:Pattern'sAverageYardageistheaver- PatParName: Pattern Part Name is the descripage area of the pattern. This figure is used to es- tive name for each pattern part.
timate f~bric requirements of styles using this
pattern.
PatParShape: Pattern Part Shape is the description (a bitmap) of part's shape in computer for.PatStatus: Pattern Status is the status attribute mat.
that is used to track the development of a new
pattern.

DEF-6

16 GRAD_PAT_PART

17 CONSTR_DET_ITEI\{

Graded Pattern Part is a pattern part graded for
a particular size of garment.

Construction Detail Item is a line item on CON- Construction Feature is a design style of a particS1R_DETAIL (3) for specifying the construction ular aspect of a garment Each feature is identified by its generic type and the variation in stylfeature.
ing of this generic type. For example, back
pockets are a generic feature on a trouser and
Primary Key Attributes
possible variations are with flap, with button,
CDCode: FK CONSTR_DETAIL (3).
with button and flap, etc.

Primary Key Attributes

BasPatNo: FK BASE_PATIERN (13).

18 CONSTR_FEATURE

RunNo: FK PATIERN (14).
ConFeaCode: FK CONSTR_FEATURE (18).

Primary Key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

ConFeaCode: Construction Feature Code is the
ID code of a feature.

PatParNo: FK PATIERN_PART (15).
SizeCode: FK SIZE (7).

CDitDesa: Construction Detail Item Description
Non-key Attributes

None

is the description of the construction feature specific to the construction detail. The details that
are not provided with the description of the generic feature are provided here. For example, in
the feature offset front pocket, the offset measurement is not provided in the feature description; it is specific to a particular construction detail and is provided here.

Non-key Attributes
ConFeaType: Construction Fettture Type identifies the basic type of the construction feature.
For example, trouser back pockets, trouser
waistband, etc.

ConFeaVar: Construction Fettture Variation
identifies the variation of the construction feaCDitQty: CD Item's Quantity is the quantity of ture type. For example, one of the variation of
the feature required. For example, two back the feature type trouser back pocket is a patch
pocket with double seams.
pockets.
CFDesa: Construction Fettture Description is the
description of the general description of the
feature. Specific information, e.g. the size and
the position of the back pocket are not provided here, but are left to the description of an instance of the feature (see CDitDescr in CONSTR_DET_ITEM (17) ).

DEF-7
19 CONSTR_Fr_ITEM

20 CONSTR_OPR

21 CONSTR_Fr_MAT

Construction Feature Item is a line item on CONSTR_FEATURE (18) specifying the construction operation associated with production of a
particular feature. Typically, construction of a
feature involves more than one basic construction operation.

Construction Feature Material is the construction

ConFeaCodee: FK CONSTR_FEATURE (18).

Construction Operation is a basic production operation in the manufacture of garments. Sewing
the seat seam on a dress trouser and attaching
the label to back pocket are examples of construction operations. Each construction operation has a cost associated with it (costing for a
garment style is done by summing up the cost
of materials, fabric and all the construction operations involved). It is a category of entity OPERATION (107).

OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).

Primary Key Attributes

CDCode: FK CONSTR_DETAIL (3).

Non-key Attributes

OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).

ConFeaCode: FK CONSTR_FEATURE (18).

CFitQty: Construction Feature Item Quantity is
gives the number of times a particular operation has to be performed to produce the feature
(This value is required for costing which is
done by summing up the costs of construction
operations involved).

Non-key Attributes

CFMatNo: Construction Feature Material Number is the serial number of the material item.

Primary Key Attributes

material required to produce a particular garment feature. For example, constructing a
waistband on a trouser requires a particular
type of waistbanding trim. Since construction
detail is a generic description for a style, the
materials that are dependent on fabric color are
specified in FAB_DEPNDT_MAT (79).

Primary Key Attributes

None
Non-key Attributes
MatCode: FK MATERIAL (22).

MatQty: Construction Material Quantity is the
quantity of construction material required for
the .feature.

DEF-8

22MATERIAL

·23 PROCESS_PLAN

Material is the generic category of materials
that go into garment construction. Examples of
such materials are trim, closures, labels, etc.

Process Plan is a sequence of construction opera- Process Step is a step in the process plan setions involved in the manufacture of a garment quence that transforms the state of a garment
style.
sub-assembly.

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

MatCode: Material Code is the identification
code assigned to each material.

ProcPlanNo: Process Plan Number is the identifi- ProcPlanNo: FI< PROCESS_PLAN (23).
cation number assigned to each process plan.
ProcStepNo: Process Step Number is the sequence number of an operation in the process
Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

24 PROCESS_STEP

Primary Key Attributes

plan.
MatDescr: Construction Material Description is
the descriptive name for the material.
MatUnit: Material Unit is the unit (yard, pound,
count, etc.) used to measure the material.

None
Non-key Attributes
OpmCode: FI< OPERATION (107).
ProcStatCode: FI< PROCESS_STATE (26).

MatCost: Material Cost is the standard cost associated with a material.

DEF-9
25 MASTER_SCHEDULE

26 PROCESS_STATE

Master Schedule is the long-term manufacturing

Process State is the state of a garment sub-assemschedule for the enterprise. On this schedule bly that results when an operation (process step)
available production capacities in each plant is performed on that sub-assembly. Each step reare assigned to various sales plans. It is used for . quires the sub-assemblies to be in a particular
estimating materials requirements for any peri- state.
od and for other manufacturing planning activities.
Primary Key Attributes

27 PROC_INPUT_STAT

Process Input State is a set of states required as
an input for a process step.
Primary Key Attributes
ProcPlanNo: FK PROCESS_PLAN (23).

ProdPerlod: Production Period is a period (e.g. ,
a week) which is the basis for planning.

ProcStepNo: FK PROCESS_STEP (24).
ProcStatCode: Process State Code is the code that
identifies the state achieved by a garment subas- ProcStatCode: FK PROCESS_STATE (26).
sembly as a result of a process step being performed.
Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

None

None

Primary Key Attributes

None

DEF-10

28 GARMENT TYPE

29 EQUIP_GROUP -

30 BUFFER

Gannent Type is an identity for each distinct

Buffer is a storage location in the production
area that can hold garment sub-assemblies
temporarily between operations.

Primary Key Attributes

Equipment Group is a collection of production
equipment that is used together. A unit production system or a module can be viewed as a
group. All the workstations in a group are assigned to a job together.

PlanSeqNo: FI< SALES_PLAN (45).

Primary Key Attributes

BufferNo: Buffer Number is a number identifying a particular buffer in a group.

PlanCusLotNo: FI< PLAN_ITEM (46).

Planteode: FI< PLANT (42).

SizeCode: FI< SIZE(7).

DeptCode: FI< DEPARTMENT (61).

type of garment in the warehouse. Each type is
identified by the plan, fabric type and size.

Primary Key Attributes

Non-key Attributes
Non-key Attributes

None

EqGroupNo: FI< EQUIP_GROUP (29).
EqGroupNo: Equipment Group Number is anumber identifying a particular line or a module.
BufferLoc: Buffer Location is the physical location of a buffer.
EqGroupFn: Equipment Group Function is the
function performed by a line or a module, e.g., BufferCap: Buffer Capacity is the maximum
pressing, waistband assembly, etc.
holding capacity of a buffer.
Non-key Attributes

None

DEF-11

31~TEUAL_VENDOR

32~T_PURCHASE_ORDER

33 MAT_PO_ITEM

Material Vendor is a suppliers for material such

Material Purchase Order is a purchase order

Material Purchase Order Item is a line item on the

as trim, threads, accessories, tickets, tags and
labels.

sent out to a material vendor to procure one or
more types of mate~s.

MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER (32) providing the
details of material ordered and the desired
quantity.

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

MatVenCode: Material Vendor Code is the identification code assigned to each vendor of construction materials.

MatPONo: Material Purchase Order Number is
the identification number assigned to each
purchase order.

Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

MatVenName: Material Vendor's Name is the
name for the material vendor.

MatVenCode:

MatVenAddr: Material Vendor's Address is the
contact address of the vendor.

MatPODate: Material Purchase Order Date is
the date on which the purchase order is issued.

Primary Key Attributes

FK

MatPONo:
(32).

FK MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER

MatPOitemNo: Material Purchase Order Item
Number is the serial number an item on the purMATERIAL_VENOOR

chase order.

(31).

Non-key Attributes

MatVenCont Material Vendor's Contact is the
contact person of the vendor with whom the
enterprise deals.
MatVenRatg: Material Vendor's Rating is the
performance rating of the vendor.

MatCode: FK MATERIAL (22).
ColorCode: FK COLOR (81).

MatDelDate: Material Delivery Date is the date
on which the materials are delivered.
MatAvailPer: Material Availability Period is the
production period for which the material is ordered.

QualRepNo: FK QUALTIY_REPORT (83).
MatOrdQty: Ordered Material Quantity is the
quantity of material item ordered.
MatRecdQty: Received Material Quantity is the
quantity of material finally received. This may
be less than the ordered quantity if a part of the
shipment is rejected during quality audit.
MatAccStat Material Acceptance Status specifies
whether the material has been accepted or rejected after the quality audit.

DEF-12
34 MATERIAL_VARIANT

35 STORED_ITEM

36 MATERIAL_LOCATION

Material Variant is a material of a specific color.

Stored Item is·a unit of received material that is
stored in the material warehouse. This unit may
be a bolt of fabric or a carton containing a spedf.;.
ic quantity of a trim item.

Material Location is the storage location for rna-

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

terial batches in the raw materials warehouse.
Each location is a rack. The racks are arranged

in aisles.

MatCode: FI< CONSTR_MATERIAL (22).
ColorCode: FK COLOR (81).
Non-key Attributes

None

FI< MATERIAL_LOCATION MatLoclndex: Material Location Index is the
identification code assigned to each storage location in the material warehouse.
StoltemNo: Stored Item No is a number identifying a stored item.
Non-key Attributes

MatLodndex:
(36).

Non-key Attributes

MLRowNo: Material Location Row Number is
the aisle number of the storage location.

MatPONo: FI< MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER (32).
MatPOitemNo: FI< MAT_PO_ITEM (33).

MLShelfNo: Material Location Shelf Number is
the shelf number of the location.

StoltOrlgQty: Original Stored Item Quantity is MLType: Material Location Type specifies what
the original quantity in the unit.
kind of materials can be stored in the location.
For example, cartons, fabric bolts, etc.
StoltRemQty: Remaining Stored Item Quantity is
MLTotalCap: Material Storage Location's Capacthe currently available quantity in the unit.
ity is the maximum storage capacity of that loStoltLocStat Stored Item's Location Status is the cation.
code indicating the current location of the item.
The item may be in warehouse or temporarily
removed to the shopfloor.
StoltAssgCap: Assigned Storage Capacity is the
storage capacity assigned to the item. Since the
cartons may be of varied sizes, the capacity assigned to each may be different.
ProdOrdNo: FI< PRODUCTION_ORDER(48).

DEF-13

37TRIM

38 TK_TAG_LABEL

39CLOSURE

Trim is a generic name for pre-assembled fabric
components such as pockets, waistbands, linings, etc.

Tickets-Tags-l.Jlbels (TTL) are tickets, labels and

Closures are items such as buttons, zippers,

hang-tags that are sewn, stapled or hung on
the garments. These items provide information about the garments to the consumers.

hooks, etc.

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

MatCode: FK MATERIAL (22).

MatCode: FK MATERIAL (22).

ColorCode: FK COLOR (81).

ColorCode: FK COLOR (81).

Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

CloSize: Closure Size is the size of zipper, buttons, etc.

Primary Key Attributes
MatCode: FK MATERIAL (22).
ColorCode: FK COLOR (81).
Non-key Attributes
TrimSize: Trim Size is the size of pocket, waistband, etc.

TTLText Ticket-tag-label is the content of the
TfLitem.

DEF-14

40THREAD

41 ACCESSORY

Thread is the sewing thread used for assembling

Accessories are items such as belts, buckles, Plant is a manufacturing facility for cutting,
hangers and poly-bags that go with the garment, sewing and finishing activities. A plant may

the garments.

42PLANT

but are not an integral part of it.

perform any one or more of these activities.

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

MatCode: FK MATERIAL (22).

Planteode: Plant Code is the identification code
assigned to each manufacturing plant.

Primary Key Attributes
MatCode: FK MATERIAL (22).
ColorCode: FI< COLOR (81).
ColorCode: FI< COLOR (81).
Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes
Non-key Attributes

ThrCount Thread Count is the count of the
thread item.

PlantLoc: Plant location is the place where the
AccSize: Accessory Size is the size of belt, bag, plant is located.
etc.
PlantType: Plant Type is a code indicating the
type of the plant, e.g., sewing only, sewing &:
finishing, etc.

DEF-15

45 SALES_PLAN .

43 PLANT_CAPACITY

44 MASTER_SCH_ITEM

Plant capacity is the installed capacity of a plant
to make a particular garment feature specified
by CONSTR_FEATURE (18). For example, capacity per week to make dress trouser back
pockets with buttoned flaps.

Master Schedule Item is a sales plan scheduled for Sales Plan is an agreement with a customer for
production on the master schedule.
supplying garments of a particular style according to a delivery schedule desired by the
customer. Although the tentative decision on
Primary Key Attributes
fabric types is conveyed on a sales plan, the disPlantCode: FK PLANT (42).
tribution of sizes is left for a latter time.

Primazy Key Attributes
ProdPeriod: FK PLANT_CAPAOTY (43).

Primary Key Attributes

PlanSeqNo: FK SALES_PLAN (45).

PlanPLANSeqNo: Plan Sequence Number is the
serial number assigned to the sales plan.

PlantCode: FK PLANT (42).
ConFeaCode: FK CONSTR_FEATURE (18).
Non-key Attributes
Non-key Attributes
ConFeaCap: Construction Feature Capadty is the
manufacturing capacity of the plant for a particular feature.

Non-key Attributes
AssngdCap: Assigned Capacity is the available
capacity assigned to the sales plan.
StyleNo: FK S1YLE (1).
IrregStNo: FK IRREG_S1YLE (95).
PlanDate: Plan Date is the date on which the
plan is initiated.
PlanType: Plan Type is a code indicating
whether the plan is a new plan or a rebuy order.
PlanStatus: Plan Status is a status attribute that
is used to track the development of a sales plan.

DEF-16

46 PLAN_ITEM

47PLAN_DEL_SCIUmDULE

Plan Item is a line item on a SALES_PLAN (45)
specifying the quantity of garment units ordered for each fabric type.

Plan Delivery Schedule is a line item on a ProdOrdNo: Production Order Number is theseSALES_PLAN (45) specifying the dates by rial number assigned to the production order.
which certain quantities of goods are expected
to be ready for delivery.
Non-key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes
Primary Key Attributes

PlanSeqNo: FK SALES_PLAN (45).

PlanSeqNo: FK SALES_PLAN (45).

QuaiRepNo: FK QUALI1Y_REPORT (83).

PlanSeqNo: FK SALES_PLAN (45).
PlanCusLotNo: Plan Customer Lot Number is a
lot number assigned by the customer to garments of each distinct fabric in the plan.
Non-key Attributes

DelSchltNo: Delivery Schedule Item Number is MarkerNo: FK MARKER (51).
the serial number of the item on plan delivery
schedule.
PrOCutDate: Production Order Cut date is the
date by which the fabric for the production orNon-key Attributes
der should be cut.

MatCode: FK MATERIAL (22).
ColorCode: FK COLOR (81).
PlanltemQty: Plan Item Quantity is the quantity of the item ordered.
Planltlnstr: Plan Item Special Instructions are
the special instructions about the item provid- ·
ed by the customer.

PlanDelProp: Plan Delivery Proportion is the PrOReadyDate: Production Order Ready Date is
quantity of garments to be delivered, expressed the date by which the goods should be ready
as a fraction of the total quantity ordered.
for delivery.
PlanDelDate: Plan Delivery Date is the date by PrOScale: Production Order Scale is the multiwhich the garments have to be ready for deliv- plying factor for converting size scale ratios to
ery.
actual quantities to be produced in each size.
PrOSpelnstr: Production Order Special Instructions are the instructions accompanying each
order. For example, the order may instruct the
48 PRODUCTION_ORDER
cutting department to cut only the specified
quantity, or to cut according to the available
Production Order is an order issued to manufac- fabric length.
turing plants to produce garments. Exact number, fabric type and size distribution are speci- PrOrdStat Production Order Status specifies the
fied. Various other pieces of information re- status of processing of the order. The status is
quired to determine what exactly is to be updated after the completion of each processproduced are also provided.
ing phase. Cutting, sewing, finishing, Receiving in the warehouse and stocking are examples of processing phases through which the
order goes.

DEF-17

49 SIZE_SCALE

SOPROD_ORDER_ITEM

51 MARKER

Size Scale is the quantity of garments to be produced in a particular size. This quantity may be
specified as a fraction of the total quantity mentioned on the production order.

Marker is an overlay for spread fabric which
serves as a template for cutting.

Primary Key Attributes

Production Fabric is the fabric required for producing the garments specified on the PRODUCTION_ORDER (48). Each production order may
require more than one fabric. The fabric is of a
particular type, color and width as specified by
FABRIC_LOf (28).

ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUCI'ION_ORDER (48).

Primary Key Attributes

ProdFabltNo: FK PROD_ORDER_ITEM (50).

ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUCI'ION_ORDER (48).

SizeCode: FK SIZE (7).

MarkerWidth: Marker Width is the width of the
ProdFabltNo: Production Fabric Item Number is marker.
the serial number of the fabric item on the order.

Primary Key Attributes
MarkerNo: Marker Number is the identification
number of the marker.
Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes
Non-key Attributes
SSProp: Size Scale Proportion is the relative
quantity for a size in the size scale.
SSActProp: Size Scale Actual Proportion is the
proportion achieved after actually cutting the
fabric. This proportion may be different than
desired if inexact quantity of fabric is cut.

PlanSeqNo: FK SALES_PLAN (45).
PlanCusLotNo: FK PLAN_ITEM (46).

POitQty: ProductionOrder Item Quantity is the
number of garments to be produced for this
item.
POitActQty: Production Order Item Actual Quantity is the quantity actually cut.

DEF-18
52 SCALED_SEcriON

53 MARKER_SEcriON

54 SCALED_SEC_PART

Scaled Section is an arrangement of scaled pattern parts for one or more sizes of garments in
a rectangle of a particular size. Scaled sections
of same width can be combined to make a
marker.

Marker Section is a line item on MARKER (51)

Scaled Section Part is a graded pattern part that
appears on a scaled section. Each scaled section
part is located on the scaled section at a particular position and has a particular orientation.

Primary Key Attributes

MarkerNo: FK MARKER (51).

ScaSecNo: Scaled Section Number is the identification number assigned to each scaled section.

ScaSecNo: FK SCALED_SECI'ION (52).

specifying the relative position of a scaled section in a marker.

Primary Key Attributes
Primary Key Attributes
ScaSecNo: FK SCALED_SECI'ION (52).
ScaGrpNo: FK SCALED_GROUP (72).
Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

None
ScaSecLen: Scaled Section Length is the length of
the scaled section.

ScaSecParNo: Scaled Section Part Number is the
identification number for the part in the section.
Non-key Attributes

ScaSecWid: Scaled Section Width is the width of
the scaled section.
ScaSecUtil: Scaled Section Utilization is the fabric utilization percentage of the section.

BasPatNo: FK BASE_PATIERN (13).
RunNo: FK PATI'ERN (14).
PatParNo: FK PATIERN_PART (15).
SizeCode: FK SIZE (7).
SSPXCoord: Scaled Section Part's X Coordinate is
the position of the part on the X axis of the section.
SSPYCoord: Scaled Section Part's Y Coordinate is
the position of the part on theY axis of the section.
SSPOrlent Scaled Section Part's Orientation is
the orientation of the part relative to the section.

DEF-19

55 MANIFEST

56 FG_STORAGE_LOC

Manifest is a collection of finished garment

Finished Goods Storage Location is the location of Finished Goods Carton is a carton containing a

units belonging to a particular production order. These units are packed in cartons and
stored together in the finished goods warehouse.

finished goods in the finished goods warehouse. certain quantity of finished garments from a
One or more manifests may be stored in one lo- particular production order.
cation. Each location is a rack located in an aisle
in the warehouse.
Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

FGCartonNo: Finished Goods Carton Number is
the identification number assigned to each carFGStoLocNo: Finished Goods Storage Location ton.
Number is the identification number assigned to
each storage location in the FG warehouse.
Non-key Attributes

ManifestNo: Manifest Number is the identification number assigned to each manifest.

57 FG_CARTON

Primary Key Attributes

Non-key Attributes
Non-key Attributes

ManifestNo: FK MANIFEST (55).

ProdOrdNo: FI< PRODUCfiON_ORDER (48).
FGStoLocNo: FK FG_S10RAGE_LOC (56).

FGStoRowNo: Finished Goods Storage Row Num- FGCarQty: Finished Goods Carton Quantity is
ber is the aisle number of the location.
the quantity of garments in the carton.
FGStoRacNo: Finished Goods Storage Rack Num- FGCarGrade: Finished Goods Carton Grade is the
·ber is the rack number of the location.
quality grade of the garments in the carton.
FGStoCap: Finished Goods Storage Capacity is the FGCarLocStat Finished Goods Carton Location
Status specifies the location of the carton. The
maximum storage capacity of a location.
carton may be waiting to be stocked, in the
storage area or temporarily removed to packing area.
ConsShOrdNo:
(101).

FK

CONS_SHIP_ORDER

DEF-20
58 SHIPPING_ORDER

59 SHIPPING_LOC

60 SHIP_ORDER_ITEM

Shipping Order is an order sent by the customer
to ship garments of a particular style to a location specified by the customer.

Shipping Location is a location where the customer may want the finished garments to be
shipped. Typically, a customer will have many
locations spread all over the country. A location
could be a warehouse belonging to a customer
or a consolidator, or a retail store.

Shipping Order Item is a line item on
SHIPPING_ORDER (58) specifying quantity
for each type of garment on the shipping order.

Primary Key Attributes
ShipOrdNo: Shipping Order Number is the serial number assigned to each shipping order received.

ShipOrdNo: FK SHIPPING_ORDER (58).
Primary Key Attributes
CustomerCode: FK CUSTOMER (4).

Non-key Attributes
CustomerCode: FK CUS'J9MER (4). ·
ShipLocCode: FK SHIPPING_LOC (59).
ConsShOrdNo:
(101).

FK

CONS_SHIP_ORDER

ShipOrdDate: Shipping Order Date is the date of
issue of the order.
ShipDelDate: Shipping Order Delivery Date is
the date by which the goods need to be delivered.
ShOrdlnstr: Shipping Order Instructions are the
instructions from the customer that accompany
the order.
ShOrdStat Shipping Order Status specifies the
current status of processing of the shipping order. The status is updated at the end of each
processing phase.
HoldPeriod: Hold Period is the length of time
the packed goods should be held before shipping to the customer. It is specified by the customer.

Primar.y Key Attributes

ShpOrdltNo: Shipping Order Item Number is the
item number of garment item on the shipping
order.

ShipLocCode: Shipping Location Code is the identification code assigned to each shipping loca- Non-key Attributes
tion specified by the customer.
PlanSeqNo: FK SALES_PLAN (45).
Non-key Attributes
PlanCusLotNo: FK PLAN_ITEM (46).
ShiplocType: Shipping Location Type is the type
of the location, e.g., warehouse, retail store, con- SizeCode: FK SIZE (7).
solidator, etc.
ShOrdltQty: Shipping Order Item Quantity is
ShipLocAddr: Shipping Location Address is the the quantity of the garment item ordered.
address of the shipping location.

DEF-21

61 DEPARTMENT

62 WORKSTATION

63 WORKST_CAPABILITY

Department is a functional subdivision of a
manufacturing plant. For example, a plant may
have sewing and finishing departments.

Workstation is a single machine or a group of related machines used to perform unit manufacturing operations. A workstation has the flexibility to perform more than one operation, but at
any given time, it is set to perform one particular
operation.

Workstation Qzpability is a construction operation that a particular workstation is capable of
performing. This entity also gives the capacity
of the workstation for this particular operation.

Primary Key Attributes

WrkstnNo: FI< WORKSTATION (62).

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

PlantCode: FK PLANT (42).
DeptCode: Department code is the identification
code assigned to each department.
Non-key Attributes
DeptName: Department Name is the descriptive
name of the department. .

WrkstnNo: Workstation Number is the identifica- OpmCode: FI< OPERATION (107).
tion number assigned to each workstation.
Non-key Attributes
Non-key Attributes
WrkstnOpCap: Workstation's Operation Capadty is the capacity of the workstation in units per
EqGroupNo: FI< EQUIP_GROUP (29).
hour.
WrkstnName: Workstation Name is the descriptive name for the workstation.
WrkstnLoc: Workstation Location is the location
of the workstation on the shopfloor.
WrkstnStat Workstation Status indicates whether the workstation is available for use or not.

DEF-22

640PERATOR

65 OPERATOR_SKILL

Operator is the person responsible for operating

Operator Skill is the skill and training level of the Job is a generic entity for a class of construction
operator to perform a particular job. An opera- operations that have same level of complexity
tor may be skilled in one or more jobs and may and require similar skills to perform.
be under training for a few more.
Primary Key Attributes
Primary Key Attributes
JobCode: Job Code is the identification code asOperatorNo: FK OPERATOR (64).
signed to each job.

the workstation to perform an operation.
Primary Key Attributes
OperatorNo: Operator Number is the identification number assigned to each operator.

66JOB

Non-key Attributes
OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).

Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

Job Desa: Job Description is the description of
what the job entails.

PlantCode: FK PLANT (42).
DeptCode: FK DEPARTMENT (61).
OpName: Operator's Name is the name of the
operator.
JobCode: FK JOB (66).

OpTrReqDays: Required Operator Training Days
specifies the number of days required to train JobGrade:JobGradeisthegradeassigned to the
for the job.
job based on the level of skill required to perform it.
OpTrComDays: Completed Operator Training
Days specifies the number of days of training JobWgRate: Job Wage Rllte is the wage rate as.completed.
· sodated with the job.
OpEffGoal: Operator Efficiency Goal is the de- JobTrReq: Job Training Requirement is the description of training requirements for the job.
sired efficiency level at the end of training.
OpEffAttnd: Attained Operator Efficiency is the
current level of efficiency of the operator on the
job.

DEF-23
67 CUT_RM_SCHEDULE

68 CUT_RM_SCH_ITEM

69 CR_ASSIGNMENT

Cutting Room Schedule is the production sched-

Cutting Room Schedule Item is the line item on
CUT_RM_SCHEDULE (67) specifying a production order scheduled for a particular period.
More than one production order can be scheduled for each cutting period.

Cutting Room Assignment is an assignment of
cutting room resources to perform an operation associated with a particular production order.

ule for the cutting department. Productions orders scheduled for cutting in each production
period are recorded here.

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes
Primary Key Attributes .

CRProdPeriod: Cutting Room Production Period
is the period for which production is to be
scheduled.

CRProdPeriod:

FK

CUT_RM_SCHEDULE

CRProdPerlod: FK CUT_RM_SCHEDULE (67).

(67).

ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUcriON_ORDER (48).

ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUcriON_ORDER (48).

Non-key Attributes

OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).

Non-key Attributes
CRSModDate: CR Schedule Modification Date is
the date on which the schedule was last modified.
CRSModPer. CR Schedule Modifying Person is
the person responsible for making the schedule

change.
CRCapacity: Cutting Room Capacity is the maximum cutting capacity (in terms of number of
pairs cut) for a production period.

CutStDate: Cut Start Date is the date on which Non-key Attributes
work on the order is scheduled to begin in the
cutting room.
WrkstnNo: FK WORKSTATION (62).
CutExFinDate: Cut's Expected Finish Date is the SEmpCode: FK SAL_EMPLOYEE (94).
date on which work on the order is expected to
be finished.
CRAsgStTune: Cutting Room Assignment Starting Time is the scheduled starting time of the
CutAcFinDate: Cut's Actual Finish Date is the operation.
date on which the work is actually finished.
CRAsgFinTime: Cutting Room Assignment FinCutAssgndCap: Assigned Cutting Capacity is the ish Time is the time by which the operation is to
part of the total cutting capacity that is assigned be completed.
to this item.
CRAsgStat Cutting Assignment Status is the
completion status of a cutting assignment

DEF-24
70CR_OPER_ASSG~

71 TRANSPORTER

Cutting Room Operator Assignment is the assign-

Transporter is a piece of material handling equip- Scaled Group is a collection of pattern part, on a
marker section, that belong to the same garment, such as a conveyor, crane, forklift, etc.
ment. For example, a section may have parts
for a size 36, a size 38 and two size 34 garments.
Primar.y Key Attributes

ment of a particular operator to execute a cutting room assignment.
Primary Key Attributes

OperatorNo: FK OPERATOR (64).
OpAsgnmtNo: Cutting Room Operator Assignment Number is the identification number for
each operator assignment.
Non-key Attributes
CRProdPeriod:
(67).

FK

CUT_RM_SCHEDULE

72 SCALED_GROUP

This section would then have four groups of
TranspNo: Transporter number is the identifica- scaled parts on it.
tion number of a transporter.
Primar.y Key Attributes
Non-key Attributes
ScaSecNo: FK SCALED_SECTION (52).
EqGroupNo: FK EQUIP_GROUP (29).
ScaGrpNo: Scaled Group Number is the identifiTranspName: Transporter Name is the name of cation number for each group on a section.
the transport equipment (e.g., electric cart).
Non-key Attributes
TranspLoc: Transporter Location is the current loNone
cation of the transporter.

ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUCTION_ORDER (48).
OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).

TranspCap: TransPorter Capacity is the maximum load carrying capacity of a transporter.

CRWrkUnits: Cutting Room Work Units is the
quantity of work performed.

TranspSpeed: Transporter Speed is the speed at
which the transporter moves.

CRWageEmd: Cutting Room Wage Earned is the
wage earned for the work assignment.

TransStat Transporter Status is the availability
status of a transporter.

DEF-25
73 ASSIGNED_OPER

74 PROD_ORD_MAT

Assigned Operator is the operator assigned to
operate the equipment reserved for production
of gannents for an order.

PIProdPeriod: FI< PLANT_SCHEDULE (75).

Production Order Materitil is a material that Plant Schedule is the production schedule for a
would be required for producing gannents for a manufacturing plant.
particular order.
Primary Key Attributes
Primary Key Attributes
PlantCode: FK PLANT (42).
ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUcriON_ORDER (48).
PIProdPerlod:Plant Production Period is the peProdMatNo: Production Material Number is the riod for which the schedule is prepared.
serial number for each material required to produce the garments for an order.
Non-key Attributes

ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUCfiON_ORDER (48).

Non-key Attributes

PPSModDate: Plant Production Schedule Modification Date is the date on which the schedule

EqGroupNo: FK EQUIP_GROUP (29).

MatCode: FK MATERIAL (22).

was last modified.

Non-key Attributes

ColorCode: FK COLOR (81).

PPSModPer: Plant Production Schedule Modifying Person is the person who makes the modifi-

AssgnOpStat: Operator Assignment Status is the
completion status of the job assigned to the operator.

ProdMatQty: Production Material Quantity is the cation.
quantity of the material required -for the order.
PPSCap: Plant Production Capadty is the maxiProdMatDest: Production Material Destination is mum production capacity of a plant for a prothe location where the material will be used duction period. This is rough estimate given in
(cutting room, sewing plant, etc.).
terms of gannent units per period.

Primary Key Attributes

OperatorNo: FK OPERATOR (64).
PlantCode: FK PLANT (42).

75 PLANT_SCHEDULE

DEF-26

76 PLANT_SCH_ITEM:

77 ASSIGNED_EQUIP

78 GARMENT_UNIT

Plant Schedule Item is a line item on
PLANT_SCHEDULE (75) specifying the production order scheduled for a particular period. A single production order may be scheduled for more than a single period or more than
one order may be scheduled for a single period.

Assigned Equipment is a group (line, module,
etc.) that has been assigned to a production order.

Garment Unit is an individual garment pro- ·
duced by the enterprise.
·

PlantCode: FK PLANT (42).

Primary Key Attributes

PlProdPeriod: FK PLANT_SCHEDULE (75).

PlantCode: FI< PLANT (42).

ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUCTION_ORDER (48).

PlProdPeriod: FK PLANT_SCHEDULE (75).

EqGroupNo: FK EQUIP_GROUP (29).

ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUCTION_ORDER (48).

Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

SEmpCode: FK SLA_EMPLOYEE (94).

Primary Key Attributes
Primary Key Attributes
ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUCTION_ORDER (48).
GarUnitNo: Garment Unit Number is the identification number assigned to every single garment unit produced.
Non-key Attributes
ManifestNo: FK MANIFEST (55).
FGCartonNo: FK FG_CARTON (57).
PlanSeqNo: FK SALES_PLAN (45).

PSIStDate: Plant Schedule Item Start Date is the
date on which work on the order is scheduled
to begin.

~sgStThne:EquipmentAssigtUnentStartTbne

is the time from when the equipment is reserved for this assignment.

PlanCusLotNo: FI< PLAN_ITEM (46).
SizeCode: FK SIZE (7).

PSIExFinDate: Plant Production Schedule Item
Expected Finish date is the date on which the
work is expected to be finished.
PSIAcFinDate: Plant Production Schedule Item
Actual Finish Date is the date on which the work

Equipment AssigtUnent Finish
Time is the time till when the equipment is re~sgFinThne:

served for this order.
~sgStat

Equipment Assignment Status is the

completion status of the assignment.

is actually finished.
~sgQty:

PSIAssgndCap: Assigned Plant Capacity is the
part of total capacity that has been reserved for
production of this order.

Equipment AssigtUnent Quantity is

~he number of garment

units allocated for processing to the equipment group reserved for
this assignment.

GarUnitGrade: Garment Unit Grade is the quality grade of a garment unit.

DEF-27

79 PLAN_MATERIAL

80 WORK_ASSIGNMENT

Plan Materials are the construction materials
that are not same for all the garments in a style;
The type depends on the color and type of fabric used. For example, buttons on a shirt are
chosen according to the color of the fabric used.

Work Assignments are the process steps from the Color is the color of fabric and other materials

81COLOR

PlanMatNo: Plan Material Number is the serial
number of the fabric dependent material item
in the plan.

process plan that are performed on the assigned used in the manufacture of garments.
equipment for the production order.
Primary Key Attributes
Primary Key Attributes
ColorCode: Color Code is the code assigned to
WrkAssgNo: Work Assignment Number is the each distinct color in the color chart used by the
number that identifies each operation that is as- enterprise. Each material, for which color is a
signed to line or a module.
useful attribute, is matched with the chart and
assigned a color code.
ProcPlanNo: FI< PROCESS_PLAN (23).
Non-key.Attributes
ProcStepNo: FI< PROCESS_STEP (24).
ColorBasic: Color's Basic Description is the deNon-key Attributes
scriptive name of the color, e.g., red.

Non-key Attributes

PlantCode: FI< PLANT (42).

Primary Key Attributes
PlanSeqNo: FI< SALES_PLAN (45).
PlanCusLotNo: FI< PLAN_ITEM (46).

PIProdPeriod: FI< PLANT_SCHEDULE (75).

ColorS hade: Color's ·Shade is the descriptive
name for the shade variant of the basic color,
e.g., bright, light, pale, etc. .

CDCode: FI< CONSTR_DETAIL (3).
ProdOrdNo: FI< PRODUCTION_ORDER (48).
ConFeaCode: FI< CONSTR_FEATURE (18).
EqGroupNo: FI< EQUIP_GROUP (29).

ColorR: Color's Red Value is one of the component values of the color, based on which the exact color can be re-created.

CFMatNo: FI< CONSTR_Fr_MAT (21).
WrkAssgUnits: Work Assignment Units are the ColorB: Color's Blue Value.
count of repeats of a process steps performed on
a line or a module.
ColorG: Color's Green Value.

MatCode: FI< MATERIAL (22).
ColorCode: FI< COLOR (81) •
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DEF-28

84 QUAUTY_REP_ITEM

82 QC_PROCEDURE

83 QUAUTY_REPORT

Quality Control Procedure is the description of

Quality Report is a collection of the results of var- Quality Report Item is a line item on
ious quality control procedures performed on QUALITY_REPORT (83) containing the results
of a particular quality procedure. This is a geany item of interest.
neric entity for one of many quality control test
or
inspection reports. For example, the QC rePrimary Key Attributes
port for recording the results of fabric inspecQualRepNo: Quality Report Number is the iden- tion is different from that for garment inspectification number assigned to each quality re- tion, but both are represented by the generic
quality report item.
port generated.

the test or inspection procedure for carrying
out quality control on fabric, materials or garments.
Primary Key Attributes
QCProcCode: Quality Control Procedure Code is
the identification code assigned to each test and
inspection procedure used in the enterprise.

Non-key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

Non-key Attributes
QCType: Quality Control Procedure Type indicates whether the procedure is for fabric, material or produced goods, and whether it is a test
or an inspection procedure.
QCProcDescr: Quality Control Procedure Description is the description of how the proce-

QRResDescr: QC Result Description is the de- QualRepNo: FK QUALTIY_REPORT (83).
scription of the conclusions of the quality proceQualRepltNo: Quality Report Item Number is
dures carried out on the tested item.
the serial number of the report item in the qualQRRecAction: Recommended Quality Actions de- ity report.
scribes the action recommended to on the tested
Non-key Attributes
item.

dure is performed.

QCProcCode: FK QC_PROCEDURE (82).

QCSampStd: QC Procedure Sampling Standard
gives the sample size for carrying out the procedure.

QCRepDate: QC Report Date is the date on
which the QC procedure results are reported.

QCAccCrit QC Acceptance Criterion is the criterion for acceptance of the item being tested.
QCSpelnstr: QC Special Instructions are the instructions accompanying each procedure. Special requirements of particular customers may
be recorded here.

QCResult QC Result is the result of the procedure carried out.
QCComment QC Comment is the comment of
the person in charge on the reported results.

DEF-29

_ _ _ _.Note_ _ _ _ _ __

Entities 85 to 90 are examples of Clltegory entities of
of these
and other reports are not provided here because they
are dependent on enterprises quality control requirements. Any reasonable fonnat Clln be fitted
into the framework presented here.
QUALfiY_REP_ITEM (84). The formats

85FAB_DNSPJREPORT

91 SAM_DEPT_SCH
90 FG_TEST_REPORT

Sample Department Schedule is the production
schedule for the sample making department.

Finished Goods Test Report is a category entity for
QUAUTY_REP_ITEM (84)

Primary Key Attributes
SDProdPerlod: Sample Department Production
Period is the period for which the schedule is
prepared. ·

Fabric Inspection Report is a category entity for
QUALriY_REP_ITEM (84).

86 FAB_TEST_REPORT

Fabric Test Report is a category entity for QUALITY_REP_ITEM (84).

87 MAT_DNSP_REPORT

Material Inspection Report is a category entity for
QUALfiY_REP_ITEM (84).
88MAT_TEST_REPORT

Material Testing Report is a category entity for
QUALITY_REP_ITEM (84).
89 FG_AUDIT_REPORT

Finished Goods Audit Report is a category entity
for QUAUTY_REP_ITEM (84).

Non-key Attributes

SDProdCap: Sample Department's Production
Capacity is the number of samples the sample
department can produce during a planning period.

DEF-30

94 SAL_EMPLOYEE

92 SAM_DEP_SCH_ITEM

93 MATERIAL_SOURCE

Sample Department Schedule Item is a line item
on SAM_DEPT_SCH (91) specifying a sample
order scheduled for a particular period.

Material Source is a supplier source from whom Salaried Employee is an employee of the entera particular material can be obtained.
Primary Key Attributes

prise who is not paid on piece rate basis. Managers, supervisors and workers in certain jobs
are examples of salaried employees.

MatCode: FI< MATERIAL (22).

Primary Key Attributes

MatVenCode: FI< MATERIAL_VENOOR (31).

SEmpCode: Salaried Employee Code is the identification code of an employee.

Primary Key Attributes
SDProdPeriod: FI< SAM_DEPT_SCH (91).
SDSchltNo: Sample Department Schedule Item
Number is the serial number of the item on the
schedule.
Non-key Attributes
SreqNo: FI< SAMPLE_REQ (8).
SDitStDate: Sample Department Schedule Item
Start Date is the date on which production of
samples is scheduled to begin.
SDitFinDate: Sample Department Schedule Item
Finish Date is the date on which production is
expected to finish.
SDActFinDate: SD Actual Finish Date is date on
which samples are actually ready. ·

Non-key Attributes
Non-key Attributes
MatSouPrlce: Material Source's Price is the price
quoted by this source for a material.
PlantCode: FI< PLANT (42).
MatSouRat Material Source Rating is the rating DeptCode: FI< DEPARTMENT (61).
of this vendor as the supplier for a material.
SEmpName: Salaried Employee's Name is the
MatSouLead: Material Source Lead Time is the name of the employee.
lead time for supplying a material.
SEmpDesig: Salaried Employee's Designation is
MatSouCode: Material Source's Item Code is ven- the designation of the employee, e.g., manager,
dor's code for a material. This code is needed for pattern maker, etc.
ordering the material.

951RREG_STYLE

96IRREG_FG_CARTON

Irregular Style is a style that is assigned to gar-

Irregular Finished Goods Carton is a carton con- Regular Finished Goods Carton is a carton con-

ments marked irregular. For example, a particular irregular style may identify men's dress
trousers of irregular quality grade.

taining irregular garments. It is one of thecate- taining regular garments. A carton may only
gories of entity FG_CARTON (57).
contain garments of same fabric type, color,
size and quality grade. This entity is one of the
categories of entity FG_CARTON (57).
Primary Key Attributes

97 REG_FG_CARTON

Primary Key Attributes
FGCartonNo: FK FG_CARTON (57).

Primary Key Attributes

lrregStNo: Irregular Style Number is the identification number of the irregular style.

Non-key Attributes

FGCartonNo: FK FG_CARTON (57).

Non-key Attributes

lrregStNo: FK IRREG_STYLE (95).

Non-key Attributes

lrregStDescr: Irregular Style Description is the
description of the style type. For example,
men's denim work trousers.

PlanSeqNo: FK SALES_PLAN (45).
PlanCusLotNo: FK PLAN_ITEM (46).
SizeCode: FK SIZE (7).

DEF-32

98 SPREAD_SEcriON

99 CUSTOMER_INQ

Spread Section is a section of a fabric spread
from which fabric bundles are cut. Each spread
section is over-laid by a marker section.

Customer Inquiry is an inquiry made by a cus-

Primary Key Attributes
SpreadSec:No: Spread Section Number is anumber identifying a section in the fabric spread.

tomer to find out the status of an order. It includes all types of interactions between the enterprise and its customers. An inquiry is directed to a particular function area (e.g., customer
service, distribution, sample making, etc.) in the
enterprise.

Primary Key Attributes

dressed. For Example, sales contract, style development, etc.
100 GAR_SUBASSEMBLY

Gannent Sub-assembly is a part of a garment being produced. Cut fabric parts are considered
garment sub-assemblies.
Primary Key Attributes

ProdOrdNo: FK PRODUCI'ION_ORDER (48).
ProdFabltNo: FK PROD_ORDER_ITEM (50).
Non-key Attributes
MarkerNo: FI< MARKER (51).
ScaSec:No: FI< SCALED_SECTION (52).
SpFabLyrs: Spread Fabric Layers specifies the
number of layers to be laid in the spread section.
SpFabActLyrs: Spread Fabric Actual Layers is the
actual number of layers laid in the spread section. The actual number of layers may not be
the same as the desired number because of fabric availability.

CustlnqNo: Customer Inquiry Number is the se- ProdOrdNo: FI< PRODUCI'ION_ORDER (48).
quence number of the inquiry.
GarUnitNo: Gannent Unit Number is a unique
Non-key Attributes
identification number assigned to each garment cut and assembled in a production order.
CustomerCode: FI< CUSTOMER (4).
ProcStatCode: FK PROCESS_STATE (26).
CustlnqRef: Customer Inquiry Reference is the
identification code of the item that is the subject Non-key Attributes
of the inquiry. The item could be a style, plan or
a concept.
ScaSec:No: FI< SCALED_SECTION (52).
CustlnqDate: Customer Inquiry Date is the date ScaGrpNo: FI< SCALED_GROUP (72).
on which the inquiry is made.
GarSubLoc: Gannent Sub-assembly Location is
CustlnqDesa: Customer Inquiry Description is the current location of the sub-assembly in the
the description of the inquiry.
production system.
CustlnqResp: Customer Inquiry Response is the
response of the department to which the inquiry
· is addressed.
CustlnqType: Customer Inquiry Type specifies
the functional area to which the inquiry is ad-

DEF-33

101 CONS_SHIP_ORDER

102 PACK_SCHEDULE

103 PACK_SCH_ITEM

Consolidated Shipping Order is an order pre- · Packing Schedule is the work schedule for the Packing Schedule · Item is a line item on
pared for packing by consolidating all the shipping orders for a given style. Retrieval of goods
from warehouse and the subsequent packing
operations are carried out for a consolidated order, and not for individual shipping orders.

packing department.

PACI<_SCHEDULE (102) specifying the consolidated shipping order to be processed.

Primar.y Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes
PkSPerlod: Packing Schedule Period is the period
for which packing orders are scheduled.
PkSPeriod: FI< PACK_SCHEDULE (102).

Primary Key Attributes
Non-key Attributes
ConsShOrdNo: Consolidated Shipping Order
Number is the identification number for the
consolidated order.

ConsShOrdNo:
(101).

FK

CONS_SHIP_ORDER

ManifestNo: FI< MANIFEST (55).

PkSModDate: Packing Schedule Modification Date
is the date on which the schedule was last mod- Non-key Attributes
ified.
PkSIStDate: Packing Schedule Item Start Date is
PkSModPer: Packing Schedule Modifying Person the date on which packing of the order is
is the person who makes the modification.
scheduled to begin.

ConsShOrdNo: Consolidated Shipping Order
Status is the completion status of a consolidated
order.

PkSCapaclty: Packing Schedule Capacity is the PkSIExFnDate: Packing Schedule Item Expected
maximum number of garment units that the dis- Finish Date is the date on which the shipment is
expected to be ready.
tribution center can pack per period.

Non-key Attributes

PkSIAcFnDate: Packing Schedule Item Actual
Finish date is the date on which the shipment is
actually ready.
PkSIAssgnCap: Assigned Packing Capacity is
the packing capacity assigned to a consolidated
order.

DEF-34

106PACK_OPERATION

104 PACK_ASSIGNMENT

105 PACK_OP_ASSGNMT

Packing Assignment is an assignment of resources to carry out a packing operation on a particular order.

Packing Operator Assignment is the assignment of Packing Operation is a basic operation perfanned in the packing department. For examan operator to perfonn a packing operation.
ple, retrieving goods ·from storage location,
picking, packing boxes, closing boxes, etc.
Primary Key Attributes
Packing operation entity is one of the categoOperatorNo: FK OPERATOR (64).
ries of entity OPERATION (107).

Primary Key Attributes
PkSPeriod: FK PACI<_SCHEDULE (102).
ConsShOrdNo:

FK

CONS_SHIP_ORDER

(101).

OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).

PkOpAssgNo: Packing Operator Assignment No Primary Key Attributes
is the serial number of the operator assignment.
OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).
Non-key Attributes
Non-key Attributes
PkSPeriod: FK PACI<_SCHEDULE (102).

None

Non-key Attributes
PkSitemNo: FK PACK_SCH_ITEM (103).
WrkstnNo: FK WORKSTATION (62).
OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).
SEmpCode: FK SAL_EMPLOYEE (94).
PkOpmStTime: Packing Operation Start Time is
the time at which the operation is scheduled to
start.

PkOpmFnTime: Packing Operation Finish Time
is the time at which the operation is expected to
finish.
PkOpmStat Packing Operation Status is the
completion status of a packing operation.

PkWrkUnits: Packing Work Units is the number
of work units perfonned for the assignment.
PkWageEmd: Packing Wage Earned is the wage
earned by the operator for the assignment.

DEF-35

107 OPERATION

108 CR_OPERATION

109 STYLE_CONCEPT

Operation represents a basic unit operation per-

Cutting Room Operation is a basic operation performed in the cutting room. For example,
Spreading, cutting, etc. Cutting Room Operation is one of the categories of entity OPERATION(107).

Style Concept is the rough description (sketch,
actual sample or textual description) from
which a formal description, consisting of construction detail, pattern, fit and garde rules, is
developed.

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).

StyleConceptNo: Style Concept Number is the
identification number of a style concept.

formed in the various function areas of the enterprise. Operation is a generic entity with category entities that represent specific operations
(e.g., cutting room operations, construction operations, etc.).
Primary Key Attributes
OpmCode: Operation Code is the identification
code assigned to each operation.

Non-key Attributes

Non-key Attributes

None

Non-key Attributes
CustomerCode: FK CUSTOMER (4).
JobCode: FK JOB (66).
StyleNo: FK S'IYLE (1).
OpmCatg: Operation Category is the specific
category to which the operation belongs (e.g.,
packing).
OpmName: Operation Name is the descriptive
name for the operation.
OpmDescr: Operation Description is the description of how the operation is performed.
OpmStdHrs: Operation Standard Hours is the
time hours required to repeat the operation 99
times.
OpmCost Operation Cost is the cost of performing the operation.

StyConFile: Style Concept File is a reference to a
file that contains the complete description of
the concept.
StyConStat Style Concept Status is the status attribute that is used to track the development of
a concept.

DEF-36

110 PAT_GRADE_POINT

111 GRADE_POINT

U2 SmPPING_NOTICE

Pattern Grade Points are grade points marked
on a particular pattern part. By displacing these
points according to the grade rules, a pattern
part can be reduced or enlarged for different
gannent sizes.

Grade Points are points that are marked on a
pattern and displaced according to the grade
rules to obtain patterns for different sizes of
gannent. These points are referred to in the
grade rules and marked on the pattern parts.

Shipping Notice is a notice sent by the enterprise
to the customer, prior to shipping the gannents
ordered by the customer.

Primary Key Attributes

Primary Key Attributes

BasPatNo: FK BASE_PATIERN (13).

GraPointNo: Grade Point Number is the identification number of a grade point.

Primary Key Attributes
ShipNoticeNo: Shipping Notice Number is the
serial number assigned to each shipping notice
sent out.
ShipOrdNo: FK SHIPPING_ORDER (58).

RunNo: FK PATIERN (14).

Non-key Attributes
PatParNo: FK PATIERN_PART (15).

Non-key Attributes

None
GraPointNo: FK GRADE_POINT (111).

ShipOrdltNo: FK SHIP_ORDER_ITEM (60).

Non-key Attributes

ShipltQty: Shipping Item Quantity is the quantity of the gannent of a particular style that will
be shipped to the customer.

GPLocX: Grade Point's X Coordinate is the location coordinate of a grade point on a pattern.
GPLocY: Grade Point's Y Coordinate is the location/coordinate of a grade point on a pattern.

DEF-37

tt3SOURCE

114 OP_REPORT

115 OP_REP_ITEM

Source is an external or internal source capable
of carrying out specific operations for the manufacturing enterprise.

Operation Report is a collection of reports on the
performance of the various departments in an
enterprise.

Primary Key Attribute

Primary Key Attribute

SourceCode: Source Code is the identification
code assigned to each source, external or internal.

OpRepNo: Operation Report Number is the identification number assigned to each operation
report generated.

Operation Report Item is an item on
OP_REPORT (114) containing the information
pertaining to the performance of a particular
department. This is a generic entity for one of
many operation reports. For example, the operation report for cutting is different from that of
sewing, but both are represented by the generic
entity Operation Report Item.
Primary Key Attributes

Non-key Attributes
OpRepNo: FK OP_REPORT (114).
OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).
SourceName: Source Name is the name for the
source.
SourceLoc: Source Loclltion is the place where
the source is located.

OpRepltNo: Operation Report Item Number is
the serial number of the report item in the operation report.
Non-key Attributes
OpmCode: FK OPERATION (107).

SourceLead: Source Lead Time is the lead time
required by the source to complete a particular
operation.
SourceRating: Source Rating is the rating of a
source as an enabler of a particular operation.

OpRepDate: Operation Report Date is the date
on which the report was created.
OpRepltComment Operation Report Item Comment is the comment of the person in charge of
creating the report.
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Section III
Table of entities and their attributes

TABLE OF ENTITIES AND THEIR ATTRIBUTES
ATTRIBUTE NAME

PK

FK

ATTR TYPE1

COMMENT

y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
y
y
y
y
y
N
N

C(lO)

ID # assigned to the style

D
C(4)

Style creation date
Completion status of the style

y
N
N
N

N
y
N
N

N(9)

ID number for the fit

C(160)
C(4)

Measuring instructions
Completion status

y
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

C(8)
C(30)
D
C(4)

Construction detail ID code
Person who creates the construction detail
Date on which construction detail is created
Completion status

y
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

C(8)
C(30)
C(160)
C(80)
C(72)

ID code for a customer
Customer's name
Customer's address
Customer's contact person
Customer's standard garment specifications

y
y
y

y
y
y

*
*
*

y
y
N

y
y
N

*
*

1 STYLE
StyleNo
CD Code
BasPatNo
RunNo
FitNo
ProcPlanNo
StyCreDate
StyleStatus

*
*
*
*
*

2 FIT
FitNo
GraTabNo
Measlnstr
FitStatus

*

3 CONSTR_DETAIL

CD Code
COCreator
CDCreDate
CDStatus
4 CUSTOMER
CustomerCode
CustName
CustAddr
CustContact
CustStdSpec

5 SAM_PROD_ASSGNMT
SDProdPeriod
SDSchltNo
SEmpCode
6 FABRIC
MatCode
ColorCode
FabWidth
1

N(3)

Fabric width

Attribute type is Character, Numeric or Date (C, D, or N); *indicates attribute type defined in a parent entity.

2

7 SIZE

SizeCode
Waist
Inseam

y

N
N
N

C(8)
N(2)
N(2)

e of waist and inseam
t at the waist

y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
y
N
N
N
N
N

N(9)

of sample request

y

*

y
y
N
N
N

y
N
y
N
N

y
y
N
N
N
N

y
y
N
N
N
N

N(3,1)
N(3,1)
N(3,1)
N(3,1)

y
N

N
N

N(6)
C(4)

y
y
y
N
N

y
y
y
N
N

*
*
*

N
N

8 SAMPLE_REQ

SReqNo
StyConceptNo
SReqDate
SDelDate
SActDelDate
SSpeinstr
SReqStat
QualRepNo

*
D
D
D
C(240)
C(4)

9 SAM_REQ_ITEM

SReqNo
SReqltemNo
SizeCode
SamQty
SReqI tDescr

*

N(3)

Item

on sample request

*

N(3)
C(80)

of units ordered
on of the i tern (fabric)

10 MEASUREMENT

FitNo
SizeCode
Seat
Rise
Knee
Bottom

*
*

-

at the riser
at knee
at bottom

11 GRADE_TABLE

GraTabNo
GraTabStatus

status

12 GRADE_RULE

GraTabNo
GraPointNo
SizeCode
DisplX
DisplY

N(3,1)
N(3,1)

le number for size
t along X axis
along Y axis

3
13 BASE_PATTERN

y
N
N

N
N
N

C(4)
C(80)
C(4)

y
y
N
N

y
N
N
N

It

y
y
y
N
N

y
y
N
N
N

N(2)
C(80)
LCA2

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

*
*
*
*

y
y
N
N

*
*
C(80)
N(6)

Description of the garment feature
Quantity of the feature

N
N
N
N

C(8)
C(80)
C(80)
C(80)

Feature ID code
Construction feature type
Construction feature variation
Construction feature description

y
y
N

*

Construction feature code

It

BasPatNo
BasPatDescr
BasPatStatus

Base pattern number
Base pattern description
Completion status

14 PATTERN

BasPatNo
RunNo
PatAvYard
PatStatus

N(4)
N(4,1)
C(4)

Base modification number
Average area for pattern
Completion status

15 PATTERN_PART

BasPatNo
RunNo
PatParNo
PatParName
PatParShape

*
*
ID for pattern part
Name of the pattern part
Shape of the pattern part

16 GRAD_PAT_PART

BasPatNo
RunNo
PatParNo
SizeCode

17 CONSTR_DET_ITEM

CDCode
ConFeaCode
CDitDescr
CDitQty

y
y
N
N

18 CONSTR_FEATURE

ConFeaCode
ConFeaType
ConFeaVar
CFDescr

y
N
N
N

19 CONSTR_Ff_ITEM

ConFeaCode
OprnCode
CFitQty

2

LCA: Line/Curve/Angle

y
y
N

N(4)

Number of times operation is performed

4

20 coNSTR_Ol'R
'{

OprnCode
21 coNSTR_Ff_MAT
'{

'{

cocode
ConFeaCode
cfMatNo
MatCode
Mat.Qty

*
*

'{

'{

N(9)

N

'{

*

'{

N
N

N(6)

N

22 MATERIAL

MatCode
MatOeser
MatUnit
MatCost

C(S)
C(SO)
C(6)
N(7,4)

N
N
N
N

'{

N
N
N

23 PROCE.SS_PLAN

N(S)

N

'{

on material code
Construe ·on material description
ConstrUC d, count, etc.)
Units (y
Cost per unit

ProcPlanNo
24 PROCE.SS_STE.P

ProcPlanNo
Oprncode
ProcStepNo
ProcStatCode

*
*

'{

'{

'{

N

N(5)

N

'{

*

'{

N

we k(s) for which production is scheduled

25 MAST£R_SCllE.DtJLE.

D

N

'{

ProdPeriod
26 PROCESS_STATE

C(4)

N

'{

ProcStatCode
27 pRQC_INl'tJT _sTAT

ProcPlanNo
ProcStepNo
ProcStatCode

*
*
*

'{

'{

'{

'{

'{

'{

28 GARM£NT_TYP£
'{

PlanSeqNo
PlanCusLotNo
SizeCode

'{
'{

'{
'{
'{

*
*
*

5
29 EQUIP_GROUP
PlantCode
DeptCode
EqGroupNo
EqGroupFn

N
N
y
N

y
y
N
N

y
N
N
N

N
y
N
N

C(SO)
N(7)

Location of the buffer
Capacity of the buffer

N
N
N
N
N

C(8)
C(30)
C(80)
C(20)
C(3)

Vendor code
Material vendor's name
Material vendor's address
Mat vendor's contact person
Mat vendor's rating

Material PO number

*
*
N(3)
C(20)

Line or module number
Function (e.g. sewing, pressing, etc.)

N(9)

ID number of a storage buffer

30 BUFFER
BufferNo
EqGroupNo
BufferLoc
BufferCap

*

31 MATERIAL_VENDOR
MatVenCode
MatVenName
MatVenAddr
MatVenCont
MatVenRatg

y
N
N
N
N

32 MAT_PURCHASE_ORDER
MatPONo
MatVenCode
MatPODate
MatDelDate
MatAvailPer

y
N
N
N
N

N
y
N
N
N

N(8)

y
y
N
N
N
N
N
N

y
N
y
y
y
N
N
N

*

y
N
y

y
N
y

*
D
D
D

Material PO date
Material delivery date
Period for which ordered

33 MAT_PO_ITEM
MatPONo
MatPOitemNo
MatCode
ColorCode
QualRepNo
MatOrdQty
MatRecdQty
MatAccStat

N(8)

PO item number

*
*
*
N(6)
N(6)
C(4)

Material quantity
Quantity actually received
Material Acceptance Status

34 MAT_VARIANT
MatCode
MatType
ColorCode

*
C(15)

*

Category

6
35 STORED_ITEM
StoltemNo
MatPONo
MatPOitemNo
MatLodndex
StoltOrigQty
StoltRemQty
Stol tLocStat
StoltAssgCap
ProdOrdNo

y
N
N
y
N
N
N
N
N

N
y
y
y
N
N
N
N
y

N(3)

Storage

*
*
*
N(6,2)
N(6,2)
C(4)
N(7)

ty of material
ty of material
of material batch
to this item

*

36 MATERIAL_LOCATION
MatLoclndex
MLRowNo
MLShelfNo
MLTotalCap
MLType

y
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

C(6)
N(3)
N(3)
N(7)
C(S)

y
y
N

y
y
N

*
*

N(3)

y
y

y
y

*
*

N

N

C(160)

y
y
N

y
y
N

*
*

y
y
N

y
y
N

y
y
N

y
y
N

Row
Shelf
Total

tionindex
in material warehouse
in material warehouse
capacity
(boxes, bolts, etc.)

37 TRIM
MatCode
ColorCode
TrimSize

Size of

waist-bands, etc.

38 TK_TAG_LABEL
MatCode
ColorCode
TTLText

Textprin

on TTL

39 CLOSURE
MatCode
ColorCode
CloSize

N(3)

Size of

zipper, etc.

40 THREAD
MatCode
ColorCode
ThrCount

*
*
N(3)

Count

the thread

41 ACCESSORY
Mateo de
ColorCode
AccSize

*
*
N(3)

Size of

ts, bags, etc.

7
42 PLANT
PlantCode
PlantLoc
PlantType

y

N
N
N

C(8)
C(30)
C(lS)

y
y

y
y

It

N

N

N(7)

y
y
y

y
y
y

It

N

N

N(7)

Capacity assigned to plan

Plan sequence number

N
N

ID code assigned to a manuf. plant
Plant physical location ·
Plant type (e.g. sewing, finishing, etc.)

43 PLANT_CAPACITY
PlantCode
ConFeaCode
ConFeaCap

It

Construction feature capacity

44 MASTER_SCH_ITEM
PlantCode
Prod Period
PlanSeqNo
AssngdCap

*
*

45 SALES_PLAN
PlanSeqNo
StyleNo
IrregStNo
PlanDate
PlanType
PlanStatus

y

N

N(9)

N
N
N
N
N

y
y
N

*
*

y
y

y

N
N

D
C(S)
C(4)

Initiation date of plan outline
Type (new or re-buy)
Plan status

46 PLAN_ITEM
PlanSeqNo
PlanCusLotNo
ColorCode
MatCode
PlanltemQty
Planltlnstr

N
N
N
N

. .N

*
N(6)

y
y

*
*

N
N

N(S)
COSO)

Customer assigned lot for item

Quantity for each item on plan
Special instructions for item

47 PLAN_DEL_SCHEDULE
PlanSeqNo
DeiSchltNo
PlanDelProp
PlanDeiDate

y
y

N
N

y

*

N

N(9)
N(0,4)
D

N

N

Delivery schedule item number
Delivery quantity as proportion of total
Delivery date

8
48 PRODUCIION_ORDER

ProdOrdNo
PlanSeqNo
QualRepNo
MarkerNo
PrOCutDate
PrOReadyDate
PrOScale
PrOSpelnstr
PrOrdStat

y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
y
y
y
N
N
N
N
N

y
y
y
N
N

y
y
y
N
N

N(9)

Prod

order (cut) number

Cutting
Date the
Scale
Special
Progress

for the Production Order
should be ready
for the order
for PO
of PO

*
*
*
D
D
N(3,2)
C(150)
C(4)

49 SIZE_SCALE

ProdOrdNo
ProdFabltNo
SizeCode
SSProp
SSActProp

*
*
*
N(3,2)
N(3,2)

·ty for the size
achieved after cutting fabric

50 PROD_ORDER_ITEM

ProdOrdNo
ProdFabltNo
PlanSeqNo
PlanCusLotNo
POitQty
POitActQty
PFSpelnstr

y
y
N
N
N
N
N

y
N
y
y
N
N
N

N(6)
N(6)
C(150)

y
N

N
N

N(9)
N(4,2)

N
N
N
N

N(9)
N(4,2)
N(4,2)
N(3)

y
y

*
*

*
N(6)

Item

for prod. fabric

*
*

No. of
No. of
Special

required
ts actually cut
for fabric

51 MARKER

MarkerNo
MarkerWidth

52 SCALED_SECIION

ScaSecNo
ScaSecLen
ScaSecWid
ScaSecUtil

y
N
N
N

53 MARKER_SECIION

MarkerNo
ScaSecNo

y
y

Scaled
Scaled
Scaled
Fabric

Number
length
on width
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54 SCALED_SEC_PART

ScaSecNo
ScaGrpNo
ScaSecParNo
BasPatNo
RunNo
PatParNo
SizeCode
SSPXCoord
SSPYCoord
SSPOrient

y
y
y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

y
y

*
*

N

N(9)

y
y
y
y

*
*
*
*

N
N
N

N(4,2)
N(4,2)
N(3,1)

X coordinate for the part in section
Y coordinate for the part in section
Orientation angle of the part

N
y
y

N(9)

Manifest number

N
N
N
N

N(3)
N(3)
N(3)
N(7)

y
N
N
N
N

N(9)
N(6)
.C(S)
C(4)

Scaled section part number

55 MANIFEST

ManifestNo
ProdOrdNo
FGStoLocNo

y

N
N

*
*

56 FG_STORAGE_LOC

FGStoLocNo
FGStoRowNo
FGStoRacNo
FGStoCap

y

N
N
N

Finished goods storage rack number
Aisle number of FG warehouse
Rack number in the aisle
Storage capacity

57 FG_CARTON

ManifestNo
FGCartonNo
FGCarQty
FGCarGrade
FGCarLocStat
ConsShOrdNo

N
y

N
N
N
N

*

y

*

y

N

N(9)

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

y
y
y

*
*
*

N
N
N
N

D
D
COSO)
C(4)

FG carton number
Quantity in the carton
Quality grade for the FG
FG carton location status

58 SHIPPING_ORDER

ShipOrdNo
CustomerCode
ShipLocCode
ConsShOrdNo
ShipOrdDate
ShOrdDelDate
ShOrdlnstr
ShOrdStat

Shipping order sequence number

Date of the order
Delivery date of the order
Instructions for the order
Processing status of shipping order

59 SHIPPING_LOC

CustomerCode
ShipLocCode
ShipLocType
ShipLocAddr

y
y

N
N

y

*

N
N
N

C(S)
C(lS)
C(150)

Shipping destination code
Type of location: Store, WH, etc.
Address of the location

10

60 SlfiP_ORDER_ITEM

ShipOrdNo
ShpOrdltNo
PlanSeqNo
PlanCusLotNo
SizeCode
ShOrdltQty

y
y

·N
N
N
N

y

*

N

N(9)

y
y
y

*
*
*

N

item number

Shipping

N(6)

item ordered

61 DEPARTMENT

PlantCode
DeptCode
DeptName

y
y

y

*

C(8)
C(20)

Department
Name ofthe

N

N
N

N

y

y

N
N
N
N

N(9)
C(30)
C(SO)
C(4)

y
y

y
y

*
*

N

N

N(7)

Capacity

y

N

N(6)

Operator

N
N
N
N

y
y

*
*

N

C(30)

y

*

y
y

y
y

*
*

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N(3)
N(3)
N(2,2)
N(2,2)

62 WORKSTATION

EqGroupNo
WrkstnNo
WrkstnName
WrkstnLoc
WrkstnStat

N
N
N

*

number
name
tion on shopfloor
status of work station

63 WRKST_CAPABILITY

WrkstnNo
OpmCode
WrkstnOpCap

the operation

64 OPERATOR

OperatorNo
PlantCode ·
DeptCode
OpName
JobCode

Opera

name

65 OPERATOR_SKILL

OperatorNo
OpmCode
OpTrReqDays
OpTrComDays
OpEffGoal
OpEffAttnd

training days for job
training days
goal
efficiency
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66 JOB

JobCode
JobDescr
JobGrade
JobWgRate
JobTrReq

y
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

C(8)
C(150)
C(2)
N(7,2)
C(150)

ID code of a job
Job description
Grade based on skill required
Regular pay rate for job
Job training requirements

N
N
N
N

D
D
C(30)
N(7)

Production period of the cutting room
Date CR schedule was last modified
Person who modified the schedule
Capacity for the period

y
y
N
N
N
N

y
y
N
N
N
N

*

y
y
y
N
N
N
N
N

y
y
y
y
y
N
N
N

67 CUT_RM_SCHEDULE
CRProdPeriod
CRSModDate
CRSModPer
CRCapacity

y
N
N
N

68 CUT_RM_SCH_ITEM
CRProdPeriod
ProdOrdNo
CutStDate
CutExFinDate
CutAcFinDate
CutAssgndCap

*
D
D
D
N(7)

Starting date for cutting
Expected finish date
Actual finish date
Assigned capacity

69 CR_ASSIGNMENT
CRProdPeriod
ProdOrdNo
OprnCode
WrkstnNo
SEmpCode
CRAsgStTime
CDAsgStat
CRAsgFinTime

*
*
*
*
*
N(4)
C(4)
N(4)

Starting time for operation
Assignment status
Finishing time for operation

70 CR_OPER_ASSGNMT
OperatorNo
OpAsgnmtNo
CRProdPeriod
ProdOrdNo
OprnCode
CRWrkUnits
CRWageErnd

y
y
N
N
N
N
N

y
N
y
y
y
N
N

*
N(9)

Operator assignment number

*
*
*

N(7)
N(5,2)

Units of work performed
Wage earned
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71 TRANSPORTER

TranspNo
EqGroupNo
TranspName
TranspLoc
TranspCap
TranspSpeed
TranspStat

y

N

N(9)

N
N
N
N
N
N

y

*

N
N
N
N
N

y
y

N

N(9)

y
y
y

y
y
y

y
y
N

y

*
*
*
*
*

C(20)
C(30)
N(7)
N(3,2)
C(4)

IDnumbero f transport equip.
Name of the transporter
Current loca tion
Capacity
Speed
Status

72 SCALED_GROUP

ScaSecNo
ScaGrpNo

y

*

IDnumberf >r each group in a section

73 ASSIGNED_OPER

OperatorNo
PlantCode
PlProdPeriod
ProdOrdNo
EqGroupNo
AssgOpStat

y

N

C(4)

Status of ass gned operation (busy, etc.)

74 PROD_ORD_MAT

ProdOrdNo
ProdMatNo
MatCode
ColorCode
ProdMatQty
ProdMatDest

y
y
N
N
N
N

y

*

N

N(9)

y

*
*

y
N
N

N(S)
C(30)

y

y

y
N
N
N

*

N
N
N
N

D
D
C(30)
N(7)

y

Serial numb4 r for material required
Quantity of ~e item
Destination 1>f production material

75 PLANT_SCHEDULE

PlantCode
PlProdPeriod
PPSModDate
PPSModPer
PPSCap

Plant's prod 1ction period
Date of last 1nodification
Person who made the modified
Production capacity for period

76 PLANT_SCH_ITEM

PlantCode
PlProdPeriod
ProdOrdNo
PSIStDate
PSIExFinDate
PSIAcFinDate
PSIAssgndCap

y
y
y

y

*
*
*

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

D
D
D
N(7)

y

Starting date
Expected fin shdate
Actual finisll date
Capacity ass gned to this itern
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77 ASSIGNED_EQUIP
PlantCode
PlProdPeriod
ProdOrdNo
EqGroupNo
SEmpCode
EAssgStTime
EAssgFinTime
EAssgStat
EAssgQty

y
y
y
y

N
N
N
N
N

y
y
y
y
y

It

N
N
N
N

N(4)
N(4)
C(4)
N(S)

y

It

It
It
It
It

Time from which equip. reserved
Time till equipment reserved
Completion status of assignment
#of units of work assigned

78 GARMENT_UNIT
ProdOrdNo
GarUnitNo
FGCartonNo
PlanSeqNo
PlanCusLotNo
SizeCode
GarUnitGrade

y
y

N

N(9)

N
N
N
N
N

y
y
y

It

y
N

*
C(4)

y
y
y

y
y

It

Garment stock unit number

It
It

Quality grade for the garment

79 PLAN_MATERIAL
PlanSeqNo
PlanCusLotNo
PlanMatNo
CDCode
ConFeaCode
CFMatNo
MatCode
ColorCode

N
N
N
N
N

*

N

N(9)

y

It

y

It

y

It

y
y

Plan specific material for style

It
It

80 WORK_ASSIGNMENT
WrkAssgNo
ProcPlanNo
ProcStepNo
PlantCode
PlProdPeriod
ProdOrdNo
EqGroupNo
WrkAssgUnits

y
y

y
N
N
N
N
N

N

N(9)

y
y
y
y
y

It

y
N

ID #of ea. op. assigned to line/module

It
It
It
It
It

N(4)

Number of units done

C(8)
C(30)
C(4)
N(8)
N(8)
N(8)

Color code
Descriptive name for the color
Shade variant of the color
Red component
Green
Blue

81 COLOR
ColorCode
ColorBasic
ColorShade
Col orR
ColorG
Col orB

y

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
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82 QC_PROCEDURE
QCProcCode

y

QCType

N
N
N
N
N

QCProcDescr
QCSampStd
QCAccCrit
QCSpelnstr

N

C(S)
C(20)
C(lSO)
N(S)
C(20)
C(lSO)

QCprocedur ~number
Test, inspecti pn, etc.
Description c f the procedure
Sampling sta :tdard forQC
Acceptance c r-iterion
Instructions f orQC

N
N
N

N(9)
C(80)
C(SO)

Quality repot tnumber
Description o~ audit results
RecommendE d action on item

N
N
N
N
N ...

83 QUALITY_REPORT
QualRepNo
QRResDescr
QRRecAction

y

N
N

84 QUALITY_REP_ITEM
QualRepNo
QualRepltNo
QCProcCode
QCRepDate
QCResult
QCComment

y
y

N
N
N
N

y

*

N

N(9)

y

*

N
N
N

D
C(S)
C(150)

y
y

*
*

y
y

*
*

y
y

*
*

y
y

*
*

y
y

*
*

85 FAB_INSP_REPORT
QualRepNo
QualRepltNo

y
y

86 FAB_TEST_REPORT
QualRepNo
QualRepltNo

y
y

87 MAT_INSP_REPORT
QualRepNo
QualRepltNo

y
y

88 MAT_TEST_REPORT
QualRepNo
QualRepltNo

y
y

89 FG_AUDIT_REPORT
QualRepNo
QualRepltNo

y
y

Report item n umber
Date of prepa ring report
Result (accep I reject) of the procedure
Comment on he test results
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90 FG_TEST_REPORT
QualRepNo
QualRepltNo

y
y

y
y

*
*

y
N

N
N

D
N(7)

91 SAM_DEPT_SCH
SDProdPeriod
SDProdCap

Schedule preparation period
Production capacity

92 SAM_DEPT_SCH_ITEM
SDProdPeriod
SDSchltNo
SReqNo
SDitStDate
SDitFinDate
SDActFinDate
SDAssgnType

,

'

y
y

N
N
N
N
N

y

*

N
y
N
N
N
N

N(3)

y

*
*

Schedule item number

*
D
D
D
C(8)

Starting date for the item
Projected finish date
Actual finish date
Cutting, sewing, etc.

93 MATERIAL_SOURCE
MatCode
MatVenCode
MatSouPrice
MatSouRat
MatSouLead
MatSoultCode

y
y

y

N
N ·
N
N

N
N
N
N

N(7,2)
C(4)
N(4)
C(8)

Price per unit from this vendor
Quality rating
Lead time
Vendor's code for material

y
N
N
N
N

N
y
y
N
N

C(8)

Employee code

C(30)
C(25)

Employee's name
Employee's designation

y

N
N

N(9)
C(150)

Irregular style number
Irregular style description

y

y

N

y

*
*

94 SAL_EMPLOYEE
SEmpCode
PlantCode
DeptCode
SEmpName
SEmpDesig

*
*

95 IRREG_STYLE

'

IrregStNo
IrregStDescr

N

96 IRREG_FG_CARTON
FGCartonNo
IrregStNo

·•.

i
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97 REG_FG_CARTON

FGCartonNo
PlanSeqNo
PlanCusLotNo
SizeCode

y

N
N
N

y
y
y
y

It

y

It

N

N(9)

*
*
*

98 SPREAD_SECI'ION

ProdOrdNo
SpreadSecNo
ProdFabltNo
SpFabLyrs
SpFabActLyrs
MarkerNo
ScaSecNo

y
y
y

y

Spread section number

*

N
N
N
N

N
N

N(3)
N(3)

y
y

It

y

N

N(9)

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

y

It

N
N
N
N
N
N

D
D
COSO)
C(lO)
C(4)
N(9)

y
y
y
y
y

It

N

C(20)

Physical location of the sub-assembly

y

N

N(9)

Consolidated shipping order. no.

N
N

y

*

N

C(4)

Status of consolidated ship. order

N
N
N
N

D
D
N(7)
C(30)

Packing schedule period
Date of last modification
Packing capacity for the period
Person who made the modification

No. of layers to be spread
Actual spread layers

*

99 CUSTOMER_INQ

CustlnqNo
CustomerCode
CustlnqDate
CustlnqOeser
CustlnqResp
CustlnqType
CustlnqStat
CustlnqRef

Customer inquiry number
Date of inquiry
Description of inquiry
Description of the response
Type of inquiry
Processing status of inquiry
Ref. # for style, plan, etc.

100 GAR_SUBASSEMBLY

ProdOrdNo
GarUnitNo
ProcStatCode
ScaSecNo
ScaGrpNo
GarSubLoc

y
y
y

N
N
N

*
It

*
*

101 CONS_SHIP_ORDER

ConsShOrdNo
ManifestNo
CShOrdStat

102 PACK_SCHEDULE

PkSPeriod
PkSModDate
PkSCapacity
PkSModPer

y

N
N
N

17
103 PACK_SCH_ITEM
PkSPeriod
· ConsShOrdNo
PkSIStDate
PkSIExFnDate
PkSIAcFnDate
PkSIAssgnCap

y
y
N
N
N
N

y
y
N
N
N
N

*
*
D
D
D
N(7)

Starting date for packing
Expected finish date
Actual finish date
Capacity assigned to this item

104 PACK_ASSIGNMENT
PkSPeriod
ConsShOrdNo
OpmCode
WrkstnNo
SEmpCode
PkOprnStTime
PkOpmFnTime
PkOpmStat

y
y
y
N
N
N
N
N

y
y
y
y
y
N
N
N

*
*
*
*
*

N(4)
N(4)
C(4)

Starting time
Finish time
Current status of the assignment

105 PACK_OP_ASSGNMT
OperatorNo
PkOpAssgNo
PkSPeriod
ConsShOrdNo
OpmCode
PkWrkUnits
PkWageEmd

y
y
N
N
N
N
N

y
N
y
y
y
N
N

*

N(9)

Packing operation assignment no. .

*
*
*
N(S)
N(5,2)

Packing work units performed
Wage earned

106 PACK_OPERATION
OpmCode

y

y

y
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
y
N
N
N
N
N

y

y

Packing operation code

107 OPERATION
OpmCode
JobCode
OpmCatg
OprnName
OpmDescr
OpmStdHrs
OpmCost
108 CR_OPERATION
OpmCode

C(S)

Operation ID code

*
C(S)
C(15)
C(150)
N(3)
N(7,2)

Operation category (sew, pack, etc.)
Name of the operation
Description
Standard hours
Operation cost

18
109 STYLE_CONCEPT
CustomerCode
StyConceptNo
StyleNo
StyConFile
StyConStat

N

y

y

N

N
N
N

y

.
.N(9)

N
N

C(80)
C(4)

Design concept number
File containing details of concept
Status of the style concept

110 PAT_GRADE_POINT
GraPointNo
BasPatNo
RunNo
PatParNo
GPLocX
GPLocY

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

..
.
..

.

N
N

N
N

N(4,1)
N(4,1)

y

N

N(3)

ID number of a grade point

N

..

N(9)

Shipping notice sequence number

X coordinate of the point
Y coordinate of the point

111 GRADE_POINT
GraPointNo

112 SIDPPING_NOTICE
ShipNoticeNo
ShipOrdNo
ShipOrdltNo
ShipltQty

y
y

y
y

.

N
N

N

N(6)

Quantity of item shipped

y

N

C(S)

N
N
N
N
N

..

10 code for a source

y

N
N
N
N

C(80)
C(lOO)
N(4)
C(3)

Source's name
Source's location
Lead time required by source
Rating of source for a specific operation

y

N

N(9)

Operation report serial number

y
y

y

.

N

N(9)

113 SOURCE
sOurceCode
OprnCode
SourceName
SourceLoc
SourceLead
SourceRating
114 OP_REPORT
OpRepNo
115 OP_REP_ITEM
OpRepNo
OpRepltNo
OprnCode
OpRepDate
OpRepltComment

N
N
N

..

Operation report item sequence number

y

N
N

D

C(lOO)

Date on which op. item report was created
Comment of person creating report
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PREFACE
The Recruit Induction Center Architecture (RICA) consists of the Function and Information
Models of the uniform distribution process at recruit induction centers (RIC)~ The research
on the development of RICA has been funded by the US Defense Logistics Agency.
RICA has been developed based on visits by the DLA Joint Working Group to the
following RICs:
o
US Coast Guard in Cape May, New Jersey
o
US Army in Ft. Jackson, South Carolina
US Marine Corps in Parris Island, South Carolina
o
US Air Force in San Antonio, Texas
o
o
US Navy in Orlando, Florida.
The personnel at the various RICs deserve sincere thanks and appreciation for their
valuable input during the visits.
Any comments on RICA including suggestions for enhancements are welcome.
Sundaresan Jayaraman
Atlanta, Georgia

Recruit Induction Center Architecture: The Function Model

Operate Uniform Distribution Center (AO)
Descrjption: Prepare recruits and distribute uniforms, accessories and towels to them. Also carry out support activities such as management of inventory and resources.
Yiewoint: Managers responsible for the day-to-day distribution activities.
Purpose: Develop an architecture for the implementation of computer-aided management of the uniform distribution center to facilitate

customer-driven uniform manufacturing.
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lion System

Node:A-0

Issue Material to Recruits (Al)
Prepare the recruits; issue accessory items and towel. Issue work and dress uniforms; if necessary alter uniforms to suit each recruit's
measurements. Place special orders for items not in the typical size range.

Manage Inventory (A2)
Receive, stock and distribute goods. Reorder goods as needed.

Manage Resources (A3)
Manage people, facilities, and funds and initiate request for purchase. Generate reports covering the utilization of the resources.

Solve Problems (A4)
Communicate to DPSC any changes in orders and information about defects in the purchased goods. Resolve these issues in consultation with DPSC.
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1. Coommnication rrom Extermi s~
2. Cmumnicatioo wilh External Sources

Node:AO

ITitle:Ooerate Uniform Distribution Center

INumber:

I

Prepare Recruits (All)
Issue towels and accessory items to recruits and give them hair cuts.

Issue Work Uniform (Al2)
Measure the recruits and issue work uniforms. If necessary, make the required alterations to the uniform; send out request for special
order.

Issue Dress Uniform (Al3)
Issue dress uniform and alter them as appropriate.

Process Special Orders (Al4)
Determine if special orders are needed and place them with DPSC. Track special orders, issue the uniforms and maintain reports about
special orders.

Manage Issue Process (AlS)
Collect information about issues, alterations, special orders and quality problems, and prepare summary reports from them.
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Title:Issue Material to Recruits
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03

Issue Towels (Alll)
Issue towels to recruits.

Issue Accessory Items (All2)
Issue accessory items such as sneakers and shorts to the recruits. .

Give Hair Cut (Al13)
Give hair cuts to recruits.
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Measure Recruits for Work Uniform (A121)
Measure each recruit for different garments, such as trousers and shirts and other items such as shoes. The measurements may be mentioned quantitatively (e.g., sleeve length) or qualitatively (e.g., neck can be described as "sloping long neck," "square medium neck,"
and so on). Certain measurements are required only for special orders and these are entered on 001111.

Give Work Uniform (A122)
Issue work uniforms that are closest to the recruit's measurements.

Fit Work Uniform (A123)
Indicate the alterations that need to be made to the work uniform to fit the recruit. If necessary, exchange the uniform that has been
issued to the recruit with a·different one that fits the recruit better.
-

Alter Work Uniform (A124)
Alter work uniforms as required to correctly fit the recruit This is done very infrequently

Return Work Uniform (Al2S)
Returned altered work uniforms to the recruits.

Collect Measurement & Data Sheets (A126)
Collect data from standard data sheets for work uniforms issue and fitting. In case of any error in the data, return the data sheets to the
recruits and/or personnel responsible for fitting uniforms.
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6. Marked! Tagged Uniform
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8. Work Uniform Size Fonm
9. Work Uoi(orm Size Fonm

Title:Issue Work Unifonn

Number:

Measure Recruits for Dress Uniform (Al31)
Measure each recruit for the dress unifonn. The measurements may be mentioned quantitatively (e.g., sleeve length) or qualitatively
(e.g., neck can be described as "sloping long neck," "Square medium neck", and so on). Certain measurements are required only for
special orders and these are entered on 001111.

Give Dress Uniform (A132)
Issue dress uniforms that are closest to the recruit's measurements.

_Fit Dress Uniform (Al33)
Indicate the alterations that need to be made to the dress uniform to fit the recruit. If necessary, exchange the uniform that has been
issued to the recruit with a different one that fits the recruit better.

Alter Dress Uniform (Al34)
Alter dress uniforms as required to correctly fit the recruit.

Inspect Dress Uniform (A135)
Inspect altered uniforms. If they are ill-fitting, return them to the alteration section.

Collect Measurement & Data Sheets (A136)
Collect data from standard data sheets for dress uniforms issue and fitting. In case of any error in the data, return the data sheets to the
recruits and/or personnel responsible for fitting uniforms.
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6. Dress Uniform Silt Fonm
ScaDd Data SlEets ((r Dress Unifn
Dress Uniform Silt Fonm
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Title:Issue Dress Uniform

Number:

Ol

Determine Need for Special Order (A141)
When a request is made, determine the need for a special order based on measurements, current inventory and budgetary constraints. ·

Place Order with DPSC (Al42)
Place special orders with DPSC based on the requirements.

Review Order Status Periodically (A143)
Follow-up with DPSC to ensure timely delivery of special orders.

Fit and Issue Uniform Items (Al44)
Fit and issue the special order uniforms to the recruits for whom they were ordered.

Prepare Reports (A145)
· Prepare reports about special orders, issue and stock of special order items.
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Executive Summary
The Final Technical Report for the project entitled "Design and Development of a Generic Architecture for
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The apparel industry in the United States has seen some drastic changes in the past
decade and a half. Among the most significant are the massive intlux of imports and the
changes in apparel retailing. The domestic apparel manufacturing industry, which has been
beset with problems of high cost and slow productivity growth, has suffered severely as a
result of these changes.
The United States has gone from being a net exporter of garments in 1972 to a
position in 1987 where imports accounted for more than 50% of the garment sales [Solinger80, AIT88]. From 1984 to 1987, the U.S. apparel manufacturing industry's share of
the domestic market declined from 60% to less than 50% [AIT88]. Employment in this industry has steadily fallen from 980,000 in 1973 to about 650,000 today, mainly because of
the loss of market share [Jayaraman88a]. The domestic apparel production of $39 billion
in 1987

wa~

2% lower than the corresponding tigure for 1984 after adjusting for inflation

[AIT88].
The survival of the apparel manufacturing industry is of strategic importance to
the nation: for the military during times of mobilization and on a broader scale for the nation's economy. The apparel and textile manufacturing sector, with an employment of more
than 2 million, is the largest provider of manufacturing jobs in the country [Solinger80]. To
regain its competitive position, the apparel industry needs to take a serious look at the way
it conducts its business, and be prepared to make the changes that may be needeu.
The apparel market has evolved into a highly fashion-oriented arena. The market
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for apparel products has become more diversified because consumers lead more diversified
and active life-styles, and seek specific products for specific end uses. The retailers have
responded to this by analyzing their markets rigorously and targeting specific consumers
with specific products. Consequently, order sizes are small and retailers are making their
buying decisions as late in the season as possible. The turnover of styles is also much larger
and fashion cycles are accelerating. The key to competing in such an environment is to
achieve freedom from economies of scale and be in a position to manufacture goods in
small batch sizes profitably and at short notice. This is particularly true for the differentiated merchandise end of the market which is dominating the other segments. In the fast
changing market, the domestic manufacturers have an inherent advantage of being geographically close to the market. However, the industry is geared towards mass production
and is unable to use this geographical proximity to the market to its advantage [TAC88].
Tackling the flexibility and response time problem are seen as the prime objectives of the industry's strategy to regain its competitiveness. This is a break from the traditiona) approach of high volume production to achieve lower cost through economies of

'
scale. The objectives of this new strategy can be achieved through
application of tlexible
automation concepts to apparel manufacturing. The term often used in the context of tlexible automation is Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). CIM involves the use of autarnation techniques for the engineering, planning, manufacturing, and business functions
of an organization, and integration of all these functions into a cohesive enterprise system
through a shared information base. Thus, the scope of CIM is not limited to the manufacturing

function~

it encompasses the entire enterprise.

Effective application of CIM concepts to an apparel manufacturing enterprise requires a thorough understanding and analysis of the functions that the enterprise performs
and the information that is shared among these functions [Jayaraman90]. Models provide
the means for understanding the functions of the existing enterprise and for effectively
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communicating the specifications of the proposed enterprise CIM system to those responsible for its design and implementation. A set of models that represents the relevant aspects
of an enterprise's operations is referred to as the architecture ofthe enterprise. A comprehensive architecture of an enterprise may consist of models that capture its function and information structures, and its dynamic behavior.
The models representing the system as it currently exists make up the AS IS architecture whereas the models representing the proposed system constitute the TO BE architecture. Both, the AS IS and the TO BE architectures play important roles in the CIM system development cycle depicted in Figure 1.1. The AS IS architecture provides the means
for analyzing the existing system . The TO BE architecture provides the specifications
based on which the detailed design and implementation of the proposed system can be carried out.

1.2 Research Objectives
The objective of this research is to develop an architecture for an apparel manufacturing enterprise that will serve as a blueprint for applying CIM concepts to the enterprise. Although computer-based tools have been developed and used in the apparel industry
to enhance the productivity of individual functional components of the apparel enterprise,
these efforts have not been part of an overall scheme of integration. As a result , most enterprises operate with incompatible subsystems which cannot share information with each
other. The current work is a maiden attempt at creating a systematic integration architecture
for apparel manufacturing.
The functions and structure of an existing representative apparel enterprise have
been studied and represented using descriptive modeling techniques. The resulting AS IS
model has been analyzed to understand the integration needs of an apparel manufacturing
enterprise. The results of the analysis of the AS IS model have been used to create the TO
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BE architecture for an integrated apparel enterprise.
As part of this endeavor, modeling methodologies used for creating the architecture have been evaluated to determine their suitability for modeling manufacturing enterprises. An integrated framework for enterprise modeling (IFEM) has been proposed to
overcome the shortcomings of the available modeling methodologies.

1.3 Overview
A critical review and evaluation of the available system modeling methodologies
is presented in Chapter ll. Chapter III outlines the procedure adopted to develop the apparel
manufacturing architecture. The AS IS architecture is discussed in Chapter IV. The concepts of the proposed IFEM methodology for modeling manufacturing systems are outlined
in Chapter V. Chapter VI, vn and VIII cover the TO BE information, function and dynamics models respectively along with the syntax of the various IFEM components used to develop these models.

CHAPTER II
SELECTION OF MODELING METHODOLOGY

A suitable modeJing methodology is needed to document the operations of the
existing enterprise in a precise and easily understandable manner and to develop an architecture for the proposed system. A goqd system design cannot be achieved without a sound
modeling methodology. The design and analysis of any existing or proposed manufacturing
system is often limited by the capability of the modeling methodology being utilized
[Macku1ak84]. If the manufacturing system analysis is not communicated to the management and production personnel effectively, it is doubtful that the suggested modifications
or enhancements will be correctly incorporated into the system.
A methodology that has to provide the means for representation and analysis of
manufacturing systems should meet the following criteria [Jayaraman90]:
1. It should be able to depict the operations of an enterprise in a natural and straightforward way.
2. Since the systems in question are vast and complex, the methodology should be
structured and permit a hierarchical structure that Jets models to be constructed and
viewed at the desired level of detail.
3. Should be oriented towards graphical representation.
4. Should have a well-defined syntax for precise and unambiguous representation of
the functions.
5. Should allow a wide range of users to communicate.
6. Should permit easy maintenance of the models.
7. It should be easy to design a software tool for modeling based on the methodology.
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8. If there are multiple models, that complement each other, the methodology should
provide means for maintaining consistency across the models.
In addition to the above mentioned criteria, availability of the methodology in public domain, support of the research community, and the cost and availability of the associated
software tools are factors to be considered in the selection process. These criteria were used
to evaluate the modeling methodologies reviewed in this chapter to ultimately select a suitable one for developing the AS IS and TO BE models.

2.1 Review and Evaluation of System Modeling Methodologies
A comprehensive specification of a modeling methodology has been provided by
the Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing program (I CAM) which was initiated in the
1970s by the US Air Force to improve productivity in the aircraft industry by systematic
application of computer technology to manufacturing [ICAM8la]. ICAM recognized the
development of a system modeling methodology as the first step towards achieving the
project's goals. The ICAM project report notes that to get a comprehensive representation
of the manufacturing enterprise being modeled, the methodology should be capable of producing the following:
1. A structured representation of the functions that the enterprise performs and the interconnections that exist between these functions.
2. A model of the structure of information needed to support these functions.
3. A model of the dynamic behavior of the components of the enterprise.
The models capturing the function structure, information structure and dynamics of a system are, together or individually, referred to as the architecture because they are used to
understand, analyze and communicate how the various constituents of a manufacturing system fit together and interact.
A set of graphics-based methodologies developed by ICAM to model manufac-
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turing systems was called IDEF (for ICAM DEFinitions). ·IDEF consists of three methodologies. Apart from the IDEF suit, there are other methodologies that have been developed
for function, information and dynamics modeling. The IDEF and other available methodologies have been reviewed here to determine their suitability for developing an architecture for an apparel manufacturing enterprise.
2.1.1 Methodologies for Function Modeling
The IDEF methodology for function modeling is called the IDEFO methodology
and is presented in detail in the ICAM Function Modeling Manual [ICAM81 a]. The other
function modeling methodologies reviewed are the process flowcharting technique used by
the European Strategic Planning for Research in Information Technology (ESPRIT) program [Yeoman85] and the data tlow diagramming technique (DFD) [DeMarco78], which
has been used extensively for functional analysis in information systems design.
IDEF0 Function Modeling Methodology: IDEF0 expresses the functions of a
system and their interactions using a graphical language called the cell modeling technique
[ICAM8la]. Each function is represented by a box and the inputs, controls, outputs and

mechanisms associated with the function are drawn as arrows (Figure 2.1 ). The position at
which the arrow enters a box conveys the specific role of the interface. The cell modeling
technique is a hierarchical approach to modeling. An activity box, with its associated arrows, provides a bounded context for the activity that the box represents. The details of this
activity can be represented as a diagram consisting of three to six boxes (each representing
a sub-function of the activity being detailed) and interface arrows showing the interactions
between these boxes. The diagram is restricted to the context provided by its parent box.
Nothing can be added to or removed from this context while detailing an activity.
Such detailing of activities can go on till the desired level of detail is obtained.
The function model consists of this set of inter-related diagrams, the accompanying textual

Controls
(Factors that constrain the function)

Outputs

FUNCTION

(Results of the activity)

OR

Inputs
(Parameters that are
altered by the activity)

ACTIVITY

Mechanisms
(Means used to perform the activity)

Figure 2.1. IDEF0 Function Representation
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description and the glossary of terms. At the top of the model hierarchy, is a diagram consisting of a single box and interface arrows representing the entire scope of the model. This
diagram is called the context diagram. Also associated with a function model is the viewpoint that determines what can be "seen" within the context and from what "slant", and the
purpose that establishes the intent of the model, i.e., the goal of communication it serves.
The diagrams in a model are numbered according to their position in the hierarchy. The
numbers begin with the letter A (for Activity or function) and the context diagram has the
number A-0 (A minus zero). The context diagram is detailed into the AO diagram and the
diagrams representing the details of the boxes in the AO diagram are numbered consecutively beginning with I, i.e., A I, A2, etc. When the A 1 box (function) is detailed, the resulting diagrams are numbered A II, A 12, A 13, and so on. To ensure usefulness and clarity,
the methodology suggests that if a function cannot be subdivided into three lower level
component functions, then the division should not occur. The IDEFO models do not indicate precedence sequences or flows. The arrows do not signify any passage of time.
The methodology also specifies the procedures for collecting information for
modeling and for critiquing the models before they are finalized. The information for modeling is collected by interviewing people closely associated with the activities being modeled. The review of the model is a cyclical process. The model is distributed to a group of
experts in the area and they provide their feedback to the author ofthe model. The feedback
is analyzed and incorporated into the model, which is sent for review again. The cycle is
repeated till the model attains acceptable quality.

Process Flowcharts: The method used by the European Strategic Planning for
Research in Information Technology (ESPRIT) program uses a flowcharting technique for
documenting the functional structure of manufacturing enterprises [Yeomans85]. The
flowcharts consist of a set of nodes connected by arrows depicting the tlow of materials or
information between the nodes (Figure 2.2). The nodes are one of the following type and
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are represented by different symbols:

I. A process (activity) is represented by a rectangle on a flowchart.
2. A diamond symbol is used to show a decision point in the processing flow . The decision point poses a question that can be answered positively or negatively, giving
two alternatives for flow routes.
3. A hexagon symbol is used to represent an initiating process on the flowchart, e.g. a
manual start-up.
4. A connecting node, represented by a small circle, shows the flow from a node on
one flowchart to a node on another.
5. A cylinder symbol is used to identify information that is used by, or created by a

process node.
6. Large circles represent a parallel flow of information in another flowchart. The
name of the parallel activity is mentioned in the circle.
All the nodes in a flowchart are numbered using a letter specifying the area to which that
activity belongs, and a sequence number. The major shortcoming of the flowchart technique is that it is not hierarchical, and does not allow perusal of the model at the desired
level of detail (or abstraction). Also, the parallel tlows are difficult to follow and the flowchart does not explicitly show what type of materials or information is flowing between the
nodes.
Data Flow Diagramming: Another popular function modeling methodology that
has been used in system modeling and analysis is the Data Flow Diagramming (DFD) technique [DeMarco78, DeMarco79, Gaylord87, STRADIS88, Perkinson84] . DFD methodology has been used extensively in large information system design projects to carry out functional analysis that precedes data analysis and modeling. DFD graphically describes the
functional structure of the system as a network of activity nodes and data tlow vectors (Figure 2.3). Additional objects like information sources and sinks, files and documents are also

CONTROL DATA
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Figure 2.3. The Data Aow Diagramming (DFD) Technique
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used as termination points for the data flows. There is a different symbol associated with
each object, and the objects are labeled with unique names. The model constructed using
DFD is hierarchical in nature because each activity node can be expanded into a network
providing details of that activity. DFDs are supported by "mini specs" and data dictionaries.
Minispecs provide a complete but concise description of each activity in a page or less
[Piltzecker85]. Various formats, including structured English, truth tables, fault trees, or
ladder diagrams are acceptable for writing minispecs. Data dictionaries provide precise
qualitative and quantitative definition of each data label used in the DFDs. Data dictionaries
enforce universal definitions of data for system-wide use. Unlike IDEF0 , DFD does not explicitly distinguish between inputs and controls.

2.1.2 Information Modeling Methodologies
The information model defines the structure of the data that is maintained by the
enterprise being modeled to support its functions. Information is data to which meaningful
structure has been imparted. The information maintained by the enterprise is an abstract
representation of the real-world entities that the enterprise deals with, e.g., purchase orders,
designs, schedules, etc. An effective methodology for information modeling must provide
the means for capturing the real-world semantics precisely in a form that is easy to understand. The methodology should also permit creation of a single integrated definition of the
data, within the enterprise being modeled, which is unbiased toward any single application
of data and is independent of how the data is physically stored or accessed. This view of
the data, called the "conceptual schema", helps maintain the consistency of data across the
applications.
The conceptual schema extends the two-schema approach that has traditionally
b,een used for data modeling for DBMS applications. In the two-schema approach the data
is defined from two distinct views, the user view and the computer view. The user view,
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referred to as the "external schema", defines the data as seen by an individual application
that uses the data. Since the same data objects may be used differently by different applications, the user view of the data is often inconsistent across the enterprise. The computer
view of the data, or the "internal schema", detines the data structures for storage and retrieval of the data. The internal schema is hardware dependent. The conceptual schema approach is required when the data is defined for the whole enterprise, and not for specific
applications inside it.
On the other hand, the information model must also conform to the database model used to implement the information system which maintains the enterprise data. In fact,
the available information methodologies have been developed for a particular database implementation paradigm. The relational model of data attributed to Codd [Codd70] is the basis of many available information modeling methodologies, including the IDEF information methodology, IDEF 1x. DBMSs based on the relational model are widely used in commercial applications. A recent development in database technology is the advent of
semantic or object-oriented DBMSs that abstract the real-world entities as data the way humans do. Information modeling methodologies based on both, the relational and object-oriented paradigm are reviewed.
IDEF1x Information Modeling Methodology: IDEF 1x [ITSS85] is a methodology for representing the structure of the data needed to support the functions of the manufacturing enterprise. The methodology is based on the relational paradigm and is derived
from the Entity-Relationship Approach developed by Chen [Chen76]. In an IDEF 1x model.
the entities about which data is maintained are defined in terms of their characteristics. The
characteristics are represented as anributes in the model, and entities as aggregates of attributes. For each entity, the set of attributes that uniquely identify an instance of that entity
are represented as the primary key of the entity. The relationships between entities are expressed by migrating the primary key attributes of one entity to another. The attributes in-
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herited by an entity from a related entity make up the foreign key of the entity. In the model,
the entities are graphically represented as boxes and relationships as directed lines joining
the boxes. The attributes of an entity are listed in the box representing the entity. The model
is normalized to the third normal relational form [Codd70].
The limitations of the relational model in capturing the semantics of the realworld entities have been discussed by Bowers [Bowers89]. Because of the limitations of
the underlying relational model, the IDEF 1x methodology suffers from a few major shortcomings. Firstly, the rules of normalization do not permit the attributes to have multiple
values which is often the case in real-world entities. For example, one of the attributes of a
.I

purchase order is the list of items ordered. Since multi-valued attributes are not permitted,
a purchase order has to be modeled by creating a relationship entity purchase order item
each instance of which represents a purchased item. This results in fragmentation of a realworld entity into multiple IDEF 1x entities. The clarity of the model is reduced when real
world-entities have to be expressed using complex joins of IDEFlx entities using some
form of predicate calculus. Secondly, the methodology does not provide any means of expressing the constraints that reflect the semantics of situation being modeled. For example,
a constraint such as the salary of an employee cannot exceed that of his supervisor cannot
be modeled using IDEF 1x.
Another major weakness of the model is the use of foreign keys to express relationships. In the IDEF 1x models, the primary key for each entity has to be identified so that
relationship of the entity with other entities may be expressed by migrating the primary key
to the related entities. Using primary key values to identify an instance of an entity implies
that an entity instance exists only if the primary key attribute values for it are known. This
implication may run contrary to the semantics of the situation being modeled. For example,
a purchase order may come into existence and be fully prepared before a PO number, its
primary key attribute, is assigned to it. This situation cannot be modeled using IDEF 1x
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since the primary key concept implies that a purchase order can exist only if a PO number
for it exists.

Information Models Based on Extended Relational Models: Extensions have
been proposed to the original relational model to overcome some of its shortcomings. Most
of these extensions remove the restriction imposed by the first normal form [Codd70] that
attributes be single valued. These models are referred to as the NF2 data models since they
drop the first normal form restriction [Dadam89]. One such model is the extended relational
model RMff proposed by Codd [Codd79]. In this model, an entity is represented as an entity relation (E-relation) which contains a single column surrogate value that identifies an
instance of the entity uniquely. Attributes are represented by a property relation (P-relation), which associates surrogate values with property values. A P-relation can be assigned
a set of surrogates, thus permitting an attribute to have a set of instances of another entity
as its value. In the purchase order example, the item attribute of the entity purchase order
can have a set of instances of entity purchase order item as its value.
By permitting attributes to have relations (tables) as values, the RM!f model permits hierarchical structures, in which entities can be defined as aggregates of other entities.
While most of the shortcomings of the relational model are overcome, the constraints on
the attribute values still cannot be expressed using the extended relational models.

Object-Oriented Information Models: Object-Oriented models of data aim at
producing a user-understandable definition of data and capture a substantial part of thesemantics of the real-world situation being modeled [Garvey89]. In object-oriented models,
data is structured into object classes that conform to the real-world entities being modeled.
The attributes of the object classes are viewed as functions, instead of just data items, thus
allowing constraints to be captured in the definition of the attributes. Structured data models can be created by defining classes as aggregates of other classes. Creation of an aggregation hierarchy is made possible by permitting attributes to have sets of other objects as
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their values, as in the extended relational models. A distinguishing feature of the objectoriented data models is inheritance, whereby classes can be specialized into sub-classes that
inherit the attributes of the super-class from which they are specialized. For example employees can be specialized into managers, supervisors and workers. The attributes common
to all employees are contained in the employee class and inherited by its specialization
classes manager, supervisor and worker. These three classes only contain attributes that are
unique to them.
The semantic data model (SDM) of Hammer and McLeod [Hammer81] is an example of an object-oriented information model and is implemented by many recently introduced or still experimental object-oriented DBMSs (OODBMS), such as the InfoExec system from Unisys [Balfour90]. Other object-oriented data models available are conceptually
similar to SDM. Among these are the IRIS model [Lyngbaek86] which has been implemented in the IRIS OODBMS [Wilkinson90], the DAPLEX model [Shipman81] and the
POSTGRES model [Rowe87, Stonebraker87]. A graphical modeling technique for creating
object-oriented data models is illustrated by Schretl [Schret189]. Although the object-oriented models capture the semantics of the modeled domain very well, the DBMSs implementing this paradigm are still in the experimental stage. It is not clear whether information
models created using the object-oriented paradigm can be implemented effectively.
2.1.3 Dynamics Modeling Methodologies
The dynamics modeling methodology developed for the ICAM project is known
as IDEF2 and is discussed in detail in the ICAM Dynamics Modeling Manual [ICAM8lb].
The other choices in dynamics modeling methodologies come from the field of discreteevent simulation. A variety of commercial simulation software is available and each package provides a methodology of some sort for modeling the system whose behavior is to be
analyzed through simulation.
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IDEF2 Dynamics Modeling Methodology: IDEF2 [ICAM8lb] provides a vehicle for describing the elements of manufacturing system whose behavior varies over time.
The fundamentals of IDEF2 are based on computer simulation modeling techniques. To describe a system in IDEF2 , the system is modeled as four submodels:
1. The facility submodel describes the resources which are used by the system to produce its outputs. These resources are classified as physical, logical and cognitive.
Materials, people and machines are the physical resources, whereas the procedures
and software that guide them are the logical resources. Cognitive resources are
those resources which are required for thought processes such as experience and
creativity.
2. The entity flow submodel graphically describes the flow of products and information through the facilities described by the facility submodel. This submodel describes the activities performed to obtain the tlow and the decisions regarding alternate tlow of entities.
3. The resource disposition submodel is used to describe the disposition of resources
when they become available. A resource in IDEF2 is any part of the system which
must be present to perform an activity. The model associates different actions to the
different dispositions of the resources.
4. The system control submodel describes the occurrences of activities which control
but do not prescribe the tlow of entities. Situations handled by this submodel include the breakdown and repair of resources, the arrival of entities, the alteration of
resource capacities, the initiation and termination of shifts and the alteration of job
priorities.
The heart of the IDEF2 model is the entity tlow sub-model that represents the dynamic actions that produce the flow of an entity through the system being modeled. Although the methodology provides a thoroughly detailed description for simulation, the
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model generated is very large in size even for a small system because of lack of facilities
for abstraction and parameterization [Godwin89]. This is analogous to having a programming language without subroutines and parameters. With the lack of parameterization and
abstraction, the process sequences have to be explicitly built into the entity flow networks.
As a result, complex entity flow routes in which many alternative paths exist at each node
are difficult to model. Also, it is virtually impossible to model flexible manufacturing systems in which a variety of entities, each with a different process sequence, is concurrently
processed by the system. Thus, the IDEf2 methodology does not meet the requirements for
modeling the dynamics of CIM systems.

Dynamics Modeling Alternatives: Since dynamic models provide the system
description for computer simulation, dynamic modeling methodologies are closely associated with the computer languages and tools available for system simulation. A dynamics
model of the system has to be built before it can be simulated on the computer. GPSS [Gordon78, Schriber88] is the oldest general purpose simulation language around. In GPSS and
its various implementations, the system is modeled as a waiting line with servers. A block
diagram is used to represent the system as a model. For simulation, the information on the
block diagram needs to be manually converted into GPSS code.
The other popular general purpose simulation languages are SIMSCRIPT [Russell88], SLAM [O'Reilly88] and SIMAN [Pegden82, Suri88]. Each language has its own
methodology for modeling the system to be simulated. Among these languages, SIMAN is
claimed to be designed specifically for simulating manufacturing systems [Davis88]. It
provides features that facilitate the modeling of typical manufacturing sub-systems, such as
material handling equipment. SIMAN uses a graphical representation for the system model.
Another distinguishing feature of SIMAN is its separation of the system model from the
data required to run a particular simulation experiment [Banks88]. This feature helps prevent accidental changes to the model when changes are made to the simulation conditions
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for different simulation experiments. An accompanying package called CINEMA
[Miles88] provides animation capabilities for SIMAN.
Some of the limitations of general purpose simulation languages in modeling
manufacturing systems are discussed in the literature. Young et al. observe that the available general purpose simulation languages are designed to support only the modeling and
analysis of process and material handling flow, and do not cater to all the requirements of
CIM system modeling [Young88]. Adiga and Glassey point out the limitations of such languages in modeling complicated decision-making algorithms and logic related to selection
of entities from queues [Adiga88]. Another limitation of these languages is the lack of facilities for integration into a database environment [Pruett90]. Consequently, the dynamics
models created using general purpose simulation languages cannot use the entity structure
definitions contained in the associated information model.

2.2 Selection of Modeling Methodology
The selection criteria discussed earlier in this chapter were used to evaluate and
select suitable methodologies for developing the AS IS and TO BE architectures. The selection of the methodologies for the AS IS and TO BE architectures is discussed separately
as the factors influencing the selection in the two cases were different.
2.2.1 Methodology for AS IS Architecture
IDEFo function modeling methodology was selected for modeling an existing apparel enterprise to gain an understanding of the apparel manufacturing domain. The IDEF0
methodology was selected over the flowchart1ng technique of ESPRIT because of its hierarchical structure that permits top down model development and a gradual exposition of the
details of the model. IDEF0 also has some advantages over DFD, which was the other hierarchical modeling technique considered. IDEF0 has a recommended set of methods for
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data gathering, modeling, model review and maintenance which DFD lacks. IDEFo also
provides explicit means of expressing the mechanisms for carrying out the activities.
Therefore, IDEFO was preferred to DFD as the methodology for function modeling.
The AS IS architecture consists only of the IDEF0 function model as this model
contains sufficient information to understand how an existing apparel enterprise functions.
The model provides a detailed breakdown of the functions of apparel manufacturing. It also
depicts the interconnections that exist between these functions. The model glossary provides the meaning of the information that is shared between the functions through the modeled interconnections.

2.2.2 Methodology for TO BE Architecture
The TO BE function, information and dynamics models make up the architecture
of a CIM system for an apparel enterprise. Since the architecture consists of multiple models that complement each other, the selection of modeling methodologies was strongly influenced by the model integration criterion.
IDEF0 was selected for the TO BE function model for reasons discussed in the
previous section. In addition, IDEF0 was also found suitable to serve as the foundation for
a framework into which the three models could be integrated. Model integration could be
facilitated by using the IDEF0 function model as a context for the dynamics model and correlating the entities defined in the information model with the arrows that represent interfaces between the IDEF0 functions.
Since, the information model serves as a conceptual design for a database system,
the methodologies for information modeling are closely related to the database model in
which the system is implemented. Whereas the methodologies based on the object-oriented
paradigm provide models that are closer abstractions of the real-world than models based
on the relational paradigm, the object-oriented database technology is still in an ex peri men-
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tal stage. On the other hand, the relational database technology is mature and well-established, albeit lacking means to capture the rules that constrain the data. Therefore, the
choice for an information methodology was not very clear-cut. IDEF 1x, methodology,
which is based on the relational model, was selected for information modeling since the
IDEF 1x models can be used readily to define the relational database schema for a CIM system. The IDEFI x model was extended to integrate the information model with the function
model. These extensions form a part of the integrated framework for enterprise modeling
(IFEM) that has been developed as part of this research and used for the TO BE architecture. IFEM is discussed in detail in Chapter V.
In the TO BE architecture, the dynamics model provides the means for analyzing the dynamic behavior of the integrated apparel manufacturing system whose static design is represented by the TO BE function and information models. The IDEF2 and other
simulation methodologies reviewed in this chapter were found unsuitable for developing
the TO BE dynamics model for various reasons. First, the models produced by these methodologies are stand-alone models that duplicate the contents of the function and information model. As a result, it is not possible

t~

integrate these models with the function and

information models. Also, these methodologies were designed to model the tlow of a particular entity through the system. Hence, these methodologies cannot be easily used to develop generic dynamics models of the enterprise, that are independent of the tlow of a
particular entity through the enterprise. For developing the TO BE dynamics model, the
IDEF0 function modeling methodology has been extended to represent the dynamic behavior of the functional components of the enterprise. These extensions form part of the proposed IFEM methodology discussed in Chapter V.
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CHAPTERlll
RESEARCH PROCEDURE
The development of the architecture for CIM system for apparel manufacturing
was carried out in three phases. In the first phase, the scope of the architecture was defined.
The AS IS model of an existing enterprise within the defined scope was developed next. In
the third phase, the AS IS model was used as the basis for developing the TO BE architecture which represents a completely integrated apparel enterprise.

3.1 Scope of the Model
The scope of the architecture is stated in terms of the objectives of the modeling
activity (purpose), the boundaries of the domain under consideration (context) and the perspective from which the domain is seen for modeling purposes (viewpoint). The scope
needs to be stated clearly to avoid cluttering the model with superfluous information that
obscures its relevant contents. General information about the apparel manufacturing domain was gathered through literature, plant visits and interviews with people involved in
apparel manufacturing. Based on the gathered information and the research objectives, the
scope of the architecture was defined.
3.1.1 Purpose
The purpose of the architecture of an apparel manufacturing enterprise is to provide an understanding of the range of activities involved in the day-to-day operations of an
enterprise and serve as a blueprint for implementing CIM in the enterprise. The AS IS model serves as the means for understanding how an existing enterprise functions whereas the
TO BE models make up the architecture of the proposed CIM system for apparel manufac.
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turing.
3.1.2 Context
A primary consideration in the development of the architecture is that the architecture be representative of the general operational characteristics of the apparel industry.
For this purpose, the approach adopted for AS IS modeling was to thoroughly study and
model one representative enterprise, have the model reviewed by a broad cross-section of
the industry and retine it for correctness and completeness. Trouser manufacturing was
chosen as the initial target domain because trouser manufacturing represents generic apparel manufacturing domain well and real-world data for this domain was made accessible by
an industry partner. The TO BE architecture extends the AS IS model to cover generic apparel manufacturing. Activities ranging from marketing and product development to finished goods distribution are included in the context.
3.1.3 Viewpoint
Based on a preliminary analysis of the apparel industry, the activities performed
by an apparel manufacturing enterprise were divided into three main categories:
I. Strategic decision-making related to the long-term strategy of the enterprise. This

function is performed by corporate management. Investment and expansion decisions are examples of long-term decision-making.
2. Tactical decision-making related to the day-to-day workings of the enterprise.
These decisions are made by the middle level management (e.g., departmental and
plant managers). Examples of these decisions are production planning. inventory
management, manufacturing, quality control, etc.
3. The third category of activities is the operational level activities whereby the tactical decisions are implemented. For example, the activities involved in assembling
a garment fall into this category.
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The model takes the viewpoint of the middle level managers responsible for day-to-day decisions in the enterprise. Strategic decision-making activities were excluded from the model since the outcome of these decisions are policies that usually do not change on a day-today basis. Thus the viewpoint of the model was restricted to tactical decision-making and
operational functions of the enterprise.

3.2 AS IS Model Development
For developing the AS IS model, this research depended heavily on interaction
with the apparel industry to obtain the modeling data from real-world apparel enterprises.
Oxford Slacks of Monroe, Georgia, a member of the Apparel Manufacturing Technology
Center (AMTC) Steering Committee, served as the primary source of data for the model.
Other apparel industry sources participated and assisted in the model review process.

3.2.1 Information Gathering
The information for building the AS IS function model was gathered through regular meetings with the managers of the different departments at Oxford Slacks. Beginning
with the overall view of the organization, the departments associated with the various functions of the enterprise were covered. Typically, at each meeting with the department manager, the activities performed by the departme~t and the inter-department interaction associated with these activities were discussed. A part of the interview sessions were devoted
to recording managers' comments on current practices and suggestions for improvements.
The paperwork involved in the inter-departmental interactions was also gathered and studied to understand the information flow associated with each activity. After the interview
session, a written summary of the gathered information was submitted to the manager for
review. The manager's comments and correction were incorporated into the written summary.
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3.2.2 Model Development and Review
Concurrently, the development of the AS IS function model was carried out. A
glossary of data objects, represented by the interface arrows on the IDEFO diagrams, was
also developed to support the model. The completed AS IS model and its glossary were presented to Oxford Slacks for review and based on their comments, the model was refined.
The model was also distributed to other industry members for review. The purpose of the
external review was to ensure the completeness of the model and correctness and applicability of the terminology used in the model glossary .

3.2.3 Software Tools for Modeling
The AS IS function model was developed using the IDEFine-0 modeling software from Wizdom Systems Inc. [Wizdom88] IDEFine-0 provides tools for drafting
IDEFO node diagrams and checking their syntax . The glossary of the model was developed
and maintained separately using a word processor since the glossary building tools of IDEFine were found to be inadequate.

3.3 TO BE Architecture Development
The TO BE architecture of the apparel enterprise was developed through analysis
and refinement of the AS IS architecture. It consists of function, information and dynamics
models of an apparel manufacturing enterprise, which were integrated into a single framework to serve as a comprehensive architecture for a CIM system for apparel manufacturing.

3.3.1 Information Model Development
The TO BE information model was developed to serve as the database schema for
the apparel CIM system. The model provides a coherent definition of the data maintained
by the enterprise, based on the semantics of this data. The information model. developed
using the IDEF 1x methodology, consists of a set of entity-relationship diagrams and a glos-
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sary. Entities about which data is maintained, their attributes and the relationships between
these entities were identified from the glossary of the AS IS architecture and represented
graphically on the diagrams. Definitions of the entities and their attributes were documented in the glossary.
The TO BE information model was developed using the IDEFine-1 software from
Wizdom Systems Inc. [Wizdom88]. The glossary was developed using a word processor.
Since IDEFine-1 did not provide any means for checking the integrity, a software utility for
this purpose was developed. This utility was also enhanced to translate the model into data
definitions for an SQL relational database such as ORACLE [Oracle88].
3.3.2 Function Model Development
The TO BE function model was developed to provide the functional structure for
a CIM system for apparel manufacturing. The model represents the functions of an apparel
manufacturing enterprise as distributed components of a CIM system. The data interfaces
between the functions were modeled using the data detinition from the TO BE information
model.
The base TO BE function model was developed using the IDEFO methodology.
Extensions to the IDEF methodology, developed as part of the IFEM methodology, were
used to integrate the TO BE function model with the information model. The model was
developed using the AIO modeling software from Knowledge Based Systems, Inc.
[KBSI89]
3.3.3 Dynamics Model Development
The TO BE dynamics model was developed to represent the dynamic behavior of
the functions modeled in the TO BE function model. The model was bui It on the foundation
provided by the function and the information models using the proposed IFEM methodology. In the TO BE dynamics model, the conditions that activate each function and the dy-
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namic interactions between the inputs, controls, outputs and mechanisms of the functions
were modeled.
The AS IS and TO BE architectures and the specific details of methodologies used
to develop these architectures are discussed in the following chapters. Although the three
component models of the TO BE architecture were developed in the order in which they
are presented, they were refined through numerous iterations.
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CHAPTER IV
AS IS FUNCTION MODEL
The first step in developing an architecture for implementing CIM in an apparel
enterprise is to gain a thorough understanding of the apparel manufacturing domain
through a model of the functional structure of an existing apparel manufacturing enterprise.
The functional structure of an existing apparel enterprise is captured in the AS IS function
model discussed in this chapter. The glossary accompanying the model provides the description of the information processed by the enterprise functions.

4.1 An Overview of Apparel Manufacturing
Apparel manufacturing enterprises differ in size and complexity from smaiJ contract sewing shops to large corporations with their own design studios and product lines.
There is a trend in the industry towards retailers' private brands for which the manufacturers act as suppliers. The enterprise modeled here carries out activities ranging from design
to distribution of garments according to customers' specifications. At the top level, the
functions of such an enterprise may be classified as foiJows:
I. Marketing, Product Development and Sales
2. Planning and Preparation for Production
3. Manufacturing
4. Customer Service
5. Distribution
6. Engineering and Quality Control Services
The marketing, product development and sales functions cover all the activities
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performed before production orders are finalized. The enterprise works with the customer
to develop garment styles according to customer's specifications. The sales people negotiate the contract with the customer for orders on garments that have been developed. This
contract provides general terms of agreement between the enterprise and the customer and
does not contain all the details such as color/size distribution of garments.
The central coordination point for all the activities after a sales contract has been
signed, is the customer service function. It interacts with the customer on a regular basis
and issues the production orders to the enterprise for meeting the customer's order requirements and schedule. It is the responsibility of customer service to ensure that the distribution system has the appropriate tinished goods to ship to the customer when the customer
sends the shipping orders.
The manufacturing function services the distribution function by supplying the
finished goods. The production planning and preparation function, in turn, services the
manufacturing function by scheduling production and making raw materials available. The

engineering and quality control services functions are auxiliary functions providing services to other functions. The enterprise, as a whole, can be viewed as a provider of goods and
services to its customers. The customers include chain stores, outlet retailers and mail order
houses.
An important characteristic of a majority of the apparel manufacturing enterprises
is that they do not produce to meet projected sales. All the production is for confirmed sales
orders and the AS IS model reflects this characteristic. The enterprise should be prepared
to produce goods at very short notice if it has to produce to firm orders. The customers desire the flexibility of making their buying decisions as late as possible. Even when sales
contracts have been signed for the whole season, the enterprise does not know the specifics
such as size and color distribution well into the season. The raw material (fabric. trim and
accessories) suppliers play a critical role in the enterprise's ability to manufacture goods at
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short notice.
The operations of a typical apparel enterprise are spread over a vast geographical
area. The styling studios and marketing operations are located close to fashion centers, such
as New York City, Dallas and Los Angeles. Manufacturing facilities are generally located
in areas where inexpensive labor is available. Product development, pattern and marker
making, and cutting are carried out in centralized locations which support numerous sewing
and finishing plants, some of which are located overseas. Distribution of finished goods is
carried out from a central location.

4.2 IDEFO Diagramming Conventions
The AS IS model of a representative apparel manufacturing enterprise. as it appears within the context and viewpoint defined in chapter lll, has been developed using the
IDEFO function modeling methodology. The model consists of a set of indexed diagrams
and an accompanying glossary of terms. The diagrams model the enterprise in terms of the
functions that the enterprise performs and their inter-connections. Functions are represented as boxes on the diagrams and described by short verb phrases. Each diagram contains
trom 3 to 6 boxes thus maintaining clarity and readability. All the interfaces to a function
are represented by labeled arrows which connect to the rectangular function boxes from all
four sides (Figure 2.1 ). The arrows from the left (inputs) represent inputs to a function and
the arrows coming out from the right (outputs) represent the outputs that the function produces by transforming its inputs. The entities that constraint or control this transformation
of inputs to outputs are represented as arrows coming in from the top (colltrols). The arrows
coming in from the bottom (mechanisms) represent the mechanisms, i.e., the means used to
perform the function. The interface arrows are also referred to as the ICOMs and are described in detail in the ICOM glossary. Outputs from one function can be inputs or controls
for other functions. Arrows inter-connecting function boxes represent interfaces between
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functions.
Where more detail on a particular function, represented as a box on a diagram, is
desired, that box is decomposed on another diagram to depict its sub-functions, interfaces
and inter-connections again as boxes and arrows. Thus the diagrams are tied in a hierarchy
in which the higher level diagrams contain more abstract functions and the lower level ones
go into greater details of each activity. Each diagram is bound by the context of its parent
function box, i.e., all the arrows on the parent box connect to the arrows in the corresponding child diagram. The model hierarchy converges to a diagram at the top called the model
context diagram which contains a single box and its interfaces. The interfaces represented
in this diagram serve as the context for the whole model.
A node numbering scheme is used to number the diagrams and boxes. The context
diagram is numbered A-0 (A minus zero) and is decomposed into the AO diagram, which
is the top level diagram depicting the major functions of the enterprise. Within a diagram,
the boxes are numbered starting with number I. The node number of a diagram is derived
by appending the number of the box that the diagram details to the node number of the diagram in which this box belongs. For example, the diagram detailing box number 2 on diagram A32 is numbered A322. The partial node tree diagram of the AS IS function model
shown in Figure 4.1 illustrates the node numbering scheme.

4.3 The AS IS Function Model
The AS IS model of the apparel enterprise consists of IDEFO diagrams and a glossary [Malhotra90]. The A-0 diagram in Figure 4.2 shows the entire scope of the model, i.e. ,

Operate an Apparel Manufacturing Enterprise. It establishes the boundaries (context, in
IDEF terminology) of the model and forms the basis for further decomposition efforts. It
also states the viewpoint from which the enterprise is viewed for modeling and the purpose
that the model is intended to serve.

Figure 4.1. A Part of the AS IS Function Model as a Node Tree Diagram
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The inputs to the enterprise are denoted by the arrows to the left of the box. The
enterprise receives inquiries from the customer on new products, designs and styles, and it
in turn responds to the requests (hence the double-headed arrow with the dots). It receives
sales contracts and shipping orders from the customer while materials (e.g., fabric and trim)
are received from suppliers (materials may be returned if they do not meet quality standards). The operation of the enterprise is constrained or governed by market trends, industry standards and practices and the requirements of the customer. The resources or
mechanisms responsible for the operation are humans and machines. The tunnels "()"
around the mechanism arrow imply that the detai Is of the mechanism are not important at
the next lower level. The outputs from the enterprise are sales presentations, samples and
shipment of tinished goods to the customer, and communications with suppliers regarding
materials.
4.3.1 The AO Diagram
The decomposition of the A-0 diagram is shown in Figure 4.3 . The AO diagram
clearly identifies the six major functions performed in the day-to-day operations of the enterprise. Since it provides a complete description of the model (including the interactions
between the various functions), the AO diagram is commonly referred to as the top level
diagram. All the inputs, outputs, constraints and mechanisms on the A-0 diagram connect
to their corresponding boundary arrows on the AO diagram .
The tirst function (the tirst box) is to develop the garment for manufacturing and
it is based on customer needs and market trends. There is a great deal of interaction between
the enterprise and the customer during the course of product development and thi s is denoted by the double-headed (feedback) arrow. Materials are procured trom suppliers to produce samples. The other results (outputs) of this activity are garment designs and sales
presentations to customers.
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Once the customer places an order, the next function is to plan and prepare for
manufacture and this is represented by the second box in the AO diagram. This activity can
be performed only if sales contracts have been finalized and the availability of materials
ensured. It is constrained by the customer's delivery reqpirements. The outputs of this activity include the cutting schedule for the orders, communications with vendors regarding
materials, and markers and materials from warehouse.
The third box represents the manufacturing function which encompasses cutting,
sewing, finishing and garment inspection. It requires markers, materials, and warehouse
tickets and cartons as inputs and is constrained by the cutting schedule and the size/color
distribution . The main output of this activity is the manufactured garment.
Providing service to the customer is the other major function performed in an apparel enterprise and this is represented by the fourth box in the AO diagram. It is responsible
for interacting with the customer on various matters related to an order: confirmation, tracking, resolution of problems (delivery, quality, etc.). Since it interacts closely with the customer, it is responsible for issuing the tina) order to cut which serves as the input to the Plan

and Prepare for Manufacture function. It also issues the shipping instructions for the finished goods. Another major function performed in an apparel enterprise is the distribution
of the finished goods and this is represented by the fifth box in the AO diagram. This function is constrained by the shipping instructions issued by the Provide Customer Service
function.
Information about the various functions is vital for the efficient operation of the
enterprise. Consequently, every function generates information on its performance (e.g.,
production data, quality problems) as one of its outputs. This information is monitored and
utilized for setting standards and providing data for the operation of the enterprise. This
function is represented by the sixth box in the AO diagram. It is constrained by industry
standards and practices in wages, engineering and quality.
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The mechanisms have been shown only at the lowest level in the function hierarchy where they are relevant. Figure 4.4 through Figure 4.9 show the six functions on the
AO diagram in greater detail.

4.3.2 Zooming-in on the Manufacture Garment Function
The AO diagram provides only a bird's-eye view of the major functions. Each of
the functions in the AO diagram has been hierarchically decomposed to expose greater details about that function.To illustrate this hierarchical modeling process, the decomposition
of the Manufacture Garment function present on the AO diagram is discussed. Figure 4.1
shows the part of the model described as a node tree diagram.
Figure 4.6 shows the decomposition of the Manufacture Gamzem function into
the five functions that are carried out for manufacturing the garment. This is known as the
A3 diagram since it corresponds to the third box in the AO diagram. The top right- hand
comer in the diagram provides the context and the level in the hierarchy. The inputs, constraints, mechanism and outputs in this diagram are inherited from the AO diagram. Thus,
the Manufacture Gamzent function in the AO diagram can be thought of as the parent for
the various functions in the A3 diagram. Note that the mechanism, QC personnel. is shown
in the Perform Quality Audit function (the tifth box) since it (the function) has not been decomposed further.
Moving one level down in the hierarchy, the Cut Fabric function in the A3 diagram has been expanded into the component functions (or children) as shown in Figure
4.1 0. This is known as the A32 diagram since it corresponds to the second box in the A3
diagram. The input II (Marker & Materials from Warehouse) in the A3 diagram has been
broken down into Fabric, Marker, Trim and Accessories in the A32 diagram thus providing
more information on the process. Also, the outputs Cutting Report and Complete Cut Pack-

age in the A32 diagram correspond to the outputs of the Cut Fabric function in the A3 di-
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agram. The same is true of the constraints C I and C2.
Figure 4.11 shows the expansion of the Produce Cut Bundles function into its
component functions. This is known as the A322 diagram since it corresponds to the second
box in the A32 diagram. Likewise, the further expansion of the Spread Fabric function is
shown in Figure 4.12 and this is the A3221 diagram. Finally, the expansion of the Stop &

Remove Defects function is shown in the A32212 diagram in Figure 4.13. This diagram
clearly shows the various functions performed in removing defects in the fabric during the
spreading operation. Thus, the modeling process involves hierarchically breaking down the
higher level functions into lower and lower levels until the desired degree of detail has been
achieved.
Similar decompositions of all the major functions have been carried out to the desired degree of detail resulting in the AS IS function architecture for the apparel manufacturing enterprise. The model presented here incorporates numerous revisions and
refinements that resulted from the iterative review process. Terminology that was specific
to the enterprise that served as the source for model data, has been generalized. The initial
version of the model also revealed many obviously redundant functions in the representative enterprise. Such redundancies have also been eliminated from the model as part of the
review and refinement process. A more thorough analysis of the model has been left to the
TO BE architecture development stage.
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CHAPI'ERV
IFEM: AN INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK FOR ENTERPRISE MODELING
When an architecture for a large and complex system, such as an apparel enterprise is developed, the modeling task is facilitated if the architecture is resolved into multiple models each one of which focuses on one particular aspect of the system. However,
since the resulting models represent different but complementary views of the same system,
it is important to ensure that the models represent exactly the same domain and are consistent with each other. As the size and the complexity of the models increase, it becomes exceedingly difticult to ensure consistency without well-detined methods. The IDEF and other modeling methodologies reviewed in Chapter ll do not provide any in-built means for
maintaining consistency between models, but leave this task to the modeler. Therefore, as
part of this research, a modeling framework which extends the IDEF methodology to address the consistency issue, was developed. The proposed integrated framework for enterprise modeling (IFEM) also overcomes the shortcomings of the IDEF2 dynamics modeling
methodology discussed in Chapter ll. The TO BE architecture of the apparel manufacturing
enterprise was developed using IFEM.

5.1 IFEM Concepts
The key idea underlying IFEM is to maintain consistency between the function,
information and dynamics models of an enterprise by defining the modeling elements common to the models once and sharing them between the three models. Thus, in IFEM, the
function, information and dynamics models are integrated into a single cohesive architecture of the enterprise.
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A precise description of how the enterprise (being modeled) functions is captured
in the IFEM function, information and dynamics models of the enterprise. Each model
plays a specific role in the enterprise architecture developed using IFEM. Through the functional breakdown of the enterprise provided by the IFEM function model, the task of modeling how the enterprise functions is resolved into modeling how individual functional
components work and interact with each other. Within the context of the IFEM function
model, the IFEM dynamics model describes how individual functional components work
and interact with each other dynamically. The structure of the data that is maintained to support the functions of the enterprise, and the relationships between the entities that the data
represents are defined in the IFEM information model. These entities, such as fabric, trousers, purchase orders, schedules, etc., are processed by the functions of the enterprise and
are represented in the IFEM function model as interfaces to the functions. Thus, functions
and the entities processed by the functions are the elements that are shared among the .three
models in IFEM.

5.2 IFEM Function Modeling Methodology
The IDEF0 function modeling methodology was selected for developing IFEM
function models. Some of the strengths of IDEF0 , that make it a suitable methodology for
function modeling, were discussed in Chapter II. IDEF0's hierarchical cell modeling technique provides a powerful and well-defined notation for representing the functional structure of an enterprise at a desired level of detail. The inputs, outputs, constraints and mechanisms (ICOMs) explicitly model interfaces to each function and inter-connections between functions; there are no hidden interactions between functions. Thus, the boundaries
of each function are clearly demarcated in an IDEF0 function model, making it a suitable
foundation on which IFEM architecture of an enterprise could be built.
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5.3 IFEM Information Modeling Methodology
The choice of IDEF 1x as the information methodology for TO BE architecture
was discussed in Chapter ll. An IDEF 1x model of an enterprise provides a conceptual view
of the enterprise data, based on which an integrated relational database to support CIM in
the enterprise could be designed. The information model defines the structure of the data
that is an abstract representation of the entities that are modeled as ICOMs in the IDEF0
function model. In IFEM, the entity definitions are shared between the information and
function models by defining the ICOM interfaces in the function model in terms of the
IDEF 1x entities.
5.3.1 Limitations of the IDEF 1x Model
The IDEF 1x data structures cannot be directly assigned to ICOMs because the application of rules of normalization [Codd70] to the IDEF 1x model results in fragmentation
of real-world entities (that ICOMs represent) into multiple IDEF 1x entities. For example,
the attributes of a purchase order are structured in two IDEF 1x entities- purchase order and
purchase order item. Therefore, the normalized IDEF 1x entities do not individually repre-

sent ICOMs. The entities that ICOMs represent have to be composed from multiple IDEF 1x
entities. As part of IFEM, an extension to the IDEF I x information model is proposed
whereby the real-world entities are defined as composites of related IDEF 1x entities. The
proposed extension provides the means for closely integrating the function and information
models.
5.3.2 Extensions to the IDEF1x Model
The composite structures that represent ICOMs in IFEM are called object classes
(Figure 5.1 ). A particular instance of a class, e.g., purchase order# I 0 I, is called an object.
The characteristics of the real-world entities that ICOMs represent, are modeled a.r;;features
of these object classes. Features are a more general case of attributes that represent the char-
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is an aggregate of

FEATURES

I
feature 's value can be

a collection of
OBJECT

can be a

Figure 5 .1. Structure of an IFEM Object Class
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acteristics of the entities in IDEF 1x models. IDEF 1x attributes represent only the fundamental characteristics of the entities. Fundamental characteristics of an entity are those
characteristic that cannot be derived from other characteristics. For example, length and
width are fundamental characteristics of a room whereas its area, which is expressed as the
product of length and width, is a derived characteristic. The features in IFEM represent
both, fundamental and derived attributes, as the latter are often of interest in the model. The
value of a derived feature is not a stored data item, but is computed by a formula or a procedure from the values of other features.
Often, a characteristic of interest in a modeled entity has a set of data items as its
value instead of a single data item allowed in IDEF 1x. For example, one of the characteristics of a garment pattern is the list of parts that make up the pattern. In IDEF 1x. a dependent child entity has to be created to model multi-valued attributes to conform to the first
normal relational form. In the current example of garment pattern, the actual pattern is represented by two IDEF 1x entities - pattern and pattern part. Pattern part is related to the

pattern to which it belongs by making the key attributes of pattern the foreign key of pattern part. To represent an actual pattern, data items from both the entities have to be aggregated. In IFEM all the data items that represent an ICOM are aggregated into a single object
by allowing the features of an object to be multi-valued.
In IFEM, the value of a feature of an object can be another object. For example,
a pattern, which describes the shape of a garment style, can be a feature of the garment
style. By allowing features to have objects as their values, a hierarchy of object classes can
be built in which complex object classes are defined as composites of simpler object classes. The value assigned to an object-valued feature is a single value that uniquely identifies
the object being referenced by the feature. This value, called the object identifier. provides
a simple means, independent of the primary key attributes, for expressing relationships between objects.
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5.3.3 Role of Information Model in IFEM
The functions of the enterprise can be viewed as applications that reference or manipulate the data maintained in the enterprise database (the functions that physically transformation entities, e.g., cut fabric, move garments from storage to packing area, etc., also
transform the data entities that are abstract representations of the corresponding physical
entities). Whereas, the IDEF 1x model describes how the data should be structured in the
enterprise database, the object model of IFEM describes how this data would be viewed by
the functions. Thus the IFEM object model defines the interfaces between the functions and
the enterprise database. If the database is implemented using relational technology. these
interfaces will have to be implemented by the application software that controls the functions, because relational database management systems do not support the IFEM object
model concepts, such as multi- and object-valued attributes as part ofthe schema definition.
These concepts are supported in the still-evolving object-oriented database technology.
Once the object-oriented databases become commercially acceptable, the IDEF 1x model
and the IFEM object model could be replaced by a single model that would provide an object-oriented database schema that would support the application interfaces.

5.4 IFEM Dynamics Modeling Methodology
The dynamics model provides an understanding of how the functional components of the system behave over time and how these components interact with each other
to produce a flow of entities through the system. The dynamics model describes the dynamic aspects of the functions and the entities whose static description is contained in the function and information models. The model provides the means to analyze the behavior of the
system through simulation.
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5.4.1 Need for IFEM Dynamics Modeling Methodology
Although, a IDEF2 dynamics model provides a complete description of the system for simulation, it is a stand-alone model that duplicates most of the information captured in the function and information models. Redefinition of functions and entities in
IDEF2 dynamics model makes its integration with the corresponding function and information models difficult.
Apart from the integration problem, the IDEF2 methodology has other limitations
that make the methodology unsuitable for IFEM dynamics modeling. The most serious limitation of the IDEF2 methodology is that it models the dynamics behavior of the system as
it pertains to the tlow of a specitic entity through the system. In modeling CIM systems,
which are characterized by their ability to reconfigure dynamically to process a variety of
entities, the IDEF2 approach of modeling the tlow of a single entity through the system is
not suitable. The methodology does not provide the means for referencing resources, entities and process sequences as generic parameters. Hence, generic models. that are notrestricted to the tlow of a specific entity, are difficult to build using IDEF2.

5.4.2 The IFEM Dynamics Modeling Approach
The shortcomings of the IDEF 2 dynamic methodology are addressed in IFEM by
adopting a different approach to dynamic modeling than the one taken by IDEF2 . In IFEM,
instead of modeling the tlow of an entity through the system, the dynamic behavior of the
functional components of the system, identified in the function model, and the dynamic interactions between these functions are modeled by extending the IDEF0 function model.
The resulting dynamics ·model is completely integrated with the function and information
models, and captures the dynamics behavior of all the functions of the enterprise instead of
only those that participate in the tlow of a particular entity.
In IFEM, once the functional structure of the enterprise has been broken down to
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a desired level of detail in the function model and the ICOMs defined in terms of the entities
modeled in the information model, the dynamic description of the lowest level functions
that are not decomposed further, is developed. The context of the function whose dynamic
description is being developed, is provided by the ICOM interfaces of that function. The
dynamic description strictly adheres to this context. A function has access to only those entities that are represented by its inputs and control and it can process only those entities that
are represented by its outputs. Resource entities, such as operators and equipment, available
to the function are represented by the mechanism interfaces to that function. The only interactions that a function is permitted with other functions are the ones represented explicitly by ICOMs.
Description of the Dynamics of a Function: The dynamics of a function is described in a script very similar to a subroutine in a computer programming language. The
script contains a procedural description of how the entities represented by the inputs and
controls of a function are transformed into entities represented by output, and how theresources represented by mechanisms are used to carry out this transformation. The ICOMs
are analogous to parameters in subroutines. In the scripts, specific entities are not referenced; instead all the references to the entities are as parameters, making the description
generic. The parameters are replaced by specific entity instances when a function is activated, just like the parameters in a subroutine are replaced by the actual values passed to
the subroutine when it is called. To prevent hidden interactions, similar to side effects in
subroutines, the functions are permitted to modify only the data items that represent the output entities. The data on input and control entities can only be referenced, but cannot be
modified.

Consider an example of a model of a flexible machining system (FMS). One of
the functions of a FMS is to load a part on a machine (Figure 5.2). The input to this function

Cl
Process Sequence

Load Machine
II

Loaded Partr---------------~01

Part

Loading Robot
Machine

Ml

M2

Figure 5.2. The Load Machine Function
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is the part to be loaded (II) and the output is a part loaded on the machine (01). Theresources used are a loading robot (M I) and a machine on which the part is loaded (M2). The
function is controlled by the process sequence of the part (C I). A generic dynamics description of this function could be as follows:

1. Select a part from input I I .
2. Lookup the process sequence for the part from control C I to determine on which
machine should the part be loaded next.
3. Engage that machine from M2 when it becomes available.
4. Engage an available robot M I to carry out the loading.
5. Load part I I on machine M2.
6. Release the loading robot MI.
7. Queue up the part loaded on the machine as output 0 I.
This description is generic because it describes the Load Machine function without referring to a specific part, robot or machine. When the function is activated for loading a particular part, the selection of a specific robot and a machine are made based on the process
sequence for the part. The feature that distinguishes this description from an equivalent
IDEF2 dynamic description is that the process sequence is not considered a part of the function's dynamic description, but is treated as a data input to it. By separating out the elements
that are specific to a particular entity from the dynamic description of a function, the dynamics description is made generic in IFEM. The IFEM dynamic modeling approach is particularly well-suited for modeling flexible data-driven processes that are characteristic of
CIM systems.
In the current FMS example, it is possible that two or more parts are being processed in the system at any given time and many machines get loaded simultaneously. In
IDEF2 , this situation would be modeled by having one node for each loading station in the
system. In IFEM, this situation is treated as multiple concurrent activations of the same
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function Load Machine, instead of being modeled as multiple nodes. Number of simultaneous activations depends on the availability of resources and other conditions. For example, function Load Machine may be activated if a loading robot is available and a part is
waiting to be loaded. In IFEM the conditions that trigger the activation of a function are
specified as a part of the dynamics model. Treating multiple processes as activations of a
single function permits development of models that are independent of actual size of the
system. For example, the dynamics model of an FMS is not altered if an extra loading robot,
or an extra machine is added to the system configuration. Thus, IFEM dynamic models are
generic with respect to the scale of the system being modeled.

Dynamic Interactions between Functions: In IFEM, to model dynamic interactions between the functions, the ICOMs interfaces between functions are assigned the following dynamic attributes:
1. Queue
2. Signal
Using the queue attribute, the ICOMs are treated as channels through which entities flow
between functions. A function queues up the processed entities at its output interfaces. The
entities wait in the ICOM queues till they are retrieved by the functions at the other end for
further processing. A maximum capacity can be specified for an ICOM queue: when an
ICOM queue gets tilled to its capacity, the function (for which the ICOM is an output) is
halted till sufficient space is once again available in the queue.
The signal attribute provides the means for communication between interacting
functions. A signal for an ICOM is raised by a function to indicate that an entity has been
queued at the ICOM interface by the function. This signal is received by the functions at
the other end to detect the availability of entities in the ICOM queue. These signals may
also trigger an activation of a function if they are part of the trigger condition.
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5.4.3 Syntax for IFEM Dynamics Model
In IFEM, the dynamic behavior of the functions is modeled using primitives similar to the ones used in simulation modeling [ICAM81 b, Pegden82]. These primitives represent various dynamic actions that take place when functions are activated. These actions
include retrieval of entities from input queues, lookup of input or control data, delays representing processing times, engaging and disengaging of resources, queueing of output entities and raising of signals associated with outputs. The sequence of actions performed by
a function are captured in a script associated with that function, using the dynamics modeling primitives. The syntax of these IFEM primitives is discussed in detail in Chapter Vill.
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CHAPTER VI
TO-BE ARCHITECTURE: THE INFORMATION MODEL
One of the main objectives of CIM is to integrate the various functional components of a discrete-part manufacturing enterprise into a unitied system whose functions can
be readily monitored and controlled. This objective is achieved by linking all the functional
components of the enterprise to a common information system through which the data generated by a function is presented in a meaningful way to other functions that either monitor
this function or are controlled by it. Data, structured and presented in a meaningful form,
is called information. Information can be shared by functions only if it means the same to
all the functions that share it. The information model provides a single consistent definition
of data based on the semantics of the real world entities the data represents, and unbiased
towards any single function . An information model for the apparel manufacturing enterprise is presented in this chapter. The model serves as a conceptual schema for an integrated
information system that is the foundation of a CIM system for an apparel enterprise.

6.1 Model Syntax and Diagramming Conventions
The TO BE information model was developed using the IDEF 1x methodology
and consists of a set of diagrams and an accompanying glossary. The diagrams depict the
information structure in a graphical form as a map of data entities and their relationships,
and the glossary provides a textual description of the data entities. The various model elements are represented graphically using the folJowing diagramming conventions:

6.1.1 Entity
Entities are represented by rectangular boxes in the IDEFI x diagrams. Each entity
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is given a unique name and number that appears at the top of the box. For example, the box
representing the entity pattern is labeled El4/PATTERN (Figure 6.1 ).

6.1.2 Relationship
The relationships between entities are represented by directed lines joining the related entities. For example, the relationship "A pattern consists of many parts" is expressed
as a line directed from E 14/PATTERN toE I5/PATTERN_PART (Figure 6.1). The dot at
the end of the line is used to indicate the direction and Jetter n next to it represents the cardinality of the relationship, which is one-to-many in this case (i.e., a pattern consists of
many parts whereas each part belongs to only one pattern). A parent-child relationship is
said to exist between pattern and pattern part in which pattern is the parent and pattern part
is the child.

6.1.3 Attributes
The characteristics that describe the entities are represented as attribute names
and are listed inside the entity boxes. The attributes listed above the horizontal line dividing
the entity boxes make up the primary key of the entity. The primary key uniquely identifies
an instance of an entity. For example, each pattern is uniquely identified by its primary key
consisting of attributes BasPatNo and RunNo. Attributes listed below the line are called
non-key attributes. When a relationship exists between two entities, the primary key of the
parent is inherited by the child as a foreign key. A foreign key is denoted by FK in parentheses after the inherited attribute name. For example. the attribute, BasPatNo, which is a
part of the primary key of the entity, pattenz, is inherited from its parent entity, El 3/
BASE_PATTERN.

6.1.4 Independent vs. Dependent Entities
For an instance of an entity to exist, it must have values for all its primary key at-
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tributes. For example, a base pattern's record cannot be maintained in the enterprise without assigning a value for its BasPatNo. Therefore, a base pattern does not exist on the
records if it does not have a BasPatNo. If the primary key of an entity is inherited, as in the
case of E14/PATIERN (Figure 6.1), then the existence of such entity depends on the existence of its parent(s). For example, a pattern that belongs to a base pattern type identified
by BasPatNo 231 cannot exist in the records if there is no record for a base pattern with
BasPatNo 231. A dependent entity is represented 'as a box with rounded corners and a dependence relationship is represented by a solid line.

6.1.5 Categories
Some information entities are related by their similarity to each other. For example, construction materials, such as trim, labels, thread, etc. are identitied by a material code
and a color code, but each has certain characteristics that are unique to it. For example,
count may be an important characteristic of thread but it has no meaning for labels. The relationship among such entities is called categorization relationship and is illustrated for entity E34/MAT _VARIANT in Figure 6.2.

6.1.6 Functional Views
While modeling a complex system such as an apparel manufacturing enterprise,
it is difficult to map all the relationships on a single diagram. For ease of modeling, the
model is broken up into functional views each of which represents a particular aspect of the
enterprise operation. These views remain parts of the same model because they share common entity definitions. Each functional view can be spread over multiple diagrams that are
connected through pageconnectors. The node number and the title of the functional view
are printed at the bottom of each diagram. For example, the two diagrams that make up the
function view F200 entitled Material Description are shown in Figure 6.2.
The information model has been normalized to the third normal relational form
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[Codd70]. In this form, all the many-to-many relationships (e.g., many materials may be
ordered on a purchase order and a material may be ordered through many purchase orders)
have been transformed into one-to-many relationships by creating intermediate child entities between entities that have many-to-many relationships, and the non-key attributes of
each entity are dependent only on the key attributes of that entity and nothing else. All the
entities and their attributes have been detined in the dictionary that accompanies the model.

6.2 The TO BE Information Model
The TO BE information model detines the structure of the entities generated and
processed by the functions of the apparel manufacturing enterprise and the relationships
that exist between these entities. Since the model is a flat network of entities and their relationships that is too big to be presented as a single diagram, it has been broken down into
functional views in the following areas:
1. Marketing and Product Development
2. Enterprise Support Services
3. Planning and Preparation for Production
4. Production Control
5. Manufacturing
6. Distribution
The TO BE information model spans all the enterprise functions that fall within the detined
scope of the architecture and are represented in the AS IS function model. The entity definitions and relationships presented in the TO BE information model are derived from the
glossary of the AS IS function model. In this section, the TO BE information model is discussed with the help of illustrative examples from the various functional areas covered in
the model. The complete model, along with its glossary is presented in Appendix A.
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6.2.1 Marketing and Product Development
The Marketing and Product Development function involves marketing of product
ideas to customer and development of garment style. The result is an unambiguous description of what the garment looks like and how it is to be made. A style is developed for a customer from the style concept (a sketch, garment sample, etc.) which describes the customer's style requirements. Figure 6.3 shows the function view Product Development and De-

scription which depicts the structure of the entity style and its relationships to its constituent
entities, i.e., construction detail, pattern, fit and process plan. The view also depicts the relationship between a style and a style concept.
The structure of construction detail. pattern, tit and process plan are defined in
separate functional views. For example, the structure of a construction detail is defined in
the function view Construction Detail shown in Figure 6.4. Construction detail provides
the description of garment features, such as front pockets, waistband, base, etc . The construction detail also specifies the types of materials to be used for constructing the garment
features and instructions regarding their placement. It serves as a bill of materials for the
garment. It is a list of feature items selected from a library of features. Materials for each
feature item are specified while describing the item. Only the type of material is specified
during style development stage since the color of the materials is different depending on
the fabric used to make the garment. Colors for each material are specified at a later stage
for each fabric to be used when the fabric colors are known. The manufacturing cost of the
garment is determined by summing up the cost of materials used and the cost of operations
associated with each garment feature.

6.2.2 Enterprise Support Services
The following support service functions fall within the purview of this model:
Vendor development, industrial engineering and quality control. The information generat-
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ed and maintained by these services is used by other functions, such as product development, procurement and manufacturing. This information pertains to raw materials and their
sources, manufacturing operations and resources, and quality standards and procedures.
Data maintained on materials, which includes the description of the materials, their standard costs, the colors in which the materials are available and the sources for the materials,
is modeled in the function view Material Description (Figure 6.2).
The resources of the enterprise and their capabilities are also modeled. For example, the data on equipment is modeled in the function view Manufacturing Resources- Human shown in Figure 6.5. The data on operators includes the operator's identitication num-

ber, name, plant and department, skill level and capabilities. The entity job defines the skill
level of operators. The operations that an operator has been trained to perform are modeled
as the entity operator skill. Information maintained about each operation includes its description, standard time required to perform the operation, standard cost attributed to the
operation and the skill level required to perform the operation.

6.2.3 Planning and Preparation for Production
Production planning activities include master planning for production and procurement of materials. Sales orders received from customers are central to the planning activity and are modeled as the entity sales program in the function view Sales Program Description (Figure 6.6). A sales program is instituted for the production of garments belong-

ing to a particular style. In a sales program, the number of garments to be produced using
each fabric is specified by the customer. The customer also provides the delivery schedule
for the program. For example, a sales program may be instituted for the production of
10,000 trousers of a particular style- 2,000 of them in navy blue twill and the remaining
8,000 in khaki canvas. The customer may specify that 40% of the order be ready for delivery by November I st and the remaining a month later. The sales program may not specify
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the size distribution of the order. The size distribution is not required for the master planning stage. Planning and preparation for production involves allocation of available production capacity to the program, assignment of colors for materials and ordering of materials for the program. On the master schedule (Figure 6. 7), a part of the available production
capacity is reserved for a program. The production plant is selected based on the available
capacity and capability to produce a particular style. Production periods are selected to
match the delivery schedule provided by the customer.

6.2.4 Production Control
Production control involves planning and release of production orders to manufacturing plants; the data maintained to support this activity is modeled in the function view

Cut Order Planning shown in Figure 6.8. A production order is issued by production control to manufacturing for producing the specified quantity of garments in a given color and
size distribution towards the completion of a sales program. Production for a sales program
is completed through one or more production orders. A marker, consisting of an arrangement of sections, each of which is packed with graded pattern parts for one or more sizes,
is assigned to a production order. As part of cut order planning, the spread layout is also
created. The spread layout specifies the number of layers of each fabric type/color that
should be spread under each marker section to yield the desired number of garments in each
size and color, and is modeled as the entity spread section.
Production orders are prepared and released after taking into account the finished
goods inventory, inputs from customer regarding size and color distribution, and availability of raw materials and production resources. Each manufacturing plant has a schedule on
which the orders released for production at that plant are posted. Such a schedule may be
prepared and released on a weekly or biweekly basis. Each manufacturing plant receives its
production schedule whereas a centralized cutting facility receives the schedules for all the
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plants it serves.

6.2.5 Manufacturing
Manufacturing of garments involves cutting, sewing and finishing. Cutting for
production orders is scheduled in such a way that the production schedule prepared by the
production control function can be followed. The cutting facility collects all the fabric parts
and other materials required to produce garments for a production order and ships this package to the appropriate plant for further processing. The fabric parts are labeled after cutting
so that the parts belonging to any one garment can be easily identified (Figure 6.9).
In the manufacturing plants, each scheduled production order is assigned groups
of equipment on which the garments are assembled and finished (Figure 6.1 0). A group
may be a line or a module. Each group is assigned a set of operations and operators. For
example, four modules may be assigned for a production order, one each for trouser front
assembly, back assembly, final assembly and finishing. The operations assigned to each
equipment group are specified in terms of process steps on the process plan for the style.

6.2.6 Distribution
Distribution of finished garments to customers involves stocking of goods received from the plants, retrieval of appropriate garments for shipping, and packing of these
goods. The entities supporting stocking of finished goods are modeled in the function view
Finished Goods Warehousing shown in Figure 6.11. Regular quality finished garments are
stored in small containers each of which contains one or two dozen garments of the same
color and size. Irregular garments are collected together in large bags and are not stored
with regular garments in the warehouse, but are moved to a special area in the distribution
center for disposal. Containers with regular quality garments are divided into groups for
storage since a single storage location may not be large enough to hold all the containers
for an order. Each location may hold groups from many production orders.
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Garments produced for a sales program are shipped to the customer only when
shipping orders are received from the customer. A shipping order specifies the mix of colors and sizes of the ordered style (Figure 6.12). Typically, a customer sends a shipping order for each retail outlet. Garments for each shipping order are packed individually in shipping cartons and shipped either directly to the retail outlets or to distribution points specified by the customer. To facilitate packing and shipping, all the shipping orders for a sales
program that have to be shipped around the same time are consolidated into a single packing order and garments required for these orders are retrieved together.

6.3 Role of TO BE Information Model in CIM Architecture
The interactions between the various functions of an enterprise involve exchange
of information between them which can be accomplished through one of the following
three means: paper, electronic data tiles and information sharing. The traditional method is
to use paper for exchanging information. For example, sketches and engineering drawings
are used to communicate the design of a product to be manufactured by the design department. Paper-based transfer of information is not only slow but also is error-prone. When
updates are frequently made to the documents, it becomes difficult to ascertain that all the
intended recipients have the same updated version. Transfer of information using paper was
the primary means of formal communication when computer-based systems were not available to suppon the enterprise functions. However, this method of information transfer is
still very commonly used in organizations where computer-based systems abound. because
protocols for exchanging information between computer systems may not exist. For example, a design produced on a sophisticated CAD system, may still have to be sent to process
planning and manufacturing as a paper printout.
The second method for exchanging information between functions is as electronic
data. Means for transferring data files between computers are available and widely used.
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Unlike paper transfer, electronic data interchange is quick. However, just the ability to interchange data between computers does not solve all problems associated with information
transfer. Electronic data interchange is meaningful only if data from one function can be
interpreted by other functions. For example, a process planning system can use an electronically transferred design data file from a CAD system only if it can interpret it. Even if the
means for interpreting data exist, electronic data interchange between the design and process planning functions in the current example would result in creation of two copies of the
design data - the CAD copy and the process planning copy. Since data interchange is a
batch process, inconsistencies between the two copies is likely to exist if the data in one of
the copies is updated. Thus, even with electronic data interchange, the problem of multiple,
inconsistent copies of the same information is not eliminated.
The third method of exchanging information is through sharing of data between
inter-linked functions. This method is the foundation of computer-integrated manufacturing. With this method, information to be exchanged is maintained in a single data set from
where it is accessed by all the functions. For example, the design information is maintained
in one data set which is updated by the CAD system and seen by the process planning and
other systems requiring access to design information. Thus, with the data sharing method,
the cause of inconsistent data is eliminated. However, data sharing cannot work if the data
residing in a single data set is defined from the point of view of a single system. e.g .. CAD.
It is necessary that the data be viewed at the enterprise level instead of the function level so
that data definitions that are compatible with the needs of all the functions sharing information could be developed. The TO BE information model provides such a view of the data
maintained to support the functions of an apparel manufacturing enterprise. An example
from the TO BE information model illustrates how the model supports information sharing.
Information about materials, such as fabric, trim, accessories, etc .. from which
garments are manufactured, is processed by numerous functions in an apparel enterprise.
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Different types of materials are defined in the TO BE information model (Figure 6.2) as
category entities of the entity E22/MATERIAL which, along with its dependent children
entities, detines the structure of the single data set in which information on materials is
maintained. Materials are defined based on specitications created by the product development department to meet the styling requirements of the customers. The entity E22/MATERIAL is used in the definition of the construction detail (Figure 6.4) where it specifies
the material used for constructing a feature of a garment. Another function that accesses
information about materials is the vendor development function which selects suitable suppliers for each material (Figure 6.2). The information about selected vendors for each material is structured in the entity E94/MATERIAL_SOURCE which is modeled as a dependent child of the entity E22/MATERIAL. Variations on a material, e.g., different colors for
a type of fabric are defined by the entity E34/MAT_ V ARIANf, which is modeled as a dependent child of E22/MATERIAL. E34/MAT_VARIANT is used to specify the construction materials, such as trim, buttons. thread, etc. whose color is dependent on the fabric color (Figure 6.13). The material procurement function uses E34/MA T _VARIANT to specify
the materials to be procured on a purchase order (Figure 6.14). The same entity is also used
to specify the materials to be shipped to manufacturing plants along with cut fabric parts
for producing garments (Figure 6.9). Thus, in the TO BE information model, the entity E22/
MATERIAL and its dependent children entities E34/MAT _VARIANT and E94/MATERIAL_SOURCE provide the only definition of the data on materials in the entire model.
As illustrated by the current example, the TO BE information model provides a
single integrated definition for the apparel enterprise data. This detinition is the conceptual
schema for an enterprise-wide information system which can support information sharing.

6.4 IDEF1x as a High-Level Data Definition Language
The TO BE information model entities define the relational database tables (rela-
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tions) in which the enterprise data could be maintained. The attributes within the entities
correspond with the data fields within each table. Tables in relational databases are usually
set up using SQL, a declarative data definition and manipulation language. A software utility called SQLGEN was developed to control the relational database schema creation and
maintenance process through an IDEF 1x model. The modeler defines the conceptual schema as an IDEF 1x model using the IDEFine-1 tool. SQLGEN converts the IDEF 1x model
into SQL commands for setting up or modifying the relational database schema.

6.4.1 SQLGEN Features
The SQLGEN utility performs the following functions:
I. It scans the IDEFine-1 information model data tiles to generate SQL data definition

commands for setting up a relational database corresponding to the model.
2. It provides debugging and diagnosis features for checking the integrity of the information model that are not available in the IDEFine-1 software.
3. It provides the means for maintaining the database. The database that is set up initially gets out-dated when changes are made to the information model. SQLGEN
assists the database administrator in modifying the database to bring it in conformance with the information model.
4. The utility also generates a concise listing of the entities, attributes and their detinition in a table form. This listing can serve as the data dictionary for the model.

6.4.2 SQLGEN Design Approach
A modular approach was followed in the design of the interface software. The
complete utility consists of 6 modules each of which performs a specitic function and generates data for the subsequent module. The utility is executed through a DOS batch file
script which provides an easy-to-use interface to the utility.
The first module called SQLGEN I scans the data files of the IDEFine-1 model

---~~--
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and generates a table listing entities, their attributes and the attribute definitions. This table
is an ASCII tile which is formatted for hard copy printout. The second module called SQLGEN2 reads the condensed model data and scans it for missing or incorrect attribute definition. Since IDEFine-1 does not do the consistency checking for attribute definition, this
task is also done by SQLGEN2 module which takes the attribute definition from the entity
where that attributes is owned and uses that definition consistently everywhere else. Also,
the IDEFine-1 attribute types are replaced with the SQL (ORACLE) types. After checking
the model, this module generates a map containing all the attributes that pass the checking.
It also generates a log file containing messages regarding incorrect or missing attribute definitions. The log tile pinpoints exactly where the correction needs to be made in the model.
The map generated by SQLGEN2 is used by the third module SQLGEN3 for generating
the SQL commands for setting up the database tables. The attributes that form the primary
key of an entity are converted into columns in which null values are not allowed. A table
corresponding to an entity is set up in such a way that it may be referred to by the entity
name or entity number. The generated commands are stored in a tile which can be executed
by an SQL interpreter to set up the database. Although, the utility has been tested on ORACLE database system, it may be used with any other DBMS which uses ANSI standard
SQL as its data detinition language (DDL).
The remaining modules implement the update features. Module SQLGEN4 controls the generation of the model map. The first three modules are executed only if the information model has been modified since the model map was last generated. The next module SQLALT I compiles the information regarding the changes made to the information
model since the last time the utility was run, and passes it on to the last module SQLALT2.
SQLALT2 looks at this information and applies a set of rules to it to generate the updates.
The SQL commands for alterations such as changes in entity names, addition of new entities and attributes, and addition of attributes to existing entities are automatically written to
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an output file. There are other alterations such as change of attribute name or type, and deletion of attributes which are data dependent. Appropriate messages regarding such changes are written to the alteration log which can be used by the DBA to modify the database.
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CHAPTER VII
TO-BE ARCHITECTURE: THE FUNCTION MODEL

The concept of sharing non-redundant data does not necessarily require that the
data be maintained in a central database. It only requires that the information systems of all
the functions conform to a single conceptual schema and be able to share the data that they
generate by exporting it to other functions. This approach is adopted by distributed information systems and is better suited for large enterprises than the central database approach
[Groover87]. The conceptual schema provided by the information model is an essential part
of the specification for a distributed information system. In addition, there is a need to understand where, in the functional structure of the enterprise, the data defined in the information model is accessed and specify how the various enterprise functions interface with
the distributed information system. Such interfaces for the functions of the TO BE apparel
manufacturing enterprise were modeled in the TO BE function model presented in this
chapter.

7.1 Model Syntax and Conventions
The TO BE function model was developed using the IFEM methodology discussed in Chapter V. In the IFEM methodology, the function model is developed using
IDEF0 's cell modeling technique discussed in Chapter IV. In addition to modeling the function structure, the ICOM interfaces between the functions are defined using the data definitions from the TO BE information model. By sharing the entity definitions between the
information and function models, the two models are integrated into a single architecture
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of the static structure of the proposed CIM system for an apparel enterprise. The need for
aggregating the IDEF 1x entities defined in the TO BE infonnation model into object classes
was discussed in Chapter V. The ICOMs are defined in tenns of the object classes developed as an extension of the infonnation model. The syntax used to model the object classes
is discussed in this section.

7.1.1 Syntax of Object Class Definitions
Object Classes: An object class corresponding to each IDEF I x entity in the TO
BE information model is defined (Appendix B). Object classes are identified by the letter
'F' and carry the same identification number and name as their equivalent IDEF 1x entity.
For example, object class style is identified as Fl/STYLE. Each class is defined as a collection of features.

Features: The features of a class are identified by short descriptive names that appear to the left of colons in the object class definitions. For example, features of object class
Fl/STYLE are ID, Date, Status, CD, Fit, Pattern and ProcPLan (Figure 7.1). The definitions of the features appear on the right-hand side of the colons. Features representing
atomic data items are detined in terms of their equivalent attributes in the entity definitions.
For example, the feature Status in Fl/STYLE, which is same as the attribute StyleStatus in
El/STYLE is defined as:
Status

: E l.StyleStatus;

Relationship between objects classes are expressed by defining a feature of one class as an
object of another class. For example, the relationship between the entities STYLE and
PATIERN is expressed by detining a feature Pattern in class STYLE to be an object of
class PATIERN as follows:
Pattern

:Fl4{PATIERN};

Multi-valued features are defined as a list of objects in a particular class. For example, in
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Fl/STYLE
Features:
ID
:E l.StyleNo;
Date
:E l .StyCreDate;
Status :E l.StyleStatus:
CD
:F3 ( CONSTR_DETAIL} ;
Fit
:F2{FIT};
Pattern :Fl4{PATTERN} ;
ProcPlan :F23 {PROCESS_PLAN};

Figure 7 . I. Definition of Object Class STYLE
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the class F 14/PATTERN, the feature Part, which represents a collection of pattern parts is
defined as follows:
Part

:LIST(Fl5 {PATIERN_PART});

Derived features are defined in terms of type of value returned by the feature. The procedure for deriving the value is not specified as it is implementation-specific. Comments are
used to indicate what the feature returns. For example, the feature Cost, which returns the
cost of construction for a garment derived from the costs of materials and operations used
in garment construction, is expressed as follows:
Cost

:(The sum of costs of materials and operations on the construction detail)

Constraints: Constraints on features are expressed using the WHERE clause in
the definition of a feature. A relational expression defining the constraint on the feature follows the WHERE clause. For example, if only a validated pattern could be assigned to a
style, this constraint could be expressed as follows in the definition of the feature Pattern
in the class Fl/STYLE:
Pattern

: Fl4{PATfERN}
WHERE Fl4{ PATfERN} .Status IS 'VALIDATED';

Inverse Relationships: Constraints are also used to express inverse relationships
between classes. For example, for the entity Fl5/PATTERN_PART, the feature Pattern
identifies the pattern to which the part belongs. This relationship is inverse of the

relatio~

ship between pattern and pattern part expressed by the feature Part in the entity Fl4/PATTERN. The inverse relationship in this case can be expressed as follows:
Pattern

: Fl4{PATfERN}
WHERE SELF IN F 14 {PATTERN} .Part;

Keyword SELF identifies the object class in which the feature is defined.
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7.1.2 Syntax for ICOM Definitions
Structure Definitions of ICOMs: The structure definitions of ICOMs modeled
in the TO BE function model are contained in their respective glossary entries (Appendix
C). For example, the ICOM Production Schedule is defined as (Figure 7.2):
F76{ PROD_SCHEDULE};
Constraints on objects in ICOM definitions are expressed in an easily understandable syntax using the WHERE clause. For example, the ICOM Style- Validated, which represents
a style that has been validated, is defined as follows:
Fl {STYLE} WHERE Status IS 'VALIDATED';
A feature of an object is referenced in an ICOM definition by prefixing it with the name of
the object class to which it belongs and separating the two names with a period. For example, the !COM Style's Process Plan, which represents a process plan assigned to a style is
defined as:
Fl {STYLE}.ProcPlan;
An ICOMs that represents a set of features is defined as a partition that limits the view of
the ICOM to specific features in a class. For example, the ICOM Style's Shape, which represents the features Pattem and Fit of the class Fl/STYLE, is defined as follows:
(Pattern, Fit) FROM Fl/STYLE;

Type classification of ICOMs: Defining ICOMs in terms of database structures
implies that the functions represented in the function model interface with each other only
through the database. However, in an IDEFO function model, there may be ICOMs that represent direct exchange of transient information between functions. For example, ICOMs
may represent start, stop and acknowledge signals that are sent from one process to another
as part of a hand-shaking protocol. Data on such transient entities need not be maintained
as it ceases to be of interest once it has been used by the receiving function. Consequently,
transient entities are not included in the information model. In IFEM, ICOMs are classified

%

Production Schedule
Type: SIP
Structure:
F76{PRODUCTION_SCHEDULE};
Description:
Schedule for production (assembly and finishing) plants
for a particular production period.

Figure 7 .2. Glossary Entry for the ICOM Interface Production Schedule
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as transient or persistent, based on the type of entities they represent. The data structures
that define the transient ICOMs are not related to the information model entities. In the TO
BE function model glossary, transient ICOMs are identified by letter 'T' and persistent
ones by letter 'P' under the heading Type in the glossary entries for the ICOMs. For example, the type code of Production Schedule contains 'P' indicating that the ICOM represents
a persistent entity (Figure 7.2).
Another classification of the ICOMs results from the fact that ICOMs may represent abstract ideas or knowledge that cannot be defined as structured data in the information model. For example, the knowledge about fashion trends constrains the garment design
function, but is difficult to represent this knowledge as structured data. ICOMs representing
unstructured entities are classified as free-form ICOMs and are not assigned any data structures in IFEM. The type code for free-form ICOMs is 'F' and for structured ICOMs is 'S'.
In Figure 7.2, 'S' in the type code of Production Schedule indicates that the ICOM represents a structured entity.

7.2 TO BE Function Model
Appendix C contains the TO BE function model representing the function structure of a computer-integrated apparel manufacturing enterprise. The activities of the apparel enterprise were analyzed through the AS IS model and presented in the TO BE function
model as functional components of an enterprise-wide information system that create,
modify and reference data. Functions that transform physical entities, e.g., Cw Fabric,
have been abstracted as information processing functions that modify the data representing
the state of the physical entities. The TO BE model adheres to the context and viewpoint of
the AS IS model. The methodology outlined in the previous section was used to integrate
the TO BE function model with the TO BE information model discussed in Chapter VI. In
the resulting integrated model, the ICOM interfaces, in addition to representing inter-con-
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nections between the functions , also represent the interface of the functions to the enterprise-wide CIM information system. The model complements the TO BE information model in defining an architecture for a distributed CIM information system in that it identifies
the enterprise functions that require access to each data entity defined in the TO BE information model.
The TO BE function model incorporates refinements to the AS IS model to facilitate a distributed information sharing architecture for CIM. The modifications , based on
the analysis of the AS IS function model and the TO BE information model, have resulted
in a reorganization of the function structure of the enterprise, elimination of redundant
functions and generalization of the model for apparel manufacturing. These modifications
are discussed in this section with the help of illustrative examples from the model.

7.2.1 Restructuring of the Function Hierarchy
In the TO BE function model, the AS IS model function hierarchy was restructured to group the enterprise functions around the data entities they access and modify . In
the restructured hierarchy, the outputs of a function represent the data entities that are made
available by that function to the outside functions . The ICOMs that interface the sub-functions of a function represent data that is local to that function and is not seen by the outside
functions. The local and shared data are distinguished at all levels in the TO BE function
hierarchy.
In the top level diagram AO (Figure 7.3), the six functions, AI through A6 correspond to the six functional areas into which the information model is divided. Each of these
functions creates and modifies data entities modeled in the function views in its respective
functional area. From the viewpoint of a function, there are two types of data entities:
shared and local. Only those data entities that are of use to other functions are shared by a
function; the rest are viewed as local data entities that are unavailable to the outside func-
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lions. For example, the function Develop and Market Garments (A I) in Figure 7.4 is
viewed as a function that creates and modifies a garment style based on customer's requirements. An outcome of this activity is a garment style which is shared with other functions.
A style has components, such as construction detail, pattern, fit and process plan, which are
created and modified by the sub-functions of A 1. Data on all these components is maintained locally within AI and is not available outside it. Only those patterns, construction
details, fit and process plans that have been assigned to the styles represented by the output
of A I are shared with the outside functions. The output interface Gamtent Style of function
A 1 is defined in the model as a style that has been validated. This constraint in the definition
of garment style applies to the shared information as well. Therefore only the validated
styles are available outside A I.
The distinction between local and shared data is made for functions at all levels
in the model hierarchy. For example, consider the sub-functions of A I in Figure 7.4. The

...

data on style concepts generated by the stylist is local to the function Market Style Ideas to

Customers (All). Only those style concepts that have been selected by the customer for
development into styles are shared by this function with Develop Gamzellt Style (Al2).
Similarly, data on sample production schedules that is of relevance only to the sample production functions, is local to the function Provide Sample Garmellts (AI4).
The output arrows represent the data entities exported by a function while the input and control interface arrows represent the data entities imported by the function. The
imported data entities are either referenced or used to generate the outputs of a function.
The data accessible to a function is constrained by the definition of the input and control
interfaces. For example, consider the function Receive and Confinn Sales Order (A3I)
which has Style- Validated as one of its control interfaces (Figure 7.5). The function requires access to the details of the styles that are to be assigned to the new sales programs.
As per the definition of the ICOM Style- Validated, function A31 has access to all the data
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on styles that have been validated. The accessible data entities recursively include the components of the entity style, e.g., data on style would include all the data on the fit of the style
and all the data that describes the grade table feature of this fit.
Thus, using the ICOMs, the interface of the functional components of a CIM information system for an apparel manufacturing enterprise were specified in the TO BE
function model.

7.2.2 Elimination of Redundant Functions
In the AS IS enterprise, due to the absence of an integrated information system,
activities for handling the paperwork and checking the validity of available information are
part of the enterprise functions. Such activities were represented in the AS IS model, but
are not included in the TO BE model. For example, consider the function Validate Model
(A223) in diagram A22 of the AS IS model in Figure 7 .6. This function ensures that style
data used to complete the details of a program is consistent with the style data maintained
by the product development function. This function is not included in the TO BE model
since the validation of the styles is performed automatica11y during the product development stage. A style is validated when its components, such as pattern and construction detail are tinalized. There is no need for any further validation at the production planning
stage because the planning function ' s access is restricted to validated styles only .

7.2.3 Generalization of the Model
In the AS IS model, the sewing and tinishing functions, which transform cut fabric into finished garment were modeled to reflect operations involved in the production of
a particular type of garment. Each process step has been modeled as a sewing or finishing
function as shown in Figure 7. 7. In the TO BE function model, these functions were redefined to make the model a representative model for producing any type of garment. The
generalization of the function model has been achieved by separating the generic functional
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components of sewing and finishing from the process plan element that is specific to a particular garment. In the TO BE model the process plan has been abstracted as data which is
represented by the ICOMs in the model. The TO BE function structure only contains the
generic functions that are controlled by the process plans.
The generic apparel assembly functions have been modeled in diagram Sew and

Finish Garments (A532) in the TO BE function model (Figure 7.8). In this model, sewing
and finishing operations are performed on garments through four generic functions . The
function Hold Garment Sub-Assemblies (A5322) represents the buffering function on the
shopfloor. The in-process sub-assemblies are stored in buffers between operations. The
function Transport Garment Sub-Assemblies (A5323) represents movement of buffered
sub-assemblies to the Process Garmellt Sub-Assemblies (A5324) function which performs
the actual sewing or finishing operations on the garment sub-assembly . The hold, transport
and process functions are controlled by a feedback control function Control Sewing and

Finishing Units (A5321) which controls a processing line or modules. The control function
is driven by the process plan data which is part of the data represented by the !COM As-

signments- Plant Resources that interfaces to this function. Depending on the process plan,
the control function can send garment sub-assemblies through a particular sequence of
holds, transports and processes to yield garments of a particular style. Thus, the function

Sew and Finish Garments represents a garment manufacturing system that is tlexible and
data driven.

7.3 Role of Function Model in TO BE Architecture
The TO BE function model complements the TO BE information model as the design specification for a CIM system for apparel manufacturing. Whereas the information
model provides a database schema for the information system that supports CIM in an apparel enterprise, the function model specifies how the components of the information sys-
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Figure 7 .8. Representation of sewing and finishing functions in the TO BE function model
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tern are distributed throughout the enterprise.
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CHAPTERVlll
TO-BE ARCHITECTURE: THE DYNAMICS MODEL
The TO BE function and information models represent the static architecture of
the proposed CIM system for an apparel manufacturing enterprise. However, to completely
describe how the system functions, the time-varying behavior of the system needs to be
modeled. The dynamics model of the system describes how the functions modeled in the
function model and the information entities modeled in the information model interact dynamically to produce the desired system behavior. Thus, the TO BE dynamics model presented in this chapter provides the means for analyzing the behavior of the apparel enterprise.

8.1 Model Syntax and Conventions
The TO BE dynamics model was developed using the IFEM methodology discussed in Chapter V. In the IFEM methodology, the dynamics model is an extension of the
function model. The TO BE dynamics model consists of scripts that describe how each
lowest level function in the function model hierarchy behaves and interacts with other functions. The scripts capture the temporal interactions between the inputs, outputs. controls
and mechanisms of a function. The sequence of dynamic actions performed by a function
to transform its input and control entities into its output entities are expressed in a script for
the function. The mechanism entities represent the resources which must be available for
the transformations to take place. Examples of dynamic actions include engagement and release of resources, retrieval of entities from input queues, release of transformed entities
into output queues, etc. From the viewpoint of the IFEM dynamics model, an ICOM inter-

Ito

face represents a channel along which entities can be moved between functions interconnected through the interface. The entities awaiting processing can queue up in the ICOM
channel. Before the IFEM dynamics model is developed, the structure of entities corresponding to each ICOM has to be defined. In IFEM, the entity structure definition for each
ICOM is derived from the information model as discussed in Chapter VII.

8.1.1 IFEM Dynamics Primitives
The dynamic actions modeled in the scripts are represented by a set of primitives.
In general, each primitive has the following syntax:
Operation/COM [Selection Criteria] [Delay];
Operation is the dynamic action that the primitive represents and /COM is the interface

channel on which the action is performed. The entities affected by the action are selected
from the /COM interface based on the specified Selection Criteria. Delay is the time lapse
associated with the action. Consider the following example:
RETRIEVEil [ll.ColoriS 'RED'][DI];
This primitive represents retrieval of all entities, whose feature Color has value 'RED ',
from input interface I I. The time taken to complete this action is D 1. The entities selected
as a result of this action are assigned to a collection named I I. The IFEM dynamics modeling primitives are listed in Table I.

Engagement of Resources: Resources are engaged by functions using: the ENGAGE primitive which has the following syntax:
ENGAGE Mx [selection criteria];
The resources represented by the mechanism interface arrow Mx are engaged . The selection criteria can be used to select resources based on their specific attributes. If the selection

criteria are not specified, the tirst available resource entity is selected. The engaged resources are assigned to a collection named Mx as a result of ENGAGE. If the requested re-

Ill

ENGAGE Mx [selection criteria] ;

Engage resources from interface Mx to
carry out a process

DISENGAGE Mx [selection criteria] ;

Free up resources previously engaged
from interface M x

RETRIEVE lx (or Cx)

[.~election

criteria] [delay];

Retrieve entities from interface lx or Cx
for processing

COLLECT lx (or Cx) [selection criteria] [delay] ;

Retrieve entities and add them to a set of
previously retrieved entities

ASSIGN Ox. Feature. <-value [ulection criteria] [delay ];

Assign a value to the specified feature of
an entity associated with interface Ox

Process Ox [selection criteria] [delay ];

User-defined primitive for operating on
entities associated with interface Ox

RELEASE Ox [selection criteria] [delay ];

Release processed entities at interface
Ox

RELEASE Ox.Feature <-value [selection criteria] [delay];

Release entities after assigning a value
to the specified feature

LOOKUP lx (or Cx, Ox, Mx) [selection criteria] [delay];

Lookup data representing entities associated with an ICOM interface

WAIT [durarion I UNTIL time] ;

Wait for a specified duration or until a
specified time

TRIGGER condition ;

Activate a function when the specified
condition is met

END;

Terminate a function

IF [condition] (block I} ELSE (block 2) ;

Choose between alternate sequences of
actions on the basis of the specified condition

WITH p (block l) ELSE (block 2) ;

Choose between alternate sequences of
actions depending on probability p

REPEAT [<:mum/] (block) ;

Repeat a sequence of actions

Control :
[n TIMES]

Repeat n times;

[EACH X IN collection]

Repeat for each item X in the collection ;

[WHILE condition]

Repeat while condition holds true ;

[UNTIL condition]

Repeat until condition becomes true ;

Table I. The IFEM Dynamics Modeling Primitives
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sources are busy, ENGAGE waits till they become available. However, resources may be
preempted from other functions by using the PRIORITY(n) clause in the selection criteria.
A higher value of n in the PRIORITY clause signifies a higher priority. A higher priority
ENGAGE can interrupt an ongoing process with a lower priority ENGAGE. By default, the
ENGAGE primitive has the lowest priority value of zero.

Release of Resources: To represent the release of engaged resources, once a task
is finished, the following primitive is used:
DISENGAGE Mx [selection criteria] ;
DISENGAGE releases the collection of resources previously engaged using the ENGAGE
primitive and assigned to collection Mx. The selection criteria can be used to release only
those resources that meet the specified conditions. After a DISENGAGE, the resources that
meet the selection criteria are removed from the collection Mx. If a selection criterion is not
specified, then by default, all the resources contained in the collection Mx are released.

Retrieval of Entities: Entities queued up at the inputs or control interfaces of a
function can be retrieved for processing using the RETRIEVE or COLLECT primitives,
whose syntax is as follows:
RETRIEVE lx (or Cx) [selection criteria] [delay ];
COLLECT lx (or Cx) [selection criteria] [delay ];
Both RETRIEVE and COLLECT primitives remove entities that are queued at the specified input interface Ix (or control interface Cx) and meet the selection criteria, and assigns
them to a collection named lx (or Cx). The difference between RETRIEVE and COLLECT
is as follows: when entities are retrieved repeatedly , RETRIEVE replaces the collection of
previously retrieved entities by the newly retrieved ones; with COLLECT, the newly retrieved entities are added to the collection of previously retrieved entities.
If no selection criterion is provided, by default, the first entity in the queue is retrieved. If the specified queue does not contain the entities that meet the selection criterion
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the RETRIEVE and COLLECT primitives wait till the entities become available, before retrieving them.

Processing of Entities: Processing of entities by functions involves moditication
of their attributes. For example a function may process a job entity by changing its status
attribute from in-process to processed. The following primitives are used for representing
transformation of entities by the functions:
ASSIGN Ox.Feature. <-value [selection criteria] [delay];

Process Ox [selection criteria] [delay];
The ASSIGN primitive is used to assign a value to a feature of the specified entity Ox. All
the entities that meet the selection criteria are selected for processing by the ASSIGN primitive and are collected in Ox. In IFEM, processing is permitted only on the output entities.
A user-detined Process module is used to represent a complex set of actions, such
as an update of a schedule, revision of a plan, etc .. that cannot be represented using the ASSIGN primitive. Typically, the modifications represented by a process module require human skills or complex software. Each process module is defined in the script in which it is
used. The detinition only states what the module does; the design and implementation of
the module is left to the system development phases that follow architecture development.

Release of Entities: The entities transformed by a function are released and
queued up for other functions using the QUEUE primitive which has the following syntax:
QUEUE Ox [selection criteria] [delay];
QUEUE selects entities that meet the selection criteria and puts them in the queue associated with the output interface Ox. The selected entities are assigned to the collection named
Ox before they are queued. If no selection criterion is specified, the entities previously contained in the collection Ox are queued. The QUEUE primitive also generates a signal to
mark its completion. This signal is used by the function, from which the signal originates,
to notify other functions of the queuing event.
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An ASSIGN followed by a QUEUE can be combined into a single primitive as
follows:
QUEUE Ox.Feature <-value [selection criteria] [delay];
The specified feature of entities selected for queuing are assigned the value before queuing.
Data Lookup: All the entities that correspond to the structure definition of an
ICOM interface can be looked up using the following primitive:
LOOKUP lx (or Cx, Ox, Mx) [selection criteria] [delay];
The LOOKUP primitive searches for entities associated with an ICOM interface and meeting the selection criteria from the database of entities and assigns the selected entities to a
collection. Unlike RETRIEVE, the LOOKUP primitive does not confine its search to the
entities queued up at the interface, but searches from all the entities matching the interface
definition. If no selection criterion is specified, all the entities that match the ICOM interface definition are selected.

Waiting Period between Actions: A waiting period between actions is modeled
using theW AIT primitive which has the following syntax:
WAIT [duration I UNTIL time];
The duration or the time until which the WAIT has to remain in effect may be specified.

Conditional Branching: Conditional branching is modeled in the dynamic model using the following primitives:
IF [condition] {block 1} ELSE (block 2};
WITH p (block 1 } ELSE {block 2};
The IF primitive is used for conditional branching in the scripts. If the condition holds true,
block 1 is executed; otherwise block 2 is executed. A block contains one or more primitives

representing a sequence of actions. Probabilistic branching is modeled using the WITH
primitive. The probability that block} will be executed is p; block 2 is executed if block 1
is not. The ELSE clause is optional in the IF and WITH primitives.
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Loops: Repeated execution of a sequence of actions is modeled using the REPEAT primitive which has the following syntax:
REPEAT [control] {block};
The block of actions is executed repeatedly and the number of repetitions is controlled by
the control clause, which can be one of the following:
[n TIMES]

:Repeat n times;

[EACH collection] :Repeat for each item in the collection;
[WHILE condition] :Repeat while condition holds true;
[UNTIL condition] : Repeat until condition becomes true;

Activation of Functions: The events that activate a function are specified using
the TRIGGER primitive which has the following syntax:
TRIGGER condition ;
A function is triggered by a set of events specified in the condition expression. There are
three types of events that can be included in the condition: input, resource and clock events.
The input event occurs when entities are queued at an input or control interface through the_
QUEUE primitive. The resource event occurs when a resource becomes available. The
clock events are chronological events that occur when the clock reaches a preset time. The
input and resource events are identified by the ICOM codes of the respective interfaces .
The use of TRIGGER primitive is illustrated by the following example:
TRIGGER (II AND M2) OR NOON ;
In this example, if NOON has been assigned a time value 12:00:00, the condition states that
the function is activated either when input II and resource M2 are available, or at noon every day.

Termination of Functions: The

termi~ation

of a

~unction

is indicated by the

END primitive. If any resources are still engaged at the time the END primitive is encountered, these resources are released before the function is terminated.
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8.1.2 The Selection Criteria
The entities processed by a primitive are selected by applying the specified selection criterion to the collection of candidate entities from which the selection is made. The
selection criteria may consist of a set of individual criteria separated from each by commas.
The syntax of the selection criteria is as follows:

[Criterion/, Criterion2, ....... ]
The criteria are applied to the candidate collection from left to right, i.e., criterion2 is applied to the collection of entities selected after applying criterion/.
An individual criterion may be a boolean selection condition, that must be satisfied by the selected entities. A selection condition consists of relational expressions, that
match a feature of an entity to a value, connected together by logical operators AND and
OR. For example, the condition that the entities selected from input I I have been created
by person identified as M I and are not red in color is specified as:
I I.Color NOT 'RED' AND I I.Creator IS M I
The following relational operators can be used in the selection conditions:
IS

Is same as;

NOT

Is different from;

IN

Is contained in;

NOT IN

Is not contained in;

The IS operator checks whether the items being compared are the same. The NOT operator
is the inverse of IS. The items compared using the IS and NOT operators can be entities,
features or collections of entities. When collections are compared, then the condition holds
true if the collections being compared contain exactly the same items. The IN operator
checks whether, in the relational expression A IN B, all the entities in collection A are contained in collection B. Relational expressions involving numerical or enumerated items can
also use the GT (greater than), GE (greater than or equal to), LT (less than) and LE (less
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than or equal to) relational operators.
A selection criterion may also be a function that selects and returns a collection
of entities. For example, the function FIRST(N) returns the first N entities from the collection of candidate entities. The following functions can be used in selection criteria:
FIRST(N)

Select first N entities from the collection;

LAST(N)

Select last N entities from the collection;

SAME( feature)

The specified feature has the same value for all the
selected entities;

Other selection functions may be defined to suit the modeling needs. In defining a selection
function, only a description of what the function does is provided; how the function is implemented is not part of the IFEM dynamics model. User-defined selection functions may
represent selection criteria that require human skills or considerably intricate selection logic.

8.2 The TO BE Dynamics Model
The primitives discussed in the previous section were used to develop scripts that
model the dynamics of each low-level function contained in the TO BE function model. To
illustrate how the dynamics of the TO BE apparel enterprise are represented in the model,
the dynamics scripts of functions involved in converting cut fabric parts into finished garments, represented by the node Sew and Finish Garments (A532), are discussed in detail.
Appendix C contains the complete TO BE dynamics model.

8.2.1 An Overview of the Structure of the Sew and Finish Garments Function
The Sew and Finish Garments function models the activities of the sewing and
finishing shoptloor (Figure 8.1 ). The input to this function is Cut Package Shipment which
represents a11 the cut fabric parts and construction materials required to produce garments

1 2 3 4 ~ ' l • t 10

a

Anll

Figure 8. I. Breakdown of the Sew and Finish Garments function
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for an order. The control interface to this function is Assignments- Plant Resources that
represents the resources assigned for performing each step involved in producing garments
for the order. The resources assigned to produce garments are grouped into functional mod- .
ules, each containing one or more workstations and designated to perform a set of operations. For example, six modules may be assigned for an order - one each for front, back,
waistband and final assembly, and two for finishing. One or more operators is assigned to
operate workstations in each module. The outputs from the function are finished garments
and production status information represented by output interfaces Gamzents - Finished
and Production Status respectively.
The Sew and Finish Garments function is detailed further to represent the basic
shopfloor activities. The production operations are carried out at the sewing and tinishing
modules assigned to the order. Garment sub-assemblies for an order are held in a storage
buffer from where they are taken to the modules for processing and brought back by transport devices serving the modules. The movement of sub-assemblies to the modules is controlled by the shopfloor controller that routes the sub-assemblies to the appropriate modules
and ensures the correct sequencing of operation.

8.2.2 Dynamics of the Sew and Finish Garment Function
The script corresponding to each lowest-level function under the Sew and Finish

Gamtents node describes how that function is activated and how it behaves once it is activated. The structure definitions of the entities available to each function are contained in
the TO BE function model glossary.

Control Sewing and Finishing Production: The shopfloor control activities are
represented by the function Control Sewing and Finishing Production (A5321 ). The script
describing the dynamics of this function is shown in Figure 8.2. This function is activated
when the entity Assignments- Plant Resources is available at the control interface Cl. This
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Control SewiDg &Dd PiDiahiDg Production
Description :
Control the real-time operation of sewing/finishing lines or modules. Move each
garment unit through the entire sequence of process steps and track its status all
along. Also ensure that the process steps are performed in the correct sequence given
on the process plan.
Interface:

Cl:
C2 :
C3 :
01:
02:
03 :

Assignments - Plant Resources;
Sewing & Finishing Status;
Work-In-Process Status;
Production Status;
Sewing & Finishing Assignments;
Sub-Assembly Release Order;

(F77{SCH_PROD_ORD))
(F78{PROD_ASSGNMT))
(FlOl(GARSUBASSEM))
(F48(PRODUCTION_ORDER})
(F78(PROD_ASSGNMT})
(FlOl(GAR_SUBASSEM})

Dynomics:

Selectl: [Selects sub-assemblies for further processing);
Procl
: [Assigns the next processing location to selected sub-as);
TRIGGER : Cl;
RETRIEVE Cl;
REPEAT [EACH Cl . Assgnmt)
IF [Cl . Assgnmt.Equip . Function IN ('SEWING ' . 'FINISHING'))
QUEUE 02 [02 IS Cl . Assgnmt);
REPEAT [UNTIL Cl . Order . Status IS ' FINISHED ' )
{

RETRIEVE C3 [C3.Unit . Order IS Cl . Order AND Select!);
Procl 03 [03 IS C3) ;
QUEUE 03 ;
LOOKUP C2 [C2 IN Cl . Assgnmt AND C2.Status NOT 'DONE' AND
Cl.Equip.Function IN ('SEWING ' , 'FINISHING ' ));
IF [C2 IS NULL)
QUEUE Ol . Status <- ' FINISHED' [01 IS Cl . Order);
END ;

Figure 8.2. Dynamics description script for the Control Sewing and Finishing Production
function
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entity is retrieved from CI by the RETRIEVE primitive. The retrieved entity contains a list
of assignments Assgnmt for individual modules to be used for producing garments in the
order. The assignments for modules (Equip) with function 'SEWING' or 'FINISHING',
are queued at the output interface 02.
The sequence of actions inside the REPEAT loop is repeated until the status of the
entire order is changed to 'FINISHED'. From C3, the sub-assemblies that belong to the order being processed and selected by the Select 1 module for further processing, are retrieved. The entities retrieved from C3 are processed by the Procl module and released at
the interface 03 by the QUEUE primitive. Next, the sewing and finishing assignments for
this order, whose status is not 'DONE' are looked up from the interface C2. If C2 does not
contain any assignment with status not 'DONE' , i.e., all the assignments are finished, the
entity Production Status is released at the interface 0 I after updating its status to 'FIN!SHED' . Once the REPEAT loop is exited, the function activation is terminated by the
END primitive.
The selection function Select 1 encapsulates the logic used by the controller to select sub-assemblies for further processing. The user-defined procedure Proc 1 encapsulates
the steps for assigning the next processing location to which the selected sub-assemblies
have to be routed. To reiterate, in IFEM dynamics models, modules such as Select] and
Proc 1, are only declared; the detailed design and implementation of these modules follows
architecture development.

Hold Garment Sub-Assemblies: The function Hold Gamtent Sub-Assemblies
(A5322) represents buffering of in-process sub-assemblies. The script describing the dynamics of this function is shown in Figure 8.3. This function is activated by the arrival of
the entity Cut Package at the input interface I I. A storage buffer is engaged from interface
MI. A cut package is retrieved from input I I. All the sub-assemblies contained in the entity
retrieved from I I are released as work-in-process status at the output 0 I (this output pro-
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Bold Gar.ent Sub-Aaa.abliea
nescriptipn :

Hold the garments sub-assemblies in process between process steps . Update the location of each garment sub-assembly received in the buffer.
Interface:

Il :
I2:
Cl :
01 :
02 :
03 :
Ml :

Cut Package ;
Sub-Assemblies -For Storage;
Sub-Assembly Release Order;
Work-In-Process Status;
Garment - Finished;
Sub-Assemblies - For Transportation;
Storage Buffer;

(F48(PRODUCTION_ORDER})
(FlOl{GAR_SUBASSEM})
(FlOl(GAR_SUBASSEM})
(FlOl(GAR_SUBASSEM})
(F79{GARMENT_UNIT))
(FlOl(GAR_SUBASSEM})
(F30(BUFFER))

I'hrpomjrs:

TRIGGER : Il;
ENGAGE Ml;
RETRIEVE Il;
QUEUE 01 [01 IN I1 . Unit.SubAssem];
REPEAT [UNTIL I1 . Status IS ' FINISHED']
{

RETRIEVE
QUEUE 03
RETRIEVE
QUEUE 01

Cl
[03
I2
[01

[Cl.Unit . Order IS Il ];
IN Cl];
[I2.Unit .Order IS Ill ;
IS I2] ;

}

QUEUE 02 [02 IN Il . Unit] ;
DISENGAGE Ml;
END ;

Figure 8.3. Dynamics Description Script for the Hold Gamzent Sub-Assemblies Function
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vides the Control Sewing and Finishing Production function with a list of sub-assemblies
available in the buffer).
The sequence of actions within the REPEAT loop is repeated until the status of
the order for which the cut package was retrieved from I 1 becomes 'FINISHED'. The subassemblies marked for further processing by the Control Sewing and Finishing Production
function are retrieved by the RETRIEVE primitive. The retrieved sub-assemblies are released for transportation to the manufacturing modules at the output intert'ace 03. The processed sub-assemblies transported back from the manufacturing modules are retrieved
from I2. These sub-assemblies are released for the Control Sewing and Finishing Produc-

tion function at 01 by the QUEUE primitive.
When the REPEAT loop is exited, the tinished garments are released at the interface 02 by the QUEUE primitive. Next, the storage buffer engaged from M I is released
and the function activation is terminated.

Transport Garment Sub-Assemblies: The movement of sub-assemblies between the modules and storage is represented by the function Transpon Gamzellt Sub-As-

semblies (A5323). The script describing the dynamics of this function is shown in Figure
8.4. This function is activated when the entity Sewing & Finishing Assignmems is available
at the interface C 1. This entity is retrieved from C I .
The sequence of actions within the REPEAT loop is repeated until the status of
the entity retrieved from C1 becomes 'DONE' . A transporter resource, e.g., a trolley or a
conveyor, that belongs to the manufacturing module to be used for the assignment retrieved
from C 1 is engaged. The sub-assemblies, released for further processing by the Hold Gar-

ment Sub-Assemblies function, and routed to the manufacturing module served by this
transporter are retrieved from I 1 and released at the intert'ace 0 I for processing at the module. The sub-assemblies processed by the module are retrieved from I2. The Loc attribute
of these sub-assemblies is assigned the value NULL before releasing at 02 for the Hold
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~ran.port

Gar.eat 8ub-Aaae.bliea

Description :

Move garment sub-assemblies between storage buffer and processing units .

Interface:
Il :
I2:
Cl :
01 :
02 :
Ml :

Sub-Assemblies - For Transportation ;
Sub-Assemblies - Processed ;
Sewing & Finishing Assignments ;
Sub-Assemblies - For Processing ;
Sub-Assemblies - To Buffer ;
Transporter;

(FlOl{GAR_SUBASSEM))
(FlOl{GAR_SUBASSEM})
(F78{PROD_ASSGNMT})
(FlOl{GAR_SUBASSEM))
(FlOl{GAR_SUBASSEM})
(F72{TRANSPORTER))

Qynomics :

Dl
: [Time to transport] ;
TRIGGER
: Cl;
RETRIEVE Cl;
REPEAT [UNTIL Cl.Status IS ' DONE ' )
{

ENGAGE Ml [Ml.Group IS Cl . Equip] ;
tTransport from storage to processing unit
RETRIEVE Il [Il.Loc IS Cl . Equip] ;
QUEUE 01 [01 IS Ill [Dl);
tTransport from processing unit t o storage
RETRIEVE I2 [I2 . Lo c IS Cl . Equip] ;
QUEUE 02 . Loc < - NULL [02 IS I 2] [Dl] ;
DISENGAGE Ml ;
}

END ;

Figure 8.4. Dynamics description script of the Transport Garment Sub-Assemblies function
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Garment Sub-Assemblies function. The transporter resource engaged from M 1 is released.
When the REPEAT block is exited, the function is terminated by the END primitive.

Process Garment Sub-Assemblies: The activities of a manufacturing module
are modeled as the function Process Gamzent Sub-Assemblies (A5324) which is broken
down further in diagram node A5324. The dynamics of this function is described by the
scripts developed for its sub-functions. This function represents a manufacturing module
that performs the process steps assigned to it on sub-assemblies sent to it and returns them
as Sub-assemblies- Processed. When the assigned work is completed the status of the work
assignment is updated to 'DONE' .

8.2.3 Dynamic Interaction Between Functions
In the scripts describing the dynamics of individual functions, the dynamic interactions between the functions are implicitly modeled through the QUEUE and RETRIEVE
primitives. In IFEM, ICOMs are viewed as channels along which entities tlow between
functions. The QUEUE primitive puts entities in this channel and the RETRIEVE primitive
removes them from it. A RETRIEVE waits until the entities meeting the specified selection
criterion for retrieval become available at the interface. For example, the Control Sewing

and Finishing Production function waits for the control Work-In-Process Status to be made
available by the Hold Garment Sub-Assemblies function before it proceeds with the actions
that generate the output Sub-Assembly Release Order. The Hold Gamzent Sub-Assemblies
function, in tum, queues the garment sub-assemblies at its output Sub-Assemblies - For

Transportation only after a release order is available for retrieval at the control interface
Sub-Assembly Release Order. Thus, the dynamics of interactions between functions is captured in the scripts through the use of the RETRIEVE and QUEUE primitives.
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8.3 Role of Dynamics Model in the TO BE Architecture
The TO BE dynamics model complements the static architecture of a CIM system
for an apparel enterprise, as described by the TO BE function and infonnation models, in
providing a comprehensive description of how the system works. The process of developing the dynamics model can be viewed as the final stage in developing the specification for
the TO BE enterprise. In the dynamics description scripts of each function, the modules that
must be designed and implemented to perform specific tasks associated with each function
are identified. These modules perform two types of actions: control and processing. The
control modules are identified in the scripts as selection functions used to specify complex

selection criteria associated with various dynamic actions. The process modules perform
actions that transform an entity. For example, in the Control Sewing and Finishing Production function (Figure 8.2), the selection function Select] is a control module whereas the

procedure Proc 1 is a process module.
The TO BE dynamics model also provides a context for setting up a simulation of
the TO BE enterprise through which the design of the proposed system could be evaluated
and its performance can be analyzed prior to its implementation. However, to simulate the
system, the model must be supplemented with ellferprise-specific data such as processing
delays, arrival rates for orders and production capacities.
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CHAPI'ERIX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It has been established that an apparel manufacturing enterprise can benefit from
the flexibility and opportunities for quick response offered by adopting the CIM approach.
The need for a systematic approach to design and planning of CIM systems has been identified as critical to the successful implementation of CIM in an enterprise. The first step in
the systematic approach is development of an architecture of the enterprise which provides
an understanding of how the enterprise functions as it exists and how it would function under the proposed CIM system.

9.1 Conclusions
The research work presented here covers two areas: apparel manufacturing and
manufacturing systems modeling. An architecture consisting of a set of models that provides specifications of a CIM system for an apparel manufacturing enterprise has been developed. A methodology suited to the specific needs of CIM system modeling has been
presented and used to develop the architecture for an integrated apparel enterprise.

9.1.1 Architecture for Computer-Integrated Manufacturing of Apparel
The basis of the apparel manufacturing architecture is the AS IS function model,
presented in Chapter IV, which represents the functions performed by an existing apparel
manufacturing enterprise and the relationships that exist between these functions. The AS
IS function model provides an understanding of the apparel manufacturing domain based
on which the TO BE architecture has been developed.
Central to CIM is an enterprise-wide information system, that supports
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interactions between enterprise functions through infonnation sharing. The TO BE information model, presented in Chapter VI, provides a comprehensive definition of the enterprise data suitable for information sharing and serves as the conceptual schema for a CIM
information system for an apparel manufacturing enterprise.
The TO BE function model, presented in Chapter VII, provides the function structure of an apparel enterprise in which the functions interact with each other through the enterprise-wide CIM infonnation system as defined by the TO BE information model. In this
model, the inputs, controls, outputs and mechanisms for each function have been defined
as interfaces to the CIM information system. The functions are viewed as nodes of the distributed information system. The functions maintain the data that they work with locally;
the data that a function makes accessible to other functions for sharing is explicitly represented in the model through its output interfaces.
The time-varying behavior of the apparel enterprise, whose static structure is
modeled in the TO BE function and infonnation models, is captured in the TO BE dynamics
model presented in Chapter VIII. This model describes the dynamic behavior of each individual enterprise function in tenns of interactions among its inputs, controls, mechanisms
and outputs, and the interactions between the functions through their interfaces. In the process of describing the dynamic behavior, the control and processing modules within each
function are specified. The dynamics model also plays an important role in the detailed design phase by providing a context for simulation through which the system design can be
tested prior to actual implementation.
Of the two aspects of CIM, i.e., infonnation systemization and process mechanization, the TO BE architecture focuses mainly on the systemization aspect because systemization needs must be clearly identified at the enterprise level before mechanization for
CIM at the function level can be designed and implemented. The mechanization aspect is
addressed in the architecture by developing the specifications for the control and process
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modules. How these tasks are mechanized and at what level mechanization is implemented
is left to the detailed design and implementation phases.
9.1.2 The Modeling Methodology
The existing systems modeling methodologies, including the IDEF methodology,
have been found deficient in many respects for the purpose of CIM system modeling. The
available methodologies lack support for integrating the function, information and dynamics models of an enterprise into a comprehensive, yet consistent architecture. Without this
support, it is very difficult to ensure that the function, information and dynamics models,
do in fact, represent complementary aspects of the same system. This deficiency has been
found particularly serious while modeling a considerably large and complex system such
as an apparel manufacturing enterprise. As part of the proposed integrated framework for
enterprise modeling (IFEM), a method for integrating the function, information and dynamics models into a single framework has been developed.
In dynamics modeling, the approach of modeling the flow of a single entity
through the system, adopted by IDEF2 and the general purpose simulation languages, has
been found unsuitable for modeling CIM systems which need to reconfigure dynamically
to concurrently process a variety of entities. In the dynamics modeling approach adopted
in IFEM, the process sequence for a particular entity is not included in the dynamics model,
but treated as a data input to it, thus facilitating the modeling of data-driven processes that
make up a CIM system.

9.2 Recommendations
The concept of CIM is an evolutionary one and there is no single CIM solution
for an apparel enterprise, let alone for an entire industry. Consequently, the TO BE architecture proposed here is not the ultimate architecture of a CIM system for apparel
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manufacturing. It is only a starting point and there is scope for further refinement. Each
functional area modeled in the TO BE architecture could be taken up for a more in-depth
analysis. Future research efforts could also focus on the mechanization aspect of CIM for
apparel enterprises.

De~ign

and development of modules for the control and processing

tasks identified in the architecture, especially in the functional areas where human intelligence plays a critical role, constitute interesting problems which could be the subject of further investigation.
The proposed IFEM methodology provides a concise description of the dynamics
of the system being modeled and could be a suitable basis for the design of a general-purpose simulation language. Since an IFEM dynamics model uses entity definitions from the
associated information model, a simulation based on the IFEM model could be linked to
the enterprise database and used in a decision support role. The possibility of using IFEM
models in simulation-based decision support systems could also be investigated.
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Customer-Driven Uniform Manufacturing:
The Roles of Advanced Information and Manufacturing Systems and Technologies
Sundaresan Jayaraman
Georgia Institute of Technology
School of Textile & Fiber Engineering
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0295

Abstract
New recruits to the US Armed Forces come to recruit induction centers (RIC) for basic
training which lasts for 6-11 weeks depending on the military branch. Upon arrival at the
RIC, they are issued work clothes (e.g., utility trousers) and when they graduate at the end of
the training period they leave with a complete issue of dress uniforms, among other things.
The uniform supply and issuance process is currently designed by the US Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA) to maintain adequate inventories of clothing items (at supply depots and RICs)
such that there are no shortages at the RICs. To reduce these inventory levels and the overall
cost of the uniform issuance process, DLA has a major program initiative underway that calls
for the design and implementation of a customer-driven uniform manufacturing (CDUM)
system. In this paper, the roles of the apparel manufacturing architecture (AMA) and the RIC
architecture in the successful implementation of a CDUM system are discussed. An end-toend process/product life-cycle approach is used to demonstrate the applicability of the results
from the various research endeavors sponsored by DLA for realizing CDUM.

I. INTRODUCTION
New recruits to the US Armed Forces come to recruit induction centers (RIC) for basic
training which lasts for 6-11 weeks depending on the military branch. Upon arrival at the
RIC, they are issued work clothes (e.g., utility trousers) and when they graduate at the end of
the training period they leave with a complete issue of dress uniforms, among other things.
Figure 1 shows the existing or AS IS end-to-end process in the supply of garments to RIC.
When the inventory level at a RIC reaches the reorder point, the RIC places an order with the
Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC) in Philadelphia, PA. In turn, DPSC sends a
requisition to its Depots to release the required goods to RIC. At the same time, orders are
placed with DPSC apparel contractors to replenish the inventory at Depots. Upon receiving
the delivery order from DPSC, the apparel manufacturer procures the necessary fabrics and
trim from its suppliers, produces the garments and ships them to the Depots and/or RIC.
Since the uniforms are supplied in standard sizes, they are altered at the RIC to ensure the
right fit for the recruits.
The flow of both physical entities and information entities in the end-to-end process is shown
in the figure. Currently, the information flow (e.g., purchase order, invoice, order status)
involves voice and paper and is through telephone, mail and/or facsimile.
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Special Orders: However, if a recruit's uniform size falls outside the range of sizes stocked
at the RIC, a request for a special order of uniforms is sent to DPSC along with the
appropriate measurements using FORM DD 1111 as shown in the figure. The garments are
custom-manufactured in the apparel factory at DPSC and shipped to the RIC for issuance to
the recruit.
Thus, the entire uniform supply and issuance process is currently designed by the US Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA) to maintain adequate inventories of clothing items at Depots and
RICs so that requirements are properly met.

1.1 Analysis of the AS IS Process
A careful analysis of the AS IS end-to-end process reveals the following:
(i)

To avoid shortage of uniforms at the RIC, the inventory levels in the pipeline (i.e., at
Depots and RICs) tend to be high resulting in excessive holding costs; moreover, since
the Armed Forces are continually evaluating and modifying the garment styles and
specifications, the large time lag between procurement and issuance may render some
of the uniform styles obsolete at the time of issue.

(ii)

Since dress uniforms are procured in a set of standard sizes, they have to be altered to
correctly fit the individual recruit, thereby further increasing the final cost of the
uniforms; a recruit with an ill-fitting uniform will typically not be graduated by the
RIC.

(iii)

Almost all the existing communication (shown in broken lines in Figure 1) between
the various nodes in the chain -- RIC, DPSC, Depot, Apparel Manufacturer -- is
through voice, mail and/or facsimile.

(iv)

Although the recruits are measured at Enlistment Centers when they are accepted into
the Armed Forces, these measurements (height, weight, chest, etc.) are not made
available to the RICs.

1.2 Opportunities for Improvement: The TO BE Process
Figure 2 shows the TO BE end-to-end process in the production and distribution of uniforms
to recruits at RIC. The major opportunities for improving the AS IS process are presently
discussed.

Electronic Interconnection and Data Interchange in the Chain: As shown in Figure 2, all
the channels (shown in broken lines in the figure) can be used for electronic data interchange
(ED I) in the end-to-end process. The advantages of EDI include timely, fast and more
accurate exchange of information. With the advent of easy-to-use EDI systems and the
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proposed national infonnation superhighway, the necessary information infrastructure will be
available for implementing EDI in the end-to-end process.

Effective Utilization of Data: In the commercial world, the point-of-sale (POS) data gathered
in the retail store enables the apparel producer to track a product's performance and to
effectively respond to the trend -- produce items that are selling fast, discontinue others,
modify styles and change fabric colors. The same approach can be adopted to replenish the
RIC inventory: After receiving work and dress uniforms at the RIC, recruits enter the issue
information in Data Sheets (e.g., Bubble Charts) as shown in Figure 3. If this data is
electronically recorded at RIC, it can be used in the same way as the POS data is used in the
commercial world. The information can then be transmitted electronically to DPSC and to the
apparel manufacturer; the latter can utilize the information to better schedule production to
meet the demands. In short, the customer's demands can drive the various actions in the
product chain and therein lies the underlying philosophy of the CDUM Initiative.

The CDUM Initiative: When the CDUM Initiative is fully operational, the RICs will share
the RIC issue data with the apparel contractors who in turn will plan their operations
(production, ordering materials from fabric and trim manufacturers) to produce and deliver
uniforms on time.
As an integral part of the CDUM Initiative, if the Enlistment Centers transmit anthropometric
data on a recruiting class (along with other data) to the various RICs (and eventually the
apparel contractor, Figure 2) prior to, or at the beginning of, the training program, the
uniforms can be customized and delivered to the graduating recruits on time, thereby reducing
or even eliminating alteration costs. The inventory levels at the RICs can also be better
managed and stock -outs can be minimized.
The apparel contractor will be responsible for assuring the quality of the garments: just as a
commercial customer can take a defective garment to the retail store for a full refund or
exchange, a RIC can return defective garments to the suppliers for full reimbursement or
replacement. Yet another major difference between the AS IS and TO BE scenarios will be
the elimination of Depots and special order uniforms. DPSC will play a key role as the
information nerve center in the TO BE end-to-end process that will be characterized by the
practice of electronic commerce (EC).

1.3 A Systems Approach to CDUM Implementation
An overall systems or fundamental approach to studying and modeling the end-to-end process
is critical for the successful implementation of CDUM. The first step is to understand and
represent the various processes and information flows in the end-to-end process shown in
Figure 2. Once such a model or architecture is developed, it can be used as the framework
for identifying the necessary transformations in -- (i) information systems and technologies
including EDI; (ii) process technologies including flexible automation; and (iii) business and
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work practices -- to achieve the desired goal of supplying RICs on demand, the TO BE
scenario.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The critical roles of information, process
technologies and business practices in the implementation of CDUM are discussed in Section
2. In Section 3, brief overviews of the apparel manufacturing architecture (AMA) and RIC
architecture are presented; these are then used to identify and "place" the various research
efforts in progress that will facilitate CDUM. A few concluding remarks are presented in
Section 4.

2. INFORMATION, PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES AND BUSINESS PRACTICES
Information is the lifeblood of any enterprise, especially under the CDUM scenario, where
production and inventory replenishment (garn1ent type, quantity and size range) will be driven
by the demand [3]. Likewise, in the end-to-end process, if the fabric manufacturer transmits
information on the fabric quality along with the fabric, the apparel manufacturer can utilize it
to optimize the cutting operation. Defective fabric part[s] can be prevented from reaching the
sewing floor and wasteful value-adding operations can be avoided since the resulting garment
will not meet the requirements of the customer. Thus, information can be utilized to improve
the quality of the final product while reducing the overall costs.
As apparel operations become distributed, i.e., sets of operations on a garment are performed
in different geographical locations, timely access to information becomes critical to maintain
work-in-process levels within reasonable limits and to manufacture products on schedule.
Coordination and production scheduling are highly complicated due to the difficulty of
bringing corresponding component subassemblies together at the right time and in the right
quantities from different sites. Thus, timely access to the right information again becomes
critical for not only meeting the production schedule but also for keeping the operators fully
utilized in the plants and finally, being responsive to the needs of the Department of Defense
(DoD).
In short, access to the right information at the right time is essential for making the right
decisions throughout the end-to-end process. To facilitate this seamless electronic interchange
of information and to implement advanced information and manufacturing systems and
technologies required for CDUM, there is a critical need for information engineering viz.,
identifying, analyzing, synthesizing and structuring information entities and their flows in the
end-to-end process.

2.1 CDUM and Advancements in Process Technologies
Advances in process technologies will enable the apparel industry to adopt more efficient
techniques, reduce the manufacturing time and meet regular and unanticipated surge demands
from RICs. Advances in process technologies also contribute to improved product quality and
performance. For example, the cut parts produced by a numerically controlled cutter are less

prone to the cutter lean problem than those produced manually. Technological advances also
upgrade the job levels of operators, thereby enhancing the overall work atmosphere.
There are two major types of automation: fixed and flexible. The former is well-suited for
producing high volume items of the same type faster, while flexible automation is the key to
producing small-lot items with a minimum of changeover time: both types of automation are
critical to CDUM: A majority of the uniforms issued at RICs are in standard sizes for which
fixed automation would be appropriate. However, when there are recruits whose physical
dimensions require non-standard sizes, the equipment must be quickly reconfigured to meet
the demand; this calls for flexible automation.
Traditionally, machines on the apparel shop-floor have been viewed as serving one function,
viz., producing subassemblies. However, this view must change if the industry is to be
responsive to its customers, both civilian and military. The machines must serve as focal
points or nodes for information acquisition and utilization in the enterprise. Features such as
on-board intelligence (for troubleshooting), touch screen and graphic displays, and bidirectional communication must be built into the various machines (e.g., sewing, cutting,
pressing) to create a truly computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) environment. The
concept of easily reconfigurable sewing machines (e.g., to quickly switch from sewing battledress uniform coats to civilian trousers) or multipurpose workstations should be explored and
the necessary software/hardware technologies developed. The machines should also
incorporate intelligent controls and sensors to minimize defects and reduce rework and/or
product failure in the field.

2.2 CDUM and Business Practices
The ability of an apparel enterprise to harness the potential of all its employees is critical to
the successful implementation of CDUM. Because Quick Response is an important aspect of
CDUM, risks must be taken by the employees in formulating plans to take advantage of such
business opportunities, be it creating new products or modifying existing processes to produce
a better-quality product. The enterprise leadership must trust its employees and work with
them as a team to develop company mission and goals. In short, management must empower
its team members and encourage them to be innovative and take risks to meet the
requirements of its customers. A well-trained, skilled, and empowered workforce must be
built. Also, performance metrics and reward/compensation systems must be restructured to
encourage team-, quality- and value-based compensation.
With planned downsizing of the US Armed Forces brought on by the end of the Cold War,
DoD procurement needs are expected to decrease with time. This means apparel companies
that have relied solely on military contracts need to explore diversification into the civilian
market to survive in these times of reduced DoD budgets. They should adopt innovative
business practices such as the shared production concept which calls for sharing production
resources between a civilian customer and DoD [11]. Their survival is indeed critical to
CDUM -- DoD cannot afford to lose the supplier base entirely and risk its readiness for
global deployment at short notice.

2.3 Drivers and Enablers for CDUM
A responsive and truly computer-integrated apparel enterprise 1 (CIAE) that will deploy stateof-the-art manufacturing technologies, information and knowledge management techniques
and systems, and innovative business practices will be at the heart of a CDUM System.
The major techniques or drivers for creating a CIAE are [3, 4, 5]:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Computer-Integrated Manufacturing
Integrated Product/Process Design (IP/PD) or Concurrent Engineering (CE)
Uniform Product Representation Standards (APDES)
Agile Manufacturing (AM)
Quick Response (QR)
Total Quality Management (TQM).

The enablers or means for successfully applying these techniques throughout the life-cycle of
the end-to-end process are:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Enterprise Integration (EI)
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
Information Superhighway
Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS)
Information Engineering, Structured & Object-Oriented Analysis Tools
Automation and Robotics, including Intelligent Sensors.

Innovative business practices include the adoption of:
o
o
o
o

Dual Use or Shared Production Concepts [ 11]
Distributed Design and Manufacturing
Team-Based Work Practices and Compensation
Activity-Based Costing and Management (ABC, ABM).

Thus, it is clear that end-to-end process architecture and information systems, process
technologies, and business practices are closely intertwined with access to the right
information as the critical catalyst for the successful implementation of CDUM.
As part of the Defense Preparedness Authorization, DLA funded the establishment of
advanced apparel manufacturing technology demonstration centers (AAMTDs) at Clemson
University, Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT) and Georgia Institute of Technology, and
has been sponsoring research at these centers and other universities on a variety of topics
related to improving the state-of-the-art in apparel manufacturing [10].

1

A CIAE can be defined as an enterprise that utilizes computers for the engineering, planning,
manufacturing, marketing and business functions of the enterprise, and for the integration of all
these functions into a cohesive enterprise systen1 through a common information/knowledge base.

3. CDUM: CONCEPT TO REALITY
The advancements from the various research endeavors sponsored by DLA at the AAMTDs
that facilitate the successful transformation of the CDUM concept to reality are discussed in
this section.

3.1 End-to-End Process Architecture
A prerequisite for the successful implementation and demonstration of CDUM is a detailed
specification of the various activities carried out at each of the nodes in Figure 2. The
principal modules are the Apparel Manufacturing Architecture (AMA), the Textile
Manufacturing Architecture and the RIC Architecture that respectively model the apparel
enterprise, the textile enterprise and the RIC.

Apparel Manufacturing Architecture: AMA is a comprehensive set of specifications for a
computer-integrated apparel enterprise developed at Georgia Tech [ 1, 2, 8, 9] under research
funding from the US Defense Logistics Agency. AMA consists of a set of models the core of
which is the information model which defines the schema of the shared information base for
an apparel enterprise. The function model component of the architecture (see Figure 4)
specifies how the activities carried out in an apparel manufacturing enterprise interact with
each other through the shared information base. The third component of AMA, the dynamics
model, describes how the interactions among the enterprise activities take place over time.
The USAF's IDEF Methodology [12] was used in the development of AMA. Moreover, it
was developed in cooperation with major apparel manufacturers and a few member companies
of the American Apparel Manufacturers Association (AAMA). AMA can thus play a
significant role in the implementation of CDUM.

Yarn and Fabric (Textile) Manufacturing Architectures (YMA and FMA): The Yarn and
Fabric Manufacturing Architectures are being developed at Georgia Tech under funding from
the National Science Foundation. They model the activities (and underlying information
entities and relationships) associated with the production of yams and fabrics.
I

RIC Architecture: An AS IS architecture of the uniform distribution process at RICs has
been developed at Georgia Tech [6, 7]. This was accomplished through discussions between
a DoD Joint Working Group and RIC personnel during visits of the Group to major RICs
around the nation. Figures 5 and 6 show the principal higher level activities in the uniform
distribution process. Each of the activities has been decomposed to the desired degree of
detail so that issues related to automating the individual processes can be exan1ined.
Thus, the basic end-to-end process architecture is in place for the implementation of CDUM.
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3.2 Research Efforts and the End-to-End Process
The end-to-end process/product life-cycle approach is used in this section to demonstrate the
applicability of the -results from the various research endeavors. The principal activities can be
classified into the following groups using the AO diagram of AMA (Figure 4 ):
o
o
o
o
o
o

Garment Design at the Armed Forces' Apparel Design Centers (Activity AI in AMA)
Vendor Selection at DPSC (Activity A3 in AMA)
Pre-Production at Apparel Enterprise (Activities A2-A4 in AMA)
Production at Apparel Enterprise (Activity A5 in AMA)
Product Shipping and Distribution (Activity A6 in AMA)
Uniform Issuance at RIC (Activity AI in the RIC Architecture)

The various activities in the end-to-end process can also be grouped into three time-based
phases, viz., (i) Garment Design and Vendor Selection; (ii) Start-up at Apparel Manufacturing
Enterprise; and (iii) Steady State Operations. Table 1 attempts to map the various research
efforts to the activities represented in AMA.

3.2.1 Phase I: Garment Design and Vendor Selection
In this first phase, a new garment may be designed for a specific purpose or an existing
garment may be redesigned to conform to changing profiles of recruits (based on tracking
historical anthropometric data from RICs) or to utilize new materials. Once a garment design
has been finalized, DPSC must find vendors to supply the garments.

Garment Design Process: The principal activities in the garment design process are shown in
the A 12 diagram of AMA (Figure 7). The associated information entities and relationships in
the AMA Information Model capture the required information for carrying out these activities.
This part of AMA can be utilized by the design departments of the Armed Forces (e.g.,
Natick RD&E Center, Wright-Patterson AFB) to reengineer their design and specification
preparation operations so that they can effectively meet their goals of continuously improving
the fit and performance of the garments.
The three major garment redesign efforts, two at Clemson University for Air Force Shirts and
Stitchless Chemical Protective Suits, and one at FIT for the Navy Peacoat come under the
A 12 activity of AMA, Develop Garment Style; the results from these efforts will be useful to
the experts in the design departments of the Armed Forces engaged in product improvement
activities.

Vendor Selection: Once a garment has been designed and adopted by the military, DPSC
assumes the responsibility for procuring the garments in the required quantities. DPSC can
use historical data from the RIC (for quantity and size ranges) to forecast product quantities.
This data can be obtained electronically from the Enlistment Centers and RICs.
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The Bid Evaluation Software Tool (BEST) developed at Georgia Tech can be utilized by
DPSC to apply a knowledge-based approach to selecting a suitable vendor -- activity A312 of
AMA. The BESTForms in BEST can facilitate EDI and EC, and DPSC can utilize the
information superhighway to set up a database of vendor capabilities that can be continuously
updated. Moreover, the evaluation process for selecting contractors will be objective and will
require considerably less time than the present.

DPSC -Apparel Enterprise Interface: Once a source has been selected, DPSC can transmit
the patterns electronically to the successful contractor; NIST' s Neutral File Format, developed
as part of the APDES effort, can facilitate the interchange of patterns between several
computer-aided design (CAD) systems being used in the apparel industry. Delivery schedules
and order quantities can be transmitted electronically by DPSC. Invoices and delivery status
information can also be processed electronically.

3.2.2 Phase II: Start-up at Apparel Manufacturing Enterprise
Once the order is received by the apparel manufacturing enterprise, the start-up phase
commences and the enterprise must carry out the range of activities captured in A2 through
A6 of AMA (see Figure 4).

Provide Manufacturing Support Services (A2): The enterprise must perform the following
three major functions covered in the A2 diagram of AMA to provide the necessary support to
the various operations in the enterprise:
o
o
o

Establish Quality Control Practices (A21)
Develop Suppliers for New Materials (A22)
Maintain Manufacturing Resource Data (A23)

The apparel enterprise can use Clemson's Hypermedia project for retrieving product
specifications to establish quality control practices (A21 activity) --.for the garment and raw
materials -- to produce and deliver quality garments to the RIC. Then, the enterprise can
utilize the underlying concepts in BEST to develop similar vendor evaluation programs to
identify suppliers for new materials (A22); a database implementation of the corresponding
segment of the AMA Information Model can facilitate the A23 activity of maintaining
manufacturing resource data.

Plan and Prepare for Manufacture (A3): The next major activity in the enterprise involves
planning and preparing for manufacturing and consists of the following four major tasks
covered in the A3 diagram of AMA:
o
o

Receive and Confirm Sales Order (A31)
Pre-process Reorders (A32)

o
o

Complete and Release Program (A33)
Procure Materials (A34)

In receiving and confirming the sales order from DPSC, the apparel enterprise must select a
manufacturing location to produce the garments. Depending on the available production
capability and capacity, the enterprise may decide to subcontract a certain portion of delivery
order. It can use BEST either to evaluate potential contractors or one of its own plants and
eventually select a manufacturing location (A312 activity).
EDI linkages with its suppliers (textiles and trim in Figure 2) will facilitate the procurement
of materials so that there are no shortages that might lead to delays in production and deli very
to RICs. For inspecting, monitoring and controlling fabric quality (A343 activity), Clemson's
Color Clustering System can be utilized in conjunction with Georgia Tech's FDAS (fabric
defects analysis system) to ensure that only defect-free material is released by the A3433
activity.

Monitor and Control Production Programs (A4): The major activities in monitoring and
controlling the production program in the enterprise to meet DPSC's delivery order are as
follows:
o
o
o

Issue Production Orders (A41)
Plan Cutting and Spreading (A42)
Schedule Production (A43)

The enterprise can utilize Clemson's Hierarchical Production Planning and Scheduling Systen1
at the highest level to carry out part of the A4 activity. Gerber Garment Technology's
advances in automated marker making coupled with intelligent pattern engineering can be
effectively utilized for preparing markers (A421). The results from Georgia Tech's Cut Order
Planning effort will help determine the spread layout (A423) so that the enterprise can
optimize material utilization while producing the required quantities in the specified sizes.

Manufacture Garments (AS): To manufacture the garments, the apparel enterprise must
carry out the following tasks:
o
o
o
o

Cut Fabric and Collect Garment Parts (A51)
Distribute Production Schedule (A52)
Produce Garments (A53)
Perform Quality Audit (A54)

The apparel enterprise can utilize Clemson's Fabric Inspection System using the Eagle Eye
Color Surveillance System to inspect the fabric during spreading (A513). If this is interfaced
with Georgia Tech's FDAS, a closed loop fabric defect detection and identification systen1
can be deployed by the enterprise. The inspection results can be electronically communicated
to the fabric supplier. Clemson's CCC can also be utilized in this task to ensure that the

spread is defect-free. Gerber Garment Technology's program for optimizing N/C cutter path
can be used by the cutting department (A5132) so that productivity can be enhanced: a vital
requirement for reducing final garment costs.
The assignment of production resources (A531) is a critical task in producing garments; for
this, the enterprise can utilize results from both Clemson's Hierarchical Production Planning
and Scheduling System and Florida's Production Planning and Scheduling System.
The enterprise can draw upon results from several research endeavors in the area of shopfloor operations, viz., the Sew and Finish Garments activity (A532). These include Clemson's
Lookahead Simulation, Georgia Tech's Discrete Event Simulation, USL' s CIM System and
Georgia Tech's Cut Parts Inspection System. For transporting garment subassemblies
(A5323), Clemson's AGV system can be deployed on the shop-floor. The relative merits of
the bundle system, UPS and Flexible Workgroups have been investigated by Clemson and
Georgia Tech. These results can be utilized to set up appropriate Sewing and Finishing Units
(A53241) on the shop-floor.
The enterprise can incorporate defect detection devices being developed by Georgia Tech on
the sewing machines so that no defects are produced in the sewing operation (A53242).
Likewise, the enterprise can deploy the automation technologies being developed by Clemson
and NCSU for sewing machines so that the machines become flexible to produce a variety of
garments: a critical requirement to meet the demands for garments in non-standard sizes for
recruits. If the enterprise employs physically challenged operators, Clemson's VAST system
can be used to operate the sewing machines. The results from the ergonomics efforts at
Georgia Tech and Clemson can be effectively utilized by the enterprise to create a conducive
and safe working environment.
The shop-floor mechanics can use Clemson's Expert Maintenance System to ensure the
smooth running of the various machines. Georgia Tech's SDAS (sewing defects analysis
system) can be deployed for inspecting the finished garments (A541) and keeping track of
defect rates on the shop-floor. The enterprise can utilize Clemson's results fron1 the ShopFloor Performance Metrics in conjunction with the Integrated Production Cost System for
benchmarking purposes and to keep track of production costs even as the garn1ents are being
produced. In fact, the enterprise can utilize this data to suitably refine its operations in realtime.

Distribute Manufactured Garments (A6): The final activity in the end-to-end process at the
apparel enterprise involves the distribution of the garments to the various RICs based on the
delivery order issued by DPSC.

Enterprise Infrastructure: The various machines and technologies deployed in the apparel
enterprise play a major role in meeting the requirements of RICs. The enterprise n1ust
continuously upgrade and enhance this infrastructure by taking advantage of advancements in
technologies. Clemson's AM CIA and Georgia Tech's COMPASS can be utilized by the

apparel enterprise to evaluate various options based on a set of nontraditional criteria and
make informed capital investment decisions; such an approach will enable the enterprise to
utilize state-of-the-art technology in all its operations.

3.2.3 Phase III: Steady State Operations
Once the start-up phase is completed and the enterprise begins shipping garments to the RICs
on a regular basis, the operations in the end-to-end process reach a steady state. By
implementing a total EDI system, the issue data can be continuously communicated by the
RIC to the apparel enterprise; the latter can utilize it to regulate its production so that the
inventory levels in the pipeline are minimized and the RIC doesn't experience any shortages.
Requests for special orders can be electronically communicated to the apparel enterprise
which can in turn employ flexible sewing machines to quickly reconfigure the processes and
meet the requirements on time. By electronically linking the Enlistment Centers with RICs,
the complete end-to-end process can effectively utilize the information superhighway.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The CDUM Initiative underway at DLA for supplying uniforms to RICs is aimed at adopting
the commercial practice of customer- or demand-driven replenishment of inventory. The role
of an end-to-end process architecture in implementing CDUM has been discussed. An end-toend process/product life-cycle approach has been used to demonstrate the applicability of the
results from the various research endeavors sponsored by DLA for realizing CDUM. The endto-end process architecture can be effectively utilized to identify research opportunities to
further the CDUM concept. If the participating apparel enterprise deploys the technologies
emerging from the broad range of research efforts sponsored by DLA, the CDUM concept
can indeed become an operating reality! And any commercial apparel enterprise aiming to be
truly responsive to its customer's needs and operate in a Quick Response mode can similarly
reengineer itself and compete successfully in the global market.
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COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING: A TEXTILE-APPAREL
PERSPECTIVE1

Sundaresan Jayaraman
Georgia Institute of Technology
School of Textile & Fiber Engineering
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0295
USA
ABSTRACT. Today's textile-apparel industrial complex is characterized by a multitude of
conflicting demands: smaller lot sizes, increased product flexibility, higher product quality and
decreasing delivery times.
The textile/apparel industry must deploy state-of-the-art
manufacturing and information management techniques to operate successfully in such a
demanding and highly competitive global market In this context, the role and scope of
mechatronics in textile-apparel production systems are discussed with specific examples. The
need for techniques and tools such as information engineering, electronic data interchange and
knowledge-based systems technology is established and their relevance to the textile-apparel
complex is discussed. An overview of major research endeavors including the development of
an enterprise architecture, knowledge-based systems and product data standards is presented.
Finally, some topics for further research in areas ranging from distributed design and
manufacturing to the development of product data exchange standards are proposed.
1. Introduction

Today's textile-apparel industrial complex is characterized by a multitude of conflicting
demands: smaller lot sizes, increased product flexibility, higher product quality and decreasing
delivery times. To operate successfully in such a demanding and highly competitive global
market, the textile/apparel industry must depJoy state-of-the-art manufacturing and information
management techniques; the major techniques are Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (ClM),
Concurrent Engineering (CE), Design for Manufacturability (DFM), uniform product
representation standards, Just-in-Time (JIT) manufacturing, Quick Response (QR) and Total
Quality Management (TQM). The tools or means for successfully applying these techniques
throughout the life-cycle of the textile/apparel domain are automation, robotics, computers,
electronic data interchange (EDI), knowledge-based systems (KBS), information engineering,
and structured analysis and design tools (SADT). In other words, the key lies in successfully
integrating mechanical (or physical) elements of the system with the electronic (or information)
components.

1

Invited Lecture Delivered at the NATO Advanced Study Institute on Advancements and App1ications
of Mechatronics Design in Textile Engineering held in Side, Turkey, April 3-16, 1992. Also, to appear
in a NATO ASI book to be published by Kluwer Academic Publishers, The Netherlands.

1.1 MECHATRONICS AND THE TEXTILE-APPAREL COMPLEX
Mechatronics, a term coined by Japanese researchers, is commonly defined as the efficient
integration of mechanical and electronic engineering to create an optimum product. The
ultimate objective of any enterprise is to produce the right product, of the right quality, in the
right quantity, at the right price and at the right time (the fiveRs of a manufacturing enterprise)
[7). The application of the mechatronics philosophy, viz., the effective utilization of state-ofthe-art technology (be it mechanical or computing) in all facets of its operation -- design,
development, planning, production, distribution, marketing and business -- will enable the
enterprise to achieve its goals in the highly dynamic and competitive global market.

1.1 .1 Integration and the Textile-Apparel Complex: An enterprise that effectively integrates the
various functions through a common information/knowledge base is generally referred to as a
Computer-Integrated Enterprise (CIE) [9]. 1be key to achieving a computer-integrated-textileapparel complex lies in a careful study and adoption of the principles of mechatronics by the
industry. Moreover, to achieve true integration, the traditional lines that have separated the
major components or building blocks (fibers, textiles and apparel) must disappear.
The word integration is used in a broader context than just physical proximity or co-location.
Figure 1 shows the three major functions associated with a typical scenario in the textile-apparel
life-cycle. The product design activity may be physically located in any of the major fashion
centers of the world, viz., Milano, Paris or New York; the plant to carry out the product
manufacturing function may be located in Greenville, Hong Kong or Biella, and product
marketing can take place in retail stores around the world from London to Tokyo. As lead
times become shoner and demand for product variety increases, coordination and control -- or
conceptual integration -- of the three major activities become critical. It is therefore clear that
mechatronics has a vital role to play in the textile-apparel complex.
In this Chapter, the state of the textile-apparel industrial complex vis-a-vis the mechatronics
philosophy is examined. In Section 2, specific applications of mechatronic elements in textileapparel production systems are discussed. In Section 3, the roles of information engineering,
electronic data interchange and knowledge-based systems technology in developing mechatronic
solutions are discussed. Ongoing research activities and scope for further research effons are
covered in Section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.

2. Mechatronics and Textile-Apparel Production Systems
Figure 2 shows a detailed view of the interrelationships between the three major functions in
the textile-apparel complex. Two major types of entities flow through, and are processed by,
the functions. They are physical entities such as fabrics and garments, and information entities
such as design specifications and market trends. The flow of physical entities is predominantly
in a single or forward direction (denoted by thick lines in the figure). In contrast, the flow of
information entities is bidirectional (thin lines in the figure). In fact, as the industry becomes
increasingly driven by what the consumer wants and demands, i.e., consumer-driven design and
manufacturing (CDDAM) becomes the accepted norm in the industry, the information flow in
the reverse direction (from the consumer to the manufacturer and designer) will assume greater
imponance. And the ability of an enterprise to successfully utilize this and other information
to rapidly reconfigure itself -- change designs, fabrics, styles, production and marketing
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techniques -- will largely determine its success or failure in the global market.
However, efficient harnessing and processing of information alone, without regard to the
handling of physical entities, is inadequate. What is needed is a well-balanced control and
coordination of physical and information handling activities in an enterprise. Tile handling of
physical entities, viz., manufacturing, is largely earned out by mechanical elements of the
enterprise system (e.g., machines, robots); information entities are processed by electronic
elements (e.g., computers). Thus, there is a need to effect synergy or integration between the
two sets of tasks -- mechanical and electronic -- making the application of mechatronics the
logical route to be adopted by the textile-apparel industrial complex. Tile applications of
mechatronic elements in textile and apparel production systems are presently examined.
2.1 :MECHATRONIC ELE:MENTS IN A TEXTILE ENTERPRISE
Figure 3 shows yet another view of the principal functions in a textile manufacturing enterprise.
In the textile design function, the designer is responsible for producing a design that meets both
the aesthetic and functional demands placed by the consumer. In addition, for a design to fmd
its way into the marketplace, the designer must consider the manufacturability of the product.
In other words, design for manufacturability (DFM) and concurrent engineering (CE) principles
should be followed by the designer so that the designed product can indeed be manufactured
by the enterprise. For example, a fabric that calls for intricate woven patterns cannot be
manufactured if the weaving machines in the plant are not equipped with Jacquard heads.
Similarly, if the equipment cannot handle very fme fibers in yam production, the proposed
product will not see the light of day. Thus successful textile product design calls for a careful
synthesis of the various elements of the domain, viz., material characteristics, processability,
production capabilities, and consumer-driven product aesthetics and functionality. The
predominant activity in textile design is infonnation handling which is denoted by the rounded
comers of the box in the figure.
2.1.1 Computer-Aided Design. Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems, the first of the

mechatronic elements, are rapidly proliferating in the textile enterprise. A typical CAD system
consists of a personal computer or workstation equipped with input devices, such as an image
scanner and a video camera, and output devices such as a color monitor and a color printer.
With the advancements in printing technology, often it becomes difficult to visually distinguish
between the design on the paper and the fabric. The CAD system can generate processing
infonnation for weaving machines, such as lifting of the harnesses, that can be directly sent to
electronic dobbies and jacquards. The engineering design of woven textile structures is a
complex task and makes extensive use of empirical knowledge accumulated over time. Table
1 illustrates the interrelationships between major design parameters and functional characteristics
of woven structures [1]. Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) software tools such as finite
element methods, equation solvers, visualization tools and 3-D modeling help the designer
balance the functional requirements of the product with the aesthetics.
The database associated with a CAD system consists of a library of designs created in the
enterprise. This library typically includes color schemes, fibers, yams, fabrics and their
characteristics and performance metrics. The CAD system needs to access the database of
process sequences, machines and equipment capabilities maintained in the enterprise. Another
vital input source for the designer is the marketing database that captures the consumer's profile
along with infonnation on past performance of the product in the market. In other words. the
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CAD system should provide the designer with access to its own database in addition to those
distributed in other functions of the enterprise. A key requirement therefore is electronic data
interchange (EDI) between the various functions of the enterprise. Rather than have a
physically centralized or single database with all the enterprise information, a distributed
database with each function owning the data pertaining to that activity would be a more
desirable solution for ensuring data integrity and data currency.
Advantages of CAD Systems: A CAD system provides QR capabilities to an enterprise by
compressing the design-manufacturing-marketing cycle time. Designs, stored in libraries, can
be recalled, modified and quickly evaluated. The number of prototypes or samples to be
physically produced prior to acceptance by the customer is greatly reduced, thus resulting in
cost and time savings. The enterprise can respond faster to changes in the market based on
point-of-sale (POS) information generated by the marlceting department. Since the CAD
systems can directly download process information (e.g., machine settings, lifting plan) to the
shop-floor, designs can be quickly brought to production. Moreover, since human intervention
is being minimized or even eliminated, information translation errors are greatly reduced leading
to a better quality product. For example, when the lifting plan is directly sent by the CAD
system to the electronic dobby, operator errors in key-punching or programming can be
avoided. Thus, by applying one of the principal mechatronic elements, the textile enterprise
can design products to effectively respond to market needs.
2.1.2 Computer-Aided Process Planning and Scheduling. As shown in Figure 3, the process
planning and scheduling function is the next major function in a textile enterprise. As with

design, this function is essentially an information processing operation in which answers to the
following important questions are determined: (i) how to produce? (ii) when to produce? (iii)
what product mix to produce? (iv) how much to produce? and (v) where to produce?
In process planning, the correct set and sequence of operations required to manufacture the
product are determined. In production planning and scheduling, the objective is to optimize the
utilization of scarce resources while producing a quality product that meets market demands.
This function becomes especially critical in the context of JIT manufacturing philosophy. In
such a scenario, the apparel company expects shipment of fabric to arrive just in time to be
spread in the cutting room. A real-world example is the existing relationship between Swift
Textiles, a major denim producer in the U.S., and Levi Strauss, the leading jeans manufacturer.
Even the arrangement of fabric rolls in the delivery trucks matches the order in which the
fabrics will be spread and cut by the apparel manufacturer. When such fine coordination and
control are necessary, planning and scheduling of production become extremely critical in the
textile-apparel life-cycle. Carrying the JIT philosophy funher upstream, if the fabric
manufacturer is procuring yam from outside sources, the planning and scheduling function
provides the necessary information to forecast and order raw materials so that they arrive just
in time to be taken to the production floor. Likewise, the planning function in a yarn
manufacturing operation helps to order fibers, and the link continues further upstream in the
chain. In short, as the textile-apparel complex moves towards JIT manufacturing, the planning
and scheduling function in the textile enterprise assumes a pivotal role in maintaining the link.
The use of the computer in this function not only simplifies the task, but also improves the
quality of the results.
The information required by the planning and scheduling function includes plant equipment
capabilities, available capacities, inventory levels (stock and work-in-process), order sizes and
due dates. The database associated with a computer-based planning and scheduling system will
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typically contain infonnation on plant equipment capabilities and available capacities.
Moreover, as with CAD systems, the planning system should be able to electronically access
other databases in the enterprise (see Figure 3) containing inventory infonnation, order
infonnation (order sizes and due dates) and process infonnation (process sequences and times).
Materials Requirement Planning and Manufacturing Resources Planning Systems (MRP, MRP
II systems) are the commonly used tools for this task. A simulation tool can be effectively used
to evaluate various production scenarios prior to scheduling production. Operations Research
techniques and tools (e.g., Linear and Dynamic programming, PERT/CPM) can also be used
for this activity in the textile enterprise.
Advantages of Computer-Aided Process Planning and Scheduling: The use of computerbased planning and scheduling tools can help to produce the right mix of goods, eliminate
bottlenecks in manufacturing and reduce production times. Consequently, the cost of producing
the goods can be reduced. Moreover, the organization can be geared to meet market demands
and operate successfully under the JIT manufacturing philosophy.
2.1.3 Computer-Aided Manufacturing on the Shop-Floor. As shown in Figure 3, the next logical
function in the textile enterprise is manufacturing. In this function, the raw materials are
physically transfonned into finished goods. For example, in a yarn manufacturing facility,
fibers are opened, cleaned, carded, drawn and spun into yam using the appropriate technology,
viz., ring, rotor, air-jet or friction spinning. In the case of a woven fabric manufacturing facility,
one-dimensional yams are converted into a two-dimensional fabric through a sequence of steps,
viz., winding, warping, slashing, drawing-in and weaving using the appropriate weft insertion
technology. In either scenario, handling of physical entities (fiber, yam or fabric) is the primary
function; however, the processes themselves are governed by the infonnation entities generated
in the design and planning functions.
Computers are rapidly becoming an integral part of the shop-floor operations in a textile
enterprise. Coupled with the proliferation of automation and robotics, a truly computer-aided
manufacturing environment is emerging. In other words, the mechatronics philosophy is being
applied on the shop-floor. The inroads made by mechatronics can be grouped into two major
categories: process control and materials handling.
Process Control and Flexible Manufacturing: Figure 4 shows the hierarchical flow of
infonnation in a textile enterprise. The different levels of control in the plant are also shown
in the figure. At Level 0, sensors mounted on different parts of the machine transmit the
infonnation that is used by the machine controller at Level 1. Likewise, the controllers at Level
2, regulate individual lines such as opening and carding, and those at Level 3 control
departments (e.g., spinning, weaving), and so on. Thus, by adopting the distributed process
control philosophy, the manufacturing process can be monitored and finely controlled at the
desired level. For example, the quality of the card sliver is controlled by the autoleveller on
the carding machine, while the computer in the weaving plant monitors all the weaving
machines and provides appropriate infonnation to the weaving room manager.
At the heart of changes taking place in process control and monitoring on the shop-floor is
the expanded role of the machines themselves. The machines are no longer just processing the
physical entities, but also are serving as nerve centers or nodes in infonnation acquisition and
utilization on the shop-floor. For example, in Rieter's concept of Computer-Integrated Spinning
(CIS), the Spin Control Center can download yarn and machine settings directly to the machines
in the spinning line. This feature -- rapid reconfiguration and· increased flexibility in products
produced -- would greatly facilitate quick changeovers in yams produced in a plant operating
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Figure 4. Information Flow and Control in a Textile Enterprise.

in a QR mode. Likewise, Murata, the Japanese textile machinery manufacturer, is a leader in
the real-world application of mechatronics to yam manufacturing [15].
Today's weaving machines are equipped with features such as on-board intelligence, touch
screen and graphic displays, and bi-directional communication capability. As the fabric pattern
or fabric sen changes, the appropriate pattern data and machine settings can be directly
downloaded from the computer to the machine. Maintenance and trouble-shooting instructions
can also be displayed by the operator on the machine. Machine perfonnance parameters (e.g.,
running time, picks inserted, types of stops, downtime and efficiency) are gathered by the
machine and sent to the department-wide monitoring and control computer. Thus the weaving
machine is an excellent example of the synergy characteristic of a mechatronic production
system: it produces a physical entity, viz., fabric, while effectively processing vital infonnation
in the plant.
·
In short, process control in a textile enterprise -- which requires the integration of mechanical
and electronic elements of the manufacturing system -- is no longer bound by its traditional
definition of making corrections to an out-of-control process. Instead, its scope has been
expanded to include customization of the process to provide the necessary flexibility associated
with small lot production sizes coupled with frequent changes and shorter lead times for
products. A flexible manufacturing system (FMS), or a textile version of it, is slowly emerging.
Materials Handling and Process Linkages: Materials Handling (MH) can be defmed as the
use of the right method or technique to ensure the availability of the right material in the right
form in the right amount at the right place and at the right cost [8]. This definition clearly
shows the importance of proper materials handling for attaining the enterprise objective and the
five Rs, especially in the context of QR and JIT manufacturing. While MH is typically
associated with the movement and handling of physical entities in the plant, a crucial element
in the proper functioning of the system is the associated infonnation. If the material on the
shop-floor is misdirected due to information errors, bottlenecks might occur. More importantly,
consumer demands cannot be met on time resulting in economic and business consequences for
the enterprise. Thus there is a need for the application of mechatronics to the domain of MH
in the textile enterprise.
In addition to the use of Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) and Automated Storage and
Retrieval Systems (AS,IRS) for materials handling, the current trend in textile manufacturing is
towards process linkages, i.e., automatically routing material from one processing machine to
the next without human intetvention. One of the first, going back several decades, was
transportation of opened and cleaned fibers directly from the last machine in the opening room
to the cards using chutes. However, this linkage or process integration has gone further. The
roving bobbins are transported on an overhead rail directly to the ring frame. The bobbins from
the ring frame are directly transported to the winding machine; an example of such a system
is Murata's Mach Coner. Such systems can also handle several different types of yams
providing a greater product flexibility to the plant. Robotic anns doff the cones from the
winding machines and transport them to an inspection station. A vision system inspects the
package for defects and good quality cones are transported to be packaged, palletized and
rendered ready for shipping. This type of process integration not only minimizes human
handling of material (consequently, fewer opponunities for mishandling, yam mix-ups and
soiling) but also greatly reduces the processing time in the plant, a factor that becomes critical
in a QR operating environment.
Moving further downstream in the textile process, winding and warping operations are being
linked. The cones from the winder are directly transported to the warping machine on an
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overhead rail. At the warper, a warper creel robot automatically supplies the package to the
creel. Tile fabric on the weaving machine is automatically doffed and transponed to the
inspection station. At ITMA '91, ELBIT Vision Systems of Israel demonstrated a vision-based
fabric inspection system [15]. The fabric is scanned by eight videocameras at 100 m/min.
Initially, the system, working on greige goods only, "learns" the fabric pattern on a 3" x 3"
sample. The observed defects are classified into spot, vertical, horizontal and area defects. This
system is another illustration of how information processing in textile operations has been
greatly aided by the rapid advancements in computing technology.
In short, process integration, robotics and vision-based systems used in the textile enterprise
illustrate the synergistic functioning of the mechanical and electronic elements in the system.
Advantages of CAM on the Shop-Floor: By utilizing appropriate technologies, including
the computer, to effectively integrate the mechanical and electronic systems on the shop-floor,
the textile enterprise is better positioned to produce a quality product that meets the
requirements of the consumer. For an enterprise operating in a QR mode under the JIT
philosophy, CAM on the shop-floor becomes even more critical. In fact, CAM along with EDI
are often the prerequisites for achieving such an environment.
2.2 MECHATRON1C ELEMENTS IN AN APPAREL ENTERPRISE
The major functions shown in Figure 3 are also applicable to an apparel manufacturing
enterprise. In the interest of brevity, only issues that are unique to the apparel sector and not
found in textile manufacturing will be discussed here.
2.2.1 Computer-Aided Design and Marker Making. CAD systems used in apparel design have

features similar to those used in textile design. In addition, the systems allow the designer to
graphically simulate the drape and appearance of the garment on 3-D forms. Attempts are
being made to integrate data on fabric characteristics from the Kawabata Hand Evaluation
System (KES) with the design software. This type of link will help the designer better visualize
how the garment being designed will drape on the human form.
CAD systems are also used for grading and marker making. In grading, the garment's base
pattern parts are used to generate the pattern parts for the various sizes in that specific style.
Grading rules are built into the software. The marker specifies the desired layout of the
garment's pattern parts on the fabric to be cut. The purpose of the marker making process is
to pack the pattern parts so that fabric utilization is maximized. Since fabric accounts for a
significant proportion of the garment cost, it is important to maximize fabric utilization.
Heuristics are being built into the software to achieve this objective. The CAD system also
generates the path coordinates for the NC fabric cutting machine; this data is then directly
transmitted to the NC cutter thus creating a true CAD-CAM link.
2.2.2 Computer-Aided Process Planning and Scheduling. A unique issue in the apparel industry
is the large number of operations involved in making a gannent. Also, the operation times,

required machine features and operator skills vary with the operation. Therefore, process
planning is a complex task requiring the use of computers. Moreover, the process planner
needs to access the various databases in the enterprise and also draw upon experiential
knowledge. Further downstream, the production planning and scheduling process is complicated
by the number of sizes, size distributions and colors associated with a single gannent style.
Software systems known as cut order planning software incorporate optimization algorithms;
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these packages enable manufacturers to better control their manufacturing costs and be
competitive in the marketplace.
2.2 .3 Computer-Aided Manufacturing. Analogous to the weaving machines in a textile plant,
sewing machines are being equipped with data terminals that are connected to a monitoring and

control system on the shop-floor. Machine settings can be downloaded from the central
computer. In an experimental system exhibited at the 1990 Bobbin Show, a Juki sewing
machine was using fabric property information based on the KES system to adjust its sewing
parameters. This is an excellent application of mechatronics: Fabric-related information is used
to change the mechanical processing of the part on the sewing machine so that a defect-free
garment can be produced. The ability to rapidly reconfigure the sewing parameters -- based on
fabric properties -- will enable a plant to quickly respond to changes in fabric and garment
styles. The MITI program in Japan and the Singer company have focused on automating the
garment assembly operation, i.e., automatically moving the parts from one operation to the other
using mechanical robot anns. However, they have not yet become commercially viable.
2.2.4 Materials Handling. In the area of materials handling, viz., the movement of garment parts

in the apparel enterprise, studies have shown that MH and related tasks occupy 60% of the
operator's time, whereas the actual sewing accounts for only 20% of the operator's time [28].
Thus, reducing the MH time could greatly contribute to increasing the productivity and
profitability of the organization. A MH system known as the unit production system (UPS) is
making inroads into the apparel industry. The underlying philosophy of the UPS is the
processing of a garment in a lot or bundle size of one, as oprx:>sed to 36 or 72 units in the more
commonly used bundle system in the industry. Consequently, the UPS is ideal for producing
smaller lot sizes requiring quick turnaround with minimum work-in-process (WIP) inventory
levels. In the UPS, an overhead conveyor moves hangers between the workstations; each
hanger contains the parts for a single garment. At each workstation, the relevant sewing
operation is performed on the parts which typically don't have to be removed from the hanger
for sewing. The bar-coded hangers are automatically routed by the control system to the
sewing station for the next operation; consequently, the WIP levels can be continuous! y tracked
by the UPS. Thus the UPS is another good example of the application of the principles of
mechatronics: Mechanical elements guide the hangers to the appropriate station based on the
operation to be performed. availability and skill level of operator, and machine availability and
capability.
Having discussed the role of mechatronics separately in textile and apparel operations, issues
at the textile-apparel-retail interface are presently examined.
2.3 MECHATRONIC ELEMENTS AT THE TEXTll..E-APPAREL-RETAll.. INTERFACE
A critical element in achieving a truly integrated textile-apparel complex. is the link between
the various components, viz., the textile manufacturer, apparel producer and the retailer.
Essentially, at each interface, there is the movement of goods (physical entities) controlled by
the associated information. Consequently, there is a need to apply mechatronics to ensure a
seamless transfer of goods and information.
2.3.1 Role and lmportance of Point-of-Sale Data. The POS data gathered in the retail store is
transmitted electronically by each store to its headquarters. In tum, the collated information is
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used by the company to place orders with apparel suppliers. This infonnation is also used by
the apparel producers to track the perfonnance of goods in the market and to forecast
production. The POS data plays a critical role in a QR operating environment where the
apparel producer needs to quickly alter production practices to respond to the market. An
excellent case study in the effective use of POS data is the GAP retail chain in the United
States. GAP tracks product perfonnance on a continuing basis and typically has a complete
turnover of inventory in approximately two weeks.
The apparel manufacturer uses the POS data (furnished by the retailer) and past history to
forecast fabric requirements. Orders are placed with the fabric manufacturer as late in the
production-retailing cycle as possible so that the quantity ordered closely matches the
anticipated consumption. Moreover, the fabric and other materials must arrive in time to be cut
and sewn, thus necessitating a JIT environment at the textile supplier.
2.3.2 The Quality Chain. The burden of maintaining quality is being gradually shifted to the

supplier. Thus, when a roll of cloth is shipped to the apparel manufacturer, it typically carries
a defect map (location and extent of defects) along with other fabric-related infonnation. The
defects marked at the fabric inspection stage in the textile plant can be detected by sensors on
the spreading machine and appropriate action taken. Further upstream, similar linkages need
to exist between yam and fabric producers, and fiber and yam producers, respectively. Since
infonnation plays a critical role at each interface, the proper transfer and processing of
infonnation are of uunost importance in the textile-apparel complex.
In summary, the principles of mechatronics are being applied in all facets of textile-apparel
production systems ranging from design to marketing, thus laying the ground for realizing
CDDAM. Moreover, the underlying theme behind mechatronics is to bring about true
integration between the various functions of an enterprise by tearing down the walls separating
them; this ·is slowly, but surely, becoming a reality in the textile-apparel complex. Major tools
necessary for successfully applying mechatronics in the textile/apparel industry are presently
discussed.

3. Mechatronics, Information Engineering and Knowledge Processing
The successful application of mechatronics in the textile-apparel complex implies the effective
control of physical and infonnation entities in the enterprise. Two broad classes of tools and
techniques are needed for this purpose: one dealing primarily with physical entities and the
other with infonnation entities. Note, however, that this classification only facilitates the
discussion and does not diminish the need for -- and importance of -- the two sets of tools
working together seamlessly. The focus here is on the tools for infonnation and knowledge
processing.
3.1 INFORMATION ENGINEERING AND THE TEXTILE-APPAREL COMPLEX
Having the right infonnation, in the right fonnat, at the right place and at the right time is
critical to realizing the five Rs of the enterprise: to produce the right product, of the right
quality, in the right quantity, at the right price and at the right time. lnfonnation engineering- the process of identifying, analyzing, synthesizing and structuring infonnation entities and
their flows -- is a powerful means or tool to help an organization effectively utilize its
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enterprise-wide infonnation resources. In fact, infonnation engineering is the first step toward
the successful implementation of CIM systems in an enterprise.
3.2 ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE AND STRUCfURED ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
TOOLS
As with any engineering activity, the result of applying infonnation engineering concepts is a
detailed knowledge and understanding of the functions and infonnation associated with the
enterprise. For example, it is important for the product design function to have timely access
to various pieces of infonnation such as product functionality and equipment capability (see also
Figure 3). The first step in setting up an infonnation system for design activity is a detailed
analysis of the function and its associated infonnation entities. A systematic function-byfunction modeling of the enterprise activities results in a definition of the enterprise known as
the enterprise architecture. However, to develop such an architecture or model of an enterprise,
modeling methodologies and tools are necessary. Such tools are also known as structured
analysis and design tools or SADT. Several diagramming and flowcharting techniques have
been proposed in literature [20]. For modeling manufacturing systems, the important
methodologies are the IDEF methodology from the U.S. Air Force [29], the ESPRIT CIM-OSA
[16] and Zachman's Infonnation Systems Archiiecture [32]. The relative merits and
shoncomings of the three systems have been discussed in [19, 27].

3.2.1 Electronic Data Interchange. Figure 5 shows the flow of infonnation between the major
building blocks of the fiber-textile-apparel complex; it also illustrates the interdependency and
tight linkages between the components. For example, POS data will eventually (through the
retailer - apparel manufacturer - fabric manufacturer - yam manufacturer path) influence the
type and quantity of fibers bought by the yam manufacturer. For the information to be of
value, it must be transmitted quickly and accurately. An effective medium is electronic transfer,
commonly referred to as electronic data interchange or EDI. Such electronic transfer is both
essential and critical, especially if the textile-apparel complex is to operate in a QR or JIT
environment (e.g., the relationship between Swift Textiles and Levi Strauss).
EDI is commonly defined as the computer-to-computer exchange of business documents
between organizations in a standard electronic fonnat. Even within an organization, EDI
between the functional units (see Figure 2) helps streamline processes that are critical for
efficient operation. EDI eliminates the paper shuffle and enables an organization to satisfy its
customer's needs by providing instantaneous infonnation on both orders and quality problems
(including trouble-shooting).
As with any chain, the textile-apparel-retail chain is as strong only as its weakest link. Thus,
if the information flow between the fabric manufacturer and the auxiliaries supplier in Figure
S breaks dowri, the shon-tenn impact will be felt by the apparel manufacturer; however, in the
long-term, all the nodes in the chain will be affected. As organizations increasingly rely on
EDI, data security and correct interpretation of data, viz., what is perceived is what was meant,
become critical. Inasmuch as EDI is efficient, powerful and fast, a recent incident in the New
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Figure 5. EDI in the Textile-Apparel Complex.
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York Stock Exchange 1 illustrates the vulnerability of EDI and underscores the need for proper
safeguards and security standards.
3.2.2 Information Exchange Standards. The textile-apparel complex deals with different types
of data in the product's life-cycle, viz., design, manufacturing, performance, quality, testing and
marketing. As sho"Ml in Figures 3 and 5, such a CIM database for the enterprise is likely to
be physically distributed across the various functions of the enterprise. The databases may be
on different hardware platforms; each function may store and access the data in a certain
format; the same data may be interpreted or used differently by 'another function. Some of
these systems may be full-fledged database management systems, while others might only
permit file transfer. Therefore, for implementing EDI within an enterprise and across
companies, some common rules or standards for representing and exchanging information are
required.
For example, the internal representation of pattern data in the matter making system depends
on the system developer. For example, the data format in the Gerber system is different from
that of the system marketed by Microdynamics. If an apparel manufacturer has a different
system at each of its multi-plant operations, pattern data cannot be directly exchanged
electronically, thus precluding true EDI. A similar problem (of larger magnitude) is faced by
the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). DoD is typically forced into issuing hard patterns at
bid solicitations for apparel procurement If a common data format were adopted, the industry
could implement EDI and derive its benefits: (i) No information will be lost when data is
interchanged between systems; and (ii) No complex and expensive coding and decoding
protocols will be required at the sending and receiving systems, respectively.
Standards for Product Life-Cycle: A long-term approach to developing such standards is to
examine the total life-cycle data of the textile/apparel product. An international initiative,
known as PDES, Product Data Exchange using STEP, will facilitate the exchange of a complete
product data model with sufficient information as to be interpretable by advanced CAD/CAM
systems without human intervention. These concepts are currently being investigated by the
hardgoods industry, viz., mechanical parts, mechanical assemblies and electrical printed wiring
board products [23]. STEP (STandard for Exchange of Product Model data) is an international
standard (defined by International Standards Organization) to represent product data in a neutral
format that can be used throughout the life-cycle of the product Both these initiatives are
slowly making their way into the softgoods or textile/apparel world [17]. The information
architecture of the enterprise provides the necessary foundation for developing such standards
necessary for the design and implementation of an integrated enterprise information system.
DoD Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistic Support (CALS): CALS is a DoD and
Industry initiate to enable and accelerate the integration and use of digital technical information
for weapon system acquisition, design, manufacture and support. The CALS program facilitates
the transition from paper-intensive processes to a highly automated and integrated mode of
operation, thereby improving productivity and quality of acquisition and logistic suppon
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0n March 25, 1992, an order to sell $10 Million worth of shares on the New Yorlc Stock
Exchange, was misinterpreted and processed by the data entry cleric at Salomon Brothers -- a
brokerage firm -- as an order to sell 10 million shares; this error caused the stock marlcet to
drop sharply during the closing minutes of the day. The large sell-off was quickly traced to the
source and immediate steps were taken to minimize the consequences.
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processes [3]. Among the associated benefits of this initiative are: (i) Reduced acquisition and
suppon costs through elimination of duplicative, manual and error prone processes; (ii)
Improved responsiveness of the industrial base by development of integrated design and
manufacturing capabilities and by Industry networldng and communication among
manufacturers based on digital product descriptions; and (iii) Improved quality and timeliness
of technical infonnation for suppon planning, reprocurement. training and maintenance, as well
as improved reliability and maintainability of weapon system designs through direct coupling
to CAD/CAE processes and databases.
Based on the objectives of the CALS program and its related benefits, the CALS strategy
could very well be adopted by the textile/apparel industry to be responsive to the needs of the
consumer by delivering a quality product in a timely manner while reducing the manufacturing
and distribution costs.
3.23 Information Exchange and Communication Networks. A prerequtstte for effective

infonnation sharing is a well designed and implemented communication network (collection of
hardware and software) within the building blocks of the textile-apparel complex and between
them. For example, the CAD system can access the equipment capability database over a local
area network (LAN) if the two databases are maintained within the same physical facility.
Otherwise, wide area networks or communication through modems are the means to achieve
this infonnation sharing. Likewise, weaving machines in the weave room can be nodes on a
LAN with the central computer keeping track of production infonnation, machine settings and
patterns. In such a system, the settings from a weaving machine operating at high efficiencies
can be electronically transferred to other machines on the shop-floor. Such electronic transfer
of settings was demonstrated by Picanol at ITMA '91.
Various communication protocols have been established for infonnation exchange [30]. The
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model provides a generic seven-layer
framework for the development of standardized communication systems from the physical layer
to the application layer. The Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) is based on the OSI
Reference model and is extensively used in the manufacturing sector (e.g., automobiles). TOP
(technical and office protocol) is a set of standard protocols used to provide a functional
network for distributed infonnation processing in technical and office environments.
The ISDN (integrated services digital networks) architecture supports the simultaneous
transmission of data, video and audio. This technology opens up some exciting avenues for
infonnation sharing in the textile-apparel complex. For example, concurrent design and
engineering can be practised more effectively: product designers, consumers and manufacturing
personnel located in different cities can work as a team to design a product and improve its
chances of success in the market. Likewise, the technology can be used to develop multimedia
systems to train operators in plants, provide shop-floor trouble shooting instructions and develop
product presentations for marketing.
In summary, advancements in infonnation technology can be applied to design and implement
newer ways to present, utilize and share infonnation in the textile/apparel complex.
3.3 KNOWLEDGE PROCESSING AND THE TEXTILE-APPAREL COMPLEX
Infonnation, a meaningful representation of data, is imponant to an enterprise. Equally critical,
if not more valuable for an enterprise to meet its objectives, is knowledge, the ability to
effectively utilize infonnation. Experience and expenise acquired over time in an organization-
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- be they in prod~ct design, production planning, shop-floor control or sales forecasting -- need
to be captured, preserved and disseminated throughout the enterprise. The role of artificial
intelligence in providing tools for this purpose are presently discussed.
3.3.1 Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge-Based Systems. Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been
defined as the part of computer science concerned with designing intelligent computer systems,
that is, systems that exhibit characteristics associated with intelligence in human behavior -understanding, language, learning, reasoning and problem-solving [2]. Early research in AI was
aimed at developing domain-independent reasoning systems such as the General Problem Solver
(GPS). GPS could prove theorems and solve a wide variety of problems, but proved to be
inadequate for larger real-world problems. Subsequently, research efforts were directed at
developing efficient schemes for representing domain-specific knowledge, and the term
knowledge engineering was born along with the concept of a knowledge-based system [5].
Knowledge-Based Systems: A knowledge-based system (KBS), commonly referred to as an
expert system, is a software system that solves complex problems in a specific domain that
would otherwise require extensive human expertise. Waterman [31] provides a basic
introduction to the field of KBS from a practitioner's standpoint, while Hayes-Roth et al. [6]
is a good reference text for system developers.
A KBS essentially consists of three major components: At the heart of the system is the
Knowledge Base which is the repository of domain-specific knowledge. This knowledge comes
from the domain expert and other sources such as domain literature. The domain knowledge
is stored in the form of facts and heuristics. The Inference Engine contains the problem-solving
strategies and applies the knowledge to the solution of actual problems based on the specific
data currently in the Working Memory . The two major inference paradigms or solution
strategies are forward chaining and backward chaining. The user of the KBS interacts with the
system through the User Interface.
The various steps in the KBS Development Life-Cycle, viz., planning and domain selection,
knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, system testing and system deployment are
discussed in [12]. The applications of KBS in various facets of the nonwoven industry, viz.,
product design, production planning and scheduling, shop-floor control and marketing have also
been discussed in [12].
Fuzzy Logic Systems: Fuzzy logic is a discipline that lets the computer deal with shades of
grey. Rather than make decisions based on just one input, several variables are integrated over
time to ensure better control over the process being monitored and regulated. This technology
embodies the principles of mechatronics, viz., to effectively integrate the mechanical and
information components of a system. It is being extensively used in the design of elevators,
information retrieval systems and stock trading programs. The technology has the potential to
be applied in the textile/apparel industry for the development of better process control systems.
In summary, the design and development of information and knowledge management systems
are essential for applying mechatronics successfully in the textile-apparel complex. Figure 6
attempts to pictorially represent an integrated view of the relationship between the enterprise
functions and the relevant data elements. Central to accomplishing such an integrated
environment are the various information and knowledge processing technologies discussed .in
this section. Some specific research endeavors involving the application of these tools to
textile-apparel production systems are presently discussed.
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4. Research in Textile/Apparel Mechatronics

Around the world, there are several research endeavors aimed at applying the principles of
mechatronics to the textile-apparel complex. In this section, the focus is on a few major
initiatives in the area of information and knowledge processing.
4.1 MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE ARCHITECfURE

The manufacturing enterprise architecture (MEA) is proposed as the framework that captures,
represents and integrates the three major facets of an enterprise, viz., function, information and
dynamics [7]. The ultimate objective of MEA research is to design and develop an integrated
modeling methodology and software framework that can be used for modeling and effectively
running a manufacturing enterprise. Once the modeling software framework is developed, the
need for appropriate software tools or agents for carrying out each of the functions in the
enterprise will be identified; the available tools will then be integrated into the framework.
Otherwise, such tools will be developed leading to the creation of a single integrated software
environment. Currently, research is aimed at developing a modeling methodology and software
modeling tools necessary for the development of an enterprise architecture.
Need for MEA: The architecture, developed by adopting a systems approach to manufacturing,
can serve as a blueprint for the effective implementation of new technologies, including
computers, which are central to the successful operation of the enterprise. The architecture can
be used as a communication vehicle in an enterprise both during the analysis of the enterprise
operations and subsequently during the implementation of changes resulting from the analysis.
The architecture can also provide the necessary foundation to develop specifications and
standards for the seamless integration of the various islands of automation in an enterprise [7].
Structure of MEA: MEA consists of three models, viz., the entity model, the activity model
and a model to represent knowledge and beliefs about a manufacturing enterprise [26]. The
entity model is a representation of the enterprise entities and their relationships. The activity
model is a representation of the various functions performed in operating the enterprise. The
object-oriented framework is being designed to overcome one of the major shoncomings of the
IDEF methodology identified during earlier research on developing an architecture for an
apparel enterprise: the lack of seamless integration between the function (activity) and
information (entity) models [7, 27]. Two of the major long-term objectives are to integrate
enterprise dynamics with the activity and entity models, and to generate executable models.
4.1 .1 Apparel Manufacturing Architecture. Under a DoD-sponsored research effort, the

architecture for an apparel manufacturing enterprise has been developed. This architecture is an
example of a domain-specific MEA. Based on a set of evaluation criteria developed for the
selection of the modeling methodology, the US Air Force's IDEF methodology was selected
and used in the development [10]. The architecture is based on extensive modeling and
analysis of the operations of a major apparel manufacturing enterprise and subsequent
participation of other apparel companies.
The apparel manufacturing architecture (AMA) is a comprehensive set of specifications for
a computer-integrated apparel enterprise [11, 18]. AMA consists of a set of models the core
of which is the information model which defines the schema of the shared information base for
an apparel enterprise. The function model component of the architecture specifies how the
activities carried out in an apparel manufacturing enterprise interact with each other through the
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shared information base. The third component of AMA, the dynamics model, describes how
the interactions among the enterprise activities take place over time. AMA encompasses
activities spanning product development to distribution of finished goods. The activities at each
level have been decomposed to the desired level of detail so that issues related to automating
or computerizing the process can be investigated. Thus an architecture encompassing the
textile-apparel complex can serve as a blueprint for implementing CIM in the textile/apparel
industry.
4~2

KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS FOR DEFECTS ANALYSIS

Defects in textile products significantly impact the profitability and image of the textile/apparel
industry. As the consumer becomes increasingly quality conscious, better tools must be
developed to effectively control defects and improve product quality. KBS technology can be
applied to develop computer-assisted tools for use in the textile-apparel complex.
4.2.1 Fabric Defects Analysis System (FDAS). Research has been conducted to investigate the

use of KBS technology for analyzing defects in textile and apparel manufacturing. Two
systems have been developed, one for fabric defects and another for apparel defects. FDAS is
a K.BS for analyzing and diagnosing defects in woven textile structures. Based on information
furnished by the user, FDAS identifies the defect in the fabric and the causes of the defect, and
suggests suitable remedies to avoid defects. FDAS is intended for use on the shop-floor of the
textile plant [24 ].
Figure 7 shows the framework of FDAS for the classification of defects [25]. The defect is
essentially characterized by its type (point, line or area), direction, lengthwise pattern and
widthwise pattern. The primary advantage of this novel classification scheme is that it is based
only on the visually observable attributes of defects and, unlike traditional schemes, does not
require prior knowledge of the defect. Consequently, the scheme can be used as an underlying
framework for an automatic (vision-based) fabric inspection system. In addition to being a tool
for analyzing defects, FDAS can be used as a valuable training tool for new fabric inspectors.
FDAS has been implemented in Nexpert Object, an expert system shell, and runs under both
Unix and MS-DOS environments. FDAS is linked to Oracle, the relational database
management system, to record defects and to generate quality reports in the enterprise [14].
4.2.2 Sewing Defects Analysis System. SDAS (sewing defects analysis system) is a KBS for the

identification and diagnosis of defects encountered in the manufacture of utility denim trousers
[ 14]. The classification of defects is centered around the location of the defect and the nature
of the defect; these are the two visual cues an inspector derives during garment inspection. An
object-oriented class hierarchy has been used to represent the classification framework of SDAS.
Like FDAS, SDAS is implemented in Nexpert Object and is also linked to Oracle.
4.3 KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM FOR CONTRACTOR EVALUATION
One of the major functions in the textile-apparel complex is selection of vendors for the supply
of products, viz., fibers, yams, chemicals, fabrics, buttons, zippers, or apparel. Since there are
multiple sources for each of these products, the buying organization solicits bids and eventually
awards a contract based on several criteria. However, the process of selecting the bidder that
is most likely to deliver the best value (i.e., the required quantity, at the right time and of the
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specified quality) is complex and involves extensive human judgement and experience. If an
appropriate tool can be developed to carry out this task, the vendor selection process can be
computerized, thus freeing the human to make creative decisions.
4.3.1 Bid Evaluation Software Tool (BEST). DoD is the single largest consumer of apparel items

in the western world procuring approximately $1 billion wonh of apparel every year [4]. The
ultimate objective of the procurement process is to ensure the greatest value for DoD, i.e., all
other conditions being met, the total cost is the lowest With this underlying objective, research
has been carried out to develop a knowledge-based decision support system for use by
contracting officers at DoD to assist them in their evaluation tasks.
An Apparel Enterprise Evaluation Framework (AEEF) has been designed and developed using
the KBS development methodology. In the resulting tool (BESn, the overall capability of the
bidder to perform on a contract is deten:nined based on the quality' production and financial
capabilities of the bidder (see Figure 8). An object-oriented representation scheme has been
used to represent AEEF. As shown in Figure 9, these top level classes are funher decomposed
until the value for the lowest level object can be directly obtained from the bidder [22]. AEEF
is implemented in Nexpert Object and runs under both MS-DOS and Unix operating systems.
To obtain the necessary information for evaluating a contractor, a set of forms known as
BESTForms has been created. BESTProcess. the problem-solving engine in BEST, utilizes the
data in BESTForms and comes up with a rank (on a 0-4 scale) for the bidder.
4.3.2 BEST and ED/. BESTForms represents a modest step in paving the way for EDI between

DoD and its apparel suppliers [ 13]. Bidders can submit the necessary information on disks that
can be loaded at DoD and used with BEST. Such an approach will reduce the large amounts
of existing paperwork and will contribute to fewer errors in data transfer. Data integrity can
be easily ensured prior to the award of a contract. Additionally, once a bidder's information
is present in a database at DoD, the bidder will be required only to update the information (on
subsequent bids) and there will be no need to resubmit all the data. Moreover, in the event of
a mobilization, DoD would have a database of contractors' capabilities that could be quickly
tapped. In the long-term, DoD can set up a network or a dial-in facility and bidders could enter
the information directly in DoD's computers thus speeding up the response process on a
solicitation. This concept of EDI between DoD and its contractors can be easily extended to
vendors in the commercial world (see Figure 5) so that a truly responsive and JIT
manufacturing textile-apparel complex can emerge.

4.4 APPAREL PRODUCf DATA EXCHANGE THROUGH STEP
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has begun work on applying PDES
concepts to the apparel industry. As the first step, an Apparel Pattern Information Model
(APIM) has been developed to illustrate the feasibility of extending STEP to include apparel
pattern data. A neutral flle format for exchanging two-dimensional apparel pattern data between
different marker making machines has been developed [ 17, 21 ]. Efforts are now being directed
towards a full-fledged APDES (Apparel Product Data Exchange through STEP) effort that will
include three-dimensional garment models, linkages to textile, anthropometric and other data
related to the life-cycle of the product. AMA is being used for developing APDES application
protocols.
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4.5 POTENTIAL AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
In this section, areas for funher research and exploration
the textile-apparel complex are identified.

to

effectively utilize mechatronics in

4.5.1 ED/ and Distributed Design and Manufacturing. By embracing and applying EDI and

advancements in communications technology, the textile-apparel complex can explore the
concept of distributed design and manufacturing. In such a framework, companies will each
specialize in one facet of the product life-cycle, but will work together in a conceptually
integrated environment even if they are located in different geographic locations. For example,
a design house can invest in state-of-the-art technology and develop design expertise (technical
and human) that can be shared with several manufacturers. Since resources will be directed to
a single area, expenise and market share can be quickly built by the design house. The design
house may funher choose to focus on one market segment
For the manufacturer, the proposed framework will provide the ability to pick and choose
from a range of design houses. This flexibility in accessing a range of product designs will
enable the manufacturer to effectively respond to the changing needs of the consumer and also
to cater to a wider segment of the market. Likewise, by concentrating its resources on
manufacturing, the company can afford to invest in state-of-the-an technology on the shop-floor,
thereby improving the productivity and quality of the product. Issues related to hierarchical
distribution of enterprise activities such as feasibility, logical divisions and economies of scale
can be explored further.
4.5.2 CAL.S and Quick Response. As the textile/apparel industry embraces CD DAM philosophy,

application of the CALS approach, viz., elimination of paper-based transactions and
standardized data interchange throughout the product life-cycle, will become critical. Issues
related to the creation of such a truly electronically integrated complex using the CALS
methodology can be investigated.
4.5.3 Product Data Exchange Standards. The successful application of the concepts of DFM,

CE and CDDAM necessitates the availability of a product's life-cycle date to all functions of
the enterprise from design to marketing. This calls for the development of standards for
representing product data so that any ambiguities in the design, manufacturing or other
operations can be avoided -- the final product delivered will indeed be the product that was
designed to be produced.
As mentioned earlier, AMA can serve as a good staning point for the apparel component of
the product life-cycle data. The scope of AMA should be expanded to include the textile
component of the life-cycle data. Once such an integrated information architecture is
developed, the PDES/STEP methodology can be used to develop the appropriate application
protocols and product data standards.
4.5.4 A Closed Loop Fabric Defects Recognition and Analysis System. As mentioned in Section

2.1.3, the fabric inspection system from ELBIT Vision Systems identifies defects on the fabric
using a system of videocameras. At the other end, FDAS analyzes a defect, determines the
cause for the defect in the upstream processes, and suggests appropriate remedies to prevent the
defect from recurring. Since the classification schemes for the two systems are nearly identical,
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issues related to integrating these two systems can be investigated. The ultimate objective will
be to develop a closed loop fabric inspection and diagnosis system. Such an effort will further

the concept of using sensory information from a process to effect changes on the machines
electronically and without human intervention. Although the existing time scales in the process
sequence (spinning and weaving) will not currently accommodate a learning and self-correcting
system in practice, the area is worthy of further exploration and research.
4.5.5 Knowledge-based Systems for Process Planning and Scheduling. Process planning is a
complex activity and the expertise of the process planner is invaluable to an organization.
Since such expert planners are scarce, this area of enterprise activities is a potential domain for
the application of KBS technology. An intelligent process planner that also effectively utilizes
the distributed databases in the enterprise can be developed.
Traditionally, optimization tools such as linear programming have been used in the production
planning and scheduling functions of the manufacturing enterprise. However, such purely
algorithmic approaches to optimization, do not account for some of the realities of the
manufacturing shop floor operations. Constraints are not always linear, and schedules are
frequently modified to accommodate changing product demands and availability of resources
(operators, materials and machines). The individual's experience and expertise greatly influence
both the way the function is carried out and the resulting schedule. While the task itself is
fairly well-defmed, there is generally a shortage of experienced planners, thus making this task
but one of many suitable candidates for the development of a KBS.
4.5.6 Fuzzy Logic Systems. At ITMA '91, Tsudakoma demonstrated a prototype Fuzzy Logic
Expert System for the air-jet weaving machine. In this system, the main nozzle pressure setting
is regulated based on integrating the information monitored on filling arrival time, loom stop
data and fabric quality data. This type of integrated control leads to better accuracy and
reproducibility. There is potential for similar applications of fuzzy logic concepts in the textileapparel complex.
For example, in dyeing, the expert's opinion that the fabric has been dyed to the right shade
is the outcome of a complex knowledge processing task that cannot often be encoded in black
and white. Adjustments to the dyebath to ensure the right shade involve a multitude of
interacting parameters and the resulting control decision (e.g., to add a certain amount of a
specific color to the bath) is based on an integrated view of these parameters. Thus, there is
scope for applying the principles of fuzzy logic to develop controllers for monitoring and
regulating the shade during dyeing. Product design, production forecasting and style projections
are other potential areas for the application of fuzzy logic in the textile-apparel complex.
In summary, the textile-apparel complex is a fertile area for the application of the principles
of mechatronics.
5. Conclusions
The key to operating successfully in the global market lies in the effective management of
physical and information entities in the textile/apparel enterprise. From the earlier discussion
it is clear that mechatronics is being applied in the textile-apparel complex, albeit under
different names, for ensuring a smooth and controlled flow of products and information in the
enterprise.
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The role and scope of mechatronics in textile-apparel production systems have been discussed.
Specific examples have been presented to illustrate the applications. Concepts of infonnation
engineering, electronic data interchange and knowledge-based systems technology and their
relevance to the textile-apparel complex have been discussed with specific examples. Major
research efforts including the development of an enterprise architecture, knowledge-based
systems and product data standards have been discussed. Finally, potential areas for further
research and exploration ·in areas ranging from application of CALS to fuzzy logic have been
presented.
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Apparel Enterprise Information System (AEIS) is a relational database system developed in Paradox for Windows. It is based on the Apparel Manufacturing Architecture
(AMA).

1.0 Need for Apparel Enterprise Information System
---------------------Today, any commercial enterprise faces increasing challenges to compete successfully
in the global market. This is particularly true of an apparel enterprise because of the
complex set of activities involved in it. To meet the competitive challenges, an apparel
enterprise should possess the following :
• Quick response capability
• Flexibility
• Integration
Quick response capability enables shorter cycle time from the design of the product to
its final delivery; flexibility provides the ability to produce small batches of a variety of
products; integration implies coordination of not only all the sub-systems of the enterprise but also with customers, suppliers, etc.
Information is vital for an enterprise to achieve quick response capability, flexibility.
and integration. The ability to access information when needed gives an organization a
decided edge over its competition. However, the control and coordination of information by different sub-systems of an enterprise are as important as access to information.
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To achieve these capabilities, the information system should ensure that
• All sub-systems of the enterprise have timely access to information whose integrity is
assured.
• The flow of information between sub-systems and information processing across subsystems is finely coordinated.
Design of information systems should consider the following:
• the various functions involved in the working of an enterprise.
• the information needs of the functions.
• information sharing between the functions.
• the dynamic interaction between them.

1.1

Apparel Manufacturing Architecture and RDBMS

AMA incorporates the functions, information and dynamics in an apparel enterprise [ 1].
Thus, it can serve as an ideal framework for developing an information system for an
apparel enterprise.
A relational model is the most popular model underlying present day commercial databases [2]. The basic elements of the relational model are entities, attributes and relationships. The model is based on the notions of "sets" and "relations". In this model, tables
are frameworks for representing entities, with the entity's attributes represented as fields
of the table. Each individual record represents an entity. Sets of records represent entities of the same type. Each member of a set is uniquely identified by one or more fields
(a single primary key or a composite key). The relationships between sets are identified
through equality of values for a common field between sets.
There are some constraints imposed on a relational model to ensure integrity and to
avoid update anomalies. This is achieved by a pro'Cess called normali~ation. which
ensures that the database conforms to these constraints [2]. Normalization ensures that
the attributes are defined in such a way that the database has the appropriate number of
entities and attributes. When referential integrity is established, no data can be entered
in a child attribute when it does not figure in the parent entity. Also, any changes made
to the attribute in the parent entity percolate down to all the child entities.

2.0 Apparel Enterprise Information System (AEIS)
----------------------Apparel Enterprise Information System (AEIS) has been developed in Paradox for Windows and consists of 112 entities, which represent the entities in the AMA Information
Model. AEIS has 38 forms which capture the various details in an apparel enterprise.
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AEIS offers a powerful mechanism to monitor and update the information on the various activities in the enterprise.
Since the total information to be captured is large, the information has been split into
manageable units. Also, not all of the information is relevant to everyone in the organization. The total information can be classified by the functional areas of the organization and by the role each area plays in the product life cycle.
AEIS has various menu choices to enable the user to retrieve information about any
aspect of an Apparel Enterprise. The menu choices are classified based on the various
phases in the apparel product life cycle - Product Design to Marketing.
The various options in the menu (shown in Table 1) corresponding to the life cycle are:
•

Specifications

•

Pre-Production

•

Production

•

Marketing

The two other choices (shown in Table 2) are:

2.1

•

Retrieve Information for

•

Get AEIS Help for

Working with AEIS
This section describes how to work with AEIS utilizing its full capabilities. It is very
easy to add data to the existing database and also to retrieve information from the database.
AEIS retrieves information in two modes:
1. Comprehensive mode; and
2. Selective search mode.

2.1.1

Comprehensive mode
When the user enters AEIS, the menu choices in Tables I and 2 are displayed. This is
shown in Figure 1. If any of the menu choices in Table 1 is selected, the total information available in AEIS is retrieved and displayed. This is the Comprehensive mode. For
example, if all the details pertaining to Pattern Grading need to be retrieved, the Pattern
Grading option in the Specifications menu should be selected. This screen along with
the answer table pulled up by AEIS is shown in Figures 2-5.

2.1.2

Selective search mode
Figure 6 shows the procedure for retrieval of information in Selective search mode.
Table 2 shows "Retrieve Information For" as one of the menu choices and it has further
options. When one of these options is selected, AEIS will prompt the user for an input.
For example, if the user is interested in knowing the various details of the activities for a
given Plant Code, the Plant Code option must be chosen and AEIS will prompt the user

AEIS ·Apparel Enterprise Information System
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Detailed menu selections available in AEIS
TABLE 1

AEIS Menu Choices and the Apparel Product Life Cycle
Specifications

Construction Detail

Pattern Description
Fit and Grading Tables
Sample Garment Description
Material Description
Production Garment Description
Assignment of Fabric Dependent Construction
Details

Pre-Production

Product Development and Description
Process Planning
Quality Control
Production Planning
Material Procurement
Marker Making
Cut Order Planning
Cutting Room Scheduling and Control
Cut Package Preparation
Sample Production Scheduling

Production

Mfg. Equipment Capability
Mfg. Resources- Equipment
Mfg. Resources - Human
Mfg. Plant Scheduling
Mfg. Resource Assignment

Marketing

Sales Program Description
Customer Interaction
Finished Goods Warehousing
Shipping Order Description
Packing and Shipping
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Detailed menu selections available in AEIS
TABLE 2

Menu Choices- For retrieval of Information and Help

Retrieve Information For

Style
Customer Code
Production Order Number
Plant Code
Shipping Order

AEIS Help

What is AEIS
How to use AEI S
How to use "Retrieve Information For' '
Data entry for the entities
How to construct a new query
Get AMA_AEIS entity details
Get names of forms and queries in AEIS

AEIS- Apparel Enterprise Information System
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Figure 6 Information Retrieval Process in Selective Search Mode

AEIS displays
error message.

A new screen is
displayed on the
screen

Select one
of the options
displayed on the screen

Relevant information
is retrieved by AEIS and
displayed
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to input the Plant Code details. A similar dialog box will pop up for the other menu
options under "Retrieve Information for" menu choice. This is the Selective search
mode. The sequence of screens when this mode is chosen, is shown in Figures 7-11.
2.1.3

How to add new data in AEIS
Data is stored as records in the various tables. Each table in AEIS corresponds to an
entity in the AMA Information Model. Attributes are represented as fields in the various
tables. The first step, in adding new information to AEIS , is to identify the entities
affected by the information. By opening the appropriate tables, the information can be
added easily. The default mode for entering data is the table mode. But when the number of attributes is very large, the form mode is a more convenient mode to enter data. It
is possible to toggle between the table and the form modes by pressing F7.

2.1.4

How to modify the existing forms
AEIS uses the IDEF 1X format for display of the information requested by the user. The
information displayed corresponds exactly to the AMA Information Model (See Figure
11 ). The form names in AEIS correspond to the views in the AMA Information Model.
The information displayed is in the Form View mode, which is the default mode. By
pressing F8, the designer can enter into Form Design mode and change the information
display as needed.

2.1.5

How to modify the existing entities
This can be done by using FILE/ RESTRUCTURE option in Paradox for Windows and
modifying the entity as desired.

2.1.6

Slide Show of AEIS
A slide show providing a step-by-step introduction to AEIS has been developed in
Freelance Graphics.

2.1.7

How to modify the existing entities
The existing entities in AEIS can be modified by using FILE/ RESTRUCTURE option
in Paradox for Windows and modifying the entity as desired.

2.2 Concluding Remarks
AEIS is a powerful tool to monitor the various activities in an apparel enterprise
throughout its product life cycle. Based on AMA, it is comprehensive in its information
content and can be customized to meet the specific needs of an organization. It is also
possible to set up AEIS as a distributed database. This requires the network version of
Paradox for Windows.
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1s s e shows the zero level diagram of
AEIS. This is the screen on display when the file
AEIS.fsl is opened in ,Paradox for Windows.
Paradox for Windows
Specifi cations

Pre-Production

Production

tvt arketi ng

Retrieve information for

AEIS Help

l1is forn1 is tl1e top level diagran1 of tl1e Apparel EtlterJlrise lnformatior1
System (AEIS).
Tl1e inforn1ation in AEIS is organized accorlJing to the apJlarel product
life cycle. As shown in the n1enu, the various categories are SJlecification
Pre-ProlJuction, Productiotl ar1d Marketing. Each of tl1ese n1enu cJ1oices
have further cl assifi cations to fa ci lit ate easy information retri eva I.

Figure 1

Pattern Grading under Specifications menu is
being selected.

The results of the selection of Pattern Grading
are displayed in this slide. Only part of the
answer table is on view in this slide. The next
slide shows the other half of the table.

Sample Garment Description
Material Description
Production Garment Description
Assignment of Fabric Dependent Construction Details

This slide shows some more details in the
answer table pulled up by AEIS.

Figures 2-5

This slide shows the remaining details in the
answer table pulled up by AEIS.

This slide shows "Specific Plant Code" being
specified.

This slide shows the dialog box which pops up
prompting for an input from the user. A similar
dialog box will pop up for other selections like
style # , production order #.

Pre-Production

Paradox for Windows
Production Marketing

1: nte1 the Plant Code he1

The form pulled up by AEIS based on the input
given in previous slide is displayed.
I 1 dtc1dux tor

Wtnduw~

lh is fnnu provides various rntHJU f:holces whkh will extra c t
r.orresponding to 1he inJlU1 provided by the utoatr.

Figures 7-1 0

This slide shows Pattern Description (under
Specifications) being selected. The result of this
selection is shown in the next slide.
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Fit and Grading Tables
Pattern Grading
Sample Garment Description
Material Description
Production Garment Description
Assignment of Fabric Dependent Construction Details
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